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Introduction 
 

 

The website of Project Gutenberg Australia offers access 

to more than four thousand public domain ebooks, the copyright 

for many of which has expired in Australia although not in the 

United States or the United Kingdom.  Among these are nearly a 

hundred and sixty books--close to four percent of the site’s 

collections--by an author named E. Phillips Oppenheim.  

Oppenheim’s works include melodramas, mild thrillers, genteel 

detective stories, and newspaper serials, and contain more than 

thirteen million words in all, making an impressive and 

attention-grabbing collection.  Nonetheless, at the beginning of 

the twenty-first century, there is almost no evidence, apart from 

his novels, that E. Phillips Oppenheim ever existed. 

Prolific authors, as a rule, are bestsellers, and in his day, 

Phillips Oppenheim was indeed a bestselling author.  His novels 

The Pawns Count and The Great Impersonation were among the top 

ten bestselling books in the United States in 1918 and 1920, 

respectively.  A hundred years later, libraries around the world 

still hold nearly fifty thousand copies of Oppenheim’s works, 

suggesting that millions more must have been in circulation 

once.  Oppenheim wrote twice as many books as Agatha 

Christie, today the most-sold novelist in history, and his habit of 

turning out four or five books per year compared favorably with 

Barbara Cartland’s average of nine per year.1  In spite of their 

former ubiquity, Oppenheim novels are never reprinted, filmed, 

or taught, and Oppenheim himself is never mentioned in critical 

studies except in the company of other genre authors.  Moreover, 
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among British thriller authors in general, a broad grouping that 

included many of the writers with whom Oppenheim associated 

during his lifetime--Edgar Wallace, Sax Rohmer, Baroness 

Orczy--Oppenheim is the least remembered of any.  He was an 

important purveyor of Ruritanian romances at the height of his 

career, but now his contributions to that genre go unrecognized.  

The only full-length biography of Oppenheim appeared a 

decade after his death, in 1957, and his Wikipedia biography at 

the end of 2019 consisted of four short paragraphs.  Even the 

current revival of interest in the popular British authors of the 

Edwardian era and the Roaring Twenties sparked by the joint 

success of Downton Abbey and online streaming services has so 

far failed to refocus public attention on Oppenheim and his 

works. 

Although Phillips Oppenheim failed to impress his 

personality upon the world directly, he managed to do so 

indirectly through his novels, which, taken as a whole, are 

highly revelatory about his own tastes and ideals.  Oppenheim 

dictated the majority of his works, particularly his mature works 

in which his characteristic style was well-established, making 

them a nearly stream-of-consciousness guide to his character.  By 

far the most distinctive personality trait he revealed in these 

books was a preoccupation with food and drink.  Every 

Oppenheim novel includes formal meals and an abundance of 

alcohol.  His late-career works involve far more eating and 

drinking than his early novels do, as well as more elaborate 

descriptions of meals, dishes, and wines.  Oppenheim’s final 

works are filled with fine dining to such an extent that cooking 

and cocktail-sipping overwhelm the action, reflecting the 

author’s own lifestyle on the Riviera in his old age.  While he 

commented on politics, economics, and social conditions on 

occasion, revealing himself to be a very conservative, 

unimaginative, middle-of-the-road Briton, he managed to relate 

all of his significant opinions to food in some way.  Class and 
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cuisine are inseparable in his books, and so thoroughly did he 

document the cuisine of Edwardian high society that his works 

account for the majority or the vast majority of mentions of a 

number of rare food items within the Project Gutenberg 

Australia archives.  Oppenheim’s novels further reveal glimpses 

of a vanished urban world, capturing the mannerisms and 

behaviors of the last generation of the British landed gentry 

before the Second World War largely extinguished them.  In his 

tours of fashionable London and Monte Carlo, tours that 

Oppenheim recorded in detail for his readers, he crossed paths 

with many individuals who were and would be far better known 

to history than himself.  Some of them he named in his memoirs.  

Others are invisible to the modern reader without a knowledge 

of the world within which Oppenheim moved.  Becoming aware 

of the boundaries and populations of that world not only reveals 

how closely Oppenheim brushed against world history but also 

serves to clarify Oppenheim’s role within the Edwardian social 

milieu.  For more than fifty years he successfully hovered on the 

fringes of high society, capturing and recoloring its glamour for 

the British public.  When the last traces of that aristocratic society 

vanished in the Blitz and the Battle of France, Oppenheim 

stopped writing, and his readers stopped believing in the 

possibility of the fantasies that he had spun.  His accounts of the 

glories that had been were relegated to the least-remembered 

shelves of libraries, and have only begun to re-emerge, 

providing modern readers with both qualified entertainment 

and a comprehensive look into the mind of a typical upper-

middle-class Englishman. 
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Oppenheim the Man 
 

 

Phillips Oppenheim’s own story is a difficult one to tell.  

In his personal life, as in his work, he preferred the glamorous to 

the prosaic and took pains to suppress any reference to the latter.  

His novels reveal far more about his character, habits, and tastes 

than do any surviving factual records, which merely supplement 

the picture of the man that emerges from his writing.  Robert 

Standish, who wrote the sole biography of Oppenheim, noted 

that his subject had taken care, prior to his death, to destroy all 

source materials relating to his early life and non-literary 

persona.  It is far from unheard-of for a writer to become, in both 

his work and his personality, a caricature of his own ideals, but 

for Oppenheim, that process progressed farther than it did for 

most of his fellows. 

Edward Phillips Oppenheim was born in London on 

October 22, 1866, to Edward John Oppenheim and Henrietta 

Susannah Budd.2  Oppenheim disliked his first name, which he 

shared with his father, and preferred to be known as “Phillips” 

by his friends.  In later years, on the Riviera, he would also allow 

acquaintances to address him as “Opp” or “Oppy.”  He attended 

Wyggeston Grammar School in Leicester, in which town his 

father was a leather merchant, playing on the cricket and football 

teams, and establishing an excellent record in English literature 

and history but a poor one in mathematics.  The opening lines of 

his memoir, The Pool of Memory, describe him at the end of his 

school years as a “tousled-haired, insignificant-looking youth 
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with a prematurely developed stoop of the shoulders.”3  He had 

already completed four hundred pages of his first novel, and his 

literary tastes had been encouraged in his youth by a family 

tradition of composing stories on Christmas Eve, with a prize for 

the best one.4 

At age sixteen Oppenheim left school to work in his 

father’s leather business.  According to his own published 

account, this was a necessary response to a family financial 

crisis.  “‘My father has lost a great deal of money and he says I 

must go to work,’” was how he expressed it.5  Privately, 

Oppenheim believed then and for the rest of his life that his 

father had invented the story of a financial setback in order to 

“prevent him becoming a writer,” particularly after he had 

promised his son that he might go to Oxford.  Phillips 

Oppenheim would later hint to his friends that any genuine 

financial difficulties his father had experienced were due to a 

lack of business sense combined with an overindulgence in 

Chateau d’Yquem.  This theory is both borne out and 

contradicted by the fact that, several years later, Oppenheim’s 

father would be sufficiently well-off and well-intentioned to 

finance the publication of his son’s first novel.6  In any case, 

Oppenheim’s resentment towards his father, his family, and his 

hometown for depriving him of certain opportunities would 

become his most powerful motivation for pursuing a literary 

career. 

Until he was twenty-two, Oppenheim devoted himself to 

business, working eight or nine hours a day, after which he 

would sometimes write until 2 AM.7  He traveled for the family 

firm in London and Norwich, as well as on the Continent.8  

Expiation, the book that he had spent his teenage years 

completing, was published in 1887 to an ambivalent reception; 

Oppenheim later claimed he had rewritten it over several 

months in 1885 while living in a shepherd’s hut on Dartmoor.9  

Nevertheless, its release marked the beginning of a half-century 
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period during which no year would pass without the 

appearance of an Oppenheim story in print.  The qualified 

success of Expiation, combined with an improvement in the 

family fortunes as a result of a leather boom around the same 

time, allowed Oppenheim to rent a cottage in the village of 

Woodhouse Eaves the following year while simultaneously 

reducing his involvement in the business.10  He embarked on his 

first trip to America in 1892, boarding the Cunarder Scythia at 

Liverpool for Boston,11 where he met and married Elsie Clara 

Hopkins and took her on a honeymoon through New England in 

a horse and buggy.12  They moved into a house in the village of 

Evington outside Leicester, where Oppenheim joined the local 

cricket club, evidence of his continuing interest in athletics,13 and 

had a daughter, Geraldine.  The Oppenheims returned to the 

States in 1893 for the World Columbian Exposition in Chicago, 

and Oppenheim attempted to find an American publisher for A 

Monk of Cruta, an effort that resulted in the book being pirated in 

the United States before it had appeared at all in Britain.14  1893 

also saw the publication of A Daughter of the Marionis in the 

Sheffield Weekly Telegraph, the first of six serial novels 

Oppenheim had been contracted to write for that paper at a price 

of £250 each.15  These included Mysterious Mr. Sabin, his first 

substantial success, which he later said “opened life out for me 

considerably.”  He was soon elected to the Savage Club in 

London, a sign of his growing acceptance by his fellow authors.16 

Oppenheim was temporarily distracted from his literary 

career at this stage by his father’s death, an event that forced him 

to take control of the family leather business in order to provide 

for his mother and sister, the latter of whom was a writer of 

religious poetry and “uninteresting” to him.17  He continued to 

manage it for two years, then sold a majority interest to the 

American businessman Julian Stevens Ullman while retaining a 

directorship, from which he finally retired at the age of forty.18  

Meanwhile, he kept writing, inspired by the industry of 
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Alexandre Dumas and Anthony Trollope.19  In 1895 or 1896--the 

year is unclear--he made his first visit to Monte Carlo, possibly 

following a business trip, and engaged in a brief but memorable 

affair with an Italian princess who had been born an English 

working girl and married an American millionaire for her first 

husband.  A decade after his death, she remembered vividly 

what Oppenheim was like at the age of thirty: 

 

Selfish, intensely masculine and altogether personal…He 

never allowed me to forget for an instant that he was a 

man and I was a woman…He was so eager for life…he 

seemed angry that there were not more than twenty-four 

hours in each day. He was clever, of course, 

thrusting…but not wise…You want to know, to use an 

American phrase, what made Phillips tick. I will tell you. 

It was a mixture of ambition and envy…a kind of greed 

for everything he saw…[He was always] conscious of 

being the insecure son of a not very prosperous leather 

merchant in Leicester.20 

 

That greed the princess observed in Oppenheim was sharpened 

by his first taste of the prewar Riviera, where life was dominated 

by the conspicuous consumption of Europe’s rich and noble.  

The Riviera itself, where all was beauty and comfort in vivid 

contrast to the commercial realities of Leicester, likewise 

attracted him irresistibly.  He would spend the next fifty years 

returning to it for increasingly long periods, and would 

eventually die in a final attempt to see it once more. 

In 1905, with his career as a merchant coming to an end, 

Oppenheim relocated from Leicester to Sheringham in Norfolk, 

his favorite county, and focused his attention seriously on 

writing.21  He adopted the pseudonym “Anthony Partridge” for 

five of the books he wrote at this time, possibly because his 

publishers were initially reluctant to handle the full volume of 
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his output.  The annual royalties he received from his novels 

totaled between two and three thousand pounds (between 

$310,000 to $465,000 in 2018 prices), at a time when income tax 

was a shilling in the pound.22  His recreational interests had 

expanded to include golf, with Oppenheim joining the Woking 

Golf Club and even making the final round of the Italian golf 

championship one year while on holiday in Rome.  He was fond 

of cards, both bridge and poker, and, by his own telling, was the 

moving spirit behind a prewar legal case that found poker to be 

a game of skill rather than chance and therefore a legal 

entertainment.  Oppenheim also took advantage of his 

newfound affluence to travel on the Continent, witnessing a 

suicide at Le Rat Mort in Paris and a murder in a Marseilles 

tavern, after which he lost his curiosity about the underworld, 

considering it to be too vicious to warrant commemoration.23 

The outbreak of the Great War found Oppenheim racing 

back from Florence to collect his daughter from boarding school 

in Brussels before the opening of hostilities.24  She would go on 

to work in St. Dunstan’s Hospital during the war, while 

Oppenheim attempted to address recruiting rallies before taking 

a post at the Ministry of Information, writing propaganda.  He 

found this task uncongenial and was thereafter assigned to 

manage a chateau in France that the army had taken over as a 

headquarters for neutral journalists.  The chief annoyance 

Oppenheim seems to have suffered as a result of the war was 

that of being called a “naturalised Hun” due to his surname, and 

he took to carrying his father’s and grandfather’s birth 

certificates about with him to make a point of his Englishness 

should it ever be questioned.25  During the war, he lived first at 

Martinhoe Manor in Devon, then at Hook Heath near Woking, 

which he thought “too suburban,” and finally at Reepham 

House in Norfolk.26  In 1919, he created a minor controversy 

when he published the article “The Life of the New Poor” in the 

Daily Mail.  Oppenheim admitted in the piece to a prewar annual 
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income of £4000 ($264,000 as of 2018), out of which he could save 

£700 or £800 a year, yet complained indignantly that wages for 

domestic servants had doubled, with his chauffeur wanting £3 

10s. a week and an indoor servant a full £2, demands that he felt 

made life intolerable.27 

As if he were spurred to his best efforts by this 

unprecedented increase in the cost of living, Oppenheim 

subsequently produced his most famous novel, The Great 

Impersonation, which ran as a serial in Harper’s Bazaar before 

selling 1,013,047 copies in the American edition alone.  The 

book’s success, and that of subsequent works, provided him 

with an excuse for relocating permanently from England to 

southern France, over the advice of his family and friends, 

although he was also motivated by a desire to avoid taxes and 

death duties on his growing estate.28  He toured the 

Mediterranean with his family and secretary, visited Egypt for 

the first time, and chartered a yacht from the playwright H.M. 

Harwood before settling down on the Riviera.29  In the spring of 

1924, he purchased the Villa Deveron at Cagnes-sur-Mer, 

overlooking the eighteenth hole of the Cagnes golf links.  

Oppenheim lived, or rather headquartered, at the Villa Deveron 

longer than at any other home he owned, and wrote more than 

thirty books there, although he retained a flat in Clarges Street 

for business trips to London.30  His memoir later described these 

years as the happiest period of his life. 

In a speech he gave in New York in 1922, Oppenheim 

stated that he devoted half his time to writing, and the other half 

to exercise and sport.31  Sport, as he understood it on the Riviera, 

was an all-encompassing term.  The Oppenheims threw huge 

cocktail parties, typically for 250 to 300 guests, at the Cagnes 

Golf Club, at which the author himself presided over the shaker; 

his specialty was the White Lady.32  His literary friends and 

acquaintances included Baroness Orczy, P.G. Wodehouse, Henry 

Norman, Edgar Wallace, and Sax Rohmer, while he also 
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hobnobbed with a number of international tennis players and, as 

he quietly bragged, the kings of Siam and Sweden.33  Often 

Oppenheim spent five nights a week in one of the nearby 

casinos, usually at Monte Carlo.34  Roulette was his preferred 

game, and he actively supported the Monegasque government’s 

failed effort to prevent the legalization of roulette in France, 

hoping to maintain its image as a diversion for the upper classes.  

He was not himself an adventurous player, however.  His 

secretary calculated that after six years of gambling, he came out 

roughly even, with the exception of a single large win of five 

thousand pounds on the final night the old Sporting Club was 

open.  Oppenheim noted that while this sum was a fortune to 

him, he did not consider that it represented serious gambling at 

Monte Carlo.35  Fortune or not, he was affluent enough by now 

to maintain a household staff consisting of a cook (a 

Frenchwoman from Boulogne who would remain in his service 

for twenty-five years), a valet, his wife’s maid, a butler, a 

chauffeur, and a gardener and assistant, exclusive of his 

secretaries.36  He could also afford to purchase the motor yacht 

Echo, which he moored off Garoupe Beach at Antibes and used 

as a combination of office and love nest.37  The boat’s previous 

owner may have been the French embezzler Alexandre Stavisky, 

whose dramatic demise, combined with the yacht’s possession, 

later inspired Oppenheim to write the novel The Bird of Paradise.38 

Oppenheim’s romantic affairs were the common talk of 

the Riviera in his day, and he carried on many of them aboard 

the Echo, described somewhat humorously by Standish as “the 

floating double bed.”39  He had resumed his connection with his 

princess of a quarter century earlier, with whom he had 

continued to correspond, on his return to southern France.  

Among his other lovers were a young actress who reduced his 

productivity noticeably during 1924 and 1925; the widow of a 

Kansas City millionaire, a spectacular blonde beauty who took to 

drink; Maria, Duchess of Braganza; an Italian peasant girl; and a 
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lovely Viennese nudist, allegedly a baroness, who was the only 

person ever to succeed in stopping Oppenheim in mid-dictation.  

Although he demanded flattery, humility, and self-effacement 

from those around him, and most of all from his women, the 

majority of his conquests retained pleasant memories of their 

encounters with him.  If anything, his reputation increased his 

success with the ladies.  Even his wife was subject to his charm 

most of the time, but after one particularly obvious affair she 

registered a protest by embarking on a round-the-world cruise 

on the RMS Franconia--without her husband.  Their marriage 

owed its survival to a basis of friendship and companionship, 

and to the fact that Oppenheim’s side ventures had been 

relatively few in number until after 1906.  “My father’s idea of a 

perfect life appears to have been having his wife with him for 

companionship and affection, a mistress in the offing for fun, 

and a secretary just in case he felt the creative urge,” his 

daughter summarized.  The situation was no doubt helped by 

Oppenheim’s radically different behavior when in the presence 

of his wife and friends rather than his mistresses.  His 

conversation was so prim that no one who knew him could 

recall him ever having told a dirty story or made an off-color 

joke.40 

Oppenheim’s books, and particularly their serial runs in 

magazines, paid for his sybaritic lifestyle at a rate well in 

advance of his spending.  For six years prior to the Depression, 

his income from serializations in Britain came to £21,721 3s. 4d. 

($1.74 million as of 2018), while serializations in the United 

States brought him a further $384,448.56 ($5.64 million as of 

2018), neither figure including royalties and translation rights.  

From 1922 to 1929 he collected a further $22,000 ($323,000 as of 

2018) in film royalties.  The American market turned out to be 

far more lucrative for him than the British market; while 

Oppenheim never received more than £1000 for a serial novel in 

his native land, Collier’s and the Saturday Evening Post routinely 
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paid him $20,000 or more.  He would play the two publications 

against one another in order to command a higher rate of 

payment for his work, and by the height of the Depression, the 

standard price for an Oppenheim story had risen to $25,000 

($486,000 as of 2018).  His investments of £150,000 ($12.51 million 

as of 2018) were largely untouched by the stock market crash, 

and were supplemented from 1930 to 1937 by a further $373,606 

($6.51 million as of 2018) in American serial payments, 

$175,714.33 ($3.07 million as of 2018) in American royalties, and 

£23,109 17s. 2d. ($2.01 million as of 2018) in British royalties and 

serial payments combined.  Despite his wealth, Oppenheim 

hated spending money, and his memoir is filled with sly laments 

regarding what he perceived as his near-poverty throughout his 

life.  He always paid his debts on time, and had a good 

commercial reputation in Leicester, but his character was such 

that he would haggle with a street vendor over pennies.  In the 

summer of 1939, when he found out that his American agent had 

failed to turn over a payment for one of his magazine serials, he 

responded by having the man jailed for two and a half years.41 

To maintain this high rate of income, equivalent to over a 

million dollars a year in the early twenty-first century, 

Oppenheim developed a largely consistent method of working.  

By the 1920s, the figure of the teenager scribbling away in his 

attic at midnight had vanished entirely, replaced by that of a 

middle-aged bourgeois dictating to a string of secretaries.  The  

eminent author would lean back in his chair, close his eyes, and 

reel off his stories as if they were more real than the world that 

surrounded him, with his role being that of an observer simply 

noting what he saw.  This easy method of composition was not 

failure-proof; Oppenheim dictated four separate versions of The 

Light Beyond, each taking from four to seven weeks to complete, 

before his publishers would accept it.  He preferred to work 

from nine in the morning until one in the afternoon, with a break 

at 11.30 for a gin and tonic.42  “Unfortunately, however,” he 
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remarked in a speech, “my scheme for the day is complicated by 

the fact that this is also the time during which I prefer to play 

golf. I have, therefore, schooled myself into an artificial 

preference for working between the hours of four and seven in 

the evening.”43  Location was less important to his comfort than 

timing.  The Villa Deveron, the yacht Echo, or a chair beneath an 

umbrella on the beach were all acceptable venues for work, as 

were ocean liners, where Oppenheim could practice 

exclusiveness and enjoy the nautical atmosphere.  He produced 

new books on board the RMS Laconia, RMS Orvieto, SY Meteor, 

RMS Kaisar-i-Hind, SS Gloucestershire, and MV Stella Polaris.44   

When it came to the writing process itself, Oppenheim 

disliked using first-person narrative and mostly avoided it at the 

height of his career except in two collections of stories set in the 

Milan Grill Room, his fictional counterpart of the famous Savoy 

Grill.45  His usual practice when beginning a new story was to 

devise two main characters first--“the man (he’s the main thing) 

and the woman (very secondary)”--live with them for a while, 

golf with them, go to dinner with them, and then let the story 

develop along the lines their personalities suggested.  On the 

other hand, he also actively sought story ideas from one source 

in particular, the maitres d’hotel of the restaurants he patronized.  

Sometimes the relationship between food and writing in 

Oppenheim’s life was even more obvious, as exemplified by the 

occasion when he abruptly decided to start a new book in a cafe 

in Paris and wrote the first chapter on the spot.  In spite of his 

contemporary reputation (even among his friends) as a fantasist, 

he asserted, “Plausibility is one of the things I aim at.  Indeed, I 

think that no novel can stand sturdily upon its own legs unless it 

possesses sufficient plausibility to make the theme possible in 

actual life.”  He never worked from a synopsis, and was 

indifferent to local color, claiming he could find all the characters 

he needed for any plot by walking the streets of London for one 

morning.46  An Oppenheim novel was shorter on average than 
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most modern thrillers, with The Treasure House of Martin Hews, 

almost his longest work, coming in at 113,000 words.47  

Oppenheim also claimed to have invented, as well as exploited 

and perfected, the basic form of the serial novel: 

 

I had had another very interesting conversation with an 

American editor, Mr. Chamberlain, who was editor-in-

chief of the Cosmopolitan Magazine, Hearst’s famous 

periodical.  He came to me on the subject of serial work 

just at the time when publishers were rather divided in 

opinion as to whether the prior publication of the story in 

a magazine affected its value when presented in volume 

form…I told him I was having a great many offers for 

short stories which rather interfered with my novels, and 

I suggested that I write some short stories all having to 

do with the same people, or having, at any rate, the same 

hero or heroine…I was, so far as I know, the first 

amongst English authors, at any rate, to adopt this 

system of writing short stories, but almost at the same 

time, it might even have been in the same year, that 

greatest of all masters in the art of writing short stories, 

Conan Doyle, published his first “Sherlock Holmes” and 

he, of course, proceeded on the same lines throughout 

the rest of his days.  I remember at our first meeting his 

interrupting a cricket match of no particular importance, 

except that it took place at Lord’s, to discuss with me the 

question of exact dates, but as detail was always his 

strong point and one of my weakest, I avoided even the 

best-natured of arguments.48 

 

Conan Doyle’s eagerness to refute this claim, which Oppenheim 

was fond of repeating to anyone who would listen, was 

understandable.  The Long Arm of Mannister, the serial 

Oppenheim prepared for Cosmopolitan and claimed had invented 
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the genre, began appearing in that publication in October 1907.  

A Study in Scarlet, the first of the Holmes stories, was first 

published in 1887.  Since the latter was also the year in which 

Oppenheim’s first novel had been published, it seems likely that 

he deliberately conflated the two events in order to enhance his 

own sense of literary importance.  Regardless of his leanings 

towards grandiosity in self-promotion, he was able to maintain 

good relationships with both of his primary publishers, Hodder 

& Stoughton in Britain and Little, Brown & Co. in the United 

States.  The covers for almost a hundred of his works were 

designed by Ethel “Bip” Pares, the daughter of one of his old 

friends.49 

For over a decade, Phillips Oppenheim lived a pleasant, 

indolent existence on the Riviera that was broken only by the 

occasional cruise, amusing himself and entertaining others.  He 

was a member of the Garrick Club, Lords, and the Oval, though 

he was rarely in London to visit these.50  His daughter Geraldine 

married John Nowell Downes in 192951 and gave Oppenheim a 

grandson, John, several years later.52  The newlyweds 

honeymooned in the Far East aboard the MV Stella Polaris, the 

first purpose-designed cruise ship, where Oppenheim joined 

them in order to take advantage of the publicity value of the trip 

and also wrote two more books during the voyage.53  Otherwise, 

his way of life remained largely unchanged until 1935.  

Previously in good health, he began to suffer from insomnia, 

indigestion, and prostate trouble, and from a sudden increase in 

the value of the franc relative to the pound, which prompted 

him to sell the Villa Deveron and start looking for a less costly 

residence.54  The Oppenheims bought a house called Le 

Vauquiedor in St. Peter Port, Guernsey, and the “floating double 

bed” Echo was replaced by a larger motor yacht, Echo II.55  

Oppenheim spent as much of his time as possible on board the 

yacht while in Guernsey, often spinning for mackerel off Sark.  

Between June 15 and September 6, 1938, he and his guests 
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caught 160 lobsters, 23 crabs, 522 whiting, and 638 mackerel.56  

Nevertheless, Oppenheim realized that his Guernsey existence, 

apart from the fishing, was very dissatisfying after the Riviera.  

“Unless life were a continuous round of parties with a constant 

procession of new faces, he found it intolerably dull.”57  For the 

winter of 1936-7, he fled to the Caribbean, visiting Trinidad, 

Barbados, Grenada, and Jamaica, and conducting a brief affair 

with a former mistress of Kemal Ataturk.58  The tropics proved 

to be insufficient consolation for the lost delights of a land where 

maitres d’hotel universally addressed him as “Sir Phillips,” and 

on June 1, 1938, Oppenheim bought an estate he had admired for 

a decade, the Domaine des Rougets ou Notre-Dame at 

Roquefort, for the full purchase price of £7000 ($600,000 as of 

2018).59  It appears that he also fathered a child with one of his 

mistresses that year, at the age of seventy-one, as if to underline 

his perpetual youthfulness.  Oppenheim hated the thought of 

aging and on one occasion treated his secretary to a storm of 

angry reprimands when she suggested he might find consolation 

for its disadvantages in his wonderful memories.60 

By the summer of 1939, Oppenheim had no choice but to 

acknowledge that the world was changing around him.  The 

American and French demand for his work dried up, and after 

hostilities commenced in earnest the following spring, the 

Domaine was turned into a canteen for French troops and food 

and petrol rationing came into effect.  The Oppenheims retreated 

to the Carlton at Cannes for several months while waiting to be 

evacuated, eventually making their way to Lisbon via the Ritz 

hotels in Barcelona and Madrid, then taking the Clipper flying 

boat to England.61  After the passport authorities denied him an 

exit permit to return to Guernsey, Oppenheim became 

convinced that the British government was conspiring to keep 

him in the UK in order to seize most of his estate upon his death, 

should he be resident in Britain at that time.  He also resisted 

paying income tax, arguing that he was being kept in the 
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country against his will and therefore could not reasonably be 

considered a resident for tax purposes.  To support this claim, 

Oppenheim lived primarily in hotels during the war, although 

he did purchase a small house in a remote Cornish village at one 

point.  His eyesight had largely failed him by 1942, and shortly 

thereafter, his wife Elsie, who had been growing senile, went 

into a home for old people.  When Oppenheim visited her and 

discovered how comfortable and happy she was, especially 

compared to the average Briton in wartime, he insisted on 

committing himself to the same institution.62 

He did not remain there long, as he was still preoccupied 

with his desire to get back to Guernsey.  Late in 1945, after the 

Channel Islands had been liberated, the Oppenheims escaped 

the nursing home and made their way to the Hamble River, 

where they boarded a small yacht.  An hour into their voyage, it 

broke down.  They were eventually taken off by another yacht, 

which landed them at St. Peter Port.  Almost Oppenheim’s first 

act upon his return was to give an interview to the local paper in 

which he stated that he regarded Guernsey as his home and was 

delighted to be back.  The statement was a pro forma one for tax 

purposes; Oppenheim’s ultimate goal was still the south of 

France, and he was actively working to recover the Domaine 

when he died on February 3, 1946.  Elsie Oppenheim died 

shortly thereafter.63  The first real adventure of E. Phillips 

Oppenheim’s life had also been the last, but he might have had 

the consolation that it turned out to be a successful one.  The 

British government acknowledged his declaration of Guernsey 

residency, and his daughter inherited his fortune and remaining 

book royalties.  Ten years later, there would be little evidence 

left of her father’s meteoric career apart from intermittent notices 

in copyright catalogs.  The Oppenheim boom was finally over. 
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Oppenheim the Writer 
 

 

During his half-century literary career, E. Phillips 

Oppenheim wrote or dictated approximately thirteen million 

words, which he arranged into at least 162 books, including 159 

novels, serial novels, and short story collections; an 

autobiography, a biography, and a travel narrative; and two 

plays.  He threw, or claimed to have thrown, at least one 

manuscript overboard from a transatlantic liner, and much of his 

early work appeared in provincial newspapers only, making it 

impossible to determine exactly how many books he produced 

altogether.  His output compared favorably with that of his 

competitor and colleague Edgar Wallace, although Oppenheim’s 

biographer Robert Standish wrote that readers of the era tended 

to specialize in either Oppenheim or Wallace, not both. 

With a few exceptions, literary critics generally dismissed 

Oppenheim's work as unimportant.  Walter Newman Flower, 

one of Oppenheim’s editors, recalled Rudyard Kipling telling 

him that the finest set of stories his magazine had ever published 

had been written by “a young man whose name was 

Oppenheim,” though Kipling could not recall the title of the 

stories.64  Noel Coward was an avid Oppenheim reader as a 

teenager, and Coward’s plays of the 1920s reflected the “cocktail 

drinking, decadence and general smart-settishness”65 of which 

Oppenheim was the premier exponent at that time.  

“Oppenheim novels have a distinction that makes them different 

in kind to the rut of popular fiction,” The Strand Magazine wrote 
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in 1921.  “The drama is always well stage-managed.  Incredible 

coincidence is rarely, if ever, employed.  And the writing has 

form and style,” adding that James Barrie was one of 

Oppenheim’s most ardent admirers.66  Such critical praise was 

less than common for Oppenheim, however.  The Athenaeum, 

reviewing his debut novel, described it as “the type of story that 

Mr. James Payne used to produce before he, fortunately for his 

readers, discovered that he possessed a sense of humour.”67  

Standish echoed this earlier assessment when he surveyed 

Oppenheim’s oeuvre as a whole and declared that the lack of 

humor in a typical Oppenheim novel was due to its lack of 

realism.68  Agatha’s Christie’s 1951 novel They Came to Baghdad 

contains a scene in which a secretary relates an improbable tale 

about her antecedents to an archaeologist.  He replies ironically, 

“‘Phillips Oppenheim, William Le Queux and several 

distinguished imitators since?  Is this real?  Are you real?  And 

are you the persecuted heroine, or the wicked adventuress?’”69  

When Lord Peter Wimsey wants to put off a vamp who is 

pursuing him, he suggests that his intermediary give her the 

impression that he is abroad on secret business: “‘Phillips 

Oppenheim, with a touch of Ethel M. Dell and Elinor Glyn.’”70  

Oppenheim’s contemporaries knew him for an implausible 

fantasist and were more likely to make fun of him for it than 

they were to applaud his efforts. 

The typical format of an Oppenheim story was well-

established by the end of the Great War.  It sandwiched discreet 

slices of espionage, murder, blackmail, fraud, or art robbery 

between constant meals in luxurious restaurants, in the intervals 

of which the heroes sustained themselves by means of frequent 

whisky and sodas.  Extended chases by motorcar were common.  

Often, the protagonist fell in love at first sight in chapter one, or 

early in the book, and managed to string his courtship out until 

the final chapter, aided by gentlemanly flirtation or the lady’s 

resistance.  Prior to the war, Oppenheim’s works often contained 
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extensive references to political and social theory.  Afterwards, 

these diminished sharply even as Oppenheim’s focus on 

international intrigue intensified.  The tone of his novels as a 

whole became less serious, reflecting at once his retirement from 

business, his eagerness to revive the prewar glories of the 

Riviera, and his desire to escape the contemplation of the results 

of genuine international intrigue.  His settings relocated from 

Norfolk to southern France with him, and his characters 

developed an extra fervor for golf and tennis, two activities they 

gracefully blended with spying and making millions.  If they 

were not playing roulette at Monte Carlo, or ordering room 

service at the Milan Court in London, then they were traveling 

first class across the Atlantic on a Cunarder.  The femme fatale 

remained a constant of the Oppenheim tale, though growing less 

venomous with repetition, while the number of Grand Dukes 

appearing as main or supporting characters increased after the 

October Revolution. The American millionaire is such a common 

trope with Oppenheim that he undoubtedly helped establish it.   

Ordinary people, on the other hand--workers, tradesmen, clerks-

-rarely appear in Oppenheim’s works at all, particularly in the 

postwar books and serials.  His characters are the gentry and 

nobility, with a sprinkling of their servants for variety. 

The American comic poet Walt Mason had had about all 

he could stand of the Oppenheim novel by 1910 and wanted the 

author to know it: 

 

I have read your latest book, Oppenheim; 

it involves a swarthy crook, Oppenheim; 

and a maid with languid eyes, 

and a diplomat who lies, 

and a dowager who sighs, Oppenheim, Oppenheim, 

and your glory never dies, Oppenheim. 

 

Oh, your formula is great, Oppenheim! 
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Write your novels by the crate, Oppenheim! 

When we buy your latest book 

we are sure to find the crook, 

and the diplomat and dook, Oppenheim, Oppenheim, 

and the countess and the cook, Oppenheim! 

 

You are surely baling hay, Oppenheim, 

for you write a book a day, Oppenheim; 

from your fertile brain the rot 

comes a-pouring, smoking hot, 

and you use the same old plot, Oppenheim, Oppenheim, 

but it seems to hit the spot, Oppenheim! 

 

You’re in all the magazines, Oppenheim; 

same old figures, same old scenes, Oppenheim; 

same old counts and diplomats, 

Dime Musée aristocrats, 

same old cozy corner chats, Oppenheim, Oppenheim, 

and we cry the same old “Rats!” Oppenheim. 

 

If you’d only rest a day, Oppenheim! 

If you’d throw your pen away, Oppenheim! 

If there’d only come a time 

when we’d see no yarn or rhyme 

’neath the name of Oppenheim, Oppenheim, 

Oppenheim. 

It would truly be sublime, Oppenheim!71 

 

There are vague indications in a few of Oppenheim’s books that 

he was aware of his reputation as an “unrealist.”  The Tam o’ the 

Scoots stories revolve around a young pilot who is addicted to 

reading American dime novels, no matter how crude or 

improbable are the adventures they relate.  When a young lady 

tries to charm a yachtsman into selling her his boat, and fails, she 
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blames “‘these foolish English detective stories, in which the 

woman always seems to be able to do anything.’”72  The head of 

the British secret service, lamenting the lack of public awareness 

of espionage in the runup to World War II, places the blame for 

their nonchalant attitude squarely on Oppenheim and others of 

his kind: 

 

“That’s where the modern fiction writer has done us such 

an ill turn.  He has written these spy stories so long that 

they have become only humorous.  They have ceased to 

be convincing.  The British public does not believe in 

spies.”73 

 

Even his characters are forced to become aware of the 

implausibility of their actions on occasion.  “‘Have I walked into 

an artificial world?’” one demands upon learning of his friend’s 

plan to kidnap a couple of princes and a cabinet minister.  But 

Oppenheim has a ready retort: “‘The man in the street knows 

very little of the real happenings in life.  The truth has a queer 

way sometimes of spreading itself out into the realms of 

fiction.’”74  Oppenheim believed that, too--provided that the 

truth was suitable for absorption by the suburban mind.  His 

memoir devotes an entire chapter to a conversation he had with 

a political exile on his yacht, while barely mentioning the only 

real murder he claimed to have witnessed. 

Oppenheim never had any incentive to adopt a more 

literal style in his writing.  His commercial success, which he 

valued as much as his fame, depended upon his continuing 

implausibility--and indeed, as his career progressed, his plots 

grew more and more grandiose and incredible, as if he were 

trying to best himself constantly.  In fact, he was not the least bit 

interested in being serious, arguing that the function of the 

novelist was to entertain, not to educate.75  Entertainment, 

moreover, was synonymous with income, in large part because 
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Oppenheim had managed to establish himself as a detective 

novelist at a time when the detective story was the most 

profitable and widely-read form of fiction: 

 

The first solution to the problem of how to write a 

detective novel was forged by a group of writers in the 

first decades of the twentieth century--Edgar Wallace, E. 

Phillips Oppenheim, LeQueux, Sax Rohmer, John 

Buchan: the thriller writers.  They combined certain 

traditions of the adventure story with those of the 

detective story and created a form which runs through 

Bulldog Drummond, the Saint, James Bond and all of 

their sons and heirs, and against which the novelists of 

the Golden Age reacted…  

 

These writers saw the detective elements developed by 

Poe and Conan Doyle as providing episodes or affording 

organization to their larger enterprise of selling sensation 

to the lower spectrum of the reading public.  And sell it 

they did.  Oppenheim and Wallace earned and spent 

fortunes, and we can assume that their publishers did 

too.  So, in the commercial lending libraries, it was 

Rohmer, Wallace, LeQueux and Oppenheim who were 

advertised, and it was these writers who the vast 

majority of the public saw as detective novelists at the 

beginning of the Golden Age of the detective story and 

continued to see as detective novelists through the 

1930’s.76 

 

Raymond Chandler’s sarcastic appraisal of the detective novel in 

his 1950 essay “The Simple Art of Murder” seems to respond 

directly to the Oppenheim serials of twenty years earlier: 
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This, the classic detective story…is the story you will find 

almost any week in the big shiny magazines, handsomely 

illustrated, and paying due deference to virginal love and 

the right kind of luxury goods.  Perhaps the tempo has 

become a trifle faster, and the dialogue a little more glib.  

There are more frozen daiquiris and stingers ordered, 

and fewer glasses of crusty old port; more clothes by 

Vogue, and décors by the House Beautiful, more chic, but 

not more truth.  We spend more time in Miami hotels 

and Cape Cod summer colonies and go not so often 

down by the old gray sundial in the Elizabethan garden.  

But fundamentally it is the same careful grouping of 

suspects, the same utterly incomprehensible trick of how 

somebody stabbed Mrs. Pottington Postlethwaite III with 

the solid platinum poignard just as she flatted on the top 

note of the Bell Song from Lakmé in the presence of fifteen 

ill-assorted guests; the same ingenue in fur-trimmed 

pajamas screaming in the night to make the company 

pop in and out of doors and ball up the timetable; the 

same moody silence next day as they sit around sipping 

Singapore slings and sneering at each other, while the 

flat-feet crawl to and fro under the Persian rugs, with 

their derby hats on.77 

 

While Oppenheim’s plots more often turn on the theft of secret 

information than they do on murder, Chandler’s description is 

otherwise an accurate summing-up of the standard Oppenheim 

format.  In classifying his works as detective stories, however, 

Chandler ignored a distinction that the straight crime writers of 

the Golden Age were keen to maintain during their lifetimes.  

Oppenheim’s political thrillers competed with, and were 

eventually supplanted by, tales of more intimate crimes where 

emphasis was placed on the psychology of both killer and 

detective rather than on luxury and action.  The pot-boiler gave 
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way in turn to the hard-boiled crime novel, which later became 

the police procedural, and the turn-of-the-century thriller was 

largely forgotten, discarded for its lack of realism in spite of its 

vivid background. 

At the height of Oppenheim’s career, his dominance of 

the detective-thriller genre brought him royalties in excess of a 

million dollars a year in early twenty-first century terms.  

Although none of his other works would achieve the million-

copy success of The Great Impersonation, they continued to post 

respectable sales numbers, including 47,277 copies of 1928’s The 

Light Beyond, 37,260 copies of 1929’s The Glenlitten Murder, and 

27,746 copies of 1931’s Up the Ladder of Gold.78  The Depression 

negatively affected sales of Oppenheim novels, as did the 

growing ubiquity of Oppenheim serials in major magazines and 

the slow turn to psychological crime fiction by the reading 

public.  While he never achieved the circulation of Edgar 

Wallace, Oppenheim was nonetheless a major reporter and 

curator of the middle-class English viewpoint of his time, and for 

that reason his works still bear examination. 

Oppenheim did make small modifications to his 

signature style over the course of his career in addition to the 

general change in tone between his pre-War and post-War 

novels.  His early works show far greater attention to plotting, 

description, and characterization than do his later, more typical 

stories.  He abandoned first-person narration almost entirely as 

his style matured, and omitted the rhetorical questions and 

emotional introspection common to Victorian melodrama.  

Oppenheim also progressively reduced the number of chapters 

in his books; his debut novel, Expiation, contained fifty chapters, 

but by 1900 a typical Oppenheim story was divided into forty 

chapters, falling to anywhere from thirty-two to thirty-six by the 

1920s, and to thirty by the end of his life.  Although his love for 

the south of France was one of his few great passions, he did not 

set a novel primarily in or around Monte Carlo until 1913’s Mr. 
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Laxworthy’s Adventures.  Oppenheim may have detested his own 

background in the leather trade, but he drew upon it for 

supporting detail in several works, including Jacob’s Ladder, 

Michael’s Evil Deeds, Harvey Garrard’s Crime, and The Mayor on 

Horseback.  His experience comes across vividly in the latter two 

books, in which he refers to such topics as types of leather, 

contracts, and profit margins with easy fluency.  The Mayor on 

Horseback branched out into a discussion of local corruption as 

well, which resulted in Oppenheim’s British publishers, Hodder 

& Stoughton, refusing to issue it for fear of a libel suit from the 

city of Leicester.79  It is unsurprising, then, that Oppenheim’s 

writing is most compelling when his subject is finance, whether 

dealing with big business or small. 

With respect to their heroes and sleuths, Oppenheim’s 

forte was the noble amateur, while his rival Edgar Wallace 

specialized in the gentlemanly professional, a subtle but 

important difference.  For instance, where Oppenheim would 

create a baronet who dabbled in espionage as a hobby, Wallace 

would invent a baronet who worked at Scotland Yard as an 

ordinary detective.  Oppenheim did not favor the hero who had 

to be rescued by an outside agency at the last possible moment, 

in the mold of Bulldog Drummond or Nayland Smith; instead, 

his protagonists were usually in calm control of events and 

anticipated their enemies’ next moves.  This was his successful 

formula in The Great Impersonation, and it became more common 

in his works towards the end of his career as his heroes grew in 

wealth and political power, with other examples including The 

Zeppelin’s Passenger and The Box with Broken Seals.  When 

confronted with social problems, Oppenheim's characters tended 

to suggest practical social reforms, such as feeding the hungry 

rather than preaching at them, in a manner that echoed the work 

of George Griffiths.  Robert Hugh Benson found this style of no-

strings-attached morality offensive enough to denounce it in 

Lord of the Worlds. 
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There are two signature traits of Oppenheim’s writing, 

albeit minor ones, that recur throughout his works.  The first is a 

preference for the number seventeen.  Possibly he liked this 

number because it commemorated the age at which he 

completed the first draft of his first novel.  The second is his use 

of a peculiar epithet of address, almost always employed by a 

lady: “You ____ person,” with a range of adjectives available for 

emphasis.  His favorite iterations of this phrase were “You 

foolish person!” and “You wonderful person!” which are 

perhaps indicative of the level of conversation he expected his 

female leads to maintain.  Other options for the adjective 

included “amazing,” “silly,” “dear,” “dear, primitive,” “dear, 

discreet,” “strange,” “stupid,” “amusing,” “persistent,” 

“disappointing,” “very nice,” “gross,” “mercenary,” 

“extravagant,” “absurd,” “very foolish,” “dear, foolish,” 

“reckless,” “lazy,” “quaint,” “lovable,” and “hopeless.”80  Every 

so often Oppenheim varied the precise form of wording, as in 

the instances when he used “Insufferable person!” and “You two 

dear people.”81  The reader is quite readily able to imagine 

Oppenheim’s mistress of the moment addressing him with any 

of these epithets, just as his characters’ mistresses were 

accustomed to do. 

While Oppenheim certainly drew inspiration from the 

detective and adventure genres, it is likely that a third type of 

writing also played an important role in shaping his literary 

style.  From 1820 to 1845, contemporary English fiction was 

dominated by the silver fork novels, “which aimed to depict 

elegant and aristocratic manners in detail”: 

 

Fashionable novels, full of what Hazlitt called ‘the folly, 

caprice, insolence and affectation of a certain class’ were 

usually based on the social mixing of the affluent upper 

middle class or the provincial gentry with the aristocracy, 

providing a voyeur’s insight into aristocratic habits and 
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life patterns.  Once women writers turned to the genre, it 

became increasingly moralised: middle-class morality 

became central, and the novels detailed the demise of the 

aristocracy, though the characteristically Byronic heroes 

of the genre remained.  In some ways, silver fork novels 

were oddly democratic, suggesting that class is not a 

matter of birth but derives from display in terms of 

habits, attire and décor.82 

 

The most popular and prolific authors of silver fork novels were 

Catherine Gore, Theodore Hook, Edward Bulwer-Lytton, Lord 

Normanby, Robert Plumer Ward, and Benjamin Disraeli, whose 

books were commonly found in the homes of bourgeois families 

such as the Oppenheims.  Phillips Oppenheim would have had 

ample exposure to this genre, with its dual emphasis on the 

omnipresence of class distinctions and the minutiae of food and 

drink, by the time he began work on his first novel as a teenager.  

Granted, Oppenheim’s fellow writers would have been no less 

influenced by the class distinctions present in their environment 

than he was, but none of them developed the distinctive 

obsession with food and manners that characterized his work.  

Dorothy Sayers notably endowed her detective hero Lord Peter 

Wimsey with a Piccadilly flat and a luxurious lifestyle in order to 

live vicariously through him,83 and managed to do so without 

becoming preoccupied with the details of Wimsey’s lifestyle.  

Had Oppenheim lived a century later, his friends would 

undoubtedly have branded him a label whore. 

The appurtenances of upper-class living in an 

Oppenheim story are not merely decorative.  They parallel and 

reinforce the underlying themes that run through Oppenheim’s 

writings, the most significant of which is a pervasive awareness 

of social class.  To some extent, they determine to which social 

class a person belongs, but at the same time they cannot 

determine it altogether, since, according to Oppenheim, one is 
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irretrievably born into one’s social station and can never truly 

rise or fall.  “You belong where you are born more or less, you 

know.”84  He was fond of a quote from Francis Bacon: “New 

nobility is but the act of power but ancient nobility is the act of 

time,”85 and alluded to it indirectly in a passage from The Mayor 

on Horseback: 

 

“If I had invented a machine that would lighten the 

labours of the world or performed some great action at a 

personal risk which had done service to the country, I 

would accept a title all right and I would not be ashamed 

of it.  As it is I should hate the sound of my name.  My 

personal opinion is that titles are not worth a snap of the 

fingers unless they are inherited.”86 

 

A lower-class orphan who inherits a fortune from a successful 

uncle is described by his tutor, a born gentleman, as “innately 

clumsy and innately deceitful.  There is no sport for which he 

shows the least aptitude…He hasn't the slightest taste,” while 

the tutor's sister comments, “You can’t make bricks without 

straw, and it’s hard to give even the appearance of a gentleman 

to the son of a Welsh miner.”87 

Understanding the idea of gentility is essential to 

understanding both Oppenheim’s works and the Edwardian 

intellectual environment in which he and his characters moved.  

The English gentry of his era included both the titled nobility 

and the untitled families of ancient standing, usually 

armigerous, who played substantial roles in local politics and 

society.  These latter were often referred to as “county,” a term 

that carried a great many implications in the early twentieth 

century, exclusiveness among them.  Oppenheim's heroes are 

rarely of the nobility, but usually gentlemen. The baronet is his 

favorite noble rank, often paired with a duke or duchess as a 

supporting figure, as if he wished to emphasize the lack of need 
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for overlap between gentility and aristocracy.  The line between 

the gentry and the upper middle, lower middle, and lower 

classes, on the other hand, was a firm one.  Attempts to cross it 

in either direction, except by one of a few ritualized routes, were 

met with quiet pity or derision.  Oppenheim reflected and 

reinforced this class line by creating characters who, regardless 

of their own social class, were committed to preserving the 

existing class structure.  “‘Any slight respect which we still 

receive from the lower orders is based upon their conviction that 

somehow or other we are, after all, made differently from 

them,’” a duchess says.  “‘Sometimes they hate us for it and 

sometimes they love us for it. The great thing, nowadays, 

however, is to cultivate and try and strengthen that belief of 

theirs.’”88  “‘Having been a small tradesman for the whole of my 

life, or rather not even a tradesman on my own account, but a 

commercial traveller, I have an intense admiration and respect 

for my social superiors,’” is the way a businessman puts it.89  A 

fisherman is even more direct: 

 

“Now you and me is different, sir--I ain’t no socialist and 

I know it--and you and her ladyship is a bit different.  For 

instance, now, I wouldn’t dream of sitting down here, 

unless you asked me the question…You’re kindly to me, 

and you invites me to sit down by your side, and here we 

are free and comfortable like.  But we ain’t the same 

class--I knows that--and, begging your pardon, sir? you 

and her leddyship--she’s as pleasant and nice with you as 

she can be--but you ain’t the same class.  Ain’t that so?”90 

 

Once on the right side of the class line, however, the playing 

field was level.  A gentleman was held to be the equal of any 

other gentleman regardless of their difference in formal rank.  In 

The Double Traitor, an untitled diplomat of only moderate fortune 

has no hesitation in referring to a prince who has misbehaved as 
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an “insufferable young cad.”91  To be a gentleman is necessarily 

to be of the Establishment and to share its values; an upper-class 

girl dismisses the disturbing political arguments of a socialist 

activist with the mental exclamation, “Naturally he was not a 

gentleman!”92 

Who, then, was the gentleman in the years when 

Oppenheim flourished?  British writers gave this question an 

appreciable amount of attention, as the practical and 

metaphysical construction of the British Empire required a social 

structure with gentlemen at its apex.  As early as the fifteenth 

century, they were considering such questions as whether Christ 

and the Biblical patriarchs would have qualified as gentlemen. 

 

A man described as “gentil” in Chaucer’s time was gentle 

by “birth or character”, additionally glossed as “noble”, 

“excellent”, “worthy”, “well-bred”, “charming”, “mild” 

or “tender”.  The combination of qualities reflected a 

chivalric ideal, whereby men of high rank justified their 

elevation by their gracious and courteous bearing. They 

were not expected to be proud, haughty, rude, or 

aggressive, but modest, magnanimous, well-mannered, 

and valorous.93 

 

Four centuries later Lord Baden-Powell would echo these earlier 

descriptors in explaining to the Boy Scouts what a gentleman 

was: 

 

A gentleman is what the word says; he is a man, but a 

gentle man, not a rough, bullying, coarse customer, but a 

fellow who, though big and strong, can be kind and 

chivalrous and helpful to other people.  As good a 

sample as any of a "gentleman" is the London policeman.  

He is at all times courteous and helpful to others, even to 

the extent of being ready to risk his life at any moment to 
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save people in cases of accidents, or to protect them 

against rough handling, and he treats rich and poor, old 

and young, with equal attention and patience, and good 

humour.94 

 

Baden-Powell’s understanding of gentility, like H. Rider 

Haggard’s, was tied to behavior and not to birth, allowing both 

writers to include foreigners, such as Arabs and Zulus, in their 

definition of gentlemen.  Likewise, because gentility was the 

result of a set of shared behaviors, Baden-Powell argued, it could 

be acquired through military service.95  Edgar Wallace made the 

same case in the novel Private Selby, which portrayed a young 

working man who rose from the ranks of the British Army to a 

commission and gentle status through acts of valor.  “Breeding is 

merely a quality acquired through life-long association with 

gentle-folk,” Wallace wrote in The Law of the Four Just Men.  “Put 

the son of a duke in the slums and he'll grow up a peculiar kind 

of slum child, but a slum child nevertheless.”96 

For his part, Oppenheim took a firmer stance on the class 

line, at times defining gentility, almost in opposition to the 

mainstream view of his age, exclusively in terms of birth.  One 

could only be born a gentleman, but to be born a gentleman was 

to be owed deference as a right.  Members of the proletariat in 

Oppenheim’s books use the word “gentleman” as a term of 

opprobrium, but from mystical force or force of habit are 

compelled to respect the gentlemen in spite of themselves.  

“’Accident has made him a gentleman--accident or fate,’” the 

Prime Minister muses, watching the meteoric rise of a socialist 

politician.  “’Perhaps that is why he has gained such an 

ascendency over the people.’”97  There are moments when 

Oppenheim’s characters almost suggest that to be of different 

classes is to belong to separate species of humanity.  An 

aristocratic young woman will not marry a millionaire even to 

save her family from bankruptcy, because he is beneath her, and 
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he eventually has to buy her with oil shares worth three 

hundred thousand pounds.  Her father will not marry his 

mistress of nineteen years, even though she is talented and 

beautiful and he is passionately in love with her, because she 

was born the gamekeeper's daughter.  His mistress eventually 

leaves him to marry her editor because she too yearns for 

respectability and a more normal lifestyle.98 

Though the Oppenheim approach to gentility is more 

reliant upon birth than behavior, Oppenheim did allow for the 

possibility that a lower-class individual might achieve entry into 

the upper class--indeed, his chief desire in early life was to make 

just such a transition via Oxford.  Education was the other 

primary route to gentility in Edwardian Britain, apart from an 

officer’s commission in one of the armed services.  As a 

consequence, very often an essential part of being a gentleman 

was having been to one of the Universities (until the nineteenth 

century, there were no universities in England apart from 

Oxford or Cambridge), and having attended a good public 

school as well was even better.99  For example, in The Seven 

Conundrums, a wine merchant's son may be considered a 

gentleman by virtue of attending Harrow.100  Oppenheim’s 

contemporary Sayers provided an illustrative exchange on the 

question of which schools counted as public schools in the novel 

Murder Must Advertise: 

 

“Eton,” said Mr. Bredon, promptly, “--and Harrow,” he 

added, magnanimously, for he was an Eton man. 

 

“Rugby,” suggested Mr. Ingleby. 

 

“No, no,” protested Bredon, “that's a railway junction.” 

 

Ingleby delivered a brisk left-hander to Bredon's jaw, 

which the latter parried neatly. 
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“And I've heard,” Bredon went on, “that there's a 

decentish sort of place at Winchester, if you're not too 

particular.” 

 

“I once met a man who'd been to Marlborough,” 

suggested Ingleby. 

 

“I'm sorry to hear that,” said Bredon. “They get a terrible 

set of hearty roughs down there.  You can't be too careful 

of your associates, Ingleby.”101 

 

“‘The social fetish of public school and university’” is how one of 

Oppenheim’s characters with more than usual self-awareness 

sums up the situation.102  A Russian socialist is more vivid: 

“’Eton and Oxford are simply terrible in their narrowing effect 

upon your young men.  It’s like putting your raw material into a 

sausage machine.’”103 

In Edwardian upper-class culture, gentility was 

inseparably associated with sports and athletics, a connection 

reinforced by the Universities, which during the nineteenth 

century began to specialize in turning out scholar-athletes rather 

than pure scholars or dissipated lordlings.  “’Captain Granet 

seems just the type of young Englishman who is going to save 

the country,’” a girl remarks in The Kingdom of the Blind.  “’He is 

a keen soldier, clever, modest, and a wonderful sportsman.’”104  

When a German spy admits “’I am not a sportsman,’” it is a 

devastatingly compact condemnation of everything he is, worse 

than his diplomatic duplicity or his hiring of murderers to get 

rid of his rivals.105  On the other hand, an American is dismissive 

of English sportsmanship on the grounds of its lack of virility: 

 

“I am not so sure that I should consider England quite so 

much of a sporting country as she thinks herself…I am 
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afraid I don't consider that shooting at birds, half of them 

hand-reared, is much of a sport.  Have you ever tried pig-

sticking, or lying on the edge of a mountain after three 

hours’ tramp, watching for the snout of a bear?…You 

gallop over a pastoral country on a highly-trained 

animal, with a pack of assistant hounds to destroy one 

miserable, verminous creature.  Of course, you take risks 

now and then, and the whole thing looks exceedingly 

nice on a Christmas card, but for thrills, for real, intense 

excitement, I prefer the mountain ledge and the bear, or 

the rounding up of a herd of wild elephants.”106 

 

According to a young noblewoman, “’Games are part of an 

Englishman’s life, and when he neglects them altogether there is 

something wrong.’”107  Sportsmanship must include an ability to 

bear no grudge for past defeats and meet each battle as 

something fresh.  A British spy says to an American criminal 

who doesn’t resent that he interfered with one of her schemes in 

the past, “’You are what we call in this country a good 

sportsman.’”108  It also involves refraining from criticizing one’s 

opponent even if that criticism seems warranted: “’You should 

never accuse your opponent of fluking at any game.  Take your 

defeat in silence if you cannot be pleasant about it.’”109  

Furthermore, a gentleman should be an amateur, not a 

professional, in athletics and in occupation.  To attach too much 

importance to anything, to lose one's nonchalance, is a breach of 

good manners.  “’It is incorrect philosophy but a distinct 

stimulus to life.’”110  This was particularly true of military 

service.  The British attitude towards warfare in the early 

twentieth century was still that of a gentleman athlete or a Civil 

War militiaman: “’They expect, and their country expects for 

them that in the case of emergency pluck would take the place of 

training.’”111  It was also true of business, as reflected in books 

such as Harvey Garrard’s Crime and The Million-Pound Deposit, in 
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which a young man previously living an idle life of amusement 

and sport is forced to take over his family’s firm and save it from 

imminent financial disaster.  Though utterly lacking in business 

experience, this young man always manages to revive the firm’s 

fortunes with ease.  Life, to Oppenheim and his fellow Britons, 

was a perpetual game of Gentlemen vs. Players, and the 

Gentlemen were always bound to win. 

More in line with Chaucer’s and Baden-Powell’s ideals, 

Oppenheim also expected a gentleman to be truthful and to 

fulfill his promises.  “‘I don't see how you could possibly break 

your word of honour.  It is not done, is it?’”112  Since all military 

officers were expected to be gentlemen, and therefore on their 

word of honor regarding military secrets, the British government 

lacked an effective counterintelligence force throughout the 

Great War, a very convenient state of affairs for a novelist.  One 

of Oppenheim’s most popular wartime books has the head of the 

military intelligence department protesting that 

 

“Every secret connected with our present and future 

plans practically passes through my hands, yet no one 

watches me.  Whisper a word at the War Office that 

perhaps it would be as well---just for a week, say---to test 

a few of my reports, and they’d laugh at you with the air 

of superior beings listening to the chatter of a fool.  Yet 

what is there impossible about it?  I may have some 

secret vice--avarice, perhaps.  Germany would give me 

the price of a kingdom for all that I could tell them.  Yet 

because I am an English officer I am above all 

suspicion.”113 

 

A lack of honesty in the service of patriotism was another 

reason, in addition to their lack of sportsmanship, that Germans 

were unlikely to be gentlemen.  “‘There is not a single man of 

your order who should not be prepared to lie or cheat for his 
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country’s sake,’” a German spymaster reproves one of his 

agents.114  His attitude offers quite a contrast to the traditional 

English view expressed by Lovelace during the Civil War: “I 

could not love thee, dear, so much, loved I not honour more.”  

However, honor had its exceptions as well.  Lying by omission is 

as much a critical part of Oppenheim’s novels, particularly his 

earlier, more psychological works, as are fine dining and 

aristocrats.  Half the plot of Mr. Grex of Monte Carlo results from 

a British politician’s refusal to tell his wife state secrets that he 

spills to the first visiting American who takes his fancy and her 

readiness to take up with a German spy in retaliation.  

Oppenheim’s books are filled with characters who keep secrets 

out of a distorted sense of honor to the detriment of themselves 

and their friends, and their secrecy drives much of the action.  

Other novels in which he employed the needless-suspense 

technique include The Peer and the Woman, The Vanished 

Messenger, The Way of These Women, The Kingdom of the Blind, and 

The Zeppelin’s Passenger.  Using the concealment of personal 

secrets to drive the plot was common in detective fiction of the 

era, and Oppenheim got as much mileage out of it as any of his 

competitors did. 

Gentility might have been an inward and spiritual grace, 

but it required outward and visible signs, most of all for Phillips 

Oppenheim.  Rich food, fine clothes, comfortable surroundings, 

books and music--gentlemen not only had a greater right to 

enjoy, and a greater capacity for the enjoyment of, such things 

than did the lower classes, they could not survive without them.  

“‘The luxuries of life which, to men of our class and upbringing, 

are practically necessities,’” is how one aristocrat puts it.115  That 

a gentleman born to that estate should suffer poverty 

Oppenheim regards as far more deplorable than if a worker 

should find himself poor.  Genteel poverty is a perversion of the 

natural order that excuses if it does not justify crime: “If there 

were any hell, surely he had lived in it!”116 A similar sentiment is 
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expressed by a duke who has just been deprived of his title by 

the discovery of his nephew, the real heir: “At the best, what had 

he to hope for? A few thousands a year, a Kensington residence, 

three or four servants, perhaps a cheap butler, cold mutton for 

luncheon, the made-up dishes of a second-rate cook for 

dinner.”117  Oppenheim’s attitude that poverty for the gently-

born was inappropriate was one that his fellow Edwardians 

widely shared. The first third of Sir Max Pemberton’s novel 

Aladdin of London is little more than a meditation on how awful it 

is that a well-bred clergyman’s son should have to work for his 

living, or be deprived of rich food and beautiful surroundings, a 

theme that is also developed at length in Roy Horniman’s Lord 

Cammarleigh’s Secret. 

To a certain extent, Oppenheim displayed a trace of 

aestheticism in that he saw an inherent connection between 

aristocracy and physical beauty.  He believed that those of gentle 

birth possessed a combination of mentality and physicality that 

the middle class, the mere money-makers, did not.  In the words 

of one of his Russian princes, viewing London society with 

disapproval after the Great War, “‘There is a new type of brain 

dominant here, fat instead of muscle, a citizen aristocracy 

instead of the lean, clear-eyed, athletic type.’”118   The pursuit of 

gentility was, for Oppenheim to a certain extent, the pursuit of 

beauty and the deliberate avoidance of the ugly and coarse.  He 

put this philosophy in the mouth of his protagonist in the 1904 

novel Anna the Adventuress, in which his heroine refers to 

 

“…certain original convictions which have become my 

religion.  Rather a magniloquent term, perhaps, but what 

else am I to say?  One of these is that the most absolutely 

selfish thing in the world is to give way to depression, to 

think of one’s troubles at all except of how to overcome 

them.  I spend many delightful hours thinking of the 

pleasant and beautiful things of life.  I decline to waste a 
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single second even in considering the ugly ones.  Do you 

know that this becomes a habit?”119 

 

When a famous surgeon denounces conditions in a lunatic 

asylum, he does not do so on the grounds that the institution is 

an offense against an Englishman’s rights and liberties, but 

because life there is ugly and unpleasant: “‘Coarse flannel next 

your skin, a bath with yellow soap once a week, and a serge 

covering like a sack to wrap around your body.’”120 

There is an undeniable sartorial component to gentility, 

too; in one instance, Oppenheim defines it in part as “wearing 

the right sort of clothes in the right sort of way.”121  A popular 

politician devoted to the public interest still provokes revulsion 

in a gently-born young lady socialist simply because he is badly 

dressed.122  For a gentleman to wear thick boots to a restaurant is 

a lapse from good taste;123 for him to buy his socks at Beale and 

Inman’s in Bond Street vindicates his taste.124  Even the 

terminology associated with clothing changes with the identity 

of the wearer.  In the words of a shop assistant, “‘We are 

manufacturers of ladies’ clothing here--perhaps I should say 

girls’ and women’s clothing, for we cater to the lower middle 

classes.”125  Cleanliness, also, is equally inseparable from being 

well-dressed: 

 

From head to foot the man wore the wrong clothes in the 

wrong manner,--boots of a vivid shade of brown, thick 

socks without garters, an obviously ready-made suit of 

grey flannel, a hopeless tie, an unimaginable 

collar…[Tallente] found himself wondering, with a grim 

sense of irony, how he could call a man “Comrade” with 

such finger nails!…Miller, slouching in his chair, with a 

cheap tie-clip showing underneath his waistcoat, a 

bulging mass of sock descending over the top of his boot, 

rolling a cigarette with yellow-stained, objectionable 
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fingers, still involved him in introspective speculation as 

to real values in life.126 

 

Nevertheless, a simple change of clothes and behavior was not 

enough to enable a commoner to bridge the class divide, and 

those who attempted to cross it so easily were treated with 

contempt.  Gentility further required a provocative attitude born 

of assurance.  “Some indefinable quality about these two, a 

quality quite independent of their speech and clothes, which 

seemed to insist upon that subtle line of demarcation between 

his world and theirs, filled him with resentment,” Oppenheim 

wrote of a commercial traveller observing an upper-class couple.  

“He hated the ease of the young man’s attitude, his well-bred, 

supercilious voice, almost as much as he disliked the girl’s 

amused contemplation of him.”127  Later in the story, the same 

character is forced to pay homage to their gentility in spite of 

himself, in very much the same terms he had earlier used to 

qualify his anger: “‘Your manners are impressive, you all wear 

your clothes wonderfully, and it must have taken generations to 

acquire such a gift of cultivated insolence.  I don’t resent it; I 

rather admire it, I’m quite certain I couldn't live up to it.’”128  

Birth shows itself on the very features of a gentleman, in “his 

drawn but wholesome-looking face, his deep-set visionary eyes, 

his air of immense self-control…the little wave in his hair 

brushed back by the ears, the humorous lines about his firm 

mouth.  He possessed to the fullest extent the distinction of the 

class to which they both belonged.”129  A man whose daughter is 

the mistress of a nobleman rejects her in uncompromising terms 

for the visibility of her newly acquired gentility: “’She is puffed 

up with the vanity of her brain.  She came here in fine clothes 

and with gentle manners, and a new sort of voice.  She has made 

herself--a lady!  Poor lass, her day of suffering is to come!’”130  

Here, the accusation of gentility is a double insult, given the 

gentry’s implied lack of morality and the impossibility of 
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transferring between classes in the first place.  An actress 

Oppenheim describes as having the “veneer of her unnatural 

culture, the stage veneer acquired by the slavish copying of 

inadequate models.”131  Such phrases summarize his belief that 

the purposeful spread of culture among the lower middle class 

and working class was a waste of time, since workers lacked the 

inborn ability to appreciate art and beauty.  “‘These things are 

matters of inheritance,’” a marquess states, adding “‘and 

cultivation’” only as an afterthought.132 

Oppenheim expressed his views on the intersection of 

class, culture, and food most strongly in the novel The Double Life 

of Mr. Alfred Burton, a book that is also interesting as a rare 

instance of Oppenheim responding to another author’s work.  

The author in question was H.G. Wells, and the work his 1904 

novel The Food of the Gods and How It Came to Earth.  Wells’s book 

explores a future in which a scientist has invented a superfood 

that causes children to grow to the size of giants as adults, and 

describes the efforts of the British government to exterminate the 

giants when it decides they are inconvenient.  Oppenheim made 

no pretense of having a genius for a character; instead, his 

protagonist, a house-agent’s clerk named Alfred Burton, 

stumbles across some beans from a mysterious tree left behind 

on one of his firm’s properties by an Egyptian who died there.  

Upon eating one of the beans, Burton, who is naturally a 

pushing young man of the lower middle class, is abruptly 

transformed into an aesthete who cannot tell a lie, the bean 

having made him perfectly honest, and truth and beauty being 

inseparable.  As a result, he loses his job, is thrown out of his 

home by his wife after he tells her exactly what he thinks of her 

appearance, and blossoms out into an essayist whose talent 

outrages a gentleman editor, who is offended that a “common-

looking, half-educated little person” should be able to write 

better than he can.133  For some time, Burton flourishes, happy in 

his contemplation of the beauty of the world around him, newly 
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revealed to him by the beans, which he finds he must consume 

at regular intervals to maintain their improving effect.  Having 

confided his secret to his former employer, and allowed him to 

experiment with the beans as well, his employer proposes that 

they subject the few remaining beans to chemical analysis and 

form a company to produce a nerve-food based on their 

composition.  At first, Burton hesitates, horrified at the thought 

of commercializing his marvelous experiences.  Then he begins 

to wonder about his future after the beans run out altogether, 

and regretfully concludes that he had better sacrifice them to his 

financial security.  Once the effect wears off permanently, he 

reasons, he will not miss the sensitivity and good taste he had 

come to regard as essential to his survival.  The beans go into the 

laboratory and Burton begins a slow rise in status within the 

suburban middle class thanks to his newfound wealth, his 

literary career forgotten.  Soon, he is referring to his brief double 

life as “‘masquerading in another chap’s clothes,’” and at the end 

of the story, he begs his wife, “‘Forgive me for being such a 

rotter,’” excusing his lapse into taste.134 

Burton’s Egyptian beans are a clear reference to Wells’s 

boomfood, and the promoter whom Burton and his employer 

call in to “boom” their new nerve-food is appropriately named 

Mr. Bomford.  Burton refers to him privately as a “Wells 

nightmare.”135  With the connection established, it is clear that 

Oppenheim was much less optimistic about scientific progress 

than Wells was.  In his view, a marvelous new invention, instead 

of bringing about progress and shaking up the social order, will 

simply be subsumed within the social order and ineffectively 

commercialized, a rather inevitable and hopeless process.  More 

interestingly, Oppenheim gives the impression that the beans 

were better off destroyed, because they could inspire pointless 

yearnings for art and culture in minds not fitted by heredity to 

appreciate them.  Eventually, the attempts of inferior men to 

imbibe the ideals of the higher culture and use them to rise in the 
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world would have to fail because the men themselves were 

unworthy.  In presenting the consumption of food as a test of 

virtue, Oppenheim unintentionally parodied his contemporaries 

Haggard and Wallace, who like many Europeans of the era were 

fascinated by, and reproduced in their work, accounts of trial by 

ordeal in Africa, where a sacred drink, mwai, was at the center of 

the ritual.  Oppenheim’s interpretation transposes this exotic rite 

to suburban London, deriving its novelty from playing out the 

strange consequences of truth-telling in a familiar environment.  

The tone of the book is one of gentle reproof: it commiserates 

with Burton’s suffering, but clearly reminds the reader that if he 

had not aspired to things above his rank in life, he would not 

have suffered.  Meddling with either the social class system or 

the physical things of the world is dangerous and should be 

avoided, the novel concludes.  The Double Life of Mr. Alfred Burton 

is the Englishman served up on a platter with an apple in his 

mouth and all his prejudices as garnishes. 

Alfred Burton was ultimately unable to remain a 

gentleman because he was not born one, and therefore had to 

return to the class into which he had been born.  A minor point 

of Oppenheim’s attitude towards birth--and an intensely 

personal one--was that the reverse of Burton’s case was also true.  

A gentleman born into a class beneath his natural station would 

be forced to rise out of it into the company of his peers.  He 

might even disappear and commit bigamy to satisfy his 

yearnings for gentility, art, culture, and an inner, reflective life, 

and his actions would be justified: 

 

“You know who I was,” King began--“a clerk at 

Gutteridge’s, a steady fellow, married to a good woman--

a good, hard woman.  I’d a good, silly daughter, a steady, 

silly son.  I worked week in and week out for twenty-five 

years.  I did my duty always, brought my money back, 

saved, made a home for them, and all the time there was 
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something inside empty.  I never knew what it was.  One 

day I met--the woman who is my wife now,” he went on, 

passing his arm around her waist.  “We just talked for a 

few moments.  I felt something different.  I met her--met 

her again--and I knew what I’d been missing in life.  I’d 

no thought of anything wrong.  I just cared for her as she 

cared for me, and Chiswick became hell, my life in my 

ugly little house with my wife and son and my daughter 

was hell.  It wasn’t my fault.  I couldn’t help it.  They just 

were hell, and every moment I spent with Grace here was 

such happiness as I had never known: new, softening 

things in my life, wonderful, beautiful things.”136 

 

Several years later, Oppenheim would expand the theme of the 

natural gentleman into an entire novel, Simple Peter Cradd.  His 

biographer Standish commented that Peter Cradd was the 

character with whom Oppenheim identified the most out of all 

his creations, a man of breeding and refined tastes who loved the 

sea, born unfortunately into the middle class where he was 

destined to be unhappy among the crude and greedy.137  Here is 

an echo of John Keats: “Beauty is truth, truth beauty,--that is all 

Ye know on earth, and all ye need to know.” 

For Oppenheim, beauty most frequently meant food and 

drink, and he made explicit connections between food and class 

in a number of his works.  As if it were not clear to his middle-

class readers that their own diets were very different from those 

of his protagonists, he emphasized that point repeatedly.  When 

a gentleman in southern France tells his cook to share his dinner 

between herself and her husband because he has been called 

away, she rejects his offer indignantly.  “‘Such food for us!  Of all 

things the most ridiculous.  Jean would drink too much wine 

and go off to the village.’”138  The people of ancient Polynesia 

were no more complacent about their food taboos than were 

Oppenheim’s proletariat.  These covered when food was eaten as 
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well as what food was eaten.  A world of meaning lies behind a 

single phrase that Oppenheim used in Aaron Rodd, Diviner: “at a 

few minutes before the fashionable dinner hour.”  The casual 

reader of the twenty-first century will not appreciate how much 

classism went into the writing of those words.  First, the very 

concept of a fashionable dinner hour suggests that the setting of 

such hours is the tacit responsibility of a certain small group of 

people, those who govern the movements of Society.  Second, as 

Oppenheim indicates throughout his novels, dining times are 

stratified.  The poor dine early, because they must be in bed 

early in order to rise early for work.  The rich have no such 

obligation.  The later one dines is thus an indication of one’s 

degree of affluence and social position.  “A few minutes before 

the fashionable dinner hour" is a wonderfully subtle means of 

suggesting that the character in question is a gentleman and of 

the elite without necessarily being an aristocrat.  The phrase 

recalls Dumas’s description of the ballet at the Hotel de Ville in 

The Three Musketeers, in which the guests begin to arrive at six in 

the evening, increasing in rank as the hour increases and 

culminating in the appearance of the king and queen at 

midnight.139  The difference in dining habits that one might pick 

up from professional association with a different class could 

occasionally provoke derision.  When a young man from a lower 

middle-class family offers to take his cousin out to dinner at a 

hotel, his aunt responds indignantly, “‘Take her to dinner, 

indeed--at eight o’clock in the evening!  She had her dinner at 

one o’clock, as folks like us do, and she’s just had her bite of 

supper--though scarcely a mouthful, I will admit.  What are you 

talking about?’”140  Sometimes those of gentle birth were 

oblivious to the strangeness of their hours to others: “‘It may be 

perhaps a quarter past eleven.  We only sat down to our 

Conference an hour ago.  Who in the world would have 

expected to find a very modern human being asleep in an empty 

building with a broken telephone at such an hour?’”141 
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Another point Oppenheim stressed in The Double Life of 

Mr. Alfred Burton was that the gentry were not alone in finding 

the tastes and habits of another class repulsive.  His middle-class 

characters express just as much discomfort with aristocratic 

manners, reiterating the Oppenheim thesis that certain objects 

and customs are appropriate to certain stations in life.  Members 

of the working class who read poetry and go to concerts are 

accused of aping the manners of their betters by their 

coworkers.142  Of a typical commercial traveler, Oppenheim 

wrote, “His was a life lived in small ways amongst small people.  

He had scarcely ever read a book of fiction since he had left 

school.  Tit-Bits, Answers, and The News of the World, were his 

literary diversions.”143  He implied that members of the middle 

class deliberately aspired to ignorance in order to show their 

rejection of the ideals of the gentry.  “‘Your middle classes have 

less knowledge of how to gain from the study of beauty than the 

very peasants of the Southern countries,’” an art collector 

declares to a British nobleman.144  In the other direction, a man 

who is born a gentleman can patronize the East End and the 

music halls and cheap restaurants as much as he likes and still be 

“very lonely” among it all.145  A middle-class politician 

instinctively resents the behavior of his gentle rival.  “‘He makes 

me feel like a republican of the bloodthirsty age, he’s so blasted 

superior!…What I do object to is his bringing the mannerisms 

and outlook of Eton and Oxford amongst us.  When I am with 

him, he always makes me feel that I am doing the wrong thing 

and that he knows it.’”146  The struggle of Labour politicians to 

succeed in the cabinet is likewise ascribed by a Labour MP to 

irreconcilable class differences of subtle origin: “‘We no sooner 

catch a clever man, born of the people, than we dress him up like 

a mummy and put him down at dinner parties and garden 

parties, to do things he's not accustomed to, and expect him to 

hold his own amongst people who are not his people. There is 

something poisonous about it.’”147  British prejudices are firmly 
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rooted in the inessentials of behavior, or so Oppenheim 

succeeded in suggesting. 

Perhaps one of the silliest instances of classism in 

Oppenheim’s works appears in the serial novel General 

Besserley’s Second Puzzle Box.  An American girl flirts 

outrageously with the General in order to defraud him.  He sees 

through her routine and, when she suggests he kiss her, he 

retorts by suggesting she try his valet instead, who is noted for 

his skill in that direction.  She flees in embarrassment, and the 

General then spends the rest of the day being ashamed of 

himself.148  Apparently that which is desirable from the former 

head of the American Secret Service is an unthinkable 

humiliation from a servant.  Chronicles of Melhampton is another 

Oppenheim book in which the characters are particularly 

preoccupied with the problems of social class in a variety of 

minor forms.  For example, they debate whether the local 

veterinarian is a gentleman or not and whether a barmaid would 

be a suitable match for him, and whether a well-to-draper is of 

sufficient social rank to be admitted to the tennis club.149  

Oppenheim’s preoccupation with the small details of class 

behavior reveals his own essential middle-class conservatism 

rather than true genteel indifference.  He reminds the reader of 

the naturalness of such concerns in The Hillman, when a member 

of the rural gentry restates the class dichotomy in terms of the 

rivalry between town and country: “‘The city calls to its own, as 

the country holds its children, and both do best in their own 

environment.  Like to like, and each bird to his own nest.  You 

would be as much out of place here with us, madam, as my 

brother and I on the pavements of your city.’”150  Here again his 

youth shows in this paraphrase of Ecclesiastes, of a verse that he 

doubtless heard often from Leicester’s pulpits in the middle of 

the nineteenth century: “To every thing there is a season, and a 

time to every purpose under the heaven.”  For Oppenheim, as 
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for so many of his fellows, the social order was divinely 

instituted and inextricable from the natural world. 

In spite of Oppenheim’s enthusiasm for writing about the 

gentry, he sometimes made significant errors of detail when 

describing them and their behavior, perhaps due to his lack of 

personal contact with the upper classes away from the Riviera.  

Like many other contemporary writers, he habitually referred to 

the second-highest rank in the British peerage as “marquis” 

rather than using the correct legal form “marquess.”  He carried 

this habit so far as to title one novel The Wicked Marquis.  Another 

of Oppenheim’s puzzling ignorances of the upper classes arises 

in the serial The Honourable Algernon Knox, Detective.  His 

protagonist here is a young man, an honourable, whose uncle is 

an earl and his guardian, and whose father, now presumably 

deceased, was the leader of the House of Lords.151  But one 

cannot sit in the Lords without a title.  If the Hon. Algernon’s 

father had been titled, the title would have descended to 

Algernon unless Algernon was a younger son, and Oppenheim 

nowhere mentioned that he was.  If his uncle had been his 

father’s elder brother, then the family title would have been his 

all along and Algernon’s father would not have been eligible to 

sit in the Lords.   Such ambiguity is not a convincing touch in a 

tale about an amateur detective.  Similarly, Oppenheim stated on 

another occasion that the eldest son of an earl is entitled to be 

referred to as a lord, which is obviously untrue unless that son 

uses a courtesy title; he could have found this out in Burke’s or 

Debrett’s in five minutes.152  There were some details with which 

he simply did not concern himself. 

Oppenheim’s view of the upper classes as being 

essentially conservative when it came to good manners and 

sexual morality was not one that his contemporaries shared, 

either in fiction or in everyday life.  An extract from Agatha 

Christie’s The Secret of Chimneys gives a better idea of what the 

gentry thought about proper behavior in the 1920s: 
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“You see, Mr Cade, most of my work has lain amongst 

these people.  What they call the upper classes, I mean.  

You see, the majority of people are always wondering 

what the neighbours will think.  But tramps and 

aristocrats don’t--they just do the first thing that comes 

into their heads, and they don’t bother to think what 

anyone thinks of them.  I’m not meaning just the idle 

rich, the people who give big parties, and so on.  I mean 

those that have had it born and bred in them for 

generations that nobody else’s opinion counts but their 

own.  I’ve always found the upper classes the same--

fearless, truthful, and sometimes extraordinarily 

foolish.”153 

 

Christie does little more than expand on a remark made by 

Giacomo Casanova in his memoirs a century and a half earlier: 

“I could clearly see the characteristic spirit of the aristocracy, for 

which the ‘solo mihi’ [‘to me alone’] is the supreme law.”154  Both 

writers were referencing not only the tendency of those of gentle 

birth to break the law, but also the ease with which the gently-

born could avoid prosecution or snubbing when their offences 

were discovered.  This was the true “distinction of birth and 

breeding”155 to which Oppenheim paid lip service but could 

never internalize due to his sensitivity to public opinion. 

The great irony of Oppenheim’s career is that even while 

his books furnished the middle and lower classes with escapist 

fantasies, offering them dreams of a luxurious lifestyle and a 

secure place in the world, he never ceased to remind his readers 

that attaining that dream would be impossible for them.  No 

amount of training or wealth could create gentility in a person 

not born a lady or gentleman.  True, such a person could, by luck 

or cunning or effort, afford the kind of meals with which 

Oppenheim was obsessed, the first and greatest attribute of 
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gentility in his eyes, but he would never be able to fully enjoy 

them.  Nor would the food of the upper classes, magical though 

Alfred Burton found food to be, prove sufficiently magical to 

transform him into a gentleman.  Bernard Shaw’s Professor 

Higgins, standing triumphantly athwart the door and declaring, 

“‘I treat a duchess as if she was a flower girl…The great secret, 

Eliza, is not having bad manners or good manners or any other 

particular sort of manners, but having the same manner for all 

human souls: in short, behaving as if you were in Heaven, where 

there are no third-class carriages, and one soul is as good as 

another,’”156 is the greatest contrast to an Oppenheim protagonist 

imaginable.  Shaw’s opinion that gentility was a fraud was likely 

why Oppenheim referred to him as “England’s most unpleasant 

person.”157  Oppenheim’s love of gentility, combined with his 

conviction that it was unattainable, placed him in the position of 

a devout Calvinist who desires very much to go to heaven but 

knows he never will.  As the American humorist Stephen 

Leacock might have said, “‘He regrets it, Edward [does], regrets 

it deeply.  It is a real grief to him.’”158 

In short, Oppenheim was a hypocrite--but then, so was 

virtually every other literary Englishman of his age.  They all 

deliberately encouraged belief in the phantom of social mobility.  

They created an entire genre of literature urging boys and young 

men to try to rise in the world, while still telling them that they 

could only rise within the limits of their own class.  Foremost 

among the authors of Victorian boys’ literature was G.A. Henty, 

who himself was likely an influence on Oppenheim; his first 

novel appeared the year after Oppenheim was born, and he had 

published twenty-five works by the time Oppenheim’s first book 

appeared.  One of the best examples of classism in Henty’s 

oeuvre is the 1905 novel By Conduct and Courage, the tale of how 

an orphan raised by a fisherman becomes the captain of a Royal 

Navy frigate and a wealthy baronet.  The boy hero only succeeds 

in achieving his ambitions because interested locals recognize 
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him to be the son of a gentleman by his bearing and his father’s 

few remaining possessions, and give him special opportunities 

accordingly, first for education and then for promotion.  As is 

typical in a Henty novel, he is accompanied by a devoted 

retainer of the working class, who expresses his own awareness 

of their respective social positions in terms that now seem 

masochistic: 

 

“I know that I am not like you, and I haven’t learnt 

things, and I don’t suppose that if I had had anyone to 

help me it would have made any difference.  I know I 

shall never rise much above a sailor before the mast.  If 

you leave the service and go into a merchantman I will 

go there with you.  It does not matter to me where I am.  I 

felt so before, and of course I feel it all the more now that 

you have saved my life.  I am quite sure you will get on 

in the world, Will, and sha’n’t grudge you your success a 

bit, however high you rise, for I know how hard you 

have worked, and how well you deserve it.  Besides, even 

if I had had the pains bestowed upon me, and had 

worked ever so hard myself, I should never have been a 

bit like you.  You seem different from us somehow.  I 

don’t know how it is, but you are smarter and quicker 

and more active.  I expect some day you will find out 

something about your father, and then probably we shall 

be able to understand the difference between us.  At any 

rate I am quite prepared to see you rise, and I shall be 

well content if you will always allow me to remain your 

friend.”159 

 

A commoner, in Henty’s world, could only hope for wealth and 

lower-level recognition without ever being accepted as the social 

equal of his former friends.  Henty and his fellows taught 

Oppenheim that virtue was a matter of blood, and Oppenheim 
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in turn reiterated that message for yet another generation of the 

British public.  The heyday of the Oppenheim attitude came in 

1934, as Oppenheim himself was in the last flush of his glory, 

when the London School of Economics professor Arnold 

Toynbee began publishing A Study of History.  Toynbee, in the 

words of the Encyclopaedia Britannica, “examined the rise and fall 

of 26 civilizations in the course of human history, and he 

concluded that they rose by responding successfully to 

challenges under the leadership of creative minorities composed 

of elite leaders.”160  Toynbee’s scholarly justification for the 

existence of the gentry, which exercised a disproportionate 

influence over Western politicians in the decades to come,  

would not have been necessary or possible without decades of 

able propaganda work by the thriller novelists, with Oppenheim 

in their vanguard. 

Oppenheim’s novels filled an additional role in British 

society beyond that of advocacy for the status quo.  One of 

Edward VII’s biographers noted that his contemporaries 

considered his role to involve being an example of good living 

and defiance of social norms--a vicarious outlet for the lower 

classes, siphoning off tensions and resentment by entertaining 

them.161  By extension, this was true of all the upper classes in 

Edwardian Britain.  It resulted in the situation brilliantly 

parodied by Wilde in The Importance of Being Earnest, in which 

every social convention of the middle classes is deliberately 

inverted by the aristocrats.  Oppenheim was a part of this 

process, with his works serving as a medium by which the social 

deviance of the upper classes might be safely conveyed to the 

public in combination with thrills, thereby ensuring the 

consumption of his books by working class and lower middle 

class readers.  He provided catharsis and escape to the reading 

public, preventing the revolutionaries from ever appearing in 

Pall Mall.  Had he been aware of that fact, he would 

undoubtedly have been very proud of his achievement. 
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The emergence of the British middle class as socially 

separate from both the workers and the gentry was the result of 

the collision between the Industrial Revolution and the hard 

class line.  Throughout the nineteenth century, workers and 

entrepreneurs began to harness their resentment of the luxuries 

and power enjoyed by the gentry to their money-making efforts 

in the hope of acquiring at least the physical attributes of 

gentility.  The gentry responded to the new arrivals by closing 

ranks against them, and the middle class was born, looking like 

gentlemen, but not quite being gentlemen.  This, at least, is the 

perspective that Oppenheim conveys.  “Money will not buy the 

joy which makes life worth living, it will not buy the power to 

appreciate, the power to discriminate,” he wrote in Alfred Burton.  

“It will not buy taste or the finer feelings, without the possession 

of which one becomes a dolt, a thing that creeps about the face of 

the world.”  In speaking of the promoter Mr. Bomford, 

Oppenheim said that for the lower middle class, “this was the 

signal and final proof of [his] greatness--he had made money!”162  

After the Great War, a foreign nobleman comments 

disapprovingly to a British acquaintance, “‘You chivied your 

aristocracy of birth out of existence with yellow papers, your 

aristocracy of mind with a devastating income tax.  This is the 

class whom you left to gorge,--the war profiteers.’”163  For the 

ungentle to enjoy the physical and cultural advantages of the 

gentry was, to Oppenheim the writer, a horrifying crime, even 

though Oppenheim the man committed that same crime every 

day of his life.  He regarded it as a peculiarly European and 

modern failing. 

 

“The further West you go, Wu Ling,” he said, “the more 

you need money to taste life.  Artistically, of course, it’s 

all wrong, but then the world’s all wrong.  It’s slipped 

out of shape somehow, during the last thousand years.  

We aren’t natural any longer.  The natural person accepts 
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pleasure, but doesn’t seek it.  Directly you seek, you 

begin a terrible chase, and we’re all seekers over 

westward, Wu Ling.  We have lost the art of being.  We 

have lost the gift of repose.  We have lost the capacity for 

quiet enjoyments.  Sport, ambitions and love-making 

have all joined in the debacle.  No one man can live alone 

and away from his fellows, even if he sees into the evil of 

these things.  All life to us has come to run on wheels 

which need always the oil of money.”164 

 

Oppenheim’s resentment at the breakdown of his idealized link 

between birth and culture intensified after the War for both 

personal and existential reasons, as he expressed in his article in 

the Daily Mail as well as in his books: 

 

“We won the war and the people who had been asked to 

make heroic sacrifices were simply expected to continue 

them afterwards as a matter of course.  What chance has 

the man of moderate means had to improve his position, 

to save a little for his old age, during the last ten years?  

A third of his income has gone in taxation and the cost of 

everything is fifty per cent, more than it was before the 

war.  And we won it, mind.  That is what he can't 

understand.  We won the war and found ruin.”165 

 

“‘The financial legislation of the past few years has simply been 

a blatant nursing of the profiteer,’” he added.  His repeated 

complaints that the capitalists are getting the best of everything, 

and his emphasis on the insistence of the government that trying 

to rein them in will destroy the economy, are among the most 

relatable parts of his work for a twenty-first century reader. 

Oppenheim’s economic views, though he never labeled 

them as such, would be described best as distributist, albeit 

without mainstream distributism’s emphasis on an equitable 
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economic order for moral reasons.  Distributist economic theory 

began in 1891 with the promulgation of the encyclical Rerum 

novarum by Pope Leo XIII, which condemned both capitalism 

and socialism as immoral and encouraged workers and 

employers to find a fairer compromise in which ownership of 

property and profits would be widely shared.  These ideas were 

taken up prominently in England by G.K. Chesterton, Hilaire 

Belloc, and Dorothy Sayers, and less prominently but no less 

effectively by Oppenheim.  At times, he was sympathetic 

towards socialism and the rectifying of social and economic ills 

by direct action, even to the point of favorably portraying major 

strikes and other crises that he thought were needed to awaken 

public interest in social problems.166  In The Governors, he 

expressed hatred for millionaires and the extremely wealthy, 

while others of his books suggest that the poor should rise in 

revolution and take what they want by violence:167   

 

“Society is divided into two classes, those who have and 

those who have desire to have.  The one must always 

prey upon the other.  They are therefore always changing 

places.  It is this continued movement which lends 

energy to the human race.  As soon as it is suspended, 

degeneration must follow as a matter of course.  It is for 

those who recognize this great truth to follow and obey 

its tenets.”168 

 

Oppenheim understood that there was an unfair and 

unnecessary gap between rich and poor in British society, and he 

favored closing that gap.  On the whole, however, he was 

effectively a distributist, because he sought rapprochement 

between the classes as a solution to social problems that did not 

involve destroying the society and comforts to which he was 

accustomed.  We might even say that he was a distributist 

primarily because it seemed to him to offer greater social 
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stability than did rival economic systems.  In this context, 

distributism appears in his works as a favorite hypocrisy of the 

upper and upper middle classes.  The hero of the Those Other 

Days is a nobleman, not a worker or thinker, who becomes a 

populist champion.169   

Distributism, in Oppenheim’s interpretation, also offered 

a way to maintain and justify a system of class distinctions in an 

era when that system was appearing increasingly absurd.  His 

literary economics paralleled his storytelling and his obsession 

with cuisine.  His vision recognized the necessity for individual 

change, but not for social change, which would be too 

disruptive.  After all, the system worked.  The chess pieces 

moved and changed places and that changed the game--but not 

the board on which the game was played, which was eternal.  

The board was society and the class system.  Individuals could 

occasionally move between social classes, but the classes 

themselves, the framework of society, were and should be 

permanent.  And anarchists and other radicals, who would 

replace the entire system with something new, were 

“dangerous.”170  Oppenheim’s economic philosophy was not just 

the distributism of Chesterton and Belloc, but also the one-nation 

conservatism of Disraeli, with its emphasis on paternalism, 

pragmatism, and shared responsibility.  The responsibility, 

naturally, was to be borne chiefly by those born to it, without 

assistance.  When a successful manufacturer’s secretary suggests 

that “‘it takes more than one man to run a great business,’” he 

retorts, “‘It doesn’t.  As soon as you have two or three muddling 

about with it the business loses poise.  That’s what people fail to 

understand.  You take a directory and look through the list of 

firms who make any commodity.  You will find in nearly every 

case a one-man business is the most prosperous.’”171 

Oppenheim outlined his distributist views most 

idealistically in the pre-War novel A People’s Man, which 
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recounts the rise of a populist politician dedicated to enacting 

sweeping economic reforms, beginning with a general strike: 

 

“I want to teach you how to smash the individual 

capitalist.  I want to teach you how to frame laws which 

will bring the wealth of this country into a new and saner 

distribution.  I want to teach you the folly of the old ideas 

that because of the wretched conditions in which you 

live, the better educated man, the man better equipped 

mentally and physically for his job, must gather to 

himself the wealth and you must become his slaves.  

What do you suppose, in the course of three or four 

generations, produces men of different mental and 

physical calibre?  I will tell you.  The circumstances of 

their bringing-up, the life they have to lead, their 

education, their environment.  What chance have you 

under present conditions?  None!  For very shame, as the 

years pass on, you operatives will be better paid.  What 

will it amount to?  A few shillings a week more, the same 

life, the same anxieties, the same daily grinding toil, 

brainless, machine-like, leading you nowhere because 

there isn’t a way out.  There will still remain your 

masters; there will still remain you, the men.  Can’t you 

see what it is that I am aiming at?  I want to make a great 

machine of all the industries of this country.  The man 

with the gift for figures will find himself in the office, and 

the man with lesser brain power will find himself before 

a machine.  But the two will be working for one aim and 

one end.  They will both be parts of the machine, and for 

their livelihood they will take what that machine 

produces, distributed in a scientific and exact ratio…I’d 

take the big risks--the rioting, the revolutions, the 

starvation, the misery that will surely come.  I’d do that 
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for the sake of the new nation which would start again 

where the old one perished.”172 

 

By the end of the book, the hero comes down from his idealism 

to accept a compromise that improves the people’s lives but 

leaves the class system and its comforts intact, a denouement 

that testifies to the Englishman’s innate love of order.  

Oppenheim discusses three classes rather than two in A People’s 

Man, but the middle class he speaks of here are the capitalists, 

who profit by exploiting labor, rather than small tradesmen or 

professionals:   

 

“The curse of England is its terrible middle class…The 

present generation is the first even to dimly realise it.  

Our aristocracy is no better nor any worse than the 

aristocracy of other nations; rather better, perhaps, than 

worse.  But our middle class rules the land.  They 

represent the voting power.  They conceal their real 

sentiments under the name of Liberalism, they keep their 

heel upon the neck of Labour.  I tell you, when the 

revolution comes, it will be Hampstead and Kensington 

the mob will sack and burn, not Park Lane and 

Grosvenor Square.”173 

 

The protagonist’s (and Oppenheim’s) general ideal seems to be a 

two-class society in which the exploitative middle class has been 

destroyed and labor and the gentry share alike in the ownership 

and profits of commerce, with the latter benevolently taking the 

responsibility of managing and educating the former.  “‘The 

money will be still there, only its distribution will be saner,’” he 

assures the reader.174  In spite of his preference for the workers 

over the capitalists, he still charges the working class with 

“immeasurable selfishness.”175  As to the duties of the upper 

class, he says, “‘It can build, generation by generation.  It can 
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produce a saner race, and as the light comes, so the truth will 

flow in upon the minds of all.’”176  His practical proposals for 

reform amount to nationalizing Britain’s coal mines with 

compensation, fixing rail dividends at no more than three 

percent, and restricting railway salaries and wages to a 

minimum of £130 and a maximum of £800 per year. 

In 1920, Oppenheim laid out a more progressive proposal 

for economic reform in the novel Nobody’s Man.  The core of his 

scheme this time was the creation of a theoretical committee of 

twelve, composed equally of representatives of labor, capital, 

and government ministers.  The committee, aided by 

subcommittees for each particular industry, would determine 

the proportion of profits from each industry which would be 

allotted to labor, thus regulating wages and eliminating strikes; 

to capital, thus preventing profiteering; and to the government, 

thus allowing the hated income tax to be abolished.  

Government, capitalists, and workers would become fellow 

participants in the economy on a similar basis.  The measure 

appears to have been directed not so much at the aristocrats as at 

the fat middle class.177  Presumably Oppenheim thought that 

“creative professionals” such as himself would be exempt from 

participation in any such redistribution scheme and therefore felt 

free to advocate its benefits.  He also felt that any inconvenience 

involved in this redistribution would be offset by a decline in 

government waste, something that drove him wild with fury: 

 

“Broadly speaking, my idea of the Chancellor of the 

Exchequer’s job is to write down a credit side first, and 

then sanction expenditure to balance income, and not a 

penny more.  You fellows have been working the other 

way about.  What’s the result?  The balance that’s been 

left against you, you’ve had to heap on the shoulders of 

the people in the shape of the most damnable, the most 
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iniquitous income tax any government has ever imposed 

upon a nation of idiots.”178 

 

In the same passage, he reflected that any department store 

manager could do a better job of running the financial side of the 

government than any member of the Cabinet could.  As for how 

profit-sharing might work in practice, he elaborated on that in 

1927’s Miss Brown of X.Y.O.: 

 

“We are going to use common sense in the redistribution 

of profits.  Labour has a right to a certain percentage of 

them as labour.  The capitalist has a right to a certain 

percentage of them from the fact that his brains and 

money have been the foundation of the business.  He’ll 

still get plenty, but his managers will get a leg up, and 

the rank and file of the labour he employs will be put in a 

more dignified position.  I’ll give you one instance that I 

can think of.  It is a weaver’s business--not a large one.  

The net profits last year were twenty-two thousand 

pounds, all taken by the owner, who is the son of the 

man who founded the business, and who has a villa in 

Monte Carlo, where he spends most of his time.  His 

manager draws eight hundred a year, foremen of the 

departments get about six pounds a week, the rank and 

file average something like three pounds fifteen to four 

pounds.  The way I should work the thing out--and I’ve 

worked it out as a specimen--the owner would get eight 

thousand pounds a year, the manager fifteen hundred a 

year, the foremen twelve pounds a week, and the 

operatives six.  There’s nothing revolutionary in that, is 

there?  And yet I tell you for the amount our Monte Carlo 

young spark has to sacrifice--and he’ll still have eight 

thousand a year--two hundred and seventeen men will 

live in greater dignity and greater comfort.”179 
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This is what Oppenheim regards as a revolutionary measure--a 

few paragraphs later, another character says, “‘I hope you realise 

that it is more even than the Socialists themselves have ever 

ventured to ask for.’”  Apparently it was not enough, as a 1931 

novel has a young working man leaving a job that pays him six 

pounds a week for the better pickings of organized crime.180  In 

the following chapter, the redistribution scheme’s proposer, who 

has based it on a system he developed for his own business, 

reveals its intention: “‘I shall never be a popular statesman, for 

instance--but there isn’t one of my work people, Labour, 

Conservative or Socialist, who doesn’t vote for me, who doesn’t 

work for me at election time and who doesn’t put his heart and 

soul into the business.  They work like human beings, not 

machines.  That’s why we shall go on making more money each 

year.’”181  The capitalist--and with him, Oppenheim--is calmly 

certain that his workers must love him if he is only making 

twenty-five times what they do in a year, rather than a hundred 

times the amount.  Therefore, he can count on their electoral 

support and their willing submission to the leadership of himself 

and his fellows.  Redistribution of wealth according to 

Oppenheim’s interpretation of distributism leads to one type of 

neo-feudalism, in which a secure job is dependent upon 

allegiance to a modern-day lord of the manor.  Again, economic 

organization is made subordinate to class organization and the 

former is designed to reinforce the latter.  In line with 

Oppenheim’s paternal, pragmatic attitude, his heroes also 

advocate protectionism, tariff reform, and Imperial Preference 

rather than free trade.182  Oppenheim applied his philosophy of 

personal and class loyalties to microeconomics as well as 

macroeconomics.  For example, far from treating insider trading 

as dishonorable, Oppenheim regarded it as a standard practice, 

to the point where a young man who is a director of a struggling 
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firm is expected to give his fiancee’s family inside information 

about his company so that they can profit by it in one novel.183 

Unlike most distributists, who derived their economic 

philosophy from their moral philosophy, Oppenheim had no use 

for private or state welfare programs.  He repeatedly addressed 

“the demoralizing effect of charity” in his works,184 summing up 

his views on the subject most thoroughly in A People’s Man: 

 

“The poor must exist automatically.  They could not exist 

on lower wages; therefore, they will not get lower wages.  

If there is no employment for them, they will help 

themselves to the means for life.  If there is money in the 

country, they have a right to a part of it and they will 

take it.  The unfit amongst them will die.  The unfit are 

better dead…the matter would right itself automatically 

but for the interference of weak people.  The laws of life 

are tampered with so often by people without 

understanding.  They keep alive the unworthy.  They try 

to make life easier for the unfit.  They endow hospitals 

and build model dwellings.  It’s a sop to their 

consciences.  It’s like planting a flower on the grave of the 

man you have murdered…All charity is the most vicious 

form of self-indulgence.  Can’t you see that if the poor 

died in the street and the sick were left to crawl about the 

face of the earth, the whole business would right itself 

automatically.  The unfit would die out.  A stronger 

generation would arise, a generation stronger and better 

able to look after itself…I am sorry to see people 

suffering, but as a rule I think that it is their own fault if 

they come to the straits that you are in…Their own fault 

because they submit to a heritage of unjust laws.  It is 

your own fault because you don't join together and 

smash the laws.  You would fill the jails, perhaps, but 

you'd make it easier for those who came after…If you 
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hang on to the crust of the world through charity, you 

only do the world harm."185  

 

Oppenheim’s variation on social Darwinism posited that 

workers could avoid poverty by accepting those jobs graciously 

offered to them by the gentry, and that those too ungrateful to 

accept what their betters offered should have the choice of either 

revolting outright or starving.  The lower classes were to be 

dependent upon the upper, and the upper classes were to be 

interdependent, with little room for individual choice for either 

in certain areas.  Oddly, given his smug commitment to the 

Edwardian social structure, Oppenheim acknowledged the 

reasonableness of violent protest under certain circumstances.  

In The Profiteers, he created a hero who threatens, kidnaps, and 

kills in order to break a stock market speculator whose 

operations are making food more expensive.  “‘The ordinary 

principles of barter do not apply to material from which the 

people’s food is made,’” the protagonist says.186  This is in line 

with Oppenheim’s general resentment towards his fellow 

parasites of the upper middle class.  It offers a partial contrast to 

one of his later works, The Battle of Basinghall Street, in which the 

industrialists are somewhat redeemed by the fact that they are 

actually manufacturing a worthwhile product in spite of being 

scoundrels.  While his awareness of the legitimacy of revolution 

makes a startling contrast to his complacency elsewhere, it is 

quite possible that Oppenheim was incapable of conceiving a 

revolution to be a genuine threat to the firmly-established British 

class system. 

Since Oppenheim dreamed of the gentry and their 

tenants or workers living in peaceful cooperation, he was 

extremely hostile to organized labor.  His novel The Mayor on 

Horseback includes a wealthy manufacturer who turns part of his 

profits over to his employees as a system of bonuses.  This 

secures him an excellent quality of labor, but provokes the wrath 
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of his fellow manufacturers, and also that of the Labour Party 

and trades unions because rival firms can’t compete with him, 

threatening their existing relationships and patronage networks.  

Oppenheim was careful to point out, through the mouth of his 

protagonist, the irony involved in socialists protesting the 

redistribution of wealth: 

 

“There’s not the ghost of a complaint against me from 

any of the work-people whom the Trades Union are 

supposed to serve.  It is my brother manufacturers who 

are cooking this up.  They object to my bonus system 

because by means of it, by choosing good work-people 

and educating them, I have got better results out of them 

than my rivals and I share the extra profit with the 

operatives themselves.  That’s what I call commonsense 

and Christianity combined.  My rival manufacturers, to 

put it plainly, are content with any hands who apply for 

a job and pay them for what they produce, which is a 

long way behind my standards.  How could anyone 

blame me for giving a bonus for greater production and 

better work?  That is not breaking my agreement…It’s a 

very regrettable fact that my business must grow until 

my fellow manufacturers work on a different and wiser 

system.  They show no signs of doing that at present.  

They're greedy for their balance sheets and when they get 

them they spend or invest their profits.  They never give 

a thought to those other human beings whose labour has 

made those profits possible.”187  

 

Socialists and trades unionists, or at least those in politics, come 

in for consistently harsh treatment in Oppenheim’s works.  He 

represented them as hypocrites interested only in the speaking 

fees and salaries they could command for themselves instead of 

genuine reform.188  “‘He is all the time lashing himself into a fury 
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over imagined wrongs and wanting to play the little tin god on 

Olympus with his threatened strikes,’” one character says of a 

union leader.189  The trades unions themselves received similar 

criticism, as Oppenheim considered they were too interested in 

the welfare of their own members to pursue socialism with 

fervor or on a national scale.190  It is easy to assume that 

Oppenheim, a businessman himself, had a vested interest in 

denigrating labor, but critiques of the hypocrisy of idealists are 

always readable. 

As for Communists, Oppenheim did not take them 

seriously, writing, “‘The worst of it is that they presuppose 

mental and physical equality in its constituent atoms.  As nature 

won't oblige, a state built up on Communistic principles is 

bound to go phut.’”191  On the other hand, once he removed the 

concept of human equality so antithetical to his worldview, 

Oppenheim was quite able to reconcile Communism with 

gentility, creating an aristocratic Communist in one story who 

succeeds in making once-revolutionary doctrines sound like 

English fair play: 

 

“The modern Communist is a reasonable person.  We 

work not for finalities, not for any precise and definite 

goal, but we work towards that goal, and, believe me, the 

working is good…The modern Communist seeks the 

betterment of the world, the drawing together of classes, 

the disappearance of world inequalities.  He recognises 

the folly of preaching the doctrine of equality for men of 

unequal gifts, but basically this is his pronouncement: 

that every man born into the world should have an equal 

chance…I admit that we have always desired and 

planned for a revolution, but our desire is, and has 

always been, that the revolution should be bloodless, a 

revolution of agreement, of sanity, a changing of the old 

order of things, not by disgraceful and un-English 
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methods, not by an incitement to loot and plunder and 

outrage, but by the measured ways of statesmanship, by 

ways which will not cost a single life, by methods which 

will leave behind them no regret.”192 

 

The same character equates a Communist with a Christian 

Scientist later in the book.193  Elsewhere in Europe, the English 

capitalist who is the protagonist of The Strangers’ Gate makes a 

deal with the new Communist prime minister of a Balkan state 

to prevent the latter from nationalizing his mine by offering to 

float a million pounds’ worth of public works bonds for the new 

government, taking up half of the bonds himself if necessary.194  

If one was inclined to be cynical, one could say that this incident 

sums up the entire history of the interactions between capitalism 

and socialism: the capitalist bribes and the socialist grabs, and be 

damned to the man from whom the bribe was grabbed in the 

first place.  Oppenheim, however, told the story with an air of 

complacency.  It was still inconceivable to him, even when 

depicting a foreigner and an extremist, that anyone could really 

want to play Samson and pull down the temple of class 

stratification. 

It was the anarchists who were the subject of 

Oppenheim’s harshest words.  “‘An anarchist is a senseless, 

soulless machine of death,’” he declared, adding, from the 

perspective of a Communist, 

 

“Anarchy is senseless destruction of property and life, 

indulged in simply as a form of terrorism, with which we 

have no sympathy…The Anarchists by themselves are a 

senseless crowd.  As a side arm of communism they are 

sometimes useful.  They have been made use of now and 

then by our party.  We would make use of them again if 

necessary.  They have to be kept under control though.195 
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Here, Oppenheim is echoing, consciously or otherwise, the 

conceptual approach of G.K. Chesterton in The Man Who Was 

Thursday, whose anarchist proclaims, “‘We in revolt talk all kind 

of nonsense doubtless about this crime or that crime of the 

Government.  It is all folly!  The only crime of the Government is 

that it governs.  The unpardonable sin of the supreme power is 

that it is supreme.’”196  For both Chesterton and Oppenheim, to 

whom the organization of the British class system was sacred, to 

talk that way was the unpardonable sin.  They and their 

contemporaries chose to conflate anarchism, the doctrine of a 

stateless society, with nihilism, the doctrine of destruction for the 

sake of destruction.  They were capable of discerning among 

such concepts; they chose not to do so in this instance.  They 

were so committed to the state, and found the idea of existence 

without it so revolting, that they regarded any attempt by 

anarchists at removing the state, violent or not, to be implicitly 

violent by the nature of its objective. 

Oppenheim’s instinctive dislike of those who threatened 

violence against the British state encompassed foreigners as well 

as Englishmen whose politics differed from his own.  After the 

outbreak of the War, he liked to emphasize that he had been one 

of the first writers to draw attention to the possibilities of conflict 

with Germany and to the risks that German sabotage and 

espionage posed to the country.  In his opinion, Germans in 

Britain were too numerous and too involved in the national 

economy to make safe citizens, given that most of them had 

military training due to conscription at home and were taught to 

idolize the Fatherland.197  The “German immigrants are a fifth 

column” theory found expression in Oppenheim’s novel The 

Great Secret, in which the revelation of German subversion by a 

gentleman investigator in the face of government skepticism 

forms the main theme.  Oppenheim also enjoyed portraying the 

valiant efforts of small nations to defend themselves against land 

grabs by the great powers, mostly Germany but sometimes 
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Turkey or Russia as well, with works in this vein including The 

Traitors, The Kingdom of Earth, Havoc, The Great Prince Shan, and 

The Double Traitor.  Concurrently, he would describe Britain as a 

tiny, fiercely independent power with the world leagued against 

her.198  Like his contemporaries, he used this perceived 

imbalance to argue for increased military involvement in English 

life--and for the loyalty of her subject peoples, as in a half-

fanciful, half-historical passage on Irish loyalty to the Crown 

during the War: 

 

“I’ve hated England, I’ve shouldered a rifle against her, 

I’ve talked treason up and down the country, and I’ve 

known the inside of a prison.  I’ve spat at her authority.  

I’ve said in plain words what I think of her--fat, 

commerce-ridden, smug, selfish.  I’ve watched her bleed 

and been glad of it, but at the bottom of my heart I’d 

have liked to have seen her outstretched hand.  Denis, 

lad, that’s coming.  We’ve got to remember that we, too, 

are a proud, obstinate, pig-headed race.  We’ve got to 

meet that hand half-way, and when the moment comes 

I’d like to be the first to raise the boys round here and 

give the Germans hell!”199 

 

Apparently Oppenheim felt that centuries of pacification had 

sufficed to instill an English sense of fair play in the Irish.  In 

writing that passage, he unconsciously echoed Jean-Jacques 

Rousseau: “Slaves lose everything in their chains, even the desire 

of escaping from them: they love their servitude, as the 

comrades of Ulysses loved their brutish condition.”200  Nor, in 

Oppenheim’s world, was this an evil thing, since it preserved the 

stability of society. 

Unsurprisingly, Oppenheim’s love for stability and 

authority often manifested itself in monarchism.  “‘One man is 

enough to rule any country.  If he fails, he should be either shot 
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or deposed,’” a German girl declares in a novel from 1934, in 

words expressing her creator’s essential viewpoint.201  The Wrath 

to Come and Gabriel Samara both flirt with a post-War alliance 

between Germany and Russia and the restoration of the German 

monarchy.  Envoy Extraordinary, taking an even more optimistic 

tone, envisions the simultaneous restoration of the German, 

Austrian, and Italian monarchies (the latter after a period of 

dictatorship) by popular demand.  “He looked into the nebulous 

spaces and he saw the drawing up of the great curtain, the 

reestablished courts of Europe, the gaiety, the majesty, the birth, 

perhaps, of a new chivalry.  All the ugly logic of utilitarian days 

would surely perish.  Life would once more become free and 

vigorous and graceful.”202  Oppenheim’s love of monarchy is 

carried to an extreme in The Mystery Road, in which his hero 

helps the Romanov heir escape from a Soviet fortress to 

Scotland.  The Grand Duke in question marries his cousin and 

settles down under guard at a remote castle with the explicit 

objective of producing an entire family of new Romanovs to 

continue his claim to the Russian throne.  Of the Romanovs, 

Wallace had written seventeen years earlier, “The story of the 

Tsars from Peter to Nicholas is the most wonderful story in the 

world's history…lunatics and wantons, imbeciles and horrible 

villains, governed Russia and held the destinies of its millions in 

their soiled hands.”203  These were the sort of kings Oppenheim 

would have liked to see living and multiplying.  The only 

occasion on which he proposed the unmaking of a monarch 

came in 1938, when one of his novels described the conversion of 

Monaco from a principality to a republic under the effective 

dictatorship of a Russian nobleman in exile.204  Provided that 

power remained concentrated, Oppenheim was willing to 

dispense with the title of king.  His small dictator, Baron 

Domiloff, also appears in one of the two serials starring 

American spymaster General Besserley, and General Besserley in 

turn plays a role in Envoy Extraordinary alongside the Italian 
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dictator Matorni, the titular figure of Matorni’s Vineyard.  These 

late works suggest that Oppenheim, inspired by the success of 

European fascist movements, was beginning to envision a 

fictional universe of his own in which the return of the good old 

days before the War was imminent. 

His enthusiasm for fascism in theory did not prevent 

Oppenheim from being skeptical of its results in practice.  He 

was sympathetic to Ethiopia after the Italian invasion, writing, 

“‘The conquest of a semi-civilized nation was inevitable enough, 

but it has brought neither glory nor honour.’”205  Attributing it 

solely to Mussolini’s vanity, he created a character in one story 

who ran arms to the Ethiopians.206  Exit a Dictator suggests that 

Russian Communism was such a success from an economic 

standpoint that the Soviet government accumulated reserves of 

hundreds of millions of pounds prior to World War II, and that 

theft and mismanagement by the officials in charge were the true 

causes of the country’s devastation.207  Oppenheim and his 

characters alike assumed that they lived in a world where a few 

men with a profound understanding of human affairs had but to 

give an order in the absence of malingerers and the greedy to 

solve all social problems.  For instance, Oppenheim believed that 

another major war could be prevented if Britain would simply 

restore the German colonies it had confiscated after the Great 

War.208  Restoration would not be acceptable to the public, the 

politicians, or the tradesmen, but it would prevent war; 

therefore, it was the best course of action and would have to be 

carried out by strong men in spite of the opposition of the rest of 

the country.  Since European powers could not be impartial 

judges of their own affairs, he also suggested the formation of an 

international court of arbitration, the decisions of which would 

be binding, composed of American officials attached to each 

European government.209  The system would have been identical 

to that used by the British during their occupation of India, in 

which the residents of a foreign power at the court of each 
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subordinate state were able to overrule certain decisions of the 

rulers of those states in the wider interest.  Oppenheim’s scheme 

also anticipated the transformation of the United States into the 

sole global superpower, albeit by proposing that the rest of the 

world accede to its dominance voluntarily. 

It is clear from his works that Oppenheim felt America 

would have a better motive than altruism for remaining an 

impartial guardian of European affairs: namely, the distraction 

of Japan.  Oppenheim took Japan quite seriously as a major 

power.  The Illustrious Prince explores the topic of the Japanese-

British alliance in detail, and Japan’s strength is also referenced 

in Mr. Grex of Monte Carlo and The Vanished Messenger.210  He 

likely saw a certain kinship between Britain and Japan: both 

island empires, wealthy, technological, powerful, but small in 

comparison to their enemies, who are a threat from across the 

sea--Germany for Britain, America for Japan.  A German agent in 

America makes this very point, with an added argument of his 

own: 

 

“The end and aim of all Japanese policy, the secret Mecca 

of her desires, is to repay with the sword the insults your 

country has heaped upon her.  It is for that, believe me, 

that her arsenals are working night and day, her soldiers 

are training, her fleet is in reserve.  While you haggle 

about a few volunteers, Japan is strengthening and 

perfecting a mighty army for one purpose and one 

purpose only.  Unless you wake up, you will be in the 

position that Great Britain was in two years ago.  Even 

now, work though you may, you will never wholly make 

up for lost time.  The one chance for you is friendship 

with Germany.”211 

 

A Japanese baron who stoops to work as a valet out of 

patriotism is among the milieu of foreign spies in Ambrose 
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Lavendale, Diplomat, while in The Wrath to Come, a speculative 

future Japan is preparing for an alliance with Germany for the 

purpose of conquering the United States.  As for Japan’s 

motivation, 

 

“Japan is a very proud country.  The sons of her over-

populated Empire have penetrated with difficulty but 

still without vital resistance into most quarters of the 

world.  It has remained with America to place an 

embargo upon her citizenship, to enunciate the great 

principle of the inferiority of the yellow races.  There, sir, 

lies the cause of the undying enmity of the people of 

Japan for the Government of this country.”212 

 

Oppenheim openly sympathized with the Japanese, hoping that 

their rivalry with the United States would keep America safely 

disengaged from European affairs.  He did not, however, extend 

his sympathies to the Germans, although he acknowledged their 

lust for revenge against England and made it the basis for the 

plot of The Great Prince Shan.  He also casually presupposed the 

successful conquest of China by Japan.  “‘It is, as you pointed 

out, a perfectly logical outcome of the spread of western 

civilisation--we call it that--amongst the yellow-skinned races 

that they should draw closer to one another and present a united 

front.’”213  “Logical outcome” and “united front” were 

interesting euphemisms to apply to the Rape of Nanking, but 

Oppenheim succeeded in making them stick.  To him, the 

interests of the Chinese, or of the Africans in the former German 

colonies for that matter, were not only subordinate to those of 

the Europeans, they were nonexistent.  His mind divided the 

world, as it did the British population, into the gentry and the 

churls, and most of the world’s peoples, save for those who 

belonged to one of the half-dozen major military and trading 

powers, were almost always churls. 
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France, Britain’s traditional partner throughout the 

twentieth century, Oppenheim viewed with distrust.  Though he 

lived in France for the better part of two decades, he made no 

friends there, formed no attachment to the French people (apart 

from head waiters), and could barely speak French.214  If 

anything, a subtle hint of disdain for the French began to creep 

into his books, and by 1937, he was able to claim that 

 

“Our alliance with France has become almost a fetish of 

honour with us all…There’s not anyone in the Cabinet or 

out of it who could pretend that France has treated this 

country well since the war.  She only once made a 

gesture of being our ally at Geneva, and in the matter of 

sanctions she did her best to heap all the onus of making 

a decision upon us and us alone.  She never for a single 

moment played the honest game.  You know as well as I 

do, Matresser, that there is not a more unpopular country 

in France to-day than England.  They don’t trust us.  

They don’t believe in us.  In the open Press they call us a 

nation of hypocrites.  We have been stupid often enough, 

but we have not deserved such an attitude on their part.  

That is one of the things we are up against, Matresser.  It 

boils itself down to this.  Are we to risk everything that 

this nation stands for by fighting Germany for the sake of 

France?”215 

 

The stereotypical British contempt for England’s neighbors 

across the channel is largely absent from Oppenheim’s stories, 

although he did on one occasion comment, “To the real 

Frenchwoman, every feeling gives way when it becomes a 

question of profit.”216  Generalized xenophobia in his works is 

usually expressed by lower-class characters.  “‘Blast you fellows, 

coming and taking our jobs away!  Can’t think what they let you 

into the country for,’”217 an American valet exclaims to his 
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Japanese replacement, while a petty criminal complains, “‘I hate 

these blasted foreigners, taking the bread out of your mouth!  

They’ve made the bobbies twice as savage as they used to be.  

Left no openin’ at all for a chap as meant no real harm.’”218  

When a successful lawyer breaks out into murder after a lifetime 

of upstanding behavior, one of the jurymen sitting on the inquest 

insists on his having “‘a drop of foreign blood somewhere.’”219  

On the other hand, in speaking of a Russian, Oppenheim 

referred to “the natural cruelty of his race.”220  His portrayal of 

Jews was mixed, and he often described lower-class Jews as 

lisping,221 while one of his Jewish financiers says with candor, 

“‘We Jews…have our faults.  We love our money overmuch, but 

we love our children too, our families and our womankind, our 

homes.  There is nothing to take their place.’”222  Oppenheim 

expressed strong approval of intermarriage between the English 

and the Chinese and Japanese aristocracies.  He admired their 

military skill and their devotion to nation above self, and shared 

their taste for elegance and to some extent their dismissive 

attitude towards women.  “‘I have the greatest admiration for 

the few living descendants of the world's oldest aristocracy,’” 

one of his characters says in the author’s voice.223 

The gentry whom Oppenheim revered were necessarily a 

militarized body, both by virtue of their control of government 

offices including the military command structure, and by their 

descent from the military organizers of the Middle Ages, the 

feudal barons.  Oppenheim repeatedly agreed with the German 

military theorist Friedrich von Bernhardi, whom he cited in The 

Double Traitor as giving a true account of the German desire for 

conquest, that war and the military spirit were essential to 

human life, and that England had become decadent and civilized 

out of its ability to maintain its empire.  “‘Only the idealist, and 

the prejudiced idealist, can ignore the primal elements in human 

nature and believe that a few lofty sentiments can keep the 

nations behind their frontiers.  War is a terrible thing, but human 
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life itself is a terrible thing.  Its principles are the same, and force 

will never be restrained except by force.’”224   He cast scorn on 

politicians who pursued peace as a step upwards in the scale of 

civilization, and always associated their desire for a more 

humane policy with a total inability to cope with foreign 

aggression.225  The anti-war characters Oppenheim wrote in his 

early novels included such exemplars as a hypochondriac 

cripple who was terrified of death;226 a complacent cabinet 

minister who believed civilization meant peace, erroneously as 

Oppenheim implied;227 an independent Labour MP who believed 

war to be obsolete (“‘You know my opinion of war…It’s a filthy, 

intolerable heritage from generations of autocratic government.  

No democracy ever wanted war.  Every democracy needs and 

desires peace’”);228 and a group of well-meaning but ignorant 

trades union leaders and a sympathetic bishop.229  Any character 

in his pre-War books who opposes war in practice as well as 

theory, especially war for the defense of the homeland, is either a 

coward, an idealist, or ignorant.  There are limits to what an 

Englishman can think and still remain an Englishman.  In the 

words of a Labour activist reproaching one of his pacifist 

fellows, 

 

“You talk sometimes that white-livered stuff about not 

hitting a man back if he wants to hit you, and you drag in 

your conscience, and prate about all men being brothers, 

and that sort of twaddle.  A full-blooded Englishman 

don’t like it, because we are all of us out to protect what 

we’ve got, any way and anyhow. But that doesn’t alter 

the fact that there’s something wrong in the world when 

we’re driven to do this protecting business wholesale and 

being forced into murdering on a scale which only devils 

could have thought out and imagined.”230 
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Later in that passage, when the argument is advanced that “‘war 

is contrary to Christianity,’” the character who rebuts it does so 

by waving the Old Testament: “‘the Lord was generally on one 

side or the other.’”  Oppenheim made it clear in both A People's 

Man and The Devil's Paw that merely to listen to peace proposals 

from a dishonorable enemy was foolish.  “‘A man can be a 

pacifist all right until his head has been punched.  Afterwards, 

there's another name for him,’” is how a valet sums up the 

situation.231  Even a pro-peace German ambassador is portrayed 

as the dupe of his own government.232  In one story, Oppenheim 

used the abolition of the secret service and traditional diplomacy 

in a futuristic setting to imply that by prioritizing free trade over 

war preparedness, the government was again pandering to the 

capitalist middle class rather than attending to the true interests 

of the country.233  He stressed in multiple works that the people 

of a democracy do not normally want war, and that the decision 

to go to war must be taken by the responsible ruling class rather 

than the irresponsible public.  At the same time, he did not 

particularly want war himself.  He wanted Britain to build up its 

army not for use, but in order to provide itself with a means of 

disciplining and training its young men, a point of focus for a 

sense of national identity, and an insurance policy against being 

threatened or challenged at all.  “‘The mightiest sword is that 

which enforces peace.’”234 

Oppenheim’s enthusiasm for warfare abruptly 

diminished after the Great War.  Four years of industrial 

slaughter of human beings also killed the pre-War British idea 

that death in battle was noble and glorious, and neither the 

author nor his public desired to revive it.  Over the course of his 

career, Oppenheim’s views on armed conflict evolved, briefly 

stated, from “War is a necessity” to “War should be avoided for 

the good of the people, but armaments maintained to serve as a 

safeguard and stimulate national character” to “War should not 

only be avoided, but disarmament sought through international 
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cooperation.”  By 1930, he had a retired British officer saying, 

“‘War is, after all, one of the crudest manners of settling a 

dispute.  A theorist would probably argue that when the human 

race has reached a certain phase of intelligence it should be able 

to triumph over the mere brutalities of life.”235  The officer is 

explicitly replying to another character’s repetition of the 

argument that war is a necessary part of human life.  Four years 

later, another retired officer repeated that opinion, with 

additions: “‘In the old days war was the logical method of 

settling disputes.  There was no question of reparation.  The 

victorious nation cut off a chunk of the other’s country and 

everything went on merrily afterwards.  Those days have gone.  

War does not fit in with a civilisation the basis of which is 

economic.’”   To this an indignant German prince replies, “‘To us 

war is a holy thing.  It is a means of redemption.  It is a great 

purifier.’”236  The economic consequences of the Great War were, 

to Oppenheim, the worst part of the whole tragedy: 

 

“There must never be another war.  The last one was 

fought upon false principles and with a false grouping.  

England and France were never natural allies and the 

English statesmen who made it necessary for England to 

enter the War at all were fools.  Consider the state of your 

country, Poynton, which was certainly the winning factor 

in the struggle.  She has never been so badly off in her 

life.  She is the most heavily taxed nation in the world, 

her scale of living is the lowest, her reserve of gold has 

vanished.  She has lost her place amongst the great 

powers, and with it all her ally, with whom she fought, 

hates her.  France will always hate the Anglo-Saxons.  

The Americans especially have robbed England of her 

national life.  They have destroyed the glamour of the 

country, overridden her cities and beauty spots, and 

made a Coney Island of her capital.”237 
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That statement nominally expresses the perspective of an 

antiwar millionaire, although it is easy to detect Oppenheim’s 

voice in it.  When he wrote for political figures, he was careful to 

change his tone from one of financial indignation to one of 

altruism.  For example, the British prime minister enthuses on 

the eve of a peace pact, 

 

“Think of the millions of lives that will be saved and 

lived out to their natural end.  Think of the great sum of 

unhappiness which will be avoided--the broken hearts of 

the women, the ugliness of a ruined and blasted world.  

Fawley, sometimes the thought of another war and one’s 

responsibilities concerning it comes to me like a hideous 

nightmare.  Twice I have suffered from what they called 

a nervous breakdown.  It was from the fear that war 

might come again in my days.”238 

 

Compare with this the sentiments of an Italian popular leader 

engaged in a struggle with the dictator of Italy, a fictionalized 

representation of Benito Mussolini: 

 

“Men are born to work, to live, and to enjoy the results of 

their labour.  That sacred thing in their veins which we 

call life is a fragment of divinity.  The dung sweeper of 

the street possesses it, as you and I do.  Even the peasant 

was born to live his days in the sunshine, to beget 

children, and to enjoy the fruits of the earth.  He was 

never meant to become the puppet of another man’s 

ambition, to pour out his blood upon the battlefield, and 

know no reason why.  This war for which you have 

schemed would be, if it came to pass, a war of rampant 

imperialism, a war planned for the gratification of 

personal ambition, a war of conquest.”239 
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In Oppenheim’s creed, the prevention of war, like the making of 

war, could only be accomplished by the elites, often, in his later 

works, by the new elite of wealth and science that was 

succeeding the landed gentry, a topic also explored by H.G. 

Wells in The Autocracy of Mr. Parham.  A typical Oppenheim 

book in this vein is The Spy Paramount, featuring a millionaire 

secret service agent working for his own ends to bring about an 

international peace pact guaranteed by the US, Britain, France, 

Germany, and Italy.  Oppenheim speaks approvingly of Fascism 

throughout the novel, and states that the strength of the Fascist 

nations and their dictators will be essential to making the peace 

pact work and giving it credibility elsewhere in the world.  

Furthermore, in order to induce Germany to sign, England 

returns to German administration the colonies it confiscated 

after the War.240  The British pursuit of peace at any price thus 

excludes peace for the millions who would thereby be subjected 

to German military discipline.  There is peace among the Great 

Powers, but no peace for the rest of the world, which remains 

theirs to exploit and to dispose of with imperial arrogance.  

Whatever his faults, Oppenheim also succeeded in capturing the 

mood of a significant transition in the post-Westphalian era, 

during which states increasingly shifted from making war on 

each other to making war on their own people.  “‘The struggle to 

avert war is so gigantic that it is of little consequence if it freezes 

the humanity out of a handful or so of us,’”241 one of his secret 

agents avers, anticipating one justificatory element of the “War 

on Terror” rhetoric of the early twenty-first century. 

On another occasion, Oppenheim proposed outright 

bribery as the swiftest and surest way to end war.  Up the Ladder 

of Gold follows the career of a multimillionaire who accumulates 

an enormous gold reserve and then gives it conditionally, in 

shares worth a hundred million pounds apiece (equivalent to 

£6.7 billion as of 2018), to Britain, France, Germany, and Italy.  
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The gold mentioned in the title was to be stored in an 

international bank in Geneva with the President of the United 

States as trustee.  Any nation that made war was to lose its share 

of the gold; those nations that refrained from war would be able 

to use the gold as collateral for loans or backing for currency.  

The bribe was intended to induce the European powers to sign 

the Peace Pact, which the donor thought would lead to a gradual 

extinction of armaments and a slow abandonment of war over 

the generations to come.242  Given that British gold reserves in 

1930, the year the book was written, totaled 1080 metric tons, 

worth approximately £1.88 billion at the contemporary price of 

gold,243 it is unlikely that Oppenheim’s proposed bribe of a 

twentieth of that sum would have had much effect. 

Exit a Dictator, one of Oppenheim’s last novels, written 

on the eve of the Second World War, contains a passage that 

suggests how desperate the author was to theorize a way out of 

the coming crisis.  Oppenheim the writer normally treated 

women with even greater indifference than did Oppenheim the 

philanderer.  By this time, however, both versions of the man 

were prepared to fall back on women as a last resort: 

 

“The world has gradually come to recognise the fact that 

women are equal to men so far as regards intelligence.  

Supposing this were to happen--that the political 

governments of the world fell into the hands of women--

do you think then that there would be any more war?  Do 

you think that women would find no other way to 

express themselves except by machine-guns and 

bombing aeroplanes?”244 

 

Prominent anarchists such as Louise Michel and Emma 

Goldman had argued decades earlier that sexual equality was 

philosophically and practically inseparable from nonviolence; it 

took forty more years for Oppenheim to arrive at the same 
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conclusion.  While he had once expressed support for women’s 

suffrage, it had been in strictly limited terms: “‘We are entirely in 

sympathy with the enfranchisement of women up to a certain 

point.  We think that unmarried women who own property and 

pay taxes should have the vote.’”245  That was as far as the great 

lover was prepared to go.  Oppenheim was so complacent in his 

belief in the inherent superiority of men to women that he gave a 

female political activist these lines: 

 

“The functions of woman were decided for her by nature 

and a million years of revolt will never alter 

them…Women doctors for women and children, yes!  

Lawyers--no!  Members of Parliament--certainly not!  

Women were made for one thing and to do that properly 

should take all the energy they possess…The one desire I 

have is for children--sons for the State, or daughters who 

may bear sons.  There isn't anything else which it is 

worth while for a woman thinking about for a 

moment.”246 

 

Not only does the speech indicate the manner in which 

Oppenheim believed human behavior was and should be 

chained to biological functions, it echoes the German concept 

that women’s concerns should be limited to “Kinder, Küche, 

Kirche, and Kleider” (children, kitchen, church, and clothing).247  

Later adopted by the Nazi Party as a policy statement, the “four 

K’s” are also an accurate precis of Oppenheim’s attitude towards 

women, with the exception of his femmes fatales.  “‘I don’t like a 

woman to be too independent,’”248 one of his characters says 

baldly, again in the words of the author himself.  Another 

casually remarks to a young lady who has complimented his 

dancing, “‘It would be a wonderful thing to own anyone who 

feels like you do in one’s arms.’”249  She does not object to the 
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denigration of this sentiment, accepting it as flattery.  Women, to 

Oppenheim, were accessories, not people. 

“The world has gradually come to recognise the fact that 

women are equal to men so far as regards intelligence,” 

Oppenheim wrote at the end of his career.  Whether the world 

had recognized it or not, he had spent his life denying precisely 

that equality of intelligence and aptitude among men and 

women.  “’Men, as a rule, are over-greedy to take, and women--

especially stupid women, and most women are stupid--are over-

eager to give.  If I am born with a brain and with a gift of 

restraint, if I give less and take more, I still remain very much in 

the minority,’” says a clever secretary.250  A nobleman opines, 

“‘In the small amenities of daily life, in what one of our writers 

calls the insignificant arts, women seem inevitably to excel.  

They always appear to do better, in fact, in the narrower circles.  

Directly they step outside, a certain lack of breadth becomes 

noticeable.’”251  This is little more than an earlier phrasing of the 

argument that women like being kept in subjection, in their own 

space, that always seems to find advocates.  The marquess who 

makes this argument does so to his mistress, who is a successful 

author; she allows it to pass without objection.  “‘To lunch 

without women now and then is a relief,’” a gentleman says to 

his friend, who replies, 

 

“If one would converse seriously, it is a necessity.  

Women are too distracting.  They force our thoughts into 

an absolutely fanciful groove.  They make rational 

conversation impossible.  I am convinced that the 

realisation of this fact is the reason why our forefathers 

banished them from the dining-table at the earliest 

possible opportunity.”252 

 

As for women and sport, a boxing fan scorns the idea that he 

might invite a woman to a fight: 
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“Companionship between our sexes is very delightful so 

far as it goes, but the fundamental differences between a 

man’s outlook and tastes and a woman’s should never be 

bridged over.  I myself do not wish to learn to knit.  I do 

not care for the womenkind in whom I am interested to 

appreciate and understand fighting…It is not a taste 

which should be developed in women, and if they do 

develop it, it is at the expense of those very qualities 

which make them most attractive.”253 

 

Neither sex was expected to trespass on the preserves of the 

other, and women were discouraged from compromising their 

attractions lest they diminish their marriage prospects.  And 

they were expected to marry.  In the words of a young 

millionaire, “’Life for a man as a bachelor is possible.  For a 

woman, spinsterhood is sheer barbarity.’”254 

Oppenheim discussed marital relations and infidelity 

extensively in his early novels, particularly in The Modern 

Prometheus, The Amazing Judgment, As A Man Lives, The Man and 

His Kingdom, Enoch Strone, and The Wicked Marquis.255  His two 

most thorough treatments of the subject of proper marital 

relationships are found in Berenice and The Way of These Women.  

The former he wrote as a refutation of Henrik Ibsen’s The Doll 

House (Ibsen figures in the text, barely disguised, as “Istein”) and 

Grant Allen’s The British Barbarians, as a defense and idealization 

of marriage.  The male protagonist, a drama critic, declares 

Istein’s treatment of gender equality and sexual honesty to be 

“’unclean work.  It is not fit for the English stage.’”256  For similar 

reasons, he condemns a novel by the titular actress who also 

starred in a notorious Istein play.  Berenice is outspoken in her 

attacks on marriage, but in spite of the critic’s conservatism, he is 

fascinated by her magnetic personality and casts her in the lead 

role in his own new play.  She leads him to believe that her true 
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views may be closer to his own than he thinks, as displayed by 

her shock when she finds people putting her ideas into practice: 

 

“There was one woman who praised me, who came to 

see me, and sent me cards to go to her house.  To-night I 

went.  Foolishly I had hoped a good deal from it!  I did 

not like Lady Truton herself, but I hoped that I should 

meet other women there who would be different!…But 

they were all horrid.  They were vulgar, and one woman, 

she took me on one side and praised my book.  She 

agreed, she said, with every word in it!  She had found 

out that her husband had a mistress,--some chorus-girl,--

and she was repaying him in his own coin.  She too had a 

lover--and for every infidelity of his she was repaying 

him in this manner.  She dared to assume that I--I should 

approve of her conduct; she asked me to go and see her!  

My God! it was hideous.”257 

 

Nevertheless, when the two of them fall in love, she calmly 

reveals to the critic that she is already married, and trusts that it 

will make no difference to their relationship.258  For a moment, 

he is about to go to her in defiance of all the conventions, but 

instead, he accidentally meets her son and husband and 

reconsiders his decision in words that are an uncompromising 

reassertion of Oppenheim’s philosophy: 

 

“Berenice, you are very young yet, and you have woven 

some new and very beautiful fancies which you have put 

into a book, and which the world has found amusing!  To 

you alone they have become the essence of your life: they 

have become by constant contemplation a part of 

yourself.  Out of the greatness of your heart you do not 

fear to put them into practice!  But, dear, you must find a 

new world to fit your fancies, for the one in which we are 
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forced to dwell, the world which, in theory, finds them 

delightful, would find another and an uglier world if we 

should venture upon their embodiment!  After all we are 

creatures of this world, and by this world’s laws we shall 

be judged.  The things which are right are right, and the 

things which are pure are pure.  Love is the greatest 

power in the world, but it cannot alter things which are 

unalterable.”259 

 

She pleads with him to return to her.  “‘Love can sanctify 

everything,’” she declares.  The critic rejects her again, telling her 

to return to her debauched husband, over her protest that “‘it 

was while I was living with him as his wife that I sinned,--for I 

hated him!’”260  To resolve the dilemma, or rather to avoid 

dealing with his own lacerated feelings, the critic poisons 

himself after Berenice points out that if he could reject her so 

easily, he could never have truly loved her.  The denouement 

echoes the convenient deaths of inconvenient spouses in other 

Oppenheim stories, including A Lost Leader.  “Death before 

dishonor” might have been graven on the title page of every one. 

A decade later, Oppenheim doubled down on his defense 

of the sanctity of marriage in The Way of These Women, a work 

that, read in conjunction with a knowledge of the author’s own 

infidelities, might appear to be satire, though it is not.  In this 

tale, a baronet’s fiancee, an actress, shoots a noble blackmailer 

attempting to put the screws on her, and a widowed duchess 

who witnesses the event proceeds to blackmail the baronet into 

marrying her instead by threatening to go to the police.  She is 

driven both by personal jealousy and by indignation at the 

baronet’s attempt to contaminate his ancient lineage by a union 

with a social inferior. 

 

“She is just a little flash of moonshine.  She hasn’t much 

of a soul; she isn’t much of a human being, 
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anyway…even if you could so far forget the obligations 

of your race as to put a little comedy actress up there 

among [your ancestors]…A moon-faced chit paid to play 

antics upon the stage for the amusement of her betters!  

Jermyn, I can understand the weak-kneed, hobbledehoy 

sons of our decent people going and throwing 

themselves away upon these stage puppets, but when a 

man like you, with brains, who should know what 

women really are, what race counts for, what it means to 

posterity, goes moonstruck about a little actress and 

wants to marry her, you make me feel inclined to 

wonder, after all, whether I shouldn't do the kindest 

thing if I turned you out of my house and rang up 

Scotland Yard on that telephone.”261 

 

Sir Jermyn is untouched by her scorn.  “‘I do not want you, 

Lucille,’” he tells her while agreeing to her proposal.  “‘I’m not a 

woman’s man and your good looks and your subtle poses are 

nothing to me.  I am one of the people of this generation in 

whom you don’t seem to believe.  I love one woman and I can 

love no other.’”262  He then trots off to his inamorata in the next 

chapter and assures her, “‘Sybil, there will always be this in my 

heart.  Lucille is to be my wife and I shall give her exactly what 

the law demands, but between you and me there is something 

else.  There is the love which must have in it always a spark of 

divinity, because for both of us it is leavened with self- 

sacrifice.’”263  Immediately after the wedding, he discovers that 

his wife tricked him; the marquess who attempted to blackmail 

his lover is very much alive and powerless to harm the girl, and 

upon learning this Sir Jermyn denounces the wedding as a 

“wretched ceremony.”  He treats his new wife with contempt 

and keeps her at a distance, spending all his time with his lover, 

while his wife wastes away until her physician reproaches him: 
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“Honor and dishonor I do not understand--not the 

modern view of them, at any rate.  The position of 

husband and wife has been the same since the world was 

made, and always will be, although the present 

generation seems to do nothing but kick at it.  You may 

alter schools of thought, you may build up new 

standards, establish new cults and new sects, but you 

can't do away with the obligations of the marriage 

ceremony.  I don’t wish to know anything more than I do 

know.  It is my duty to point out your responsibility, and 

to my thinking, at any rate, there isn't anything in this 

world which could absolve you if Lucille dies without 

your making an effort to save her.”264 

 

The baronet responds by spending the next three years doing his 

duty by his wife, pretending that he loves her, and at the end of 

that period, he discovers that suddenly he does, while he has 

come to think of the last woman he loved as “’this little actress, 

whose birth was middle-class and whose education had been 

scanty.’”265  The transformation is due entirely, in Oppenheim’s 

presentation, to the inherent power of the marriage ceremony 

and received tradition.  Sir Jermyn learns to love his duty just as 

Rousseau’s slaves learned to love their chains. 

A greater contrast between Oppenheim and his 

contemporary Grant Allen could not be imagined.  Whereas 

Oppenheim argued that the recitation of a marriage service is 

somehow invested with a special sanctity that is absent from the 

recitation of a grocery list, Allen, in The British Barbarians, 

dismisses that view as irrational.  Marriage in Allen’s novel is a 

question of mutual love, and if that love is absent, then no 

marriage exists between two people even if canon and civil law 

hold otherwise.  The legal forms of a marriage divorced from 

emotion he treated as superstition, no different from the 

incantations of a witch doctor or the spells in a grimoire.  Allen’s 
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viewpoint was shocking to the mainstream readers of his day, 

being more advanced even than the positions of the titular 

authoress in Berenice.  Oppenheim’s eager defense of marriage in 

The Way of These Women, which echoes his earlier distaste for 

Ibsen, was much better suited than Allen’s attack on the 

institution to the mood of a nation at war and yearning for the 

return of stability.  In his post-War novel The Wicked Marquis, a 

man says to his daughter, who has been in a devoted though 

irregular relationship for nineteen years, “’Shall I tell you what 

you are, you women who live cheerfully with the men you sell 

yourselves to, and defy the laws of God and the teaching of the 

Bible?  You’re just wastrels and Jezebels.’”266  That she has been 

as a wife to her lover is beside the point; without the words and 

the ritual, devotion, fidelity, and love are meaningless.  One of 

Oppenheim’s detectives marries a woman whom he knows to be 

both the bigamous wife of a murderer and a murderer herself--

but she entered her first marriage in good faith and complied 

with the required forms of the marriage service; therefore, she is 

not dishonored.267  Convention never has to triumph over 

principle in an Oppenheim tale, because convention is the chief 

principle involved. 

In her novel Atlas Shrugged, published a decade after 

Oppenheim’s death, Ayn Rand denounced the peddlers of 

middle-class morality who treated one of the most beautiful of 

human actions as a sin or crime.  Phillips Oppenheim was one of 

the foremost among those peddlers for forty years, creating an 

organized literature of prudery that glorified dishonesty and 

compulsion.  He encouraged his readers to follow his example of 

hypocrisy, writing of the importance of chastity while busily 

keeping a string of mistresses.  But then, any form of honesty 

about sexual matters was repugnant to Oppenheim.  “I hate that 

stuff like poison,” he told an interviewer when discussing sexual 

frankness in fiction.  “It is a terrible disgrace that novelists 

should write such stuff.”268  One of his works refers obliquely to 
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a particular expression “’which men of the Latin countries seem 

to have cultivated and which always makes an Anglo-Saxon 

want to knock them down.’”269  Even a well brought-up young 

Frenchwoman in one of his books is indignant to discover that a 

duke who is wooing her prefers to swim nude on the Riviera 

during the summer.270  In Oppenheim’s world, it is nature that is 

unnatural. 

The dichotomy of restraint between men and women that 

Oppenheim helped promote pervades his works, as it did his 

daily life and the lives of millions of his fellow Britons, in the 

form of numerous minor social customs.  These customs were 

effectively religious principles and were more widely respected 

among Edwardians than was the formal theology of the Church 

of England.  Oppenheim’s books are full of examples of this 

social religion, which appear incongruous to the reader a 

century later.  For instance, a young unmarried woman looking 

for rooms, if accompanied by a young man of breeding, is 

undoubtedly a prostitute or his mistress, with the obloquy of 

that relationship confined to her and not shared by him.271  An 

unrelated young man and woman are prohibited, not by law but 

by the landlady, from renting a set of rooms together unless they 

are married.272  A young lady who travels unchaperoned to a city 

where her former fiance happens to be stopping is assumed to be 

eloping with him, and if they do not marry, even if they do not 

meet, she is disgraced.273  Similarly, a woman who dines alone 

and unchaperoned with a man is considered to be risking her 

reputation,274 meaning her chances of being spoken to or 

befriended by other women of her social class.  Even 

chaperonage is not a sure protection for one’s reputation; a 

young man who is merely rumored to have gone yachting with a 

married woman, even with a full crew on board, finds that the 

young lady to whom he wishes to propose barely treats him 

with civility.275  For a man to visit his mistress at two in the 

morning also risks her reputation, but if she hesitates to 
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compromise herself for him, it is perfectly acceptable for him to 

become enraged and break off their relationship.276  Conversely, 

if a man allows a woman to do something physically dangerous, 

he is a rotter and a coward.277   Women were to be protected to a 

certain extent, and if they were not, they were fair game.  An 

unaccompanied young woman is constantly followed and 

approached by men who assume she is in search of 

“adventures,” meaning sexual encounters.278  It is unacceptable 

for a woman to accept money from a man, even if he is a close 

friend, and even a woman in debt expresses the opinion that this 

convention is rooted in natural law.279  Oppenheim expects 

women to exhibit “‘the Puritan instinct, the craving for the one 

man to whom you have given yourself, the involuntary 

shrinking from the touch of any other.  Good women are like 

that--wives or mistresses.  Mind, in a sense it’s narrow; in a sense 

it’s splendid.”280  Personal relationships, to him, were business-

like transactions revolving around exclusive possession by at 

least one party: 

 

“If a boy’s nice enough to go out with and talk to at all, 

he’s nice enough to marry.  The very fact that he’s your 

own property, that he has the right to kiss you and you to 

kiss him shuts out the others.  That’s what love is--

shutting out the others.  No nice girl wants two men at a 

time for anything serious.”281 

 

Love is selfishness, in other words, a philosophy precisely the 

opposite of the nominally Christian tradition in which 

Oppenheim was brought up.  In one of his country villages, the 

daughter of a retainer of a gentle family, who “‘went into service 

at Carlisle, and returned here with a child,’” is buried apart from 

all others in the churchyard.  A member of the family remarks 

disparagingly of her circumstances, “‘It is very seldom, I am glad 

to say, that anything of the sort happens among us.’”282  He 
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argues with a young lady visiting from London over the justice 

of such treatment, with the young lady pleading for the quality 

of mercy and the country gentleman for the importance of the 

law and the virtue of sacrificing a few as an example to the 

many.  His brother is more severe, commenting, “‘Women there 

must be to breed men’s sons, to care for their households; even, I 

grant you, to be their companions and to lighten the dark days 

when sorrow comes.’”283  But that is all he will admit.  Following 

the typical career path of an Oppenheim hero, the novel’s 

protagonist duly falls in love with the idealistic young actress 

from the big city, only to reject her when he discovers she once 

agreed to be another man’s mistress, and to forgive her when she 

confesses that she never consummated the relationship.284  The 

fact of her chastity is what matters to him, not her love or her 

promises.  Each of these instances is an example of manner in 

which the English of this period lived their lives primarily in 

accordance with unwritten social laws, as reflected in 

Oppenheim’s word-pictures of his civilization. 

There is an underlying assumption throughout 

Oppenheim’s works that men of the upper classes are entitled to 

pursue women, primarily of their own class, without much 

blame attaching to them, while a woman who is anything but 

strictly monogamous is suspect.  In Berenice, for example, the 

villain of the piece claims at one point in the text to be carrying 

on an affair with the heroine, bragging about it in public.  The 

supposed dishonor of their illicit relationship reflects only upon 

her, not upon him, at least until he is discovered to be lying 

about the existence of that relationship.  Had he been telling the 

truth, he would have been applauded by his fellow clubmen.  

Professional courtesans, often connected with the stage, parade 

across Oppenheim’s pages with a certain amount of glamour, 

but of lower-class prostitutes he could only write that they wore 

their shame around their neck like jewelry.285  By contrast, his 

contemporary Sayers, a noted High Church Anglican, was 
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capable of saying through her self-reflecting hero, “‘The worst 

sin--perhaps the only sin--passion can commit, is to be 

joyless.’”286  Oppenheim’s young men in particular are expected 

to form casual relationships with the “‘fluff!  Skirt!  Little dollies 

from the musical comedy and what not!’”287  One of them goes so 

far as to explain the reasons for his preference for theatrical 

ladies to his uncle: 

 

“Friendship with young women of my own social 

standing is a thing which is quite out of the question.  

Companionship is impossible.  I can’t take a girl of my 

own set to the theatre or to luncheon, or for a day’s 

motoring in the country, or to supper.  It isn’t done, you 

know.  Some elderly relative would make a nuisance of 

himself or herself in ten minutes, and I should be asked 

my intentions.  That’s the long and short of it.  Bright 

young women form the most delightful companions in 

the world for--may I say intelligent young men?  You 

can’t make pals in your own set because they’d think at 

once that you wanted to marry them.  The young ladies 

to whom you allude look at the matter from a reasonable 

point of view.  Some of them do marry, of course, but 

they are not tumbling over themselves for it like the girls 

in our set are, and they are clever enough to know when 

a man isn't looking for that sort of thing.”288 

 

Not only does Oppenheim assume that friendship and marriage 

are incompatible, he also takes it for granted that women are 

always attempting to exploit men, unconsciously echoing 

Casanova: 

 

A man thinks more of the pleasure he imparts than that 

which he receives, and is therefore eager to impart his 

bliss to another…On the other hand, women think more 
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of the pleasure they receive than of that which they 

impart, and therefore put off enjoyment as long as 

possible, since they fear that in giving themselves up they 

lose their chief good--their own pleasure.  This feeling is 

peculiar to the sex, and is the only cause of coquetry, 

pardonable in a woman, detestable in a man.289 

 

Rather than blaming men’s perceived lack of access to women of 

their own class on the taboos of that class, to which he willingly 

conformed, Oppenheim, like Casanova, preferred to attribute it 

to the inherent selfishness of women.  Theatrical women, 

however, he expected to take lovers, and to willingly accept any 

stigma that arose from their affairs,290 making willing sacrifices 

of themselves rather like the strange protagonist of Samuel 

Delany’s Trouble on Triton.  His books present professional 

actresses and courtesans almost as a third gender, freed from 

some of the rules of behavior that govern the actions of 

respectable men and women, but somewhat shunned in 

consequence and justly vulnerable to legal action.  The famous 

Regency courtesan Harriette Wilson had a similar view of her 

social position, regarding herself as distinct from both 

respectable women and lower-class prostitutes engaged by the 

night rather than being formally kept.  Her memoirs include a 

description of the evening when she found herself, with a 

colleague, in the lobby of a London theatre by accident, and of 

their shock at discovering that the lobby was where the nightly 

women of London plied their trade.  “‘Oh, dear me! good 

gracious, Mrs. Prude, we are in the lobby, with all the very worst 

women!’”291  Oppenheim would have approved of her attitude, 

as he naturally expected class lines to be the primary 

determining factor in a sexual exchange.  One of his 

gamekeepers who married a schoolmistress is considered by his 

fellows to be getting above his station.292  More remarkably, a 

noblewoman about to be raped by a sailor orders him, “‘Go to 
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your own women.  I’m not one of them and never could be.  If 

you lay a hand on me you'll regret it all your life.’”293  It is highly 

unlikely that anyone about to be raped outside of an Oppenheim 

story would fall back on such a defense, but for Oppenheim, the 

social gulf was supposed to be an impassable boundary--at least 

in one direction.  A gentleman could condescend to a woman of 

the lower classes, but a lady could never justify yielding to a 

churl.  When an American says to a duchess, “‘I see no difference 

fundamentally between a Marquis and a gamekeeper, and to me 

the womenkind of the gamekeeper should be as sacred to the 

Marquis as the womenkind of the Marquis to the gamekeeper,’” 

she laughs and replies, “‘I have always insisted that America is 

the most backward country in the world.’”294 

Often, Oppenheim was not just indulgent towards his 

young men’s lack of chastity, he expected it of them.  In The 

Hillman, a wealthy young man who has not taken a mistress or 

responded to any of the women who have shown interest in him 

is considered an oddity by his companions.  “‘In France, you 

would probably be offered your choice of lunatic asylums.  Here 

your weakness seems to have made you rather the vogue.’”295  A 

young American who declares he has never possessed a mistress 

is told by a baroness not to let anyone in Paris hear him say that: 

“‘You would be thought quite unfit for the monde chic!’”296  

Chastity, then, was a virtue for women, but a vice for men.  

“‘Fidelity is second nature with all good women,’” a doctor 

comments in The Great Impersonation,297 but fidelity for men is a 

subject that Oppenheim leaves undiscussed, recalling by 

omission the memorable scene between Aline and her aunt in 

Rafael Sabatini’s Scaramouche:  

 

“It may be, madame, that I am sane in preferring to be 

guided by my instincts.  It may be even that I am justified 

in resenting that the man who aspires to become my 

husband should at the same time be paying such 
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assiduous homage to a wretched theatre girl at the 

Feydau.” 

 

“…It is an indelicacy in you to observe such things.  You 

should be ignorant of them, and I can’t think who is 

so…so unfeeling as to inform you.  But since you are 

informed, at least you should be modestly blind to things 

that take place outside the…orbit of a properly 

conducted demoiselle.”  

 

“Will they still be outside my orbit when I am married?” 

 

“If you are wise.  You should remain without knowledge 

of them.  It…it deflowers your innocence.  I would not 

for the world that M. de La Tour d’Azyr should know 

you so extraordinarily instructed.  Had you been 

properly reared in a convent this would never have 

happened to you.”  

 

“But you do not answer me, madame!” cried Aline in 

despair.  “It is not my chastity that is in question; but that 

of M. de La Tour d’Azyr.” 

 

“Chastity!”  Madame’s lips trembled with horror.  Horror 

overspread her face.  “Wherever did you learn that 

dreadful, that so improper word?” 

 

And then Mme. de Sautron did violence to her feelings.  

She realized that here great calm and prudence were 

required.  “My child, since you know so much that you 

ought not to know, there can be no harm in my adding 

that a gentleman must have these little distractions.”298 
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According to Oppenheim and his works, a man’s persistence in 

wooing a woman will always prove sufficient to win her in the 

end, unless he is an absolute villain, and sometimes even when 

he is.299  The word “no”, from a woman to a man, is never more 

than a temporary response in an Oppenheim tale.  “‘Yet in the 

ancient days even the Amazons were sometimes tamed,’” he 

reassured his readers.300  Closely connected with this trope of the 

determined man victorious throughout the Oppenheim canon is 

the idea that a man can change a woman’s politics or attitudes 

by marrying her, even if she is a spy sworn to serve the interests 

of her country or the accomplice of a criminal.  The villainess or 

femme fatale ends up in the arms of her opponent in The Double 

Traitor; The Honourable Algernon Knox, Detective; Ambrose 

Lavendale, Diplomat; and Michael’s Evil Deeds, to name a few 

examples. 

Oppenheim took it for granted that women would bow 

to power as readily as men, particularly when that power was 

concentrated in the immediate form of their employers.  

Throughout his works, typists and secretaries must 

accommodate the sexual advances of their employers in order to 

keep their jobs.301  A girl secretary is told by a colleague in a 

scene set in 1924 that if she doesn’t want clients to kiss or flirt 

with her, “‘You shouldn’t take up this job.’”302  Edgar Wallace 

expressed the difference in expectations for men and women 

succinctly in a novel about a young woman who turned to 

professional crime rather than honorable employment: 

 

“Men don’t do things for women for nothing.  They lend 

to their men friends all the money in the world, and are 

grateful if they get it back.  They expect nothing more 

than their money, and are surprised when they get it.  

But if I were a typist in a city office, and I borrowed £2 

from the assistant manager or from the chief book-

keeper, or a fiver from one of the partners, why, Mike, I 
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should be booked for supper on Wednesday.  Suppose a 

man lent you £2 and asked you in exchange, not only to 

repay the money, but to renounce all your dearest 

principles for the sake of the loan; if he asked you to 

betray the friends you had been loyal to, and lie where 

you had been truthful; break your word where you had 

been faithful, be a thief where you had been honest--

would you surrender every reticence, every honourable 

instinct, every precious faith?”303 

 

“‘You know, of course, the first canon in the prayer book of 

modern life--a man may not marry his secretary, his typist or 

any labourer for his welfare,’” one of Oppenheim’s characters 

says to her employer, underlining that the standard expectations 

in such a relationship were purely sexual. 

Many of the relationships Oppenheim created involved a 

significant age difference between the man and the woman, 

subtly reinforcing his argument that all relationships between 

men and women must be rooted in the sexual pursuit of the 

woman by the man.  His tendency to assume or specify an age 

gap was most pronounced after 1910, which reflects his own 

pursuit of younger women during that era and again reminds 

the reader of the interplay between Oppenheim’s real and 

fantasy worlds.  In general, his heroes were in their late thirties 

or mid-forties, and had no trouble wooing and winning girls in 

their late teens or early twenties.304  “‘The older a man gets the 

more he leans towards the kindergarten,’” a flirtatious woman 

remarks,305 while a man twenty years older than his new fiancee 

is reassured by her, “‘With the usual twenty years’ allowance, 

you and I are of the same age.’”306  “‘At forty the really 

adventurous stage of a man’s life begins,’” one of Oppenheim’s 

princesses explains.  “‘He has lost the callowness of youth, he 

has the experience which attracts.  He has made up his mind 

what it is he wants.  He is still young enough to appreciate it.’”307  
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“‘There isn't such an obstinate person in the world as the man of 

early middle-age who suddenly discovers the woman he means 

to marry,’” another gentleman concurs.308  In such cases, the man 

was usually expected to declare his love to the heroine after 

some hesitation, then cite the age difference between them as an 

obstacle to their union, which she in turn would dismiss as 

irrelevant.  “‘There should be twelve years’ difference between a 

man and a woman to make for companionship,’” a girl of twenty 

tells her lover of thirty-nine.  “‘Therefore, you're four or five 

years older than I am.  What’s four or five years, Hugh?’”309  

Oppenheim also paired off thirty-seven and nineteen,310 forty-

nine and twenty-eight,311 forty-nine and twenty-four,312 and fifty-

four and twenty-four,313 among others.  Conversely, women 

were not supposed to be older than their suitors, and in one 

instance, a female character rejects a suitor in part because he is 

eight years younger than she is, telling him so.314  Nonetheless, a 

young man was almost expected to flirt with a still-attractive 

mother-in-law: “‘I have always thought that there were such 

possibilities in the relationship between a mother and her 

daughter's husband.’”315 

While his early works are filled with hand-wringing over 

the slightest hint of sexual impropriety, years of Riviera living 

and hypocrisy had begun to take a toll on Oppenheim’s prudery 

by the 1920s.  Some degree of tolerance for human passions crept 

into his stories thereafter.  Sin, written in 1924, features a 

woman’s second husband readily forgiving her for both her 

bigamy with him and her attempt to kill her first husband.316  By 

1928, an aristocratic husband is able to tolerate seeing another 

man’s arm around his wife without immediately committing 

murder, and his wife is “‘so proud that you trusted me.’”317  Five 

years later, Oppenheim had become honest enough about sexual 

matters to use the words “brothel” and “streetwalker” for the 

first time, and eventually “slut” as well.318  Some of his novels of 

the 1930s, such as The Gallows of Chance, The Strange Boarders, and 
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The Bird of Paradise, include implied makeout scenes, but these 

take place chiefly between lower-class or lower middle-class 

individuals.  In this way Oppenheim foreshadowed the “savages 

as sex objects” approach to sensuality that would later crop up in 

National Geographic, the use of snobbery to suppress casual sex, 

to portray physical indulgence as a lower-class pastime little 

removed from animal behavior and therefore something to be 

avoided.  By 1935, he had come so far as to allow one of his 

protagonists to aid a woman in eloping with her lover, using as a 

justification her husband’s visit to Monte Carlo with a mistress--

even though she had departed for Monte Carlo to meet her lover 

before her husband had set off on his own trip.  They are semi-

royals, which relieves General Besserley’s mind to some extent, 

but he still reflects, “‘I cannot even now make up my mind 

whether I feel like an archbishop or the indecent uncle in Troilus 

and Cressida!’”319  Oppenheim eventually summarized his change 

in perspective, and awareness, in a speech delivered by a 

businessman’s secretary: 

 

“I will tell you a little more of the life around you and 

you can think about it.  Mr. Harbutt, your Borough 

Surveyor, who is always in debt, owes so much money 

because he has an extravagant mistress.  Mr. Nicolas 

Young, your prim Works Secretary, has been living with 

Miss Lilian Barcomb, the typist with the beautiful 

chestnut hair in the room beyond mine, for two years.  

Even your old man Mason has a penchant for one of the 

machine girls and pays her regular visits, and I should 

think no one in his stupid animal way is more of the 

Lothario than your Mr. Burden.  These people do not 

think of nothing but marriage all their lives.  Affection is 

just a flower that grows in one's garden or it doesn’t.  It 

brings a lot of happiness, I suppose, and it brings a great 

deal of loneliness.” 
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Poynton for the moment felt stupefied yet it never 

occurred to him to doubt the truth of what she said.  He 

seemed even to realise what those people meant who, 

notwithstanding his magnificent gifts to charity, and his 

constant labours for the welfare of the town, called him a 

hard man.320 

 

Along with Oppenheim’s belated recognition of the complexity 

of human relationships came a slight awareness that women’s 

capacity to hear the truth from their menfolk was greater than he 

had believed as a youth.  While the plots of his early novels often 

turn on the necessity of keeping secrets from women for their 

own good, by 1926, he was capable of drawing a female 

character who was so unflappable that, after discovering a long-

lost cousin had systematically kidnapped her father and two 

other relatives, she fell in love with him anyway.321  He also 

acknowledged that the French tended to have fewer scruples 

about sexual conduct than his own countrymen did.  Perhaps the 

most amusing instance of frankness in his oeuvre occurs when a 

French marquis declares that he has been insulted by an 

Englishman who refused to allow the marquise to seduce him, 

and expresses his intention of challenging the reluctant lover to a 

duel--for not wooing his wife!322 

Given Oppenheim’s reverence for the forms of marriage, 

it is unsurprising that he rarely mentioned or discussed divorce.  

Obtaining a divorce in Britain during Oppenheim’s lifetime 

required proof of adultery by one--not both--of the spouses, as 

explained by the legal writer A.P. Herbert: 

 

“Even persistent physical cruelty is not sufficient ground 

for a divorce…If you violently knock your wife about 

every night, the ordinary person will conclude that you 

have not much affection for her; but the law requires you 
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to prove it by sleeping with another woman.  For that is 

the only act of a husband that the law regards as really 

important.  It would be the same if you were certified a 

lunatic: or become a habitual and besotted drunkard: or 

were sentenced for embezzlement to fourteen years’ 

penal servitude: or were found guilty of murder but 

reprieved, and so let off with imprisonment for life.  Such 

trifles mean nothing to the divorce laws of this Christian 

country.  Adultery, misconduct, intimacy, or nothing--

that’s the rule.  Human love and Christian marriage are 

rightly contrasted with the brutal mating of animals, 

which has no spiritual element, no mystical union of soul 

and mind.  But if, as the law insists, the one thing that 

matters is the physical act of love, we are not, after all, so 

very different from ‘the brute beasts that have no 

understanding.’”323 

 

Having one’s adultery made public would result in social 

ostracism; therefore, most members of the gentry quietly 

acquiesced in one another’s infidelities or found private rather 

than public solutions to their problems.  Not until his late works 

did Oppenheim begin to treat divorce as something that could 

be contemplated without risking at least a temporary exile from 

decent society, although he was certainly aware that British 

divorce law was gravely in conflict with British needs.  In 1920, 

he wrote, “‘I can’t help thinking that the present system will die 

out through the sheer absurdity of it.  We really shan’t need a 

crusade against the marriage laws.  The whole system is 

committing suicide as fast as it can.’”324  Still, he avoided using 

divorce as a plot device wherever possible, and invented creative 

twists to avoid discussing it on occasion.  Herbert’s 

groundbreaking novel Holy Deadlock followed the misadventures 

of a couple who were colluding to obtain a divorce, both of 

whom accidentally committed adultery and thereby made their 
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divorce impossible.  Oppenheim dealt with a similar case in one 

of the installments of the serial The Exploits of Pudgy Pete & Co., 

but where Herbert emphasized the idiotic inflexibility of the law, 

Oppenheim bowed to the law in a very Gilbert-and-Sullivan 

way by allowing the experience to reconcile his couple.325  An 

American divorce was sometimes a convenient way for him to 

end a marriage if one of his characters was eligible for it.  Some 

American jurisdictions at the time allowed no-fault divorce, and 

therefore an American divorce did not carry the social stigma of 

the domestic variety.  He would also permit a widow to marry 

her husband’s killer, provided that his death was manslaughter 

rather than murder.326 

Mystery-thriller writers of the period, dealing as they did 

with outre subjects outside the bounds of social respectability, 

were often open to including homosexual characters in their 

works, unusually for the day.  Agatha Christie and Dorothy 

Sayers featured lesbian couples in A Murder Is Announced and 

Strong Poison, respectively, and even Arthur Conan Doyle is 

considered to have depicted a gay relationship in the semi-

canonical Holmes story “The Man with the Watches.”  

Oppenheim was not similarly open-minded.  He had a personal 

horror of homosexuality, as he did of all forms of sexual 

variance.327  When a Bohemian girl in one of his novels coyly 

asks a man, “‘Perhaps you are one who does not like my sex, 

monsieur?’” it is one of only two occasions on which Oppenheim 

comes close to acknowledging the existence of homosexuality, 

and her comment might just as easily have referred to 

misogyny.328  His other possible reference to the subject occurs in 

the words of a nobleman who rejoiced that he had murdered his 

nephew in order to prevent him from succeeding to the family 

title: “‘I am glad and proud to think I had the courage to do 

it…You can take my word for it, he was not only a degenerate--

he was a criminal degenerate.  Yet, according to our beastly 

laws, he could have married.  That would have meant the end--
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of the house of Mallerton.”329  In daily life, however, Oppenheim 

was oblivious to the presence of gays and lesbians; his 

biographer Standish found, examining the guest list of a typical 

Oppenheim cocktail party, that at least a quarter of the guests 

were well-known at the time to be queer to everyone on the 

Riviera but their host.330  Oppenheim’s omission of homosexual 

characters in stories dealing largely with the gentry is also 

strikingly at variance with the inclusion of such characters in the 

novels of contemporary authors who themselves belonged to the 

gentry, such as Alec and Evelyn Waugh and Nancy Mitford.  

Oppenheim’s books continually remind the attentive reader that 

their author was writing chiefly of things that he only half 

understood. 

Considered collectively, Oppenheim’s novels are very 

revealing about the Victorian-Edwardian attitude towards sex.  

The Edwardians did not find sex distasteful and revolting, 

although modern readers commonly speak of them as having 

held such views.  On the contrary, they put sex on the highest 

pedestal of all.  It was more important to them than life or death, 

guilt or innocence, morality or religion.  They considered it the 

most powerful of all forces, and for that reason, they approached 

it through certain rituals and wove it round with superstitions, 

and stressed that it could only be enjoyed in moderation, lest it 

break free and destabilize society.  Controlling sex was essential 

to maintaining the Edwardian social order.  Again, the twenty-

first century reader should remember that to Oppenheim and 

the vast majority of his contemporaries, the type of society they 

had was far less important to them than the fact that they had a 

stable, organized society into which every person would fit “like 

chessmen upon their allotted squares.”331  In the words of 

American author Philip Wylie, writing five years after 

Oppenheim’s death, “Western man's religions (and hence his 

culture) are rooted in sex management and sustained by inculcated 

sex fears.  Disobedience of the ‘sacred’ rules or the ‘common’ law 
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is ‘sin’ or ‘crime.’”332  The British elevated sex to the status of an 

abstract ideal while at the same time handicapping and 

degrading the women who were the source of that sex.  The 

family of an upper-class man who seduces a lower-class woman 

in one of Oppenheim’s books blame not him but the woman for 

her “loose living,” and her lover’s father attributes the deaths of 

her lover and father to the “‘gratification of [her] lusts.’”333  The 

twin themes of the inequality of the sexes and the need for 

sexual repression were taken for granted by Oppenheim and his 

fellow writers, who created a literature that passed on those 

ideals long after the Edwardians themselves were gone. 

All of these instances of English manners, major and 

minor, that Oppenheim preserved in his stories reveal a 

tremendous national urge towards discipline, both imposed and 

internal, on the part of the British.  At one extreme, their need to 

dominate others drove them to annex a quarter of the world.  At 

the other extreme, their need to dominate themselves manifested 

itself in arcane social rules about what kind of shoes to wear or 

how to address one another.  To some extent, they respected 

dominance of any kind, be it the result of birth, education, 

heroism, or wealth, reasoning that anyone powerful must have 

come by that power legitimately.  “The powers that be are 

ordained of God” was one of Oppenheim’s most confident 

assertions.  “‘Surely the people speak through the mouths of 

their rulers,’” one of his noblemen rebukes the Prime Minister, 

who had suggested consulting public opinion before taking a 

policy decision.334  Later in the same work, another of his 

characters states, “‘The country went into slavery in August, 

1915.  That slavery may or may not be good for them.’”335  Again, 

Oppenheim demonstrated that his commitment to a stable, 

ordered society was such that he did not regard even slavery as 

an absolute evil.  “‘When the individual might impede good 

government, common sense calls for his ostracism,’”336 he 

declared, apparently ready to sacrifice individuality and identity 
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to the general good as readily as any Communist.  In one of his 

wartime novels, a character is reprimanded by his superior 

officer for his defense of a suspected spy in purely authoritarian 

terms: “‘When I tell you that responsible people in the War 

Office, officials whose profession it is to scent out treachery, 

have declared this young man suspect, I am certainly 

disappointed to find you embracing his cause so fervently.’”337  

A later book, written as Europe stood poised for a second world 

war, shows the proprietor of two major papers fawning 

obediently before the Prime Minister: “‘You shall have a copy of 

our two principal leaders by midnight.  Harrison will write the 

one and I myself shall do the other.  Copies of both shall be sent 

round to you as soon as they are ready for press.  We shall be at 

the end of the line all night if you have anything to say.’”338  The 

voice of the British government, though that government be 

composed of weak and timid men, underfunded and 

overworked, was nevertheless infallible.   

Oppenheim understood his own hypocrisy and that of 

his fellows enough to expose it in a biting speech he gave, 

appropriately, to a Bolshevist leader: 

 

“There was never a race of people in the world who 

hugged their chains like the British.  In their hearts they 

love the lash of authority.  Think.  For generations their 

leaders, their prophets and their preachers have been 

drawn from one class only, the class which they are 

accustomed to obey.  The people have never found their 

Rienzi in politics, in literature or in sociology.  That is 

because of the age-long snobbishness of the 

Englishman.”339 

 

A hundred years after Oppenheim’s heyday, British politics 

continue to be dominated by a small group of Oxbridge-trained 

professionals, and public reverence for the monarchy continues 
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to be one of the foremost arguments for its retention, suggesting 

that the “snobbishness of the Englishman” is alive and well.  

Oppenheim’s own love of authoritarians was such that he 

praised Mussolini, calling him the man who “redeemed his 

country,” prior to the Italian invasion of Ethiopia.340  When the 

Fascists of the 1930s disappointed him with their brutality, he 

turned increasingly to creating aristocratic millionaires who 

could sit above politics and reform the world by means of their 

wealth and connections, turning out such books as The Dumb 

Gods Speak and The Spy Paramount.  Democracy repulsed him, 

and in any case he could not conceive of it apart from aristocratic 

leadership: 

 

“England should be the ideal democracy of the world.  

Your laws admit of it, your Government admits of it.  

Neither birth nor money are indispensable to success.  

The way is open for the working man to pass even to the 

Cabinet.  And you are nothing of the sort.  The cause of 

the people is not in any country so shamefully and badly 

represented.  You have a bourgeoisie which maintains 

itself in almost feudal luxury by means of the labour 

which it employs, and that labour is content to squeak 

and open its mouth for worms, when it should have the 

finest fruits of the world.  And all this is for want of 

leadership.”341 

 

Leadership was an automatic function of the gentry; therefore, if 

the people required leadership, even in opposition to the 

interests of the gentry, it was up to the gentry to provide such 

leadership.  Somehow Oppenheim understood true democracy 

as antithetical to the interests of the public and the aristocrats 

alike, using an American newspaper editor as his mouthpiece for 

that sentiment: 
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“There are drawbacks to democracy.  Also a ridiculous 

side to it.  The German confectioner in the next street has 

exactly as much voting weight on this or any other 

matter as a Harvard professor who has made a study of 

European politics and probably visited every capital.  

Decision by votes is always bound to have its fallacies.  

Look at prohibition, for instance, imposed upon the 

people of America against their wish, by votes.  I’m not at 

all sure that in a thousand years’ time absolute monarchy 

won’t be recognised as the only sane form of 

government.”342 

 

Oppenheim would have been delighted had the absolute 

monarchies returned in his lifetime.  One can imagine him 

waiting for a great restoration on the eve of the Second World 

War, like the exiled Wilhelm II, and watching as his romantic 

hopes were slowly annihilated.  And with the end of hope, with 

the end of all possibility that the gracious elegance and the 

unquestioned authority of kings might return, came the end of 

the Oppenheim stories.  

While those stories lasted, however, Oppenheim allowed 

his reverence for authority to color his representations of the 

world that surrounded him, perhaps most of all in his approach 

to crime.  Though often classed as a detective novelist, 

Oppenheim was also a leading exponent of the  then-new type of 

reverse detective story starring the gentleman-thief, as 

originated by E. W. Hornung in his series of tales featuring 

cricketer and cracksman A. J. Raffles and followed up by Guy 

Boothby and Frederick M. White, among others.  The Raffles 

stories provoked outcry in the British press over their 

glorification of crime, but they also proved popular with middle-

class readers, with Raffles equaling or surpassing the fame of 

Sherlock Holmes and Max Carrados, the most popular fictional 

detectives of the day.  The surprising enthusiasm of “a nation of 
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shopkeepers” for an aristocratic burglar can be attributed to the 

manner in which Hornung and his successors portrayed their 

heroes as gamblers and sportsmen.   The gentleman gambler 

staked his risk of discovery, imprisonment, and social extinction 

against the financial or artistic reward of his efforts, thereby 

elevating crime to the level of sport, so dear to the heart of every 

Englishman.  The genre further echoed the legend of Robin 

Hood, who by the Victorian era had become socially respectable 

and was often presented as a great English hero.  Works by 

Oppenheim that fall into this subgenre include The Court of St. 

Simon, Peter Ruff and the Double Four, An Amiable Charlatan, The 

Treasure House of Martin Hews, The Gallows of Chance, and Mr. 

Billingham, the Marquis and Madelon.  Gentlemen quite literally 

could do no wrong in the eyes of Oppenheim, or in the eyes of 

the British law as interpreted by Oppenheim.  He designed 

fictitious crimes for them that generally involved either financial 

fraud or art theft, the sort of crimes that demanded complex 

planning, limited physical effort, and access to the big prizes 

available in upper-class society.  Naturally, they lived to enjoy 

the fruits of their labors while their lower-class accomplices died 

or went to prison for the most part.  Oppenheim’s treatment of 

crime was governed entirely by his understanding of social class. 

To some extent, Oppenheim accepted the theory of 

anthropological criminology popular in his day, developed by 

Italian criminologist Cesare Lombroso and promoted by Edgar 

Wallace in his Four Just Men series, which held that criminal 

behavior was both congenital and hereditary.343  Edwardians 

widely believed that criminals formed a distinct underclass 

suffering, like the insane, from inherited disease.  “‘The criminal 

classes are better got out of the way whenever you can lay hold 

of them,’” an aristocratic lawyer opines in one Oppenheim 

novel, expressing his lack of interest in whether a career criminal 

is being wrongly prosecuted for a certain crime.344  Like Wallace, 

Oppenheim linked criminality to physical appearance.  “‘He has 
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what I call the new criminal type of face--complexion rubicund 

and flawless, plump cheeks, dark shifty eyes, a perpetual grin 

and that telltale roll of flesh at the back of his neck,’” an 

Oppenheim hero says of a French provincial gangster.  “‘That 

man would be a day-by-day murderer if he could take out an 

insurance against being found out.’”345  On the other hand, the 

majority of Oppenheim’s criminals were either gentlemen 

themselves or henchmen in the service of a gentleman, which 

would have made it difficult for him to stress a link between 

crime and class, and in fact he rarely did so.  When he did, his 

references were less flattering to the gentry, if anything, than 

they were to the criminal classes.  By the 1930s, he had seen fit to 

create a new breed of policeman at Scotland Yard who were 

“half gentlemen,” either born gentlemen who could wear their 

clothes correctly in nightclubs, or talented detectives who had 

been educated up to gentle standards.  “‘The criminal classes to-

day consist largely of well-educated and well-brought-up 

people.  They need someone in their own walk of life, you see, to 

deal with them.’”346  Moreover, special treatment for gently-born 

criminals in Oppenheim’s tales went well beyond having 

policeman of their own rank to deal with them.  A detective 

superintendent raises no objection to his niece, a private 

detective, marrying a burglar the Yard never managed to get 

enough evidence to convict, in part because the burglar has an 

Honourable in front of his name, eight thousand a year, and a 

fine property in Norfolk, but also because he followed two rules: 

no women and no firearms.  The leader of the gang, who did 

commit murder, is not allowed to escape, but he is allowed to 

commit suicide, and the police obligingly bury all evidence of 

his crimes, leaving his title unsmirched and his ill-gotten fortune 

to enrich his family.347  The Oppenheim treatment of noble 

criminals--and it is astonishing that Oppenheim never realized 

or admitted this--is straight out of one of the Savoy operas that 

dominated British comedy at the end of the nineteenth century.  
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“‘Away with them, and place them at the bar!’” Major-General 

Stanley roars in the final scene of The Pirates of Penzance, 

directing the police to proceed against the pirates who just tried 

to kill him.  “‘One moment! let me tell you who they are,’” the 

nurse cries.  “‘They are no members of the common throng; they 

are all noblemen who have gone wrong!’”  Immediately, the 

Major-General modifies his attitude: 

 

“No Englishman unmoved that statement hears, 

Because, with all our faults, we love our House of Peers. 

I pray you, pardon me, ex-Pirate King; 

Peers will be peers, and youth will have its fling. 

Resume your ranks and legislative duties, 

And take my daughters, all of whom are beauties.”348 

 

There is a different set of rules for gentlemen, just as there is a 

different set of rules for governments and among governments--

perhaps because the gentlemen were also the governments, or at 

least the governments that counted for something.  The Spymaster 

features a British officer who has no qualms about killing three 

innocent people in order to feed false information to an enemy 

nation about the strength of Gibraltar’s fortifications, 

information that will cost an attacker a couple of thousand lives 

in the event of war.  Conversely, when a friend of his, an 

American banker, refuses to lend money to the Italian 

government on the grounds that his firm does not loan money 

for making war, the general calls him a great man.349  A 

millionaire pacifist likewise sees no inherent contradiction in 

occasionally having to kill people in order to carry out his 

schemes for preventing war.350  When an English officer criticizes 

him for the murder of Soviet officials, he sneers in return, 

 

“That is the Englishman all the world over.  That is the 

weakness which has made you drop from your place 
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among the Powers.  Forgive your enemies, dilute your 

justice, turn your other cheek to the smiter.  A weak-

kneed race, all of you, lapping up false sentimentality 

with your mother’s milk.  I make no mistakes.  

Concerning those two Russians, one of them has been 

guilty of seventeen recorded murders of brutal character 

--several of them women.  The other has taken a willing 

share in sentencing to death, without trial, ninety-two 

political prisoners, men who had done no wrong save to 

try to keep what was their own.  Three of those ninety-

two were my own men--spies, if you will, but honest 

spies, working in a just cause.  What is the worth of 

justice, Tellesom, if it dare not punish as well as reward?  

As these men have sinned against humanity, so they 

die.”351 

 

Although Oppenheim expressed support for capital 

punishment,352 in line with his views on social Darwinism and 

deference to authority, he was also uneasy about its efficacy, 

realizing that there was a difference between the moral code of 

the typical English gentleman and the English legal code.  “‘I 

have also known the experience of sentencing men to death, 

according to the law, but whom I did not consider morally 

criminals at all,’” one of his Lord Chancellors says.  “‘Some of 

those cases I do not even care to think about.’”353  Nevertheless, it 

should be noted that the Chancellor in question finally agreed to 

pass sentences he considered morally unsound, which says little 

that is good about his own moral character.  It also raises the 

question of whether he committed an immoral action out of 

genuine respect for the law, or out of a desire to preserve the 

existing fabric of society and therefore his own life and comfort.  

Given that he was an Oppenheim creation, his motivation was 

almost certainly the latter dressed up as the former. 
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The Oppenheim resolution of this dissonance between 

the law and the code of an English gentleman was vigilantism.  

Along with Oppenheim’s affection for vigilantism, shared at 

least in principle by many of his fellow Britons, went his 

willingness to forgive certain crimes depending on their severity 

and context--and, of course, on the social status of the criminal.  

When a merchant whose partner has swindled him forces that 

partner to make reparation at gunpoint, a peer’s son looks on 

approvingly.354  Privately inducing children’s kidnappers to 

return their victims without ransom also meets with 

Oppenheim’s approval.355  Stealing he refers to as “‘one of the 

sins that leaves you clean.’”356  “‘I have never been able to believe 

myself that it is the same thing to rob the widow and the 

millionaire,’” an Oppenheim protagonist remarks.357  The phrase 

captures not only the justification for the existence of the 

gentlethief in literature, but also summarizes the duality of 

Oppenheim’s attitudes towards both class and wealth.  One law 

for the rich and another for the poor, and above that, one law for 

the gentry and another for the churls, regardless of wealth. 

For the most part, however, Oppenheim’s references to 

taking the law into one’s own hands dealt with justifying or 

condoning murder.  A clergyman who killed, when confronted 

by a detective, declares, “‘It is no sin to kill those who, filled with 

their own licentiousness and lust, crawl about the earth always 

following the evil ways.  I, a Christian, tell you that.’”358  The 

gently-born detective agrees with the murderer enough to let 

him go.  “‘To kill a man because you have a personal grievance 

against him--say jealousy--is murder.  To kill a man because he 

has a foul disease, whether of the mind or the body, which is 

poisoning the world, is justifiable,’”359 Oppenheim repeated a 

quarter of a century later.  The murderer in this instance he 

considered to be a public benefactor, a suggestion also made by 

Sherlock Holmes when he declined to reveal the murderer of the 

blackmailer Charles Augustus Milverton: “‘My sympathies are 
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with the criminals rather than with the victim.’”360  Oppenheim 

held similar views on the summary treatment of blackmailers, 

referring to them as “filthy vermin.”  “‘What should you think of 

the man who puts his heel upon the neck of one of them?’”  

“‘Shake hands with him.’”361  An Oppenheim cabinet minister 

describes murder as “‘a very logical way of dealing with 

blackmailers.’”362  The hero of The Evil Shepherd is a barrister who 

discovers that one of his clients, charged with murder, did in fact 

commit the crime of which he was accused immediately after he 

secures the man’s acquittal.  In disgust, he abandons his legal 

career and embarks on a private war of vengeance against 

London’s criminals.  “‘Mine is a militant spirit and it needs the 

outlet of action,’” he explains to a friend.  “‘I am no longer 

indifferent as to whether men do good or evil so long as they do 

not cross my path.  I am a hunter of sin.  I am out to destroy…I 

am going to set my heel on as many of the human vermin of this 

city as I can find.’”363  After a businessman defenestrates a fellow 

employee who robbed and tried to destroy his benefactor, the 

Secret Service officer who discovers the crime lets him go.364  A 

discreet murder is also acceptable when the victim is a 

prominent anarchist.365  A Scotland Yard detective condones an 

aristocrat’s murder of his son’s wife after the murderer explains 

that she was a “common prostitute” whose existence 

jeopardized his career and prevented his son from marrying the 

noblewoman he truly loved.366  Breaking the neck of the killer of 

one’s fiancee before flinging him underneath a moving car is 

another perfectly excusable crime of passion, called by a duke 

“‘the finest murder in history.’”367  The Gallows of Chance displays 

a cabinet minister burning the evidence against a gang of 

bootleggers and murderers partly because two of them are a 

duke’s son and a French marquis, men of his own social class, 

but primarily because he is in love with the sister of the noble 

ringleader.  His subordinate rebukes him for doing so, but is too 

deferential to prevent the destruction of the documents by 
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force.368  Similarly, a prince who is involved with a gang of 

burglars and murderers gets off scot-free when he balks at 

killing a friend of his who is investigating the band and helps 

him escape from them.369  The women in an Oppenheim story 

could get away with murder even more easily than the men.  A 

lawyer has no hesitation in marrying a widow who murdered 

her husband, since he was an unrepentant murderer himself, 

although conveniently enough for her new husband’s morals, 

her father then steps forward to confess to the crime.370  The 

baronet detective who is the hero of the serial Michael’s Evil 

Deeds eagerly marries the bigamous wife of a murderer and thief 

who herself killed one of his subordinates--because the man 

kissed her without permission.  When she explains this last 

detail to him, after he has already proposed, Oppenheim 

describes his expression as being one of “content.”371 

Having the gentry take care of their own legal problems 

without recourse to the police not only allowed Oppenheim to 

argue yet again for the value of elite leadership, but also 

supported his claim that crime in London had risen to an 

unmanageable level.  “‘We are having a perfectly rotten time,’” 

his Chief Commissioner of Scotland Yard complained in 1935.  

“‘Motor bandits using firearms and shooting our insufficiently 

protected policemen.  Three murderers at large.  A fresh 

burglary nearly every night.’”372  Primarily, though, Oppenheim 

wrote stories of genteel crime as a recreation for himself, a safe 

reaction against his conservatism.  In one of his serials, the head 

of a leading French criminal organization says to her English 

confrere, 

 

“At the bottom of your heart, there lurks a strong and 

unconquerable desire for respectability.  In your heart 

you are on the side of the law and established things.  

You do not like crime; you do not like criminals.  You do 

not like the idea of associating with them.  You prefer the 
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company of law-abiding people, even though their ways 

be narrow…I can see that you will end your days in the 

halo of respectability.”373 

 

Those words describe at once Oppenheim himself and all his 

heroes.  He enjoyed respectability and virtue, at least insofar as 

he understood them, and practiced them with the customary 

degree of hypocrisy for his era.  Crime, like heroism, was real to 

him only in that its existence provided him with the raw 

material for his books.  Otherwise, it repelled him, and his 

sympathies were firmly on the side of the establishment.  

Phillips Oppenheim hated paying his taxes, and told the world 

so--but he paid them.  And he paid them with the money he 

earned by thrilling the public with the successes of fictional 

lawbreakers. 

Oppenheim’s love of respectability was reflected in his 

own literary preferences, which, going by his writings, 

encompassed all of the standard English nineteenth-century 

classics.  He was fond of Shakespeare, or pretended to be, given 

the frequency with which he mentioned the playwright,374 

although he blamed middle-class schools for teaching his works 

improperly.  “‘They killed Shakespeare for us at the sort of 

schools I went to in my young days,’” a prosperous 

manufacturer says.375  The Oppenheim novel The Kingdom of 

Earth is little more than a 20th century version of Henry IV, Part 

1, updated for the era, and with a crown prince who is still an 

obvious copy of Prince Hal, except that he expresses republican 

sentiments.  Oppenheim also named Shelley, Keats, Tennyson, 

Rossetti, Walter Pater, Carlyle, Swinburne, Hazlitt, Smollett, 

George Borrow, R.S. Surtees, Laurence Sterne, Fielding, 

Marlowe, H.G. Wells, Joseph Conrad, Matthew Arnold, Yeats, 

Browning, Symons, Le Gallienne, De Maupassant, De Musset, 

Rabelais, Verlaine, Gautier, Alphonse Daudet, Cervantes, 

Goethe, Thomas a Kempis, Marius the Epicurean, and Omar 
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Khayyam as authors worth reading.376  The books of which 

Oppenheim spoke with approval included Lamb’s Essays of Elia, 

Ruskin’s The Seven Lamps, Boccaccio’s Decameron, Pater’s The 

Renaissance, Bacon’s essays, Don Quixote, de Maupassant’s short 

stories, Gautier’s Mademoiselle de Maupin, the Bible, Robinson 

Crusoe, The Picture of Dorian Gray, Gibbon’s The Decline and Fall of 

the Roman Empire, Verlaine’s poems, Heine’s Florentine Nights, 

and Browning’s “The Lament of Andrea del Sarto.”377  Carlyle’s 

The French Revolution he called “‘bombastic, arrogant 

magnificence,’”378 while Wilde’s “The Ballad of Reading Gaol” 

was “‘a really great piece of work.’”379  “‘I am the gentleman who 

prefers the blonde,’” an Oppenheim character quipped in 1936, 

indicating that the phrase had already become common, or that 

Oppenheim was familiar with the Anita Roos novel.380  Although 

Oppenheim derived most of his income from serializations of his 

works in daily or weekly publications, he looked down on the 

popular press, explaining that 

 

“Newspapers belong to the world of men and women 

who are struggling.  The merest glance at one of them 

gives me a sense of unrest.  Look at the advertisements--

eager people wanting to buy or sell something, each 

striving to get the best of the bargain; pages of Stock 

Exchange prices for the money dealers and gamblers; all 

the sordid happenings of the Police Courts; whole pages 

exploiting the greatest farce in history--our idiotic 

politics.”381 

 

Newspapers, in other words, were written for the churls, not the 

gentry, and as such were unworthy of notice.  The few 

periodicals that did receive Oppenheim’s commendation were 

The Times, The Fortnightly Review, and The Nineteenth Century.382  

Literature and class are always linked in Oppenheim’s works, 

most obviously in The Double Life of Mr. Alfred Burton, which also 
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connects both with cuisine.  The existence of the upper classes, 

however, is not dependent upon the existence of good food, 

while the existence of literature is.  “‘A well-nurtured body is an 

incentive to poetic thought,’” an Oppenheim poet says.  “‘There 

is a richness of imagery which comes with after-dinner 

composing; a sort of mental starvation, an anaemic scantiness of 

similes, which follows the fruit luncheon and cold water of 

necessity.’”383  The poor could neither create nor appreciate the 

literature of the upper class, Oppenheim claimed; they were 

physically incapable of it.  Nowhere in his works does he reflect 

upon the irony or discomfort of his own position as an ungentle 

writer producing popular fiction about the gentry that was not 

considered literature at all by the gentry themselves. 

Science fiction author Michael Moorcock considered that 

Oppenheim and his fellow specialists in detective-thriller and 

invasion novels had prefigured the science fiction genre with 

their quasi-religious romances that often included some form of 

new technology.384  Sometimes this technology was remarkable 

enough to be considered magical and therefore an attribute more 

of fantasy than science fiction, such as the beans in The Double 

Life of Mr. Alfred Burton that gave their eater the ability to 

perceive objective truth.  Nearly as implausible is the otherwise 

ingenious plot of Judy of Bunter’s Buildings.  The hero, a famous 

chemist, becomes one of the biggest distributors of illegal drugs 

in London, then begins secretly treating his products with a 

process of his own invention that renders them harmless, 

thereby weaning users off their addictions and undermining the 

trade in general.385  The Grassleyes Mystery revolves around a 

widow herbalist who invents a perfect anaesthetic that simulates 

the appearance of death.  She is also capable of distilling a rare 

(and fictional) drug called phrosin, which a physician claims 

produces all the benefits of opium without its ill effects.386  In one 

of his last novels, Oppenheim created another fictitious drug, 

Texacon, that could sap a person’s nerve and initiative and 
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render him extremely liable to suggestion.  He described it as 

being particularly used in the Soviet Union, where it was 

responsible for a number of show trials and executions, thereby 

anticipating a key trope of the spy fiction genre, one that would 

be ubiquitous in twenty years’ time.387  Oppenheim also 

suggested that physical immortality was a matter of time and 

scientific progress,388 and held the then-common view that 

telepathy, spiritualism, and mesmerism were prevented from 

becoming practical technologies only by popular ignorance and 

prejudice.389  His wartime novel The Black Box treats telepathy, 

hypnosis, and thought projection as standard scientific tools for 

criminal investigation when employed by a gentleman 

detective.390  The same book features early representations of an 

electroencephalogram and what Oppenheim referred to as a 

“phototelesme,” a form of television that could function when 

connected to a standard phone line.  The hero uses it to inspect a 

crime scene remotely in a way that was not possible outside of 

fiction until the proliferation of smartphones a century later.  

This detective’s apparatus also includes a separate “pocket 

wireless,” foreshadowing the modern police radio.391  Electrical 

engineering was not one of Oppenheim’s strong points; Envoy 

Extraordinary alludes to “‘a new invention that taps the 

telephones by wireless,’” something that might be theoretically 

possible but is otherwise impracticable.392 

While many of the science fiction elements in 

Oppenheim’s work appear in the context of the commission or 

investigation of a crime, just as many make their appearance in a 

military context.  Two of his wartime books speak of a 

marvelous new explosive that appears to combine the properties 

of both explosives and gas: “‘It isn’t only what happens when 

the shell explodes, but a sort of putrefaction sets in all round, 

and they say that everything within a mile dies.’”393  The 

existence of such a compound is chemically impossible, but its 

conception reflects Oppenheim’s concern with the rapid 
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development of military technology during and after the Great 

War.  In 1921, he predicted that by 1934, tanks would have been 

replaced by “armoured airships” capable of fighting both on the 

ground and in the air, that a worldwide system of airship travel 

would exist, and that France would have developed a gun 

capable of hitting London from Amiens.394  None of these ideas 

came to fruition.  Oppenheim’s super-gun was doubtless 

inspired by the German Paris Gun that had shelled the French 

capital from a distance of seventy-five miles, but that was only 

half the distance from Amiens to London, and after the War, 

European armies increasingly abandoned long-range artillery 

due to its ineffectiveness.  The serial The Milan Grill Room 

obliquely recognizes the excess of this prediction two decades 

later when its protagonist speaks reverently of a new long-range 

gun with a firing radius of twenty-two miles.  The new gun has 

the additional advantage that its shells can be retargeted during 

flight, although the characters appear to suggest that this 

function is achieved via gyroscopic rather than radio or fly-by-

wire control.395  Oppenheim returned to the theme of powerful 

new explosives in Up the Ladder of Gold, in which one bomb 

containing special submunitions could destroy an average-sized 

town,396 and in The Bird of Paradise, which offered the reader a 

Russian explosives expert who had invented a bomb he claimed 

was capable of disintegrating a thirty-ton schooner into its 

individual atoms.397   

By the 1930s, the growing threat of war coupled with a 

flood of new scientific discoveries inspired Oppenheim to turn 

the attention of his heroes to methods of achieving peace 

through overwhelming technological might.  Like the strategic 

planners of the Cold War in the years to follow, his characters 

sought new technologies, at once more dangerous and more 

benign than the atom bombs of their real-world successors, that 

would maintain the balance of deterrence and thereby prevent 

or limit war.  The Dumb Gods Speak, set in 1947, likely has the best 
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claim of any of Oppenheim’s works to be called a science fiction 

novel.  Its plot follows the deployment of a set of inventions 

called the “Humberstone discoveries,” which employ a means of 

remotely controlling electrical currents devised by an American 

inventor to paralyze or destroy any electrical device within 

range of the necessary apparatus.  The dying inventor entrusts 

the technology to the American government, with a mandate 

never to use it “‘except for the holy purpose of proving to the 

world, by illustration, that war between the nations is no longer 

a possible enterprise.’”  In due course the Americans provide 

this illustration by destroying the entire Japanese fleet with a 

single battleship.398  “‘We can draw the nerves out of an army of 

a million men as easily as you could pump lead into a battleship 

crossing your bows,’” the inventor’s son explains to a military 

officer.399  Oppenheim’s vague allusions to destroying both 

material and morale by remotely “draining” an area of electric 

current were not original, however.  George Griffith had 

originated the idea, and dealt with it much more convincingly, 

in his 1903 novel The World Masters.  The Spy Paramount describes 

an electrical weapon called the “hellnotter,” developed by the 

French government as a defense against aerial assault, that is 

essentially a death ray with an infinite range that ignites or 

disintegrates anything within the cone of its operation.  “‘The 

last word in horrors,’” a spy calls it: 

 

Another sound became audible, a sound at first like the 

ticking of a watch, then unmistakable.  Somewhere in the 

hidden world above an aeroplane was travelling.  Every 

one was now standing in the road.  Berati was breathing 

heavily.  The excitement amongst the group was such 

that Bastani, the Chief of the Italian Air Staff, found 

himself moaning with pent-up anxiety.  Then, when their 

eyes were red with the strain of watching, there shot into 

the sky a long, ever-widening shaft of light--pale violet 
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light--which seemed to illuminate nothing, but stayed 

like a ghastly finger piercing the clouds.  There was a 

second rush of light, this time towards the sea.  The 

intervening clouds seemed to melt away with its passage, 

until it burst like a rocket into a mass of incongruous 

flame and then passed onwards and upwards.  Through 

the silence of the night came a crash from the other side 

of the precipice, as though a meteor had fallen.400 

 

After the outbreak of the Second World War, Oppenheim’s 

optimism about technology turned to pessimism.  His final 

novel, Mr. Mirakel, appeared in 1943 and predicted that the war 

would last for a decade, ending in a three-day earthquake after 

the planet’s crust could no longer contain the electric 

accumulations of ten years’ worth of explosions.  Conveniently, 

it was the Axis powers who bore the brunt of this earthquake in 

that story, with Japan being wiped off the map altogether.401  

Oppenheim’s fascination with weapons of mass destruction did 

not lead to his anticipating the nuclear age; in 1936 he mentioned 

that a German scientist was on the verge of splitting the atom, 

but said nothing about the possibility of weaponizing the 

discovery.402  Another of his missed predictions was implicit in 

his declaration, through the mouth of a British staff officer, that 

“‘no army can ever be landed in this country from even ten 

thousand aeroplanes.’”403  In spite of having watched Germany 

build up the strength of the Luftwaffe and the Royal Air Force 

racing to catch up to the Germans, he did not envision the surge 

of development in aviation that World War II would produce. 

Apart from the general implausibility of his plots, which 

increased towards the end of his career, Oppenheim was not a 

careful writer.  Given his admitted focus on characterization, a 

focus that did not prevent his characters from being stereotypes 

anyway, his books abound in errors of supporting detail, small 

and large.  Sometimes he changed the location of a restaurant or 
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hotel between the beginning and the end of a story.  Once, he 

gave the same name to two characters in two separate novels 

written in close succession--A People’s Man and Mr. Grex of Monte 

Carlo--one of whom is an ally of the hero and the other a villain.  

In The Kingdom of the Blind, the story opens with a British officer 

home on leave after having escaped twice from a German prison 

camp; by the end of the book, he has somehow managed to 

escape a third time without ever having returned to the front.404  

The opening events of Oppenheim’s most popular novel, The 

Great Impersonation, take place in German East Africa, but the 

hero later refers to them as having occurred in west Africa.405  

Another time, Oppenheim confused Mary I and Elizabeth I,406 an 

ironic thing for him to do considering his teenage aptitude for 

historical studies.  He described the protagonist of a 1937 novel 

as working for MI7(b), which had been dissolved in 1918 and 

was not reformed until 1939.407  Although his characters are 

always running around brandishing handguns, their creator did 

not appear to have a very clear grasp of how pistols functioned.  

Ask Miss Mott included a gangster who shot an informer, then 

“ejected the shell from his automatic and slipped in another.”408  

This passage suggests that Oppenheim himself never fired an 

automatic pistol, or he would have remembered that an 

automatic pistol, by definition, automatically ejects spent 

rounds.  It also hints at his age, since the description would 

apply perfectly well to an old-fashioned revolver, but not to a 

more modern weapon.  Nonetheless, another of his stories 

involves a young man who buys “a Belgian revolver of ordinary 

type and a few clips of cartridges,”409 although there were very 

few types of revolvers that could accept clips.  Throughout The 

Light Beyond, Oppenheim continually misidentified the location 

of the American embassy in London as “Carlton House,” 

referring to a structure demolished in 1826.  He might have been 

thinking of Carlton House Terrace on the same site, which then 

hosted and still hosts a number of embassies, but the American 
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embassy was never among them, as it was located in Grosvenor 

Gardens at the time the book was written.  That his sporting 

interests did not include racing is evident when he refers to a 

horse as being “‘out of Tomorrow by Red Rachel;’”410 unless he 

thought someone had named a stallion Rachel, he had his terms 

confused.  These minor errors are indications alike of 

Oppenheim’s limited understanding of human affairs apart from 

his own experience, of the flaws in his method of writing by 

dictation, and of the eagerness of his publishers to get his books 

into print.  But the public wanted Phillips Oppenheim, and 

Phillips Oppenheim, Hodder & Stoughton, and Little, Brown & 

Co. were only too happy to give them Oppenheim, errors and 

all.  Indeed, the errors were arguably as much a part of the 

Oppenheim mise en scene as the languorous women, strong men, 

and lavish banquets.  “‘The quality guarantees the brand,’” as 

Lord Peter Wimsey would say.411 

The underlying and final irony among all the paradoxes 

of the Oppenheim brand is that Oppenheim had never wanted 

to be what he became.  A writer, yes; a writer of thrillers--why 

not?--but a writer of the upper classes, with the additional 

opportunities and influence that knowing the right people 

would give him.  The teenage Oppenheim expected Oxford to 

transform him; his lifelong resentment towards his father and his 

circumstances was rooted in his conviction that, by denying him 

a university education, they had cut him off forever from the 

career that might have been his.  Such a career as his 

contemporary John Buchan enjoyed, for example.  The son of a 

clergyman and grandson of a lawyer, both of which were 

considered gentle professions, Buchan was somewhat better 

positioned for social success than the son of a leather merchant, 

who was definitely “trade.”  He attended the University of 

Glasgow before graduating Oxford, where he distinguished 

himself with several prizes.  Buchan subsequently qualified as a 

lawyer, served as a lieutenant in the army during the War, and 
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became a highly regarded author of mystery and thriller novels.  

His most popular work, The Thirty-Nine Steps, was filmed four 

times, including once by Alfred Hitchcock, and continues to 

appear on BBC lists of Britain’s favorite books.  In due course, he 

became editor of The Spectator and a member of Parliament, was 

elevated to the peerage as Baron Tweedsmuir, and finally was 

appointed Governor General of Canada.  Buchan married a 

cousin of the Duke of Westminster who was also a connection of 

the Earl of Bute.  All three of his sons attended Eton and Oxford 

and achieved field grade rank in the armed forces; two were 

appointed CBE.  Where Oppenheim’s memoir name-checks 

sporting figures and minor potentates, Buchan’s is filled with his 

reminiscences of government ministers, major writers, the scions 

of England’s greatest families, heads of state, and empire 

builders including Cecil Rhodes and T.E. Lawrence.  Buchan’s 

success was what Oppenheim wanted as a boy, and what 

Oppenheim thought he could achieve with the right training, but 

he was never able to have that training.  He grew wealthy, but 

he never became prominent or influential in British society.  At 

the same time, he never lost his reverence for the upper classes 

in spite of his failure to break into the ranks of the gentry.  If 

anything, he lived his life in accordance with his values.  For 

decades, Oppenheim had argued that men from the middle class 

could never rise in the world or practice or appreciate the arts of 

their betters.  His settling down on the Riviera, accepting the 

obsequious “Sir Phillips” of the maitres d’hotel, and further 

simplifying his plots to suit middle-class tastes were admissions 

that he had been right about the impenetrability of the class line 

--and that he had given up his hope of crossing it.  Throughout 

The Double Life of Mr. Alfred Burton and Simple Peter Cradd, and to 

a lesser extent in all his books, Oppenheim denounced the poor 

taste of the middle class, and expressed contempt for the narrow 

desire of its members for cheap, mass-produced luxuries.  His 

own life, however, was a very middle-class pursuit of just such 
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luxuries, albeit rarer and more expensive luxuries than most 

Britons could hope to afford.  Like any of his self-made 

millionaire characters, too, he believed that the rarity of his 

luxuries made them hallmarks of culture and sophistication 

rather than signs of mere vulgar acquisitiveness.  Justification by 

wealth was one of his particular horrors, yet he practiced it by 

increments for over thirty years.  It was perhaps appropriate that 

a man who had made a worldwide name for himself by 

advocating the value of class stratification should end his life 

and career by taking his proper place in the system he had so 

often defended. 

The fluffiness of Oppenheim’s Riviera works obscures 

the fact that he conveyed his well-defined economic and political 

views vividly in his pre-War books.  Through them, he tried to 

perpetuate the culture that created him, and he succeeded.  

Oppenheim, Wallace, and their contemporaries of the thriller, 

though nearly unread today and not taught in schools, had a far 

greater influence on the popular culture of the twentieth century 

than Joyce, Lawrence, or Orwell did.  Seventy years after Phillips 

Oppenheim’s death, when he is almost entirely forgotten, and 

would be entirely forgotten if not for an effort by Project 

Gutenberg Australia to digitize his works, WorldCat Identities 

indicates that libraries still hold more than 47,000 copies of his 

books.  If the average Oppenheim title, apart from The Great 

Impersonation (which itself sold over a million copies), sold ten 

thousand copies--and many did better than that--then 

Oppenheim put at least 2.6 million books into circulation during 

his career.  Many of these found their way to lending libraries 

and book clubs, which were popular institutions for lower 

middle-class and working-class readers, thereby increasing his 

readership significantly.  The sheer ubiquity of his stories in 

Britain subtly and steadily reinforced, through repeated 

emphasis, his readers’ existing ideas about the importance of 

subservience to authority, material gain and luxury, militarism, 
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prudery, hypocrisy, inequality among men and between men 

and women, and contempt for due process and human rights.  

He wove these elements together freely, added a dash of murder 

or espionage to give the reader a thrill of righteous indignation, 

and hid the crudity of his technique beneath the sparkle of gold 

plate and crystal, the chatter of waiters and the fizzing of 

Pommery.  In the States, his works appeared prominently in 

Collier’s and The Saturday Evening Post, which between 1926 and 

1941 had a combined circulation that was always over two 

million.412  Every week for most of the year during this era, 

millions of Americans would read a new chapter of an 

Oppenheim story, absorbing his glorifications of strong men and 

the aristocracy at the same time that American enthusiasm for 

fascism and eugenics was briefly on the rise.  He and his fellow 

thriller novelists helped to shape the culture of an entire century 

and to reinforce its militaristic and inegalitarian tendencies. 

A progressive critic might argue that Oppenheim’s entire 

oeuvre is summed up in the opening scene of the Sergio Leone 

film Duck, You Sucker!  A dusty, sweaty peasant waits by the side 

of the road for an approaching stagecoach.  The driver 

eventually allows him to board, although he must then crouch in 

a corner while the stage’s paying passengers, well-dressed and 

wealthy, chew their way through an expensive meal, amusing 

themselves by comparing him to an animal.  In the film, the 

peasant turns out to be a bandit who hijacks the stage and turns 

the tables on the elitists, but in an Oppenheim novel, the stage is 

never hijacked, and drives endlessly off into the distance. 

Oppenheim’s most popular work was 1921’s The Great 

Impersonation, but his best work, in terms of ingenuity and ethics, 

was Gabriel Samara, Peacemaker, published four years later.  Like 

H.P. Lovecraft’s At the Mountains of Madness, it is its creator’s 

finest work precisely because it is most unlike his usual stories.  

The title character, Gabriel Samara, is the highly competent post-

Soviet dictator of Russia who is rebuilding his country’s 
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industries by securing foreign investment and demobilizing a 

million soldiers to create a new workforce.  Germany, where the 

monarchist party is in the ascendancy, views Samara with 

hostility for his demobilization schemes, as the Russian armies 

had previously been officered and trained mostly by Germans, 

who had hoped to use the Russian forces to their own advantage 

in a war of revenge against France.  When the German Empire is 

restored, Samara attempts to demobilize another million troops, 

halving the size of the Russian army.  Germans agents 

subsequently play upon the soldiers’ reluctance to give up their 

comfortable, assured lifestyle and thereby spark a domestic 

movement for the restoration of the Russian monarchy.  As the 

rebels under their tsar-to-be prepare to move, Samara, rather 

than calling out the forces that remain loyal to him, destroys all 

weapons depots within five hundred miles of the rebel troops.  

He thereby forces the soldiers to protest peacefully in the streets 

of Moscow, averting civil war: 

 

“I have been fighting every minute of every day for the 

last three weeks.  I shall fight to the end, but concerning 

one thing I have sworn an oath in heaven, and no one 

shall make me perjure myself.  Enough blood has been 

shed in Russia.  What there is left is best preserved.  I 

shall resist monarchy with the last breath in my body, but 

not a single Russian soldier shall lose his life for or 

against me…While I live, Russia shall not fight Russia.”413 

 

Samara then calls a plebiscite on the question of the monarchy, 

and when it goes against him, retires to the south of France 

without protest.   

Oppenheim probably did not realize the importance of 

the character he created in Samara.  To him, it was sufficient that 

at the end of the story, two emperors once again sat on their 

rightful thrones and were prepared to turn their combined 
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armies against France in an inevitable and necessary historical 

convulsion of the type that H.G. Wells satirized in The Autocracy 

of Mr. Parham.  Gabriel Samara, of peasant stock, might have 

been a brilliant administrator, but not being nobly born, he never 

could rule properly.  Unfortunately for Oppenheim’s 

philosophical narrative, Samara’s unselfishness and idealism 

make it clear that he retained the moral advantage over the 

emperors.  The example of a dictator deliberately preventing a 

war he could win and handing over power as a matter of 

principle, rather than letting his people suffer, is unmatched in 

any other Oppenheim work, and indeed in few other works of 

the period, an era when dictatorship was increasingly seen as a 

virtue for its own sake.  Furthermore, Samara’s emphasis on the 

need for the complete demilitarization of Russia to prevent it 

from being drawn into expensive foreign adventures reflected 

contemporary American foreign policy--typified by the 

objections of the United States Senate to the League of Nations--

more so than it did any European approach to foreign affairs.  It 

is also a more significant step towards the abolition of warfare, a 

major theme in the 1920s, than would be widely proposed until 

the antiwar movement of the 1960s.  Most of Oppenheim’s 

characters are greedy for war or competition.  Gabriel Samara is 

greedy for peace.  That makes him an aberration in Oppenheim’s 

world, but a refreshing one for the reader jaded with looming 

conflicts and well-tailored spies. 

Although the genteel Oppenheim-type thriller has 

become less common since the 1930s, it is still to be found on the 

paperback racks in supermarkets, its authoritarian philosophy 

intact beneath the glamour of its settings.  Oppenheim’s closest 

intellectual heir in the early twenty-first century is the American 

author Stuart Woods, whose light books sandwich simple plots 

involving espionage or legal disputes between layers of elegant 

supporting detail.  Like his predecessor’s writing, Woods’s work 

is an expression of his fantasy life, and his heroes are variations 
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on himself, expressing the tastes and skills of their creator.  

Oppenheim and Woods share a further similarity in that their 

literary success allowed both men to live out forms of their 

fantasy lives, albeit less luxurious ones than those depicted in 

their stories, which represent a refinement of their desires.  Both 

men set their stories in locations with which they were familiar, 

with Woods using a Manhattan townhouse or penthouse in 

place of Oppenheim’s Milan Court, or a pseudo-ranch in Santa 

Fe in place of the gentleman’s country estate in Norfolk.  His 

characters are chauffeured about in an armored Bentley rather 

than an armored Rolls, and hurry across the Atlantic on their 

private jets instead of traveling first class on a Cunarder.  For 

Oppenheim and his contemporaries, the standard upper-class 

education was Eton and Oxford; for Woods, it is Groton and 

Yale.  Woods shares Oppenheim’s passion for good London 

tailoring, which is sometimes reflected in his British-tinted 

vocabulary with his use of words such as “bespoke” and 

“vigorish.”  Beyond vocabulary, however, he has a talent for 

weaving light, self-deprecating banter into his dialogue that has 

long been regarded as a trademark of British authors, including 

Oppenheim in his mature period, and which is uncommon west 

of the Atlantic, although the equally elitist William F. Buckley, Jr. 

also mastered the technique in his Blackford Oakes novels.  Late-

career Woods novels, like Oppenheim’s Riviera productions, 

have less complex plots than their author’s early works, and 

include increasing amounts of detail about the luxuries their 

characters can afford, reflecting Woods’s growing affluence and 

taste for the good life.  Unsurprisingly, his later books are more 

humorous than his early ones, again conforming to the 

Oppenheim pattern.  A point of difference between the two is 

that Woods is absolutely terrible about tying up loose ends, 

while Oppenheim accounted for his major plot points fairly well 

even when he was careless about minor details.  Woods is a 

messier writer than Oppenheim, changing the names of 
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characters and places from one book to the next and expecting 

that no one will notice, but since most of his works are part of a 

single series, with a new volume added every three months, 

such errors are easy for the casual reader to spot. 

Like Oppenheim, Woods is preoccupied with material 

comfort, though he is more obsessed with possessions than with 

food.  He details his characters’ material goods exhaustively, to 

the extent that his books sometimes resemble a catalogue or 

price list, as well as name-checking famous establishments and 

minor public figures.  Woods’s Sex, Lies & Serious Money makes 

an interesting companion piece to Oppenheim’s The Inevitable 

Millionaires; both stories follow the efforts of the newly rich to 

expend their wealth in various forms of conspicuous 

consumption.  The New York City restaurant Elaine’s was 

Woods’s version of the Milan Grill Room until it closed, with 

Patroon thereafter taking its place.  For more luxurious meals, 

Woods falls back on the Four Seasons, just as Oppenheim relied 

upon the Ritz and the Carlton.  Recurring themes in his cuisine 

include lobster and Dover sole, which were favorites of 

Oppenheim’s, veal in the form of osso bucco, and frequent 

helpings of beef, including steaks and chateaubriand.  To drink, 

he favors martinis; French wines, particularly Montrachet, 

Bordeaux, and first growths; single malt scotch, with Talisker his 

preferred distillery; and Knob Creek bourbon, which succeeds 

Wild Turkey as his protagonist’s favorite drink as their joint 

financial circumstances improve.  He agrees with Oppenheim as 

to the virtues of Veuve Clicquot, but prefers Krug to 

Oppenheim’s Pommery.  Woods is almost unique among 

modern non-romance authors in continuing to feature the formal 

dinner of multiple courses, finishing with cheese and vintage 

port, but such a dinner is an integral part of almost every 

Oppenheim story. 

Woods maintains many of the other conventions that 

Oppenheim established, including an attitude of tolerance 
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towards clever robbers, nonviolent criminals, or those who kill 

professional criminals or terrorists.  Both authors spend an 

extended amount of time on flirtation, with their chief point of 

difference being that Oppenheim’s hero tends to confine himself 

to the pursuit of one woman throughout a book and its sequels, 

while Woods’s protagonist rotates through several, sometimes 

allowing them to overlap.  Whereas Oppenheim was a 

committed prude, Woods treats sex merely as another of the 

many pleasures available to his self-indulgent characters.  

Nevertheless, he gives it far less space, as a rule, than he does 

descriptions of material objects, thereby reiterating Oppenheim’s 

underlying thesis about the relationship among good taste, 

wealth, and social status, a correlation Americans have long 

made and expressed in the Protestant work ethic.  Indeed, 

Woods’s books display an even greater sense of social 

stratification than Oppenheim’s do.  Virtually every one of his 

characters who is not a villain is either wealthy and well-

educated or else a servant.  Those who are not servants--and 

they are in the majority--regularly hobnob with the political elite, 

including national leaders and government ministers, and 

particularly with officials of the secret services on both sides of 

the Atlantic.  Just as Oppenheim’s popularity in the United 

States reached its peak in time with the first great enthusiasm for 

fascism in America, so Woods has achieved consistent success in 

conjunction with fascism’s second wind in the States.  Under the 

circumstances, Woods is far less restrained about his 

authoritarianism than Oppenheim was, gleefully flaunting the 

power his characters wield and the various ways they can use 

the military, police, governments, courts, and banks to solve 

their personal problems.  In Naked Greed, he expressed the 

opinion that a world in which the police never needed warrants 

to break into buildings or databases would be “heaven on 

earth.”  Sex, Lies & Serious Money features a number of 

characters, private citizens, who have managed to obtain New 
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York City gun licenses with little difficulty, although only about 

23,000 such licenses exist in a city of eight million.414  However, 

when a millionaire stalking victim asks his lawyer for advice on 

obtaining such a gun license, the lawyer tells him, “Don’t,” 

implying that the use of force is only permissible by those who 

are entitled to do so by holding positions of authority and 

should therefore be left to them.  Even if armed themselves, 

Wood’s characters always prefer to delegate their security to 

professionals, and explicit violence is as rare in Woods as it is in 

Oppenheim.  These quiet wealthy, living off their connections to 

the senior civil service, are Woods’s twenty-first century 

aristocracy, substituting for Oppenheim’s Edwardian gentry.  

Phillips Oppenheim and Stuart Woods represent one of 

the most ironic veins in English literature.  Both writers made 

lucrative careers out of pandering to the longings of the lower 

middle class and the working class for luxury and power.  Their 

work has helped to confirm the general public in its ongoing 

belief that it is good to have a small number of individuals acting 

as parasites on the general population and exercising the power 

of life and death over their fellows, an idea which the public 

ought to perceive as not only absurd, but also terrifying and 

insulting.  Oppenheim’s books were aspirational literature for 

the suburban, industrial middle class, but they were inherently 

deceitful as well.  He believed, and the construction of English 

society largely confirmed him in his belief, that the aspirations of 

the workers and the middle class could never be fulfilled 

because of inherent differences between gentlemen and churls.  

He wrote repeatedly that the existence of middle class was an 

economic and social problem for Great Britain, calling it an 

obstacle to the reestablishment of a harmonious society, yet he 

himself was a member of that same avaricious, pushing, not-

quite-quite bourgeoisie he criticized and mocked.  In light of his 

antecedents, for Oppenheim to write a hundred and sixty books 

consistently expressing such a self-abusive attitude can only be 
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described as masochism--but then, he was arguably writing for a 

masochistic audience.  For half a century, his ungentle readers 

paid him to tell them that their fate in life was fixed and 

hopeless, which was more self-abusive still.  But that, after all, is 

the underlying theme of the detective-thriller genre: how much 

punishment can John Bull take and still remain on his feet? 

In Oppenheim’s world, an unlimited amount. 
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Oppenheim the Gourmand 
 

 

The action of a Phillips Oppenheim novel, whether 

involving murder, abduction, burglary, high finance, or 

espionage, is generally confined to a series of interludes between 

the characters’ meals.  Class and cuisine, not psychology and 

plot, were Oppenheim’s dominant interests as an author.  In 

spite of the effort he claimed to devote to characterization, the 

human beings who appear in his works are little more than 

puppets used to advertise the values by which he lived his life.  

Foremost among those values was Oppenheim’s conviction that 

good food was synonymous with sophistication, gentility, 

honorably-acquired wealth, art, literature, and everything else 

he found desirable.  One of his epicurean financiers says, “‘It 

seems to me sometimes foolish that we respect our eyes by 

giving them beautiful things to look at, and our brains by giving 

them interesting studies to digest, and neglect our more material 

organs.  Artistically, I think it is gross to eat bad food, or to drink 

bad wine, or kiss an ugly woman.’”415  Gastronomy, to 

Oppenheim, was the highest form of art, one to which he paid 

tribute in his own art and which he strove to include in his own 

life.  Had his daughter ever asked him the famous question, 

“Daddy, what did you do in the Great War?” Oppenheim would 

have been forced to reply that he had lunched in the grill room.  

Constantly. 

Of course, had Oppenheim ever made such an 

admission, he might have defended himself by pleading his 
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social usefulness as a scribe of grill room life.  His portrayals of 

luxury living and international espionage were escapist fantasies 

for the middle and lower classes, bringing them into touch with 

the good things of life without actually modifying the social 

system that kept them in their places.  The majority of his 

references to food and drink were to items that most Britons 

would never have been able to afford, and which were therefore 

more desirable for their rarity.  Ironically, Oppenheim was 

sometimes known to mock the theory that a restless population 

could be tamed by sating its senses: “‘London has been almost 

feverishly gay lately and every one seems to have discovered a 

vogue for entertaining politicians.  There seems to be a sort of 

idea that dangerous corners may be rubbed off us by a judicious 

application of turtle soup and champagne.’”416  Nevertheless, the 

concept of food as a universal solution to problems, be those 

problems political, social, financial, or personal, was central to 

Oppenheim’s attitude towards life.  His early short novel One 

Little Thread of Life shows a good dinner deterring a man from 

suicide; in General Besserley’s Puzzle Box, the consumption of a 

single whisky and soda is sufficient to avert a prince’s 

murderous intentions.  Not content with being a purveyor of 

fictional bread and circuses, Oppenheim went so far as to argue 

that bread was all the circus anyone needed. 

Oppenheim dictated the majority of his works, a fact that 

suggests the constant mentions of food throughout his stories 

reflect not only his philosophy but also whatever their author 

was dreaming of eating at the moment of dictation.  As he made 

the transition from businessman to full-time writer in the first 

few years of the twentieth century, he began referring to food 

more often and described various dishes in increasing amounts 

of detail.  This shift was likely a twofold product of his 

retirement.  He was able to afford a full-time secretary, which 

allowed him to shift to dictation in the first place, and he was 

able to devote more time to eating and drinking, particularly in 
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social situations, which provided him with additional 

inspiration for his fantasies.  Oppenheim’s descriptions of food 

in his first novel are almost cursory, particularly when compared 

with similar descriptions in the works he produced on an 

assembly-line basis half a century afterward.  Many of his later 

books open in a restaurant or grill room, beginning as they 

continue.  To a certain extent, Oppenheim’s gastronomic tastes 

shifted in accordance with broader public tastes; he first 

mentioned cocktails in 1903, but they did not become a standard 

feature of his works until 1915, after which they appeared, often 

prominently, in all but four of his subsequent books.  His 

approach to describing food also varied depending on the genre 

and format of each project.  Oppenheim murder mysteries tend 

to have fewer and less elaborate food references than his political 

thrillers or humorous tales of con artists do, while his serial 

novels are more specific in their food references than his stand-

alone novels.  Oppenheim’s attention to culinary detail also 

waned when his story took place outside western Europe and 

intensified when his setting was London or Monte Carlo.  Even 

in books set in the English countryside, Oppenheim paid far less 

attention to the details of meals than he did when his characters 

were in Town.  Many Oppenheim works show a pattern in 

which the number and complexity of food mentions are most 

frequent at the beginning of the story, then diminish towards the 

end of the book as Oppenheim ran out of interest or had to 

squeeze the remainder of the plot into the available space.  Often 

he treated his characters to a celebratory drink or meal to round 

off the story, rather like the third movement of a concerto or the 

da capo section of an aria. 

The Double Life of Mr. Alfred Burton, the tale of how a 

marvelous fruit may be the means by which a man attains to 

perfect knowledge, is perhaps Oppenheim’s most 

psychologically significant book.  That which lies quietly in the 

background in his other work is brought forward and made 
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explicit here: his universal theme that all that is good in life 

stems from food, and that eating the right food is the first step on 

the road to gentility.  In this case, the power of food is sufficient 

to propel a man of the middle classes into the ranks of the 

gentry, but when deprived of that food, he returns to the 

condition into which he was born.  Nowhere else in 

Oppenheim’s works is the link between food and class made this 

explicit, although The Inevitable Millionaires also makes a strong 

argument for it.  The latter book follows the adventures of two 

merchant brothers who have recently become millionaires and 

decide to alter their way of life to reflect their new status.  From 

boiled beef and dumplings at a restaurant in the City, they 

progress to omelettes and champagne in the Cafe Parisien at the 

Milan Hotel, Oppenheim’s fictional counterpart to the Savoy 

Hotel.  Advised by their nephew, who aspires to be a young-

man-about-town, their meals grow steadily more elaborate, to 

the point where one of the brothers packs a gift basket with 

caviar, pate de foie gras, roast chicken, champagne, peaches, and 

muscatel grapes.417  Food plays a similarly central role in Judy of 

Bunter’s Buildings.  One of Oppenheim’s most ingenious--albeit 

implausible--books, the story depicts the smuggling of cocaine 

into London inside Dutch cheeses by an aristocratic gang whose 

members have first treated the drug to be harmless.  They then 

distribute it to their clientele, including much of the British 

nobility, through the medium of a fashionable restaurant, 

thereby preventing addiction and undermining the drug trade in 

general.418  It is worth observing here that the restaurant itself is 

another important distinction between the gentry and the churls 

in Oppenheim’s work.  His well-to-do characters, single or 

married, routinely eat all meals except breakfast in restaurants, 

even if they have homes with full staffs of servants at their 

command.  Such portrayals may simply reflect the affluence and 

conspicuous consumption of the pre-War Edwardian 

aristocracy, but they may also have been Oppenheim’s way of 
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suggesting that food is an art form and must be created by 

professional artists in the same way as painting, sculpture, or 

music.  The amateur who is a masterful cook, even if a woman, is 

usually out of place. 

Just as Oppenheim believed that women held a special 

and restricted position with regard to the rest of humanity, so he 

considered that they occupied a similar position in relation to 

food.  While he expected them to dine out regularly, he also 

expected them to be escorted by men; the unchaperoned woman 

he consistently describes as being exposed to the propositions of 

male diners, taking the men’s behavior for granted.419  

Nevertheless, he was active for so many years that his works 

also captured the loosening of the taboo against solo female 

diners.  1927’s Miss Brown of X.Y.O. mentions a large and 

popular restaurant “where, before the war, the sight of two 

young women at a table alone would have caused a great deal of 

remark.”420  Oppenheim further considered the female diner to 

be fussy and hard to please.  A publisher in one of his books says 

approvingly of a lady author who is decisive in the matter of 

ordering lunch, “‘If you only realised how much easier it is to 

take a woman out who knows what she wants!’”421  “‘One of the 

most important things in the world is for a girl to take an interest 

in her food,’” Oppenheim wrote in Matorni’s Vineyard.  “‘The 

girls who don’t, as a rule, take too many cocktails, smoke 

Virginian cigarettes, and carry suspicious-looking gold bottles in 

their bags.’”422  He elaborated on this theme in a later description 

of a dissipated young society woman: 

 

“By this time in the evening, Lucille has smoked so many 

cigarettes and drunk so many cocktails, that indigestion 

with her has become a habit.  You will see for yourself, if 

you watch, that she will take up that menu with a shiver.  

The thought of honest food will revolt her.  She will 

complain that there is nothing there fit to eat and finally 
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order some highly seasoned mess whilst the others go on 

their own.  As to wine, she will probably declare that the 

first bottle of champagne is corked and the second too 

sweet.  She will send for a cocktail to take the taste out of 

her mouth and then perhaps not touch her champagne 

till dinner is nearly over.”423 

 

Oppenheim expected his male characters to drink champagne by 

the magnum and cocktails by the shaker, but his women--his 

good women, at least, not his mysterious countesses--he made as 

sober as they were chaste.  He felt it was more attractive for 

them to take an interest in food alone.  “‘You do know how to 

order a dinner, Freddy,’” an Austrian baroness of his creation 

says to her boytoy.  “‘I am afraid that appeals to a Viennese 

woman.  We are always greedy.’”424  That statement merely 

amplifies his earlier declaration in Gabriel Samara, Peacemaker: 

“‘All healthy people are greedy,’”425 which in turn recalls how 

one of Oppenheim’s early conquests described him as having “‘a 

kind of greed for everything he saw.’”426  Ethics and convictions 

aside, Oppenheim’s gastronomy was rooted in his greed more 

than in anything else.  He was driven to consume, with his 

desire to imitate the casual improvidence of the gently-born 

intensifying his instincts.  The result was a canon of works 

sprinkled with menus in the same way that his more educated 

contemporaries littered their books with classical quotations. 

Estimating the total consumption of food and drink in 

Oppenheim’s works is sometimes difficult because he was fond 

of throwing large parties, both personally and professionally.  

While Oppenheim the man bequeathed to his literary executor 

files filled with meticulously-typed invitation lists for such 

parties, Oppenheim the author frequently neglected to tell his 

readers how many characters were sitting down to dinner at any 

given moment.  For example, his formal dinners almost 

invariably end with coffee, but without knowing whether the 
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party includes a dozen guests or fifty, it is impossible to say 

whether they consumed fifty cups of coffee or only twelve in the 

course of the evening.  Given this difficulty, the totals offered 

here are absolute minimums.  In all probability, the amount of 

consumption Oppenheim meant to imply was much higher.  

These estimates are based only on the occasions on which food is 

consumed in the present tense in Oppenheim's works.  They do 

not include abstract references to food, or descriptions of past or 

hypothetical future meals.  They do include orders placed in the 

present, or during flashbacks when an entire previous event is 

related in present tense.  Meals are counted singly regardless of 

the number of guests present, but individual drinks where 

specified are counted separately.  The serial novels The Face at the 

Window, A Daughter of the Stars, Missing, and Outlawed Love, 

which were never published in book form, were not included in 

this analysis. 

While modern English widely uses the French word filet, 

speakers and writers of Edwardian English used the translation 

“fillet,” with its differing pronunciation.  This was true even of 

French writers writing in the English language; Escoffier uses 

“fillet” throughout his texts, as does Ranhofer, and Oppenheim 

followed their lead.  This book therefore preserves the original 

spelling in spite of its unfamiliarity. 

 

 

The Menu 
 

Oppenheim’s characters, when they were not busy 

escaping from German agents or pursuing master criminals, 

found time to consume at least 180 breakfasts, 499 luncheons, 

772 dinners, and 151 suppers, as well as 22 unspecified meals 

and 78 teas.  An Oppenheim novel, on average, wedges the 

action of the plot into the gaps left between eleven different 

meals, or roughly one every three chapters.  His serial novels, 
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which only contain ten or twelve chapters apiece, are even more 

densely packed with eating and drinking; installments that do 

not contain some kind of meal are very rare, and the serials 

usually involve more total meals than his longer standard-

format novels.  Given his evolution as a writer and unconscious 

food critic, in his late works, his characters eat roughly twice as 

often as they do in his early works.  Oppenheim’s enthusiasm for 

food noticeably waxed and waned over the course of his career, 

tapering off during the deprivation of the Great War, 

rebounding to its highest level in the aftermath of that 

deprivation, and then receding temporarily around 1928 and 

again in the early 1930s.  The plot of 1924’s The Passionate Quest 

involves twenty-four meals, the most of any Oppenheim novel, 

although ten other books also include twenty or more meals; 

none were published prior to 1912.  Curious Happenings to the 

Rooke Legatees and The Mayor on Horseback, both from 1937, 

jointly hold the record for the greatest number of dinners in an 

Oppenheim book, at twelve each, while The Inevitable Millionaires 

includes the most luncheons: fourteen.  None of Oppenheim’s 

works involves more than five breakfasts, and the likelihood that 

his characters would eat breakfast diminished steadily over the 

course of his writing career.  Afternoon tea disappears from his 

late-period books, reflecting the physical and moral distance 

Oppenheim was putting between himself and England, and 

cocktail parties take its place. 

The range of Oppenheim’s gastronomic experience was 

large; he mentioned over 260 different items of food and 

approximately 200 types of drink in his books.  Much of this 

variety is concentrated in his later works, written after his 

retirement from business, and demonstrates his increasing 

familiarity with the tastes of high society.  It also reflects his 

growing interest in, and eventual relocation to, the south of 

France, as the dominant style of cooking in his novels is French 

haute cuisine, regardless of whether the story is laid in London or 
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Monte Carlo.  “I flatly declare that a man fed on whisky and 

dead bodies cannot do the finest work of which he is capable,” 

George Bernard Shaw proclaimed,427 yet the phrase “whisky and 

dead bodies” could adequately sum up Oppenheim’s approach 

to food much of the time.  Many Oppenheim meals feature the 

same often-repeated dishes, which were likely some of the 

author’s favorites in addition to typifying the prevailing styles of 

cooking in expensive restaurants at the time.  In several works 

from the 1930s, Oppenheim wrote real restaurants into his 

stories as a courtesy to their owners, something he had already 

been doing for decades for the Savoy Hotel, Hotel de Paris, 

Sporting Club, and La Turbie.  His novels were recognized in his 

own lifetime by the hotel proprietors and maitres d’hotel of the 

Riviera as valuable advertisements for the pleasures of the coast, 

and his descriptions of the cuisine of the Mediterranean are 

arguably the most realistic portions of those novels. 

A typical Oppenheim dinner, and often a typical 

luncheon as well if his characters are not in a hurry, follows the 

standard Edwardian formal pattern of hors d’oeuvres, soup, fish, 

and a main course, succeeded by salad, cheese, fruit, dessert, or 

port.  Oppenheim paid most of his attention to the earlier 

portions of his fictional meals; in the course of his 1,271 

luncheons and dinners, he mentioned dessert only twenty times 

and salad on only forty-four occasions.  Cheese and fruit are 

likewise rare in his menus, and port was a drink that 

Oppenheim did not begin to appreciate until late in his life.  In 

eating, as in everything else, he was most interested in those 

dishes that were the largest, most elaborate, and most important 

a restaurant could offer. 

In the majority of cases where Oppenheim mentioned 

hors d’oeuvres, he did so in the context of dinner or supper rather 

than luncheon.  His preference was the opposite of that of famed 

chef Auguste Escoffier, head chef at the Savoy Hotel, Paris Ritz, 

and Carlton Hotel, who opined, “Hors-d’oeuvres are pointless in 
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a dinner.”428  Curiously, Oppenheim came around to Escoffier’s 

view beginning in 1924, when he began to relocate to the Riviera.  

Thereafter, his characters ate their hors d’oeuvres at luncheon 

more often than at dinner, presumably in imitation of the 

sophisticates of Monte Carlo and Nice. 

Oppenheim’s favorite hors d’oeuvre by a significant 

margin was caviar, and his characters ate their way through at 

least seventy-three pots of it.  While he first served it in 1899’s A 

Millionaire of Yesterday, it made only sporadic appearances in 

subsequent works until 1927, when Oppenheim began including 

caviar in nearly every book he wrote.  A baroness enjoys it with 

crisp, thin toast and white wine;429 a Russian composer pairs his 

with Kummel;430 an actress drives the waiters at the Milan Grill 

to despair by pouring vinegar over hers, claiming it is too 

sweet.431  A dissolute young man, who claims he can no longer 

eat unless his food is something outrageous, declares, “‘My 

breakfast yesterday was caviare and a brandy and soda.’”432  The 

scarcity of caviar following the Russian Revolution may have 

prompted Oppenheim’s renewed interest in it, and his 

consequent enthusiasm when describing the qualities of really 

good caviar: “the only pot in the south of France--served with ice 

and lemon--large caviare, dull, of the colour of olives, procurable 

only by an epicure of boundless means and boundless influence 

with those who control the kitchen.”433  When a Frenchman 

lunching at the Ritz in London in 1928 complains that the caviar 

he has been served is too large, the waiter replies, “‘The perfect 

caviare is now hard to find.  One does one’s best.’”434  “Caviare is 

undoubtedly the richest and most delicate of hors-d’oeuvres, 

granted, of course, that it be of good quality and consist of large, 

light-coloured, and transparent particles,” Escoffier wrote.435  

After 1929, Oppenheim came to prefer his caviar to be served 

iced, with vodka, lemons, and hot toast.  It undoubtedly 

reminded him of what F. Scott Fitzgerald called “the lost caviare 

days” when the Riviera was full “of old kings come here to dine 
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or die, of rajahs tossing Buddha’s eyes to English ballerinas, of 

Russian princes turning the weeks into Baltic twilights.”436  

Caviar was all the golden pre-War days of conspicuous 

consumption condensed into a single aristocratic foodstuff, and 

Oppenheim valued it accordingly. 

Although his passion for oysters did not equal his 

passion for caviar, Oppenheim enjoyed them enough to mention 

them nearly as often as he did hors d’oeuvres in general.  He 

sometimes took them with lemon and was fond of pairing them 

with Chablis.437  “‘With the oysters there is but one wine,’” the 

maitre d’hotel of the Cafe de France asserts.  “‘The Vaudésir.  

Queen of all the Chablis.’”438  A fat middle-aged countess 

consumes a dozen oysters as part of a luxurious lunch at a 

restaurant in Nice, and the maitre d’hotel of the Milan Grill takes 

half a dozen and a pint of Sauterne for his supper.439  Oppenheim 

may have reserved his enthusiasm for caviar, but his 

contemporaries went into rhapsodies over oysters.  “‘I am 

opposed on principle to the cooking of oysters--but it is a dish so 

excellent that one may depart from the rules in its favour,’” Lord 

Peter Wimsey says.  “‘Fried in their shells, Miss Dorland, with 

little strips of bacon.’”440  “‘In the novels, all the naughty people 

take champagne and oysters,’” a Conan Doyle character remarks 

in 1891’s Beyond the City,441 poking gentle fun at Oppenheim’s 

future work.  Saki’s effete young aristocrat Clovis Sangrail even 

finds morality in oysters: 

 

“I think oysters are more beautiful than any religion.  

They not only forgive our unkindness to them; they 

justify it, they incite us to go on being perfectly horrid to 

them.  Once they arrive at the supper-table they seem to 

enter thoroughly into the spirit of the thing.  There’s 

nothing in Christianity or Buddhism that quite matches 

the sympathetic unselfishness of an oyster.”442 
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Escoffier was more pragmatic but just as positive, writing, 

“Oysters are the dish par excellence; their delicacy satisfies the 

most fastidious of epicures, and they are so easily digested that 

the most delicate invalid can partake of them freely.  With the 

exception of caviare, they are the only hors-d’oeuvres which 

should ever appear on the menu of a well-ordered dinner.”  He 

highly recommended oysters from Whitstable, Colchester, 

Burnham, and Zeeland, as well as French Marennes and Ostend 

oysters.443  No doubt oysters appealed to Oppenheim and his 

fellow society eaters in part because they had a reputation as 

aphrodisiacs dating back to Roman times.  What dish could be 

more appropriate for a light snack aboard the floating double 

bed? 

On especially luxurious occasions, Oppenheim would 

bring out the plovers’ eggs, a delicacy largely forgotten since the 

northern lapwing became a protected species throughout most 

of northern Europe.  He served them only at the finest London 

restaurants, including the Milan Hotel, at the Paris Ritz, and at a 

French princess’s chateau.444  Oppenheim never developed any 

great enthusiasm for plovers’ eggs, perhaps thinking they were 

too much like ordinary eggs, but according to a contemporary 

American reference guide, 

 

Plovers’ eggs have, however, a far higher reputation than 

the birds themselves.  They are delicious little morsels 

hard-boiled; they are incomparable in a salad or 

sandwich; and most admirable of all set like large opals 

in aspic jelly.  “Plovers’ eggs are generally eaten hard, 

and require seven or eight minutes to cook.  They are 

often used as border for mayonaise [sic] salads, or dished 

up on a rice-stand and garnished with aspic jelly.  They 

are also served in their shells and dished in a nest of 

moss.  In the latter case slices of brown bread and butter 

should be handed with them.  We have noticed this 
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spring that ready-boiled plovers’ eggs appear in the 

poulterers’ windows--price 8 cents each.”445 

 

In Judy of Bunter’s Buildings, the plovers’ eggs are followed by a 

new hors d’oeuvre, “‘wild rice from the hills of Burma with the 

most delicate preparation of chopped Chutney.’”446  Pate de foie 

gras makes half a dozen appearances in Oppenheim’s stories as 

an hors d’oeuvre, both at luncheon and dinner, sometimes with 

hot toast, and several more in the form of sandwiches.  One of 

his early novels, set at the end of the nineteenth century, shows a 

well-born young lady choosing between foie gras sandwiches and 

beef sandwiches for her picnic.447 

Exceptions such as pate aside, Oppenheim and his fellow 

Edwardians usually assumed that their hors d’oeuvres would be 

some form of seafood.  During dinner aboard a ship bound from 

Southampton to Bombay, a fussy old lady says of the hors 

d’oeuvres, “‘I never touch [them].  No one knows how long 

they’ve been opened,’”448 suggesting either caviar or another 

tinned seafood such as anchovies or sardines.  A more remote 

possibility was roe, which Oppenheim distinguished from the 

true caviar.  At one meal he served his characters roe with grilled 

Dover sole, though without specifying if it was the roe of the 

sole itself,449 but on another occasion he mentioned cod’s roe by 

name.  In the latter case, the hors d’oeuvres at dinner also included 

“raw tunny fish,”450 or tuna sushi, the sole occasion on which  

sushi makes an appearance in an Oppenheim novel.  The 

mussel, humble cousin of the oyster, he mentioned once only, in 

a book published in 1905, which features a journalist lunching on 

mussels at a Paris restaurant. 

It is clear from his novels that Oppenheim enjoyed his 

hors d’oeuvres, but he had considerably less interest in soup, 

referring to it a mere fifty-six times during the progress of nearly 

thirteen hundred meals.  He associated it with dinner far more 

often than with luncheon or supper and was often very vague 
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about its composition.  At an Italian restaurant in Old Compton 

Street, the diner is served grated macaroni in his soup,451 while at 

the Cafe Helder in Paris, the soup includes vegetables.452  

Oppenheim had no great fondness for a particular style of soup, 

as he did for caviar and oysters among the hors d’oeuvres, but he 

mentioned consomme more than any other variety.  It appears 

only once in his works prior to 1921, but returns at intervals 

thereafter, in its hot, cold, and clear varieties.  An uncommon 

presentation of consomme takes place at Ciro’s Grill in London, 

where the waiter reverently pours a glass of Amontillado sherry 

into the soup after serving it.453  Bouillabaisse Oppenheim did 

not discover until settling down on the Riviera, as he did not 

refer to it before 1927.  He frequently anchored his yacht off the 

beach at Garoupe, where a tiny restaurant on the shore catered 

to the beachgoers, and considered the bouillabaisse there to be 

“unsurpassed,” incorporating references to it into the novel The 

Bird of Paradise.454  The ingredients Escoffier specified for a 

Marseilles-style bouillabaisse included racasse and chapon 

(scorpionfish), dory, whiting, fielas (conger eel), boudreuil 

(angler or monkfish), spiny lobster, red mullet, gurnet (sea 

robin), onion, leek, tomato, garlic, parsley, saffron, bay, fennel, 

and olive oil.455 Borscht, which Oppenheim spelled “bortsch,” is 

never actually served in Russia in his novels, and is more 

commonly found aboard ship than in restaurants in his works.  

Although it is traditional to serve borscht with sour cream, he 

preferred it with ordinary cream in the majority of cases.  

Goulash, on the other hand, is exclusively the food of Russians, 

Russian exiles, or eastern Europeans from various fictitious 

nations.  Like bouillabaisse, these Slavic dishes were among 

Oppenheim’s new discoveries during the 1920s, and he used 

them to season his work with just a touch of realism. 

As early as 1861, English food writer Isabella Beeton 

referred to turtle soup as “the most expensive soup brought to 

table,”456 but in spite of Oppenheim’s penchant for rare and 
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expensive foods, he mentioned turtle soup only twice, in two 

consecutive but unrelated works written in 1935.  This paucity of 

references suggests that he may have tried it and disliked it, 

though he noted that, like consomme, it could be served with a 

wineglassful of Amontillado.457  It is also possible that 

Oppenheim considered turtle soup to be unworthy of his 

attention either gastronomically or socially.  Due to its expense 

and difficulty of preparation, few London restaurants served it 

fresh, and most turtle soup at the time was obtained in tins from 

specialist grocers.  Escoffier recommended Pecriaux of London 

for prepared turtle soup,458 while cookbook author Lady Clark of 

Tillypronie favored the Ship and Turtle Tavern in Leadenhall 

Street.  When preparing the soup fresh, she also advocated 

beheading the turtle at night for best results.459  Turtle soup itself 

is little more than a beef consomme, heavily seasoned, with bits 

of green turtle floating in it.  Oppenheim similarly snubbed 

bouillon by omission; whenever he mentioned it by name, it was 

being served on board ship, on one occasion with toast.460  That 

is a fairly obvious indication that he thought of it as a food for 

travelers rather than for serious diners.  Likewise, petite marmite, 

in Oppenheim’s view, was more likely to be served at small 

restaurants in the London slums than in its country of origin.  

The novelist Radclyffe Hall described petite marmite as being 

made from a chicken carcass and a few cabbage leaves,461 but the 

more elaborate restaurant version required beef, a marrowbone, 

and chicken necks and gizzards, together with carrots, turnips, 

leeks, cabbage, and celery.462  The lesser soups in the Oppenheim 

oeuvre were bisque, minestrone, and herring soup, the latter 

concocted by a Finnish steward on board an airplane fleeing the 

Soviet Union during the War.463  Each of these Oppenheim 

mentioned once apiece. 

Oppenheim referred to stews only a dozen times, but 

from the contexts in which he did so, it is clear that he saw them 

primarily as appropriate fare for explorers, workers, or 
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emergencies.  Consequently, his stew choices show more variety 

than do his soup choices, running the gamut from the simple to 

the unheard-of.  An aristocratic Englishman landing from his 

yacht on an island somewhere in southeast Asia may 

condescend to eat rice for dinner, but he accompanies it with 

beef stew.464  (One can almost hear the sailors rendering a chorus 

from H.M.S. Pinafore in the background.)  Working girls dine on 

chicken stew at a Russian cafe,465 and Irish stew, composed of 

alternating layers of potatoes, mutton, and onions,466 is a 

recurring choice for Oppenheim’s Londoners.  A detective and 

his companions, lost in the Egyptian desert in pursuit of a 

criminal mastermind, declare after being rescued that goat stew 

and sherbet taste better than chicken and champagne ever did.467  

When a reforming politician is being harried by his professional 

and personal duties, his secretary has him to dinner at her flat 

and cooks him an oyster stew in a chafing-dish at the table,468 a 

simple process according to contemporary recipes: “Oysters and 

their liquor boiled one minute; boiling cream in another 

saucepan added with salt, pepper and butter to the oysters.”469  

A young diplomat escaping the USSR goes to ground at a 

nobleman’s hunting lodge in Poland for a week, where the 

family retainers serve him stews of bear, hare, rabbit, and 

birds.470  Businessmen scouting for bauxite mines in eastern 

Europe revive themselves with venison stew in a ruined castle.471  

No Oppenheim stew, however, was as exotic as the rabbit and 

money stew that an African king shared with two visiting 

explorers in a gesture of politeness in A Millionaire of Yesterday.472  

This was a far cry from the cuisine of the Riviera, but then 

Oppenheim would have no more thought of serving stew on the 

Riviera than he would have considered ordering water rather 

than a cocktail at the Sporting Club bar. 

After the soup course was taken away, Oppenheim’s 

interest in his meal revived, and so did that of his characters, 

who between murders ate their way through at least 136 fish and 
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shellfish of a dozen different types, excluding bivalves and fish 

used in soups.  Fewer than a quarter of Oppenheim’s references 

to fish are nonspecific.  Among the remainder, his clear favorite 

is the sole, of which his characters consumed more than three 

dozen.  The first mention of sole in his works occurs in 1912’s For 

the Queen, after which it appears sporadically until 1929, and 

then frequently thereafter.  Oppenheim’s preparation of choice 

was sole Colbert, which he described on one occasion, when 

served at a small restaurant in Lombard Street, as fried sole with 

lemon.473  Escoffier’s recipe called for breading the fillets of sole 

in milk and flour, frying them, and topping them with “butter a 

la Maitre d’Hotel,” or butter blended with parsley and lemon 

juice.474  A simple dish in theory, its degree of excellence 

depended heavily upon the quality of the cooking and service at 

an establishment.  “Delicious, when prepared by the hand of the 

master, but tragic failures otherwise” was how the 1935 

Gourmet’s Book of Food and Drink referred to sole dishes.475  

“‘When God created soles He left his work unfinished,’” the 

English journalist Holbrook Jackson commented.  “‘It was not 

completed until He had created Colbert.’”476  The popularity of 

sole Colbert in Oppenheim’s later novels may be a reflection of 

its increasing commonality on contemporary menus.  Mrs. 

Beeton’s Book of Household Management, a classic nineteenth-

century British cooking text, contains no recipe for sole Colbert 

in the original 1861 edition, but does in the 1915 edition,477 and 

establishment writers including Alec Waugh and Beverley 

Nichols repeatedly mentioned it in their works during the 1920s.  

As it was a fashionable dish, Oppenheim associated it in thought 

and in writing with the fashionable restaurants of London rather 

than with those of the Riviera, particularly with the fictitious 

Milan Grill Room, where his characters sometimes pair it with 

Chablis.478  Sole Colbert is also served at the Savoy Grill,479 the 

Ritz Grill Room,480 and the Cafe de Lyon.481  The Cafe de France 

in Paris offers its own variant of the dish, the Sole Colbert 
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Angelesco, named after its maitre d’hotel, whom Oppenheim called 

one of the most famous in Europe.482  The Milan and Savoy are 

further known for their grilled sole, which is customarily filleted 

by the maitre d’hotel at the table,483 making for a welcome break in 

discussions of espionage or high finance.  Both establishments 

serve their Dover sole grilled, with roe at the Savoy,484 while at 

the Milan the fish is accompanied by a carafe of light beer.485 

Another of Oppenheim’s favorite methods of preparing 

sole was sole Otero,486 which his characters order in the West 

End and at Mario’s Club (“‘they do it so well here’”) during the 

1920s and 1930s.487  One of Oppenheim’s aristocratic 

revolutionaries dines off sole Otero with his fellow socialists the 

evening before they prepare to upend the government.  The term 

“sole Otero” was applied by Escoffier to a dish previously 

known as sole Olga, with the renaming referring to the Spanish 

courtesan and dancer La Belle Otero, the most scandalous 

woman in Europe before the Great War.  Escoffier also named a 

consomme after her; the labeling was part of his attempt to 

encourage women to dine in public restaurants by 

commemorating famous women of the day on his menu.  “It is 

possibly through the dish of Filet de Sole Otero that the memory 

of this flamboyant personality is most effectively kept alive.”488  

The dish itself consists of the skins of baked potatoes filled with 

shrimps’ tails and poached sole topped with Mornay sauce (a 

white cheese sauce) and grated cheese.489 

Of course, in Oppenheim’s gastronomic fantasies, which 

he took the trouble to publish for general consumption, the 

Milan Grill was able to prepare sole in other fashions as well, 

among them “sole a la Normandy.”  For Lady Clark, sole “a la 

matelot Normande” was a simple baked sole in white wine 

sauce, garnished with oysters and anchovy butter.490  The 

restaurant version of sole Normande was considerably more 

complex, surrounding the sole with mussels, poached oysters, 

shrimps’ tails, mushrooms, truffles, gudgeons, and crayfish, with 
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the sole itself being poached rather than baked, and the whole 

finished in a cream sauce.491  Oppenheim recommended pairing 

it with Pommery Brut 1904.492  Sole Marguery, another Milan 

favorite,493 was a simplified version of the more elaborate sole 

Normande: poached sole in white wine with mussels and 

shrimps’ tails.494  The American chef George Rector worked at 

Au Petit Marguery in Paris for over two years in order to master 

the sauce for the dish before returning to New York City with 

the recipe, where the famous gastronome Diamond Jim Brady 

declared, “If you poured this sauce over a Turkish towel, I 

believe I could eat all of it!”495 

Elsewhere in Oppenheim’s London, a small restaurant in 

Soho serves sole Georges, presumably a specialty of the house.496  

(A similarly-named modern dish at Chez Georges in Paris 

features the sole in a Pouilly cream sauce.)   Kettner’s in the same 

district offers grilled sole,497 and Oppenheim’s characters also 

order sole at Ciro’s Grill498 and at the Embassy, the most famous 

nightclub of the day, where the author himself ate frequently, on 

at least one occasion with Edgar Wallace.  When he referred to 

the sole at the Embassy as being accompanied by a “delicious” 

sauce, he was presumably speaking from experience.499  Sole’s 

popularity even reached the provinces by the 1930s, when 

Oppenheim ordered it for a traveler at the Maid's Head Hotel in 

Norwich.500  These variations represent only a few of the changes 

that were rung on the theme of sole by chefs in the early years of 

the twentieth century; Escoffier included forty-six different 

recipes for sole in his work on modern cookery.  It is entertaining 

to speculate on how many of those forty-six recipes Oppenheim 

may have tried during his career, apart from those he relished so 

much that they invaded his Riviera dreams with memories of 

London cooking. 

Salmon made its first appearance in an Oppenheim tale 

in 1912, and then disappeared again until 1921, to recur 

infrequently thereafter, though slightly more often in 
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Oppenheim’s last few dozen books.  His characters eat it for 

luncheon and dinner with equal enthusiasm, or even served cold 

for supper on occasion.  They eat it everywhere from the Milan 

to the Hotel de l’Europe in Warsaw501 to the Hotel de Paris in 

Monaco.502  Smoked salmon in particular is often a transition 

course within an elaborate meal, bridging the gap between the 

hors d’oeuvres of caviar or oysters and the main fish course.  

Oppenheim repeatedly paired his two favorite fishes, with the 

salmon giving way directly to the sole both at the Milan and the 

Savoy.503  He also considered it an appropriate course for a light 

luncheon on board a millionaire’s yacht, and one that would 

have a special appeal to the two Soviet politicians whom the 

yacht’s owner threw overboard after lunch, having lured them 

aboard in order to punish them for crimes against humanity.504  

“‘No fish,’” one of Oppenheim’s characters remarked wryly 

another time, ‘“has such curious habits as the salmon.’”505 

Smoked salmon aside, the preparation of salmon was less 

important to Oppenheim than the fish’s origins.  One of his 

favorite varieties was Loire salmon, which Ciro’s in Monte Carlo 

served with an unspecified sauce.  “‘Very good fish, but short 

season,’” was how a French nobleman described it.506  Also 

called “the most emblematic fish in the Loire,” it is a subspecies 

of the Atlantic salmon.  The damming of the river in the 

nineteenth century, combined with a growing demand for the 

fish by gourmands, caused the salmon population to fall from 

approximately 100,000 in the 1800s to around 500 by 2005.  The 

French government prohibited salmon fishing in the Loire 

altogether in 1984,507 thereby making Loire salmon one of the lost 

items of Oppenheim’s cuisine.  A local recipe for its preparation 

recorded by English cookery writer Elizabeth David calls for 

frying the salmon in butter and white wine--Muscadet or dry 

Anjou--and serving it with plain potatoes and sliced 

cucumber.508  Almost as remote from modern western cuisine is 

the Volga salmon, a variety of the little-known Caspian 
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salmon.509  Although Oppenheim considered it fit for an 

epicure’s dinner,510 the American journalist Eugene Lyons 

described it as “bland.”511  In Vienna, as World War II breaks out, 

a British diplomat dines on “‘the first of the young salmon from 

our own noble river’” at one of the city’s small but excellent 

restaurants.512  The Danube salmon, or huchen, is a freshwater 

fish endemic to the Danube basin that can reach the size of a 

man.  “Very fast, lean, and elegant.  And very beautiful,” a 

modern conservationist said of it.513  The Science of Cooking, a 

Hungarian cookbook from the late 16th century, recommends 

boiling the huchen and serving it with a sauce made from wine, 

flaky biscuits, honey, grapes, almonds, apples, and saffron.514  

While Oppenheim had nothing to say about the cooking of 

huchen, he did advocate pairing it with an 1884 Bernkasteler 

Doctor.  On another occasion, he called salmon “the one fish for 

which an epicure reserves his choicest brand of Hock or 

Moselle,” in that instance describing how the freshly-caught 

salmon was accompanied by a famous still Moselle.515 

In contrast to his very definite views on the cooking of 

sole, Oppenheim offered his readers few observations on how 

salmon should be prepared.  His millionaires sometimes lunch 

on grilled salmon at the Milan,516 and when an uncouth French-

Moroccan actress orders sauerkraut with hers, the waiter is in 

despair.  “‘She is a lunatic!’” he cries.517  Apart from that moment 

of outrage, and a single mention of sauce, Oppenheim’s books 

have nothing to say about cooking salmon.  Escoffier, on the 

other hand, recorded twenty-seven recipes for preparing salmon, 

many of which involved poaching or braising the fish in white 

wine.518  Lady Clark argued for the versatility of breaded salmon, 

and its usefulness for breakfast, luncheon, or informal dinners.519  

The traditional Scottish preparation required the fish to be boiled 

in salt water, as nearly brine as possible, a combination 

popularly known as a “Tweed Kettle.”  “At Abbotsford, when a 

kettle was served on Sir Walter [Scott]’s fishery, the usual 
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accompaniment to it was oat-cakes and flour-scones well 

buttered, no sauce being thought of other than that with which 

the ‘venison of the waters’ had been boiled, with perhaps a drop 

or two of vinegar.”520  Such a simple approach is unlikely to have 

appealed to Oppenheim, and was certainly not what he was 

imagining when recalling his luncheons on the terrace at Ciro’s 

in the midst of composition. 

After salmon, in Oppenheim’s estimation, came trout.  

However, it was one of his later enthusiasms; three-quarters of 

the trout eaten in his novels is consumed in books written after 

1932.  It is served once for breakfast and once for dinner in its 

first two appearances, and thereafter invariably for luncheon.  

Trout is also one of the more luxurious of Oppenheim’s food 

choices, as it is usually eaten by aristocratic characters in very 

genteel surroundings.  A princess from eastern Europe and her 

entourage lunch on river trout at a hotel in her capital city,521 as 

do a con artist and his noble mark at the latter’s Georgian 

country house outside Bath.  Their trout had been freshly caught 

in the stream running through the baronet’s park, and they 

accompany it with Romanee Conti.522  In Scotland, a marquess’s 

family breakfasts on freshly broiled trout, together with 

salmon.523  Those three occasions are also the only instances 

when trout is served somewhere other than the south of France 

in an Oppenheim book.  For example, a marquis and the 

American crook whom he is wooing lunch on freshly-caught 

trout with butter at his chateau.524  Oppenheim’s own favorite 

spot to eat trout was the Colombe d’Or in the village of Saint 

Paul de Vence, where it was caught in a local stream and 

accompanied by the local white wine.525  “The smallest 

restaurant in the Gorge du Loup,” a nearby scenic valley, served 

it in a similar fashion;526 his protagonists also ordered trout at the 

Soleil527 and Decat’s528 in Monte Carlo.  The contexts in which 

Oppenheim included trout tended to frame it as an example of 

conspicuous consumption.  His characters ate trout either 
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because they were wealthy enough to own their own trout 

streams, or because it was more expensive to order a freshwater 

river fish than a saltwater fish at a restaurant located near the 

Mediterranean shore. 

As with salmon, Oppenheim had little advice to offer on 

the cooking of trout.  Instead, he emphasized that the trout must 

be fresh, either for superior flavor or for the purpose of showing 

one could afford to pay for shipping live trout around the 

country, or both.  His attitude also reflected general culinary 

practice at the time.  Both Lady Clark and Escoffier 

recommended simply broiling or sauteing freshwater trout, the 

latter specifying court-bouillon for that purpose, and serving 

them with melted butter or hollandaise sauce.  Escoffier strongly 

advocated a method of preparation known as truites au bleu, in 

which the fresh trout is plunged into boiling court-bouillon 

immediately after being killed and gutted, and is cooked so 

quickly that its skin cracks and turns blue.  He drew a further 

distinction between methods of preparing large and small trout, 

with most of his recipes for large trout calling for various types 

of mousses, including tomato, crayfish, lobster, shrimp, 

capsicum, physalia, green pimento, herb, Volnay, and 

Chambertin mousses.529  Bridging the gap between salmon and 

trout in Oppenheim’s novels is an ambiguous reference to the 

“salmon trout.”530  The phrase is a literal translation of Salmo 

trutta, the taxonomic name for the brown trout, a sea-run trout 

common across Europe and widely introduced elsewhere in the 

world, and the name salmon-trout is used for it in contemporary 

texts without further explanation.  Escoffier called it the typical 

specimen of the large trout: “In its many preparations, salmon-

trout may be replaced by salmon, and all the recipes relating to 

the former may be adapted to the latter.”531  Upon its sole 

appearance in his works, Oppenheim fed it to a character for 

dinner, suggesting that he considered it, like salmon, to be a 

heartier and more elaborate meal than river trout. 
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Sole, salmon, and trout dominate Oppenheim’s fish 

courses almost to the exclusion of all other species.  Every so 

often, while upon the Riviera, his characters would come across 

a mostelle, and would receive it with “an air of reverent 

admiration,” at least when it was served at the Casino at Juan-

les-Pins, where it appeared on the lunch menu.532  The Hotel de 

Paris in Monte Carlo offered the fish to its patrons for dinner in 

1929, the first occasion on which Oppenheim mentioned it.533  In 

a superb and almost certainly unconscious bit of irony, he 

included it in a word-picture of one of his favorite restaurants in 

Antibes, where the tables “overhung the deep diving pool, in the 

waters of which the searchlight, arranged by amateur fishermen, 

disclosed white-bellied fish, loup and mostelle, darting eagerly 

towards the unusual illumination.”534  This arrangement allowed 

diners to enjoy their mostelle both alive and dead, with the 

senses of sight and taste simultaneously, in a typical example of 

Oppenheim overindulgence.  The mostelle, or forkbeard, is a 

species of hake, a member of the cod family.  The Gourmet’s Guide 

to Europe called it “the special fish of this part of the coast [the 

Riviera].  It is as delicate as a whiting, and is split open, fried, 

and served with bread crumbs and an over-sufficiency of melted 

butter.”535  “This fish is very delicately flavoured,” the Larousse 

Gastronomique concurs.  “It is scarcely possible to eat it except in 

the places where it is caught, as it deteriorates when 

transported.”536  As for the mostelle’s companions in the diving 

pool, the loup, or European bass, a funeral party consumes 

“planked loup” for luncheon at the Hotel de Paris in the bass’s 

sole appearance as food rather than decor in an Oppenheim 

book.537  Planking involves grilling a fish on a wooden board, 

usually a piece of cedar, a departure from the more usual 

methods of preparation popular early in the century.  A Guide to 

Modern Cookery suggests treating small bass as sole and large 

bass as turbot for culinary purposes.538  The turbot, a European 

flatfish prized for its rarity, is similarly elusive in both life and 
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Oppenheim’s novels.  “All fish sauces may be served with 

turbot,” Escoffier declared,539 and Oppenheim once selected 

turbot in a lobster sauce for the fish course at a dinner of high-

class criminals at a mansion in Belgrave Square.540  A related 

recipe is turbot a la Careme, or boiled turbot “covered with a 

creamy stew of small shellfish.”  The dish was named after a 

famous French cook who never served turbot with any sauce 

other than melted butter.541 

Lower-class fish did not hold Oppenheim’s attention to 

the same extent that their more expensive counterparts did.  

Although he mentioned sardines several times, he only fed them 

to characters who ate in small restaurants542 or poor 

households,543 occasionally as an informal hors d’oeuvre.  Once, in 

a Russian cafe, he paired them with anchovies.544  Simple Peter 

Cradd, Oppenheim’s fictional version of himself, catches 

flounder, which he calls “dabs,” from his boat off the Norfolk 

coast and later eats them for dinner.545  Kippered herrings are 

either the supper of a young man too dissipated to know what 

time of day it is,546 or the breakfast fare of a middle-class 

boarding house in London.547  “A thin, bony haddock” serves as 

the centerpiece of a middle-class family breakfast,548 while a 

failed stage hypnotist dines on fish salad at Imano’s in 

London.549  Cheap fish for cheap people was Oppenheim’s way 

of thinking, and not much of it, either. 

Apart from oysters and the occasional mussel, the only 

other shellfish that Oppenheim featured was the lobster.  While 

his characters ate lobster as early as 1896, Oppenheim’s 

enthusiasm for it peaked between 1923 and 1933.  The novels he 

wrote during this period include more than half of the roughly 

two dozen lobster dishes to be found in his stories; after 1933, 

lobster vanished almost completely from his works.  Oppenheim 

heroes and heroines cheerfully took their lobster at any meal of 

the day except breakfast, although they enjoyed it more often for 

luncheon and dinner than for supper.  They drank a range of 
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white wines with it, usually champagne but sometimes still 

wines.  They ate it in restaurants all over Europe, including the 

Ritz Grill Room (which served a specifically English lobster)550 

and the Milan Grill in London,551 the Abbaye de Theleme in 

Paris,552 the Cafe de Paris in Monte Carlo,553 the Carlton Hotel in 

Cannes,554 the Madrid in Nice,555 and the Eden Roc in Antibes.556  

Once in a great while they ate it in a private home.  Peter Cradd 

and his unattainable upper-class woman dine on lobster and 

champagne at his Norfolk cottage,557 and a financier 

recuperating from a stint in prison at a similar cottage shares the 

same meal with a noblewoman who arrives to seduce and 

blackmail him.558   

Oppenheim’s earliest references to lobster treat it as a 

light, simple dish, but his later books predominantly include 

elaborately-cooked versions.  The first lobster to appear in his 

works took the form of lobster salad, served outdoors at a 

shooting luncheon on an estate in Norfolk.559  In 1921, 

Oppenheim experienced a sudden brief enthusiasm for lobster 

mayonnaise, or slices of lobster tail laid on a bed of lettuce and 

covered with mayonnaise sauce, anchovies, capers, and olives.560  

An American businessman and a countess share lobster 

mayonnaise with Chateau Yquem at her mansion in Grosvenor 

Square,561 while a mysterious philanthropist offers it to a band of 

amateur spies at a hotel in Brighton, this time with Chablis.562  

From then on, Oppenheim apparently forgot it ever existed, 

instead favoring two different recipes for hot lobster. 

The first of these two preparations, and Oppenheim’s 

own favorite, was lobster Newberg, an American import from 

Delmonico’s in Manhattan.  Although created by chef Charles 

Ranhofer, lobster Newberg was based on a suggestion made by 

sea captain Ben Wenberg, after whom the dish was initially 

named.  When Wenberg disgraced Delmonico’s by brawling in 

the restaurant, Lorenzo Delmonico rebranded lobster a la 

Wenberg as lobster Newberg, using an anagram of the original 
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name.563  The recipe given for lobster Newberg in Ranhofer’s 

cookbook, The Epicurean, describes boiling lobster tails in salt 

water for twenty-five minutes, frying them in clarified butter, 

and finally simmering them in a sauce compounded of cream, 

Madeira, and cayenne.564  By the first decade of the twentieth 

century, while Ranhofer’s method remained the standard for 

preparing pre-cooked Newberg-style lobster, large restaurants 

also used a faster variation in which the live lobster was cut up 

and fried in butter, then finished in a sauce of cream, Marsala, 

brandy, and the lobster’s ground intestines, or tomalley.565  The 

latter variant would have been the form of lobster Newberg that 

Oppenheim and his protagonists ate for lunch at the Savoy 

Grill,566 and that his spies and actresses devoured at the Milan.567  

On the other hand, the diplomat and colonel who lunched at 

Sherry’s in New York City probably experienced lobster 

Newberg along the lines of Ranhofer’s original recipe.568  So too 

did the post-Soviet dictator of Russia when treating a Romanov 

princess to luncheon at the Ritz-Carlton.  “‘If you are really 

going to give me lobster newburg I shall keep your secret!’” she 

assured him flirtatiously.569  Oppenheim could never resist 

reminding his readers of the power of gourmet cooking. 

The second lobster recipe that Oppenheim favored was 

“lobster Americaine,” upon which a spy and a young lady dine 

at a London restaurant in his books.570  The dish began life as 

Langouste nicoise, created by Auguste Escoffier as a young chef in 

Nice.  He renamed it Langouste provencale upon moving to 

another restaurant, and when he arrived in Paris to cook at the 

Moulin Rouge, he again rebranded it, this time as Homard a 

l’americaine, varied sometimes with Petites langoustes a 

l’americaine.  Escoffier’s recipe called for sauteing the lobster with 

white wine, Armagnac, shallots, tomatoes, and spices, and 

enriching the sauce before serving with a mixture of butter, 

lemon juice, and the lobster’s intestines.571  Homard and langouste 

are the French terms for the European lobster and spiny lobster, 
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respectively; connoisseurs generally regarded the former as a 

more prestigious dish.  On the Riviera, however, at least in 

Oppenheim’s view, langoustes were a delicacy rather than an 

inferior substitution.  According to his telling, the luncheon 

menu at La Reserve in Beaulieu featured “‘Les Petites Demoiselles 

de Beaulieu--small langoustes of most divine flavor,’” paired with 

Montrachet.572  This is the dish of choice for an English peer and 

an American adventuress lunching there, accompanying his 

attempted seduction of her and her exploitation of him, except 

that Oppenheim refers to the lobsters as “the mesdemoiselles of 

Beaulieu” instead.573  When a detective takes a convict’s wife to 

supper at a London nightclub, he calls for a petite demoiselle 

lobster accompanied by mayonnaise and Piesporter.574  Far from 

the French coast, the voice of the lobster still echoed in 

Oppenheim’s ear and shaped his stories accordingly. 

Fish gives way to fowl as a rule in an Oppenheim novel.  

Although the British have traditionally had a reputation as a 

beef-loving people, Oppenheim broke with this stereotype in his 

works, motivated either by his personal tastes or by the absence 

of beef from the upper-class menus of the day that he mirrored 

in his novels.  His characters ate at least 132 birds, and he 

mentioned birds nearly four times as often as he did beef.  Two 

thirds of the references to fowls in his books are to chicken, at 

that time an expensive meat consumed chiefly by the wealthy.  

Not until the 1960s, with the advent of factory farming, 

antibiotics, and American exports, did high-quality chicken 

become available to the average European.575  To the modern 

reader, the chickens fluttering through Oppenheim’s books may 

seem commonplace, but to his contemporaries, they were 

additional reminders of the wealth and sophistication of his 

protagonists.   

Oppenheim included chicken in his first several novels 

before largely ignoring it until the beginning of the War.  

Thereafter, it made regular appearances in his books until the 
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early 1920s, to reappear in three brief concentrations in the late 

1920s and early and late 1930s.  The pattern suggests that 

Oppenheim periodically became bored with chicken and forgot 

about it until a talented maitre d’hotel could persuade him to 

make the experiment again.  1942’s The Man Who Changed His 

Plea involves the highest chicken consumption of any 

Oppenheim book at four birds; 1915’s The Hillman, 1931’s Simple 

Peter Cradd, and 1940’s The Grassleyes Mystery each account for 

three more.  The appearance of chickens in his novels coincided 

to some extent with periods of war and economic tension, when 

nationalism and shortages resulted in chicken becoming scarcer 

and comparatively more prized.  In his early works, Oppenheim 

often made chicken the food of invalids rather than of healthy 

people, as in the case of the survivor of a shipwreck who asks for 

chicken and a bottle of wine, with which his nurse provides him 

on the condition that he is strong enough to finish the meal.576  

He did not serve chicken for dinner at all until 1910, and while it 

became somewhat common in his stories thereafter, he still 

preferred it for luncheon.  More than half of all chickens in 

Oppenheim books are eaten at luncheon; the remainder are 

unevenly divided between dinner and supper.  Oppenheim’s 

characters washed their chickens down with an assortment of 

wines that included champagne, burgundy,577 Bordeaux,578 

claret,579 and Chianti.580 

At least sixteen different preparations of chicken appear 

throughout Oppenheim’s novels.  As with other courses, he 

favored a few of these possibilities over the rest.  Foremost 

among them was the simple roast chicken, sophisticated enough 

to be served at Riviera villas581 and London restaurants alike.582  

One of his millionaires includes it in a gift basket for his young 

lady alongside caviar and pate.583  In 1938, as a European war 

looms, a double-agent naval officer and the countess who was 

serving as his courier for naval secrets gather in a suite at the 

Milan and order “plainly roasted chicken” for dinner, the 
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socially responsible choice under the circumstances.584  And by 

plainly roasted, the English meant very plainly roasted indeed.  

Mrs. Beeton’s Book of Household Management instructs the cook to 

stuff the crop alone--not the body cavity--of the chicken with 

breadcrumbs, spices, and chopped liver before roasting.  The 

only sauce recommended is the chicken stock seasoned with a 

few spoonfuls of onion and carrot.585  Lady Clark had little to say 

about roast chickens apart from observing that they were best 

served with bread sauce, for which she gave four recipes, all 

involving various combinations of onions, cream or milk, and 

breadcrumbs.586  Oppenheim and his characters must have 

trusted that the skill of the chef would be sufficient to transform 

a roast chicken into a delicacy, as they did in the case of sole.  

The early twentieth century, like the early twenty-first, was an 

era when restaurateurs deliberately made their dishes complex 

and showy to impress patrons.  Simple meals reliant on correct 

execution, such as roast chicken, foreshadowed the midcentury 

development of nouvelle cuisine and, from that perspective, 

arguably represent the most advanced style of cooking that 

Oppenheim included in his books. 

Roast chicken may have been in the forefront of 

Oppenheim’s affections when it came to edible birds, but he was 

equally fond of Maryland chicken.  Though it was an American 

import, he had no trouble finding it at Prince’s Restaurant in 

Piccadilly, a stronghold of the English aristocracy.587  At a 

luncheon party at the Milan, an American guest describes it as 

“‘one of our favorite New York dishes.’”588  In the United States 

itself, his heroes enjoy it for dinner both at the Plaza Hotel589 and 

at the New Martin House in New York.590  There would have 

been some variation in what they experienced on different sides 

of the Atlantic, or even at different establishments, since a 

standard recipe for Maryland chicken did not exist.  A popular 

American cookbook from 1918 called for jointing young chickens 

and coating them in flour, egg, and breadcrumbs before baking 
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them and serving them with a cream sauce.591  Ranhofer 

suggested frying the chicken before baking it, as well as 

garnishing the completed dish with corn fritters and slices of 

bacon.592  The Milan version of Maryland chicken was doubtless 

based, in Oppenheim’s imagination, on the Savoy’s rendition, 

which added slices of banana to the garnish and horseradish to 

the cream sauce.593 

Although in The Cinema Murder Oppenheim referred to 

Maryland chicken as “grilled chicken,” contemporary recipes 

make it clear that Maryland chicken was fried or baked, not 

grilled.  Grilled chicken, for Oppenheim, was otherwise a food 

associated with light meals and the Riviera, such as luncheon at 

the Cafe de Paris,594 or supper at the Provencal Bar, where one of 

his spies drinks Veuve Clicquot with the dish.  “Mademoiselle 

Alice was in ecstasies” at the arrival of the chicken, he 

recorded.595  He similarly preferred curried chicken for luncheon 

rather than for dinner, and so did his parties of aristocrats in 

their private salons at the Hotel de Paris.596  Less formal than 

other chicken dishes, the cook had merely to fry the chopped 

chicken with onion and curry powder before simmering it in 

coconut or almond milk.597  Curried chicken was a versatile and 

recurring meal in British cuisine; Sherlock Holmes famously 

complimented Mrs. Hudson’s preparation of it for breakfast in 

“The Naval Treaty” before using the breakfast dishes to make a 

dramatic reveal of the missing documents.598  E.F. Benson wrote 

of a girl who “ate curried chicken with great elegance in a spoon, 

which Colonel Chase said was the right way to eat curry.”599  In a 

meditation upon an author’s life, H.G. Wells humorously 

asserted “the entire dependence of literary qualities upon the 

diet of the writer,” a sentiment with which Oppenheim would 

have thoroughly agreed, and remarked on “the stimulating 

consequences of curried chicken” in this respect.600  Chicken en 

casserole, on the other hand, was always a dinner dish.  “The 

preparations of butcher’s meats, of poultry, or game, known as 
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‘en casserole’ or ‘en cocotte,’ are actual poelings cooked in special 

earthenware utensils and served in same,” Escoffier explained.  

“Generally, preparations known as ‘en casserole’ are simply 

cooked in butter, without the addition of vegetables.”601  He did, 

however, also offer recipes for chicken en casserole that included 

potatoes, truffles and morels,602 and Lady Clark’s method called 

for herbs, carrots, and onions.603  Oppenheim’s characters take it 

for dinner at Stephano’s in London, with hock to accompany 

it,604 and for supper at the Abbaye Theleme in Paris.605  His 

mention of “a dismembered chicken in a brown pot” at a small 

restaurant in Soho was likely a reference to chicken en casserole 

on a less luxurious scale than usual.606 

Dismembered chicken, in the form of fricassee of chicken, 

reappears in the Oppenheim canon in German East Africa, 

where a dissipated baronet shares it with an old schoolfellow of 

his, a German officer, before they attempt to murder one 

another.607  The novel in which these events take place, The Great 

Impersonation, was Oppenheim’s most successful.  He no doubt 

pictured the gentle warriors sipping their hock between 

spoonfuls of the thick cream sauce in which the chicken 

simmered, but it is unclear whether he thought they would have 

ventured upon the local mushrooms with the fricassee.608  Two 

working girls dine on stewed chicken at a Russian cafe in 

London,609 a nondescript meal for a nondescript location, while 

an ex-convict chooses a “poulet a Fleury” in the restaurant at the 

Hotel de Paris and washes it down with claret.610  Culinary 

writers of the period recorded no such dish; poulet a Fleury may 

well have been named after the hotel’s chef or maitre d’hotel, or 

after a patron whom the chef wished to honor, if indeed it 

existed outside of Oppenheim’s verbal daydreams.  Supreme de 

volaille had an even more elaborate title but was equally prosaic 

in translation: fillets or breasts of chicken.  In spite of the scarcity 

of chickens, they were common enough on menus in the early 

days of the century that Escoffier included forty recipes for 
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chicken supremes in his cookbook.  Oppenheim considered 

supreme de volaille to be an appropriate meal for an English 

nobleman to offer an incognito Russian princess and her aunt for 

dinner at the Ranelagh Club.611  He nevertheless gave his readers 

no guidance on how chicken fillets should be prepared for such 

an occasion.  One Italian restaurant in London served its chicken 

with watercress and oil at luncheon,612 while another favored 

asparagus sauce.613 If Oppenheim’s works reflect his gastronomic 

experiences, he encountered more variety in chickens than he 

did in any other meal, sole included. 

Oppenheim also mentioned a number of cold chicken 

dishes appropriate for suppers or journeys, all of which are 

invariably consumed by royalty or nobility in his stories.  A case 

in point is chicken mayonnaise, selected by one of his Ruritanian 

crown princes for supper at a reception.614  In the simplest 

version of the recipe, cold chicken is laid on a bed of lettuce and 

glazed with aspic jelly and mayonnaise sauce, then garnished 

with truffle, endive, and cucumber.615  More elaborate variations 

add capers, olives, anchovies, and hard-boiled eggs to the 

garnish, and suggest tossing the whole as a salad before 

serving.616  Chicken mayonnaise may have been what 

Oppenheim had in mind when he wrote of a grand duchess 

who, while lunching at the Ritz-Carlton, expressed a hope that 

the waiter would remember the olives with the chicken.617  The 

crown prince undoubtedly had olives with his.  Back in London, 

a young nobleman was liable to pursue an incognito French 

princess onto a train and offer her chicken and tongue from his 

luncheon basket.618  Numerous contemporary recipes called for 

chicken and ox-tongue in various combinations, most frequently 

as forcemeat or pate suitable for sandwiches.619  Since 

Oppenheim says nothing about sandwiches in the scene, it 

seems likely the couple were enjoying tinned or potted chicken 

and tongue, which an American grocer of the period referred to 

as an “English delicacy.”620  Continental noblewomen often 
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served their guests chicken mousse, or mousse de volaille, which 

an Italian marchesa enjoys with her English dinner companion at 

the Hotel de Paris.  “‘It is here alone,’” she tells him, “‘that one 

may find the mousse de volaille prepared by an artist.’”621  Chicken 

mousse, like the various soles, was a dish requiring artistry 

rather than complexity.  It consisted of chopped roast chicken 

cooked with butter, white sauce, and gelatine, then mixed with 

half-whipped cream.  Edwardian chefs took the requirement that 

half-whipped cream be used in mousses very seriously: “Well-

whipped cream imparts a dry and woolly taste to them, 

whereas, when it is only half-whipped, it renders them unctuous 

and fresh to the palate.”622  An Oppenheim adventuress provides 

chicken salad for supper for herself and a duke whom she 

unsuccessfully attempts to seduce.623  The only difference 

between chicken mayonnaise and chicken salad at the time was 

that the latter recipe replaced the mayonnaise sauce of the 

former with an alternative seasoning.624  After thwarting a jewel 

robbery at a princess’s reception, a spy and his escort enjoy 

chicken pie on the roof garden at her mansion,625 a pie that likely 

contained veal and bacon along with the chicken, mushrooms, 

and onions.626  The sole exception to Oppenheim’s policy of 

reserving lighter chicken dishes for the aristocracy was the 1924 

serial Sin, in which the heroine, a working woman, twice 

consumes chicken pate for luncheon, although on the second 

occasion it is supplied by her employer, a baronet.627 

Within his appreciation for chickens in general, 

Oppenheim had a particular fondness for French-raised 

chickens.  One of his characters jestingly describes the gifts of 

France to England as “‘a tenderer chicken, a more artistic 

salad.’”628  A marquess and his mistress order French-fed chicken 

for dinner at Trewley’s restaurant,629 and millionaires lunching at 

the Berkeley choose “small, imported poussins” with pineapple 

salad.630  The Ritz Grill Room also serves French chicken with 

salad for lunch, albeit with Pommery in place of the Berkeley’s 
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Bernkasteler Doctor.631  Oppenheim’s most obvious motivations 

for relocating to the Riviera may have been financial and 

egotistical, but there is always the possibility that the superior 

quality of chickens in the south of France may have influenced 

his decision as well. 

No other bird equaled chicken in Oppenheim’s 

estimation, but he also came to appreciate gamebirds as his 

palate developed.  Quail made their first appearance in an 

Oppenheim novel in 1902, and returned at irregular intervals 

after that.  In contrast to his method with chickens, he treated 

them as dishes best suited for dinner or supper; eighty percent of 

the quail consumed in his works are eaten at those meals.  He 

also favored a very consistent method of preparation and 

presentation for quail.  The Oppenheim quail is typically served 

with grapes in some form, such as white grapes632 or grape 

salad.633  It is preceded in the meal by sole,634 succeeded by 

asparagus,635 and paired with champagne, usually Veuve 

Clicquot.636  This quail may be encountered at provincial 

hotels,637 or at the Savoy Grill, being served to an Austrian 

baroness and the handsome Spanish duke whom she is 

wooing,638 or at the Milan, where a detective and a young 

noblewoman dine upon it,639 or at the Germanic Grill Room, 

where a businessman orders it for a princess.640  A millionaire 

eats it at his mansion,641 a mesmerist eats it at Imano’s 

restaurant,642 and an actress eats it on board an Atlantic liner.643  

It is a popular bird.  “The quail is at its best when roasted 

without the addition of a hundred-and-one kickshaws, however 

savory and intrinsically meritorious these kickshaws may be,” 

the Steward’s Handbook says.644  “The spit…should always be 

used in preference to the oven for roasting,” Escoffier added.645 

Before he fled Norfolk for the south of France, 

Oppenheim was an avid sportsman, regularly trying to insinuate 

himself into the shoots of the local gentry, which makes the 

delayed appearance of gamebirds in his works an oddity.  He 
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did not include a pheasant in his cuisine until 1920.  Those he 

did mention usually succeeded soup646 or fish,647 except for the 

cold roast pheasant ordered by a duplicitous stockbroker at the 

Milan Grill.648 At the Sporting Club in Monte Carlo, an American 

millionaire and French marquis dine on “pheasants which had 

known no cold storage,”649 a strange but apparently necessary 

qualification for this meat: 

 

[Pheasants] are better high--that is to say, they should be 

hung for a few days, before being plucked, in a moderate 

draught, that they may begin to decompose, and that the 

particular flavour of their flesh may be accentuated, a 

process which increases their culinary value.  Whatever 

opinion may be held in regard to the gaminess of these 

birds, one thing is quite certain--namely, that the meat of 

a fresh pheasant and that of a high one are two totally 

different things.  When fresh, the meat is flavourless, 

whereas when it is reasonably high it is tender, full of 

taste, and of an incomparable flavour.650 

 

The only wine pairing Oppenheim suggested for such highly-

flavored meat was Romanee Conti,651 and the only method of 

preparation he proposed was roasting.  Mrs. Beeton’s Book 

recommends stuffing the pheasant with a beefsteak to improve 

its flavor, wrapping it in strips of bacon, and basting it with 

butter as it cooks.652  A Guide to Modern Cookery contains two 

similar recipes for roast pheasant.  The first, faisan a l’Angoumoise, 

replaces the beefsteak with truffled pork fat, while the second, 

faisan a la Sainte-Alliance, replaces it with boned woodcocks and 

beef marrow.  In the south of France, Oppenheim may have 

sampled pheasant prepared according to a Portuguese method 

first recorded by the Duchess of Abrantes: stuffed with duck foie 

gras and truffles and marinated in port wine for three days 

before being spit-roasted.653  Stuffing pheasants with other meats 
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to enhance their flavor was an accepted practice across western 

Europe, in spite of the birds’ supposed “incomparable flavour” 

when “high.”  Nevertheless, since most of the pheasants in 

Oppenheim’s books were consumed at home by the English 

gentry, it is safe to assume that they were likely prepared in the 

traditional fashion with beefsteak stuffing. 

All partridges in Oppenheim stories were consumed 

between 1920 and 1930, with one exception, a lonely bird that a 

country gentleman ate in 1890.  Oppenheim treated partridges 

exclusively as an appropriate food for dinner, accompanied 

variously by champagne,654 claret, or Chablis.655  At the Milan656 

or Ciro’s,657 sole precedes the partridge as it does the quail, 

though the partridge, like the pheasant, is more likely to be 

encountered at one’s own dinner table than abroad.  In town, 

young partridges are served cold,658 while in the country, the 

heir to a baronetcy takes his with bread sauce.659  Bread sauce 

was apparently an important item in British cuisine; Lady Clark 

recorded four recipes for it, all of which are similar combinations 

of breadcrumbs, onions, and cream, and all of which she 

recommended for use with partridges.  She also advocated 

filling the partridges with chopped liver and onion before 

roasting them: “It was inconceivable how much this stuffing 

improved the birds by keeping them moist.”660  As for cold 

partridges, they were commonly prepared in the same fashion as 

cold pheasants.661 

Harvesting gamebirds for private rather than public 

consumption was one of the most popular and prestigious 

hobbies of the Edwardian gentry.  The London social season of 

balls, garden parties, races, and regattas traditionally ended on 

August 12 each year, the so-called “Glorious Twelfth,” the 

opening day of the shooting season for grouse and snipe.  Open 

season for partridge began on the first of September, with 

woodcock and pheasant following on the first of October.  These 

seasons were first codified in the Game Act 1831, a piece of 
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legislation that remained in force through Oppenheim’s lifetime 

and into the present day.  In The Glenlitten Murder, Oppenheim 

captured a conversation between two friends who debate 

whether it is better to take partridges early in the season, before 

they become shy, or late in the season, when more of the birds 

are fully grown and little grain remains standing to give them 

shelter.662  Shooting parties at country estates were informal but 

intensely masculine events, probably explaining why 

Oppenheim was fond of including them in his stories even when 

he allowed his female characters to criticize such a venerable 

institution: 

 

“It is all so nice and Victorian.  The ladies are not allowed 

out even at the drives, but we come down generally in a 

wagonette for luncheon.  I think, if I remember rightly, 

the men are served first; they are the gods of the day.  

The women are allowed to chatter to them and wait on 

them, and sometimes I have known them to be permitted 

to walk afterwards as far as the first drive, but that is 

only on very rare occasions.  Then they are packed off 

back to the wagonette.  They return to the house and get 

into pretty, frippery clothes in time to welcome their 

heroes home for tea.  Norfolk, Peter Cradd--that's what it 

is--Norfolk.”663 

 

The social life of Norfolk, the county that was home not only to 

E. Phillips Oppenheim but also to Sandringham, the private 

estate of the royal family, revolved largely around shooting in 

the Edwardian era and set an example for the leisure activities of 

the rural gentry as a whole.  Shoots could be a simple matter of a 

landowner inviting a few friends for a weekend, but in their 

most elaborate form, they required the participation of hundreds 

of people to organize.  Such shoots produced huge bags of game 

through the use of beaters to drive the birds towards the guns.  
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Norfolk gentlemen could stand quietly chatting to friends and 

sipping from their pocket flasks between taking leisured shots at 

the pheasants.  In The Golden Beast, Oppenheim gave the 

following record bag for a three days’ shoot at a millionaire’s 

estate: “‘Three thousand, two hundred and ninety-one 

pheasants, two hundred and thirty-three brace of partridges, 

forty-three woodcock, two hundred and ten hares, three 

hundred and seventy-two rabbits, twenty-seven various.’”664  H. 

Rider Haggard’s hero Allan Quatermain, as a guest at a castle in 

the north of England, shot two hundred and seventy-seven 

pheasants, fifteen hares, three pigeons, four partridges, one 

duck, and one woodcock in a single day.  Six other guests were 

also shooting that day, one of whom did nearly as well as 

Quatermain.665  A typical shoot at Sandringham, where Edward 

VII kept the clocks half an hour fast to maximize daylight hours 

and shooting time, would produce three thousand killed birds.666  

The Marquess of Ripon, “the best of the big shots,” once fired so 

quickly that he had six dead pheasants in the air simultaneously 

before the first hit the ground.  During his lifetime, he killed 

more than half a million animals, including 166 at a shoot on the 

final day of his life.667  It was--and is--one of the ironies of British 

ideas of sportsmanship that the British consider it unsporting to 

shoot a wild fox, but highly sporting to shoot birds often hand-

reared and nearly always driven towards the guns.  

Nevertheless, the combination of convenience and extravagance 

that was Edwardian shooting doubtless appealed to Oppenheim 

as much as eating the results of his sporting endeavors did. 

Grouse and snipe were the minor gamebirds of the 

Oppenheim canon.  A lady of fashion and her suitor dine on 

becassine a la broche,668 snipe skewered and roasted over an open 

flame with parsley butter and lemon.669  The snipe, a wading 

bird similar to the plover, was prized for its rarity rather than its 

flavor, since its small size and swift flight made it difficult to 

shoot.  Grouse, although the quintessential British gamebird, are 
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also uncommon in Oppenheim’s works, and when they do 

appear, they are a feature of the Milan Grill, not the countryside.  

The first move that a wealthy American released from YMCA 

work in postwar France makes is towards the Milan, for dinner.  

There, a maitre d’hotel offers him a grouse that he receives with 

reverence and eats “with the slow and fervid appreciation of the 

epicure.”670  A pair of detectives lunching there during the affair 

of The Lost Ambassador are not so fortunate.  As the maitre d’hotel, 

Louis, is heavily implicated in the conspiracy they are 

investigating, and is aware of their discoveries, they order cold 

grouse from the sideboard and snatch a bottle of whisky from an 

adjoining table to ensure that Louis cannot poison them.671  Of 

grouse Escoffier says that they are “mostly served roasted,” 

should be left moderately underdone, and are accompanied, like 

pheasant, by bread sauce, breadcrumbs, potato chips, and 

gravy.672 

While turkey and duck are sometimes regarded as 

gamebirds today, Oppenheim did not treat them as such; the 

turkeys and ducks in his works were farm-bred birds and no 

sporting element was involved in their slaughter.  Oppenheim’s 

menu for an outdoor shooting luncheon on the heather moors of 

Norfolk included, in addition to lobster salad and champagne, 

truffled turkeys.  Instead of being freshly harvested by the house 

party, these were imported from France, most likely from 

Perigeaux.  “One of them certainly forms an exquisitely delicious 

roast, that would throw even a modern Heliogabalus into 

ecstasies,” The Magazine of Domestic Economy enthused, forgetting 

the sort of ecstasies that the historical Heliogabalus had enjoyed. 

 

The truffle will not only impart its own delicate flavour 

and fragrance to the meat, but will preserve it sweet for a 

considerable time; so that the turkeys, and other poultry 

and game filled with truffles, are sent to almost all parts 

of Europe without being tainted.  We have ourselves 
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partaken of a truffled turkey that had been kept a whole 

month, and was as sweet as if it had been recently killed; 

its flesh being at the same time impregnated with the 

flavour of the truffles.673 

 

The famous French chef Brillat-Savarin wrote that he wept for 

Adam and Eve because they had never known a truffled 

turkey.674  Nevertheless, the next time that Oppenheim returned 

to the turkey, in the restaurant at the Milan, he specified 

chestnut stuffing for the bird,675 a more traditional approach.  

Lady Clark suggested using whole roast chestnuts and small 

fried sausages for the stuffing, with chopped liver and 

seasonings.676  American president Franklin Delano Roosevelt 

preferred a recipe that consisted mostly of chestnuts and dry 

bread crusts.677  Oppenheim’s version was doubtless closer to the 

former.  Ducks, too, he thought of as domestic fowl.  The main 

course of a lady spy and a gentleman idler at the Cafe Francais in 

London in The Great Secret is a Rouen duckling, preceded by 

artichokes.678  The Rouennaise method of preparing such a duck 

called for it to be stuffed with its heart, liver, and an onion, then 

browned in butter and braised in claret and shallots.  “Its flesh is 

darker and less delicate in flavour than the Aylesbury duck,” 

Mrs. Beeton’s Book noted.679  The exception to Oppenheim’s 

treatment of duck as a farmyard bird was the American 

canvasback duck, which had a contemporary reputation for 

resisting domestication: 

 

It is strange that the canvas-back duck can never be 

caught alive.  A prominent caterer of New York has been 

trying for three years to execute a commission of Lord 

Tarbets’, second son of the Duke of Sutherland, who sent 

over for two pairs of live canvas-backs.  There is a 

standing offer of $50 a pair for them, but as yet no one 

has got it.  It is impossible to net them as you do other 
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ducks; the only chance is to wound one badly enough to 

capture him, but not severely enough to kill him…  

 

The canvas-back duck is the royalty of ducks.  No other 

approaches him within the circumference of the earth.  

His delicacy of flavor and his rare and melting juiciness 

are attributable to his delicate feeding…This duck must 

be roasted at a rapid fire; brownly--almost blackly--crisp, 

and served without one gout of sauce or flavor, and with 

no condiment save a modicum of salt and some sticks of 

white crisp celery.  It is a kind of barbarism to disguise in 

wine or jelly the melting natural richness of this bird; and 

if properly cooked, his own crimson gravy will be 

abundant and delicious.680 

 

Since they could not be domesticated or transported across the 

Atlantic, canvasbacks were a uniquely American delicacy, and 

Oppenheim acknowledged their special status in his novels.  

One of his French noblemen, on a visit to New York City, says to 

a friend, “‘Remind me, Baron, that I inquire for those strange 

dishes of which one hears: Terrapin, Canvas-backed Duck, 

Green Corn, Strawberry Shortcake.’”681  Terrapin and canvasback 

also form part of the menu at a great restaurant in New York, 

where the incognito Duc de Souspennier dines with his brother-

in-law while other diners celebrate the outcome of a race 

between the yachts Columbia and Shamrock IV (a boat that would 

not be constructed for another decade).682  In the canvasback 

duck, Oppenheim again found the combination of luxury and 

exclusivity to be irresistibly toothsome. 

The most exotic bird in Oppenheim’s cuisine was the 

ortolan, a songbird of the bunting family that is widespread 

across Europe except in France, where it is now a protected 

species due to gourmets having depleted the local population.  

On no occasion, however, did Oppenheim ever include ortolans 
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in a meal served in France.  His ortolans are seen exclusively on 

London tables, apart from a round of ortolans in aspic that forms 

part of a luncheon at a country house in Norfolk.683  They are a 

recurring luncheon item at the Milan, where they are sometimes 

accompanied by a banana and grape salad and Romanee 

Conti.684  A convict’s wife also likes white grapes with her 

ortolans,685 and a detective and his assistant sup on ortolans 

stuffed with truffles at a reception in Grosvenor Square.686  The 

latter instance is another example of Oppenheim breaking with 

the master’s recommendations: “the ortolan is sufficient in itself, 

and ought only to be eaten roasted,” Escoffier protested, adding 

that truffles were “deleterious, if anything, to its quality, for they 

modify the delicacy of its flavour.”687  The peculiar flavor of the 

ortolan that Escoffier was so interested in preserving induced 

former French president Mitterand to seek it out for his last meal 

a century later: 

 

He’d eaten oysters and foie gras and capon--all in 

copious quantities--the succulent, tender, sweet tastes 

flooding his parched mouth.  And then there was the 

meal’s ultimate course: a small, yellow-throated songbird 

that was illegal to eat.  Rare and seductive, the bird--

ortolan--supposedly represented the French soul.  And 

this old man, this ravenous president, had taken it whole 

--wings, feet, liver, heart.  Swallowed it, bones and all.  

Consumed it beneath a white cloth so that God Himself 

couldn’t witness the barbaric act.  I wondered then what 

a soul might taste like.688 

 

Phillips Oppenheim neglected to explain to his stolid English 

readers that ortolans are traditionally eaten whole after being 

force-fed on grain, drowned in Armagnac, and roasted.  Their 

unique flavor results from the mingled tastes of their meat, 

bones, blood, organs, digestive tracts, and the diner’s own blood 
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combining in the diner’s mouth.689  The very decadence that 

appealed to Oppenheim--and the eating of ortolans is considered 

decadent even by the French--would have repelled his readers, 

especially if they had formed mental pictures of delicately-

reared young ladies chewing up entire songbirds. 

By comparison, Oppenheim’s taste in entrees other than 

fowl was largely prosaic, unspecific, and unenthusiastic about 

any one set of dishes in particular.  Cutlets feature more often in 

his stories than any other meat dish, with his characters 

consuming more than five dozen of them.  They recur at 

irregular intervals, and rarely in consecutive books.  Only at the 

end of his career did Oppenheim include cutlets in five books in 

succession, possibly as a response to the disappearance of 

alternative items of cuisine in the runup to World War II.  His 

characters ate more than half their cutlets at luncheon, and most 

of the remainder at dinner; it seems that Oppenheim regarded 

them as too heavy a meal for supper.  He also treated them as a 

very English dish, rarely served in France or abroad, at least 

until the end of his career.  Although he sometimes accompanied 

them with claret690 or sauterne,691 he preferred to pair them with 

champagne; a financier takes his with Clicquot 1911 at Ciro’s in 

London.692  Other establishments in Town at which Oppenheim 

characters ordered cutlets included Dubarri’s in Regent Street,693 

Piretti’s in Shaftesbury Avenue,694 the Embassy,695 and of course 

the Milan.696  In France, cutlets might be part of an irregular meal 

for passing motorists at an inn near Argueil,697 or a luncheon at a 

small Riviera hotel,698 or a collation between romps for dancers 

at a nightclub in Marseilles.699  An American millionaire and his 

countess dine on cold cutlets in Grosvenor Square,700 a baronet 

does the same at his club,701 and so do the boarders at a London 

rooming house.702  Sole is often the precursor to cutlets in an 

Oppenheim novel,703 and the largest number of cutlets eaten in 

one sitting in any of his books is six, devoured by a tourist 

staying at a villa on the Riviera.704 
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A cutlet in British cuisine is a thin slice of veal, pork, 

chicken, mutton, or lamb.  Oppenheim never specified which 

meat he had in mind for the majority of his cutlets, but lamb 

dominates those references in which he was explicit, albeit not 

until after 1924, the earliest year he mentioned a lamb cutlet by 

name.  Sole followed by lamb cutlets is the luncheon of choice 

for a party of wealthy manufacturers at the Milan Grill,705 and for 

a princess and an earl at Kettner’s in Soho.706  A fat countess 

takes three at the Madrid in Nice, with peas,707 which a young 

girl also orders with her “baby lamb cutlet” at the Cafe de 

Paris.708  At the Savoy Grill, a lady author requests “French peas 

with sugar” with her cutlet,709 and a girl dining there is delighted 

at the prospect of a “really brown cutlet” with peas,710 the 

pairing suggesting that both ladies were eating lamb cutlets as 

well.  The same conclusion may be drawn in the case of the spy 

who lunches on cutlets “trimly shaped and perfectly cooked 

with new peas” at a private house in Nice.711  “According to 

custom, lamb cutlets are usually served like ‘noisettes,’ i.e., two 

are allowed for each person.  As a rule, when they are to be 

grilled, they are previously dipped in melted butter and 

sprinkled with fine bread-crumbs.”712  Lady Clark recommended 

that cutlets be taken from the neck of the lamb, simmered in 

stock, and served cold with a brown sauce,713 a preparation 

unlikely to have appealed to Oppenheim.  One that he did favor 

was lamb cutlets with Sauce Bearnaise, ordered by a trio of 

conspirators at a Vienna hotel on the eve of World War II and 

paired with vegetables.714  Bearnaise sauce was made by 

reducing egg yolks and butter in combination with shallots, 

tarragon, chervil, and other spices,715 a much lighter set of flavors 

than those produced by the meat and vegetables included in a 

brown sauce.  Frequently, Oppenheim preferred his cutlets 

grilled, and his characters shared that taste, particularly at the 

Milan.716 

Lamb was not only Oppenheim’s meat of choice for 
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cutlets, it was also the only meat he ever specified for them--with 

one exception.  A financier who ordered luncheon for a princess 

and his companions at a hotel somewhere in eastern Europe 

discovered that the meal “had its weak spot, in the shape of goat 

cutlets.”717  No Oppenheim work contains a mention of veal, 

pork, or beef cutlets, all far more prosaic meats than goat, which 

was odd enough to be the food of exiled royalty, or so the author 

implied.  He acknowledged that a cutlet could just as easily be 

terribly cooked as perfectly cooked, too.  When The Inevitable 

Millionaires flee their dreary home for the Milan, they do so in 

large part because they recall the previous night’s meal of 

“cutlets floating in grease” prepared by their elderly 

housekeeper.718  To be fair, they are also avoiding the saddle of 

mutton she has prepared for them that evening.719  They are 

rewarded for their patience in due course with an “amazing joint 

of lamb” for their luncheon at a subsequent meal.720 

Oppenheim represented lamb and mutton in very 

different ways in his works.  He first mentioned mutton in 1892 

and last referred to it in 1931, while he did not mention lamb at 

all until 1923.  Nevertheless, his characters ate roughly three 

times as much lamb as they did mutton.  Lamb was another of 

the discoveries of Oppenheim’s Riviera period, and he 

accordingly treated it as the food of the gentry.  The Chief 

Constable of an unnamed county orders it for luncheon at the 

county club,721 and so do a pair of solicitors, pairing their joint of 

lamb with Bernkasteler;722 joints of lamb were customarily 

served with mint sauce as well.723  “Lamb as white as veal and as 

tender as chicken” is the central course of a dinner given by a 

princess at her chateau in the south of France.724  Escoffier 

distinguished between “Lamb--the young, weaned sheep, not yet 

fully grown,” and “House Lamb--the sheep’s unweaned young 

that has not yet grazed.”725  The latter may have been what 

Oppenheim meant by the tautology “baby lamb,” served as part 

of a poet’s luncheon at the Hotel du Soleil in La Turbie.726  An 
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English officer selects breast of lamb for luncheon at the Madrid 

in Nice,727 a dish that Lady Clark would have unimaginatively 

treated by boiling it, pressing it into patties, and serving it with 

brown sauce.728  Other contemporary recipes suggest braising the 

lamb’s breast for several hours after stuffing it with sausage or 

forcemeat and serving it with vegetables.729  At a luncheon at his 

home in London, a professor and his fiancee take green peas 

with their lamb,730 again implying cutlets.  The more common 

accompaniment for lamb in Oppenheim’s works was asparagus, 

which was usually paired with saddle of lamb, the author’s 

favorite cut.  Oppenheim always served this combination to his 

characters for dinner, including to diplomats at Sherry’s in New 

York,731 a businessman and an associate’s wife in a Norfolk 

cottage,732 a nobleman and a pair of burglars at Mario’s in 

London,733 and a countess and a tennis champion at the Hotel de 

Paris.734  Almost all of them drank champagne with it.  While 

Mrs. Beeton’s Book recommended that saddles of mutton or lamb 

be roasted,735 the Savoy’s preparation, selle d’agneau de lait 

Edouard VII, called for the saddle to be boned, stuffed with foie 

gras, and poached in veal stock and Marsala.736  A dish named 

after a monarch was what Oppenheim would have envisioned 

his heroes eating. 

Mutton, by contrast to lamb, is almost always the food of 

the middle classes in an Oppenheim novel.  On one occasion, a 

peer and an American diplomat lunch on it at Ranelagh,737 but 

such an event never recurs.  When Oppenheim writes of mutton 

elsewhere, he does so disparagingly, sneering at a lower middle-

class supper for consisting of “a tin of sardines, a fragment of 

mutton, Dutch cheese, and beer” fetched from the nearest public 

house.738  Peter Cradd, awakening into the awareness of good 

taste that the sudden acquisition of wealth brings to the 

receptive Oppenheim protagonist, finds his habitual dinner of 

the scrag end of a neck of mutton with potatoes and watery 

cabbage suddenly revolting.739  A typist dines on a mutton chop 
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floating in a sea of grease at her London boarding house,740 while 

a tradesman, who is slightly above her in the social scale, gives a 

dinner party to his colleagues with saddle of mutton as the main 

course.741  The meeting place of a gang of robbers is a small, 

shabby restaurant in the London slums known for its mutton 

pies, of which the gangsters order half a dozen with salt, pepper, 

and oil and vinegar on the side in order to cover their activities.  

Halfway through their conference, the man whom they are 

conspiring to defraud turns up and orders a pie for himself with 

a bottle of stout.742  These pies likely contained layers of mutton, 

gravy, onions, and mashed potatoes,743 rather than the rabbit 

forcemeat, mushrooms, and truffles used to “enrich” more 

genteel versions of the mutton pie.744  Oppenheim’s message was 

clear.  Workers ate mutton; the gentry did not if they could 

possibly avoid it, and when they had to, they diluted it with 

other foodstuffs as if it were medicine. 

Beef and veal share the secondary place of mutton in 

Oppenheim’s works and are chiefly the food of lower-class and 

middle-class diners in cheap restaurants or in the countryside.  

Whenever aristocrats consume red meat, they choose a quality 

cut and have it prepared by a well-known hotel or grill room.  

Otherwise beef is the meat of the common man and the meat of 

remote places--sometimes of very remote places.  Beef and hard 

tack comprise a prospector’s dinner in the wilderness of the 

American west in one of Oppenheim’s early books.745  When a 

German baron meets an English baronet whose death he wishes 

to arrange in The Great Impersonation, he sends the latter off into 

the African bush with saddlebags filled with salt beef and water-

bottles filled with whisky.746  The effect of this representation is 

to convey to the reader that Oppenheim saw no essential 

difference among rural England, the Rocky Mountains, and 

eastern Africa as far as food was concerned. 

If Oppenheim had a preference for any cut of beef, it was 

for steaks, which, if his works are any guide to his personal 
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experiences, he first sampled before 1894, although they did not 

gain his recurring attention until after the War.  Unlike inferior 

cuts of beef, he sometimes served steak to protagonists rather 

than antagonists.  Steak first appears in an Oppenheim novel as 

part of a young man’s hearty breakfast at the Langham in 

London,747 then is next seen in New York at the New Martin 

House in Broadway748 and at a dining room on the top floor of 

one of New York’s skyscrapers.749  Lesser characters who favor 

steak include a professional conjuror, whose other occupation is 

that of a spy, and his assistants;750 an insane and homicidal ship’s 

steward;751 and a Russian valet.752  All of these take their steak 

with beer or stout, or both at once.  A thin steak, or “entrecote 

minute,” forms part of The Inevitable Millionaires’ first luncheon at 

the Milan Grill,753 and is also the choice of a professor and his 

lady at the same establishment a decade later.754  Entrecote, a type 

of rib steak, found its way into Oppenheim’s cuisine after 1923, 

also becoming a gangster’s lunch at a small cafe in La Turbie.755  

On the eve of World War II, a British diplomat staying at one of 

Vienna’s luxury hotels orders a grilled entrecote for dinner, with 

potatoes and beans--the sole occasion on which Oppenheim 

specified how a steak should be cooked and served.756  He was 

not so forthcoming about how the Ritz prepared Chateaubriand 

for an MP’s luncheon,757 but Escoffier’s recipe describes 

browning the steak over a “very fierce fire” before slowly 

cooking it to completion at a lower temperature.  It would then 

be finished with Chateaubriand sauce, reduced from shallots, 

mushrooms, white wine, veal gravy, and butter a la maitre 

d’hotel.758  Mrs. Beeton’s Book insisted that the cooking fire be 

“clear bright and free from smoke” to produce a well-grilled 

steak, and noted that beefsteak was often served with “oyster 

sauce, grilled or baked tomatoes, or fried onions.”759  The 

Sublime Society of Beef Steaks, founded in London in 1735 as a 

dining and artistic society and better known as the Beefsteak 

Club, laid down the following rules for preparing steaks in the 
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traditional manner: 

 

Pound well the steak till all the fibres are broken.  Don’t 

spare the coal. 

Turn it frequently. 

Take care the fat is more done than the lean. 

Take care the juice is allowed now and then to fall into 

the dish. 

Butter the steak but do not season till dished.  Gauze 

gridiron recommended.760 

 

The simplicity of steak likely reduced its attractiveness in 

Oppenheim’s eyes, and the same can be said of roast beef, which 

he nevertheless treated uniformly as an appropriate meal for the 

lesser gentry after he first introduced it in 1922.  With tankards 

of beer, roast beef is a suitable luncheon for barristers, 

journalists,761 and the sons of peers,762 while a provincial mayor 

and his clerk take theirs hot, with Chambertin, at the local 

club.763  A merchant lunching at the Milan Grill feels the need for 

a change one day and calls for roast beef, baked potatoes, and 

cheese, a somewhat unusual order, but one well within the 

capacities of the versatile management.764  The American 

millionaire traveling to Europe aboard a luxury liner dines on 

the same combination, except that his roast beef is purposefully 

underdone.765  The “sirloin, ribs, and aitchbones [a cut lying 

above the rump], and sometimes the round” were the joints of 

beef most commonly roasted in Edwardian cuisine,766  and were 

served with horseradish sauce made with cream, mustard, 

vinegar, and cayenne pepper.767  On several occasions, 

Oppenheim referred to “joint of beef” without any mention of 

how those joints were prepared; the reader is left to assume they 

were roasted.  Such ambiguous joints are accompanied variously 

by a dish of jelly at supper at a villa in Streatham,768 vegetables 

and sherry at a rural bank manager’s luncheon table,769 and 
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tinned tongue at a cheap restaurant.770  Sirloin of beef, regarded 

as the best cut of the steer, is a professional spy’s choice for 

dinner with his family at his comfortable home in West 

Kensington,771  and after an inquest in a country town, the local 

burghers adjoin to the inn for ribs of beef.772  Leftover beef was 

commonly served cold on subsequent days, often, in an 

Oppenheim work, for lunch at a country hotel,773 or to the 

servants.774  The City restaurant Prosser’s caters to the merchants 

of London with boiled beef for luncheon, although after two of 

its former patrons upgrade to the Milan, they begin to find it a 

heavy meal for the middle of the day.775  Like roast beef, boiled 

beef was probably served with horseradish sauce.776  Oppenheim 

also indicated that cold tongue, technically a form of beef, was 

an appropriate meal for a picnic lunch.777  Lady Clark described 

roast tongue as “an old national Scotch dish” that should be 

studded with cloves and served with currant jelly or caper 

sauce.778 

Veal was not redeemed from being a plebeian meat in 

Oppenheim’s sight by its youth, as lamb was.  His few references 

to it began in 1905 and resumed in 1927.  Like steak, veal 

debuted as a breakfast item on the Oppenheim menu, one of 

many dishes demanded by an English tourist who sauntered 

into a German inn after a night spent sleeping rough.779  He was 

apparently fortunate to have been ordering it abroad.  “English 

veal is admittedly inferior in quality,” Escoffier said, “badly 

fattened, and mostly red, soft, and dry…Almost all the best veal 

consumed in England comes from the Continent, principally 

from France, Belgium, and Holland.”780  The chemist who enjoys 

“ribs of veal cooked in the Italian fashion” at the Cafe de Paris 

likewise escapes the curse of English veal.781  By “the Italian 

fashion,” Oppenheim might have had in mind veal a la 

Piemontaise, braised veal with Bechamel sauce, truffles, and 

Parmesan cheese, or veal a la Tosca, braised veal with macaroni, 

Mornay sauce, and truffles.782  Regardless of how it is prepared, 
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the Frenchman’s veal is accompanied by cheese, as veal is more 

often than not in Oppenheim’s works.  Veal with cheese is also 

on the menu at a Russian cafe in London783 and a country inn in 

Devonshire, in the latter case roasted with bacon.784  A mayor 

pairs his fillet of veal with claret, Oppenheim’s sole drink 

suggestion for the dish.785 

When Oppenheim lost all interest in what kind of red 

meat his characters were eating, he would make occasional 

references to “chops.”  A chop, like a cutlet, may be cut from 

pork, veal, lamb, or mutton, but contains a portion of rib or 

vertebra, whereas a cutlet contains no bone.  Apart from a single 

mention of a mutton chop, Oppenheim’s chops remained 

unidentified, perhaps because the author did not care if they 

were good or not.  He described a rural postmaster’s dinner as 

“an indifferently cooked chop and a glass of thin claret.”786  One 

of his gangs of criminals foregathers around a dish of chops with 

salt, pepper, and Worcestershire sauce to divide their spoils, 

washing their food down with champagne.787  A “chop off the 

joint” with cheese and light beer is sufficient for a porter’s 

lunch,788 and an eighteenpenny chop for luncheon at an A.B.C. 

(Aerated Bread Company) tearoom in Bermondsey is one of 

Peter Cradd’s last meals before he begins to enjoy his newfound 

wealth.789  Chops are a suitable meal for poets and lawyers to eat 

in hotel grill rooms,790 or for a millionaire speculator who doesn’t 

much care about his luncheon, except to make sure that he has 

his usual pint of Pommery with his chop.791  If Oppenheim 

intended to present chops as nothing more than fuel for the busy 

Englishman, he succeeded admirably. 

Ham occupied a similarly practical place in Oppenheim’s 

culinary mind in those rare instances when he remembered its 

existence.  In his books, it is food for people who are in unusual 

circumstances, or who are in a hurry.  After he fed it to a 

starving woman at a London public house in 1888,792 forty-three 

years elapsed before he allowed it to reappear in Peter Cradd’s 
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luncheon basket on a tidal island alongside chicken and bread.793  

A film producer orders cold chicken and ham with salad for 

luncheon at the Milan,794 and the coffee stalls along the 

Embankment also sell ham.795  Oppenheim further associated 

ham with aviation and aircrew to a certain extent.  Two of his 

pilots breakfast on cold ham and coffee after depositing an 

exiled princess on a mountaintop somewhere in eastern 

Europe,796 and ham forms part of the extensive larder of an 

experimental airplane fleeing the Soviet Union with yet another 

incognito princess aboard.797  When smoked, ham was acceptable 

as an accompaniment to a martini for the proprietor of a London 

restaurant before opening hours,798 but as an entree in its own 

right, it did not exist in Oppenheim’s world. 

A more exotic meat, terrapin, intrigued Oppenheim, 

though as it was a delicacy native to the eastern seaboard of the 

United States, it only appears in his American menus.  The 

diamondback terrapin is a brackish-water turtle that was so 

abundant in the Chesapeake Bay in the first half of the 

nineteenth century that, like lobster, it was regarded as food for 

the poor, and its eggs were used to feed chickens.  By the end of 

the century, the terrapin population had collapsed and terrapin 

had become a prized item in American cuisine due to its new 

rarity.  Novelist Edith Wharton repeatedly associated terrapin 

consumption with wealth and power in the United States during 

the 1920s;799 Sinclair Lewis made the same connection.800  The 

terrapin debuted in an Oppenheim story in 1903, at the Holland 

House Hotel in New York, where the claimant to the French 

throne ate it with oysters and champagne.801  For two diplomats 

ordering dinner at Sherry’s in the same city, terrapin is only one 

course of a lavish meal, coming between the lobster Newberg 

and the saddle of lamb.802  Twice Oppenheim paired terrapin 

with canvasback duck, his other distinctively American main 

course.803  As late as 1941, an Oppenheim millionaire was still 

ordering terrapin “in season” at Macadam’s on Broadway.804  
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Terrapin’s popularity in the American northeast at the beginning 

of the twentieth century was such that Ranhofer listed ten 

recipes for terrapin in The Epicurean.  These included terrapin a 

la Newberg, with a sauce made from cream, cayenne, and sherry 

or Madeira; Baltimore or Maryland-style terrapin, prepared in 

much the same way; ancient-style terrapin, baked in its own 

shell; and terrapin cutlets, breaded and fried.805  Given 

Oppenheim’s preference for sauced dishes in general and lobster 

Newberg in particular, he probably had terrapin a la Newberg in 

mind while writing, or something fairly close to it. 

Other types of game received an uneven treatment in 

Oppenheim’s books.  Oppenheim knew that rabbit could be 

eaten, but whereas twenty-first century gastronomy treats it as a 

luxury item, Oppenheim regarded it as a food of last resort.  He 

felt rabbits might be suitable for a gypsy in his caravan806 or a 

hermit in seclusion on Dartmoor,807 but not for anyone who 

could get something better.  Farther afield, an Oppenheim 

prospector in the Sierra Nevadas dines on boiled rabbit with 

onion sauce,808 and an African king shares his dinner of rabbit 

and monkey stew with two British explorers seeking 

concessions. The latter question whether the stew is safe for 

them to eat at first: 

 

Trent bent over the pot which the two men had set upon 

the ground.  He took a fork from his belt and dug it in. 

 

“Very big bones for a rabbit, Sam,” he remarked 

doubtfully. 

 

Sam looked away.  “Very big rabbits round here,” he 

remarked.809  

 

Eventually, however, the interpreter reassures them about the 

stew’s contents.  “He two rabbit and one monkey.”  The 
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American diplomat hiding from Soviet spies in a hunting lodge 

in Poland has no such qualms about the rabbit and hare stews 

the gamekeepers prepare for him, or about the roast hare that 

comprises his dinner one evening.810  Venison is absent from 

Oppenheim’s books until 1939, when it abruptly turned up in 

several very different contexts, each involving a certain degree of 

dramatic atmosphere.  Bauxite prospectors try venison stew and 

rye bread for dinner at a ruined castle in the Balkans, followed 

by cold venison and whisky out on the mountains the next 

day.811  The proprietor of a Vienna restaurant offers a 

distinguished client “‘a baby deer with some garnishings of 

young hog's flesh,’” accompanied by an 1870 Chateau Mouton 

Rothschild.812  World War II may rage outside the Milan, and 

bombs may fall on London, but that does not deter the Swedish 

millionaire Mr. Mirakel and his guests from enjoying a joint of 

venison from a well-known deer forest in Scotland, with red 

currant sauce, for dinner in his suite.813  Game pie with Pommery 

supplies a humble luncheon for a peer’s son and a gambler at a 

rural hotel.814  The contemporary English game pie was 

composed almost entirely of meat, with its crust formed from 

forcemeat of veal and pork, or rabbit and beef suet, rather than 

pastry.815  Oppenheim managed to include even the most 

aristocratic game dish of all, boar’s head, in one of his stories, 

feeding it to a party of noble and royal diplomats gathered at a 

shooting lodge in the Metzger Mountains to plot the restoration 

of Europe’s monarchies.816  His approach to game provides some 

of the most striking examples in his works of how he tailored his 

gastronomy to his characters. 

Several minor entrees rounded out Oppenheim’s menu, 

such as risotto, an appropriate dish for a secret service admiral to 

give a countess whom he is engaged in turning into a double 

agent.817  Lady Clark described risotto as a puree of rice and 

Parmesan, “eaten almost solid at Milan, but foreigners have 

plain clear soup offered to them to eat with the Risotto.”818  In 
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spite of Oppenheim’s fondness for Italian cooking at fashionable 

West End restaurants or colorful Soho cafes, he had no opinion 

at all of Italian cooking in Italy.  One of his detectives abroad on 

an investigation writes home from a small Italian town, “‘The 

fodder is odious, not fit for a pig, and the wine is ditto.  What 

wouldn’t I give for a pint of Bass like they draw at the Blue 

Boar?’”819  Oppenheim described macaroni, black coffee, and 

fruit as the usual Italian prison diet,820 and made no other 

reference to macaroni apart from having it grated into a patron’s 

soup at luncheon at a London restaurant.821  Spaghetti received 

slightly better treatment as part of a Portuguese marquess’s 

luncheon,822 but in Oppenheim’s world it was served with 

butter, not tomato sauce.823  The Prime Minister and the 

Governor of the Bank of England dine on an ambiguously-

named “mousse”--presumably a chicken or chicken liver 

mousse, since Oppenheim mentioned those elsewhere--at the 

latter’s Grosvenor Square house.824  Two detectives assigned to 

guard a countess’s reception speak in impressed yet cynical 

tones of the “‘vol-au-vents…which came over by air this 

afternoon from Strasbourg.’” 825  Brawn, the head meat from a 

calf or pig set in aspic jelly, an American millionaire considers 

suitable to offer a lady for luncheon aboard his yacht.826  A 

young nobleman sups on galantine, a dish of meat set in meat 

jelly, at his London flat,827 while at a political conference in 

Monte Carlo, the spirits of the delegates are cheered by the 

homely presence of pasties on the sideboard.828  Curry turns up 

at lunch in a small restaurant829 and again at a marquess’s 

table.830  Oppenheim may have had little enthusiasm for any of 

these dishes, but by including them in his fantasies, he suggested 

to the reader that he had at least sampled all of them during his 

gastronomic career. 

Of the vegetables that accompanied his characters’ 

entrees, asparagus was Oppenheim’s clear favorite.  Following 

its first appearance in one of his works in 1901, he treated it as 
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the natural accompaniment to a number of main courses, saddle 

of lamb831 and quail832 in particular, but also cutlets,833 grilled 

salmon,834 chicken mousse,835 chicken en casserole,836 sole,837 

lobster,838 and risotto.839  One of his Italian restaurants in Soho 

even offered chicken in asparagus sauce.840  Asparagus is nearly 

always served at dinner in an Oppenheim novel.  The author did 

not regard it as suitable for luncheon, and on the only occasion 

he permitted two of his characters, a newly married couple, to 

eat it for supper, they were interrupted by a detective, causing 

the bride to swoon.841  The Milan842 and Mario’s843 were 

Oppenheim’s favorite places to order asparagus, and sometimes 

the Savoy as well.844  He had a preference for two different 

varieties: “large white asparagus”845 and “asparagus from the 

Iles d’Hyeres,”846 the Iles being a small group of Mediterranean 

islets lying off the Riviera town of Hyeres.  This latter is 

presumably the asparagus from “a little island near Toulon” that 

a film star and millionaire share on board an Atlantic liner,847 

and the “special asparagus brought by aeroplane from the south 

of France” served with dinner in a financier’s suite at 

Claridge’s.848  As for Oppenheim’s views on the preparation of 

asparagus, a German epicure dining at a “large, popular grill-

room near the Strand” in one of his books expresses outrage 

when the waiter brings him asparagus with Hollandaise sauce.  

“A gastronomic indignity!  It is such things as this which would 

endanger the entente between our countries…There is only one 

sauce to be served with asparagus, and that is finely drawn 

butter.”849  A small London restaurant called Machinka’s 

accompanies its risotto with asparagus Parmesan,850 a deviation 

Oppenheim presumably allowed because it was not a 

fashionable nightspot. 

Potatoes were presumably always a part of Oppenheim’s 

cuisine in his daily life, but no Oppenheim character ate a potato 

until 1907, and potatoes did not become a recurring feature of 

his fictional meals until the middle of the Great War.  They were 
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his usual side dish for red meat of various kinds, including 

entrecote,851 roast beef,852 cutlets,853 chops,854 neck of mutton,855 and 

ham.856  Oppenheim was slightly more likely to specify potatoes 

with lunch than with dinner and almost never chose them for 

supper.  He liked baked potatoes with roast beef857 and well-

browned “sauti potatoes,” or “cold boiled potatoes sliced thin 

and browned in butter,”858 with cutlets.859  New potatoes 

accompany lobsters at an Oppenheim luncheon in the south of 

France,860 while a wealthy American serves a lady fried potatoes 

with ham on board his yacht861 and a Vienna hotel pairs potatoes 

souffle with its grilled steak.862  After the War, Oppenheim 

introduced peas to his menus for the first time in 1919.  These 

invariably accompanied lamb, usually in the shape of cutlets, 

almost always for luncheon, and were sometimes sweetened 

with sugar.863  By the end of his career, Oppenheim had learned 

to prefer “new peas” with his lamb,864 and he always associated 

peas with those restaurants he regarded most highly, 

particularly the Savoy,865 the Cafe de Paris,866 and La Reserve.867  

From 1906 to 1921, he went through a brief artichoke phase, 

during which artichokes became his preferred vegetable with 

chicken, especially French chicken,868 and Rouen duckling.869  An 

artichoke “with sauce mayonnaise” accompanies one of his West 

End luncheons.870  Mushrooms as a dish in themselves are rare in 

Oppenheim’s stories, in spite of the fact the many of the haute 

cuisine recipes that Oppenheim favored included mushrooms or 

truffles.  His characters ate them on casual occasions: for 

luncheon with chicken at a French chateau,871 for dinner in the 

country,872 for supper at Romano’s nightclub in London, grilled 

with bacon.873  The only occasion on which Oppenheim 

mentioned truffles that were not being used to stuff a bird was 

during a luxurious dinner at Henry’s Restaurant in Paris.874 

Other vegetables received merely incidental mentions in 

Oppenheim’s works.  He treated the word “vegetables” itself as 

if it were a derogatory term, employing it when he wanted to 
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suggest poverty, lack of taste, or lack of interest.  The 

industrialist’s dreary family luncheon of hot meat and cooked 

vegetables,875 the manager’s luncheon of a joint of beef and 

vegetables,876 the vacationer’s meal of vegetables with cutlets,877 

and the mayor’s dinner at which the vegetables precede “rather 

insipid soup”878 are all fair examples of Oppenheim’s disdain for 

the word.  His characters ate “vegetables” exactly once prior to 

1924.  Rice in his works was a regional rarity, something that a 

yachtsman might eat with stewed beef on a beach in south 

Asia,879 or two girls with stewed chicken at a Russian cafe in 

London.880  General Besserley, the former head of the American 

secret service, is the sole Oppenheim character to partake of 

lettuce that is not part of a salad when he includes it in his pack 

lunch with bread and goat cheese.881  Oppenheim’s other isolated 

vegetable pairings included spinach with roast beef,882 “collared 

stuff” or collared greens with cold salmon,883 watercress with 

chicken at an Italian restaurant,884 beans with cutlets885 or 

entrecote,886 celery with lamb cutlets,887 “watery cabbage” with a 

neck of mutton,888 and pickles with cold beef.889  The New Martin 

House on Broadway in New York City served its Maryland 

chicken with another American specialty, green corn.890  

“Always the vegetables must be served in the country where 

they are grown,” the maitre d’hotel at the Milan Grill says as he 

offers his patrons baby carrots for luncheon.891  When a later 

holder of the post by the same name is confronted with an 

actress demanding sauerkraut, something apparently unknown 

at the Milan, he suggests the waiter send her “a mixture of green 

vegetables and pickled cabbage and swear that it is 

sauerkraut.”892  The yam makes one appearance in an 

Oppenheim story, but not as food: after a tribal war in the 

interior of Africa, the vanquished offer yams to the victors in 

token of surrender.893  Perhaps Oppenheim found tubers easier 

to understand as political symbols than as food. 

By the time his characters reached what would be the 
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salad stage of their elaborate meals, Oppenheim was usually 

satiated and did not bother to include salad courses for them.  

Two thirds of the roughly three dozen salads his characters 

consumed occur irregularly throughout the first hundred and 

forty of his books, while the remaining third are concentrated in 

those books written during the final seven years of his life, 

possibly reflecting a change in Oppenheim’s own diet around 

that time.  He split most of the salads in his stories evenly 

between luncheons and dinners, with a few left over for supper.  

His salad courses most frequently follow chicken entrees,894 and 

in his later books Oppenheim favored light meals of cold chicken 

and ham succeeded by a salad.895  Partridges,896 cold beef,897 cold 

meat,898 cold ham,899 cold roast pheasant,900 baby deer,901 

cutlets,902 and sandwiches903 are among the other main courses 

that give way to salad in his novels.  Lamb, however, he never 

once followed with a salad course.  It was Oppenheim’s custom 

to sneer at the pretensions of middle-class restaurants that 

attempted to serve salad by describing the salad on offer in such 

establishments as “forlorn-looking”904 or “weary-looking,”905 

implying it was wilted.  Aside from those disparaging remarks, 

he offered his readers little information on which kinds of salads 

he favored.  In one of his novels, “lettuce salad” succeeds a 

chicken en casserole at the Abbaye Theleme,906 and a lady diner 

follows her lobster with a salad of mixed fruit and vegetables.907  

A luncheon at an Italian restaurant includes “curious salad,”908 

while a more luxurious restaurant accompanies its roast chicken 

with an endive salad.909  Peter Cradd is fortunate enough to get 

his salad fresh from the walled kitchen garden of his Norfolk 

cottage.910  As for salad dressing, Oppenheim was almost 

unaware of its existence, although he did mention oil with the 

salad at a dinner on board an Atlantic liner,911 and an “immortal 

salad dressing” that made a luncheon appearance at a villa on 

the Riviera.912 

The term “lettuce salad” that Oppenheim used in The 
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Illustrious Prince may seem redundant to modern readers, who 

might assume that “salad” refers automatically to a green salad.  

Escoffier divided salads into two kinds, simple and compound.  

The former were composed of uncooked vegetables and served 

with hot roasts; the latter were made from cooked vegetables 

and meat and served with cold dishes.  While the simple salads 

did include lettuce salads, they also included chicory, endive, 

celery, dandelion, and purslain salads.  A Guide to Modern 

Cookery lists recipes for beetroot, celery, cauliflower, red cabbage, 

bean and lentil, potato, and tomato salads, all of which consist of 

sliced vegetables seasoned with oil, vinegar, and possibly spices.  

Among the compound salads, Oppenheim’s reference to an 

endive salad might have indicated a salade a la flamande, 

composed of sliced endives and potatoes, chopped baked onion, 

and diced herring.  The “curious salad” of the Italian cafe may 

have been similar to a salade Italienne of carrots, turnips, potatoes, 

tomatoes, French beans, peas, olives, capers, anchovies, and 

herbs in mayonnaise sauce.913  Only one of Escoffier’s salad 

recipes involved lettuce, and given that Escoffier invented the 

Savoy-Milan style of cuisine to which Oppenheim was devoted, 

it is fair to assume that Oppenheim was rarely thinking of lettuce 

when he thought of salad. 

Cheese traditionally followed the salad during an 

Edwardian meal, but it too was of limited interest to 

Oppenheim.  More than half the cheese courses in his works 

accompany luncheons, and in his early novels, he also gave the 

impression that cheese was more suited to supper than to 

dinner.  Fully a quarter of the cheese that his characters eat they 

consume during impromptu meals rather than as part of a 

formal cheese course concluding a longer meal.  These casual 

meals usually pair cheese with bread and beer,914 a combination 

that serves as well for a postman’s refreshment after a walk915 as 

it does for a detective’s luncheon in the servants’ hall of a 

country house.916  Cold meat or bacon sometimes flesh out such 
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cheese meals into more satisfying suppers.917  As Oppenheim’s 

taste in alcohol evolved to require stronger drinks, he replaced 

the beer in this combination with champagne,918 brandy,919 or, in 

Austria, a bottle of Gumpoldskirchner.920  A young American 

diplomat explores a further variation on this theme at a Warsaw 

brothel when he orders champagne and pretzels and cheese.921  

On the other hand, when Oppenheim wrote of a young lady 

devouring bread and cheese, he made sure that her tipple was 

ginger beer,922 another instance of the distinction between 

masculine and feminine drink that appears frequently in his 

stories. 

Stilton was Oppenheim’s cheese of choice.  He 

considered it versatile enough to accompany bread and ale for a 

cottage luncheon,923 roast veal and bacon for dinner at a country 

inn,924 or cutlets for luncheon at a marquess’s estate.925  It also 

concludes luncheon for a diplomat and detective at Mario’s in 

London.926  George Orwell referred to Stilton as “the best cheese 

of its type in the world,”927 and G.K. Chesterton praised it 

ironically in his “Sonnet to a Stilton Cheese”: 

 

Yet this high cheese, by voice of fenland men, 

Like a tall green volcano rose in power. 

 

The “power” of the contemporary Stilton was often enhanced 

during the aging process by the addition of port, sherry, or ale to 

the cheese on a daily basis.928  Dutch cheese, another popular 

variety in Oppenheim’s works, did not have such an elevated 

reputation.  Oppenheim fell back on it for middle-class meals to 

the point where the presence of a Dutch cheese in one of his tales 

is almost a sign of contempt for those eating it.  He described the 

supper of the typical middle-class office worker as “a little Dutch 

cheese and a crust of dry bread.”929  In his understanding of 

food, it followed mutton quite naturally.930  The final indignity 

that provokes Peter Cradd to open defiance of his tasteless 
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family is the appearance of Dutch cheese after the mutton at 

dinner in his suburban home.931  When Oppenheim arranges for 

one of his aristocratic super-criminals to smuggle large 

consignments of drugs into England, the noble professor 

successfully does so by concealing the drugs in wheels of Dutch 

cheese.932  It was the most notable appearance of cheese in an 

Oppenheim work--and also the least flattering. 

Other cheeses have little more than cameo roles in 

Oppenheim’s books.  Oppenheim gave the impression that he 

saw cheddar as rather provincial, something suited to 

succeeding a joint of mutton or beef but not a more sophisticated 

meal.933  Camembert he viewed more favorably, giving it in one 

case to a politician for his dinner after partridges and salad.934  A 

spy in Nice finishes his luncheon with “deep yellow Gruyere 

cheese,”935 while out in the French countryside, General 

Besserley enjoys goat’s milk cheese in his pack lunch.936  

Parmesan in Oppenheim’s world existed only as a crust to 

asparagus.937  Loaf cheese in wooden boxes is among the 

provisions taken by refugees fleeing the Soviet Union in an 

experimental airplane,938 and a Vienna hotel includes mountain 

cheese on its dinner menu.939  Modern gastronomes relish the 

niceties of wine and cheese pairings; Oppenheim limited his 

recommendations to burgundy for the cheese course,940 

champagne with cheese for a spontaneous party at a country 

inn,941 and cheese wafers with cocktails in the evening, this last 

in 1926 when his cocktail habit was well-established and 

beginning to acquire accessories.942 

By the time the fruit course arrived at the table, 

Oppenheim’s typical repletion would have subsided enough for 

him to be able to take a somewhat active interest in the 

proceedings again.  He enjoyed fruit far more than he 

appreciated either salads or cheese, mentioning it more than 

three times as often as either of the latter courses.  Half of his 

general references to fruit at meals, when he failed to specify 
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which fruit he had in mind, occurred in the context of dinner.  

The remainder he split between breakfast and luncheon, with 

the balance in favor of luncheon, and with the occasional fruit 

left over to grace the rare supper.  Oppenheim preferred hot-

house fruit to wild fruit, as his more numerous allusions to the 

former make clear.  His afternoon teas, when he still made use of 

that institution, frequently featured fruit, and it was often a 

component of smaller, more informal meals that his characters 

snatched in a hurry.  In both his early works and his books 

written after 1930, fruit is rarely served at luncheon. 

The period after 1930 was also that part of Oppenheim's 

career when he was most inclined to include his favorite fruit, 

the peach, in his stories.  Peaches first appeared in an 

Oppenheim meal in 1896, and the author’s appreciation for them 

intensified after he moved to the Riviera.  He preferred that his 

characters eat them for dinner, at which meal they consumed 

two out of every three peaches found in his works.  Peaches in 

an Oppenheim novel are sometimes served in tandem with 

muscatel grapes, allowing the different flavors of the fruits to 

complement one another.  A master criminal abducting a young 

lady on board a tramp steamer ensures that her cabin is stocked 

with peaches, muscatel grapes, and chocolate.943  One of The 

Inevitable Millionaires offers his young lady a gift basket 

containing “peaches as big as apples,” while his nephew, earlier 

in the tale, reminisces happily over a peach tree he robbed when 

he was a boy.944  Oppenheim must have applauded Clovis 

Sangrail’s reverent tribute to an especially lovely peach: 

 

“When I was seven years old I recollect being given a 

peach at a garden party by some Duchess or other; I can’t 

remember a thing about her, except that I imagine our 

acquaintance must have been of the slightest, as she 

called me a ‘nice little boy,’ but I have unfading 

memories of that peach.  It was one of those exuberant 
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peaches that meet you half-way, so to speak, and are all 

over you in a moment.  It was a beautiful unspoiled 

product of a hothouse, and yet it managed quite 

successfully to give itself the airs of a compote.  You had 

to bite it and imbibe it at the same time.  To me there has 

always been something charming and mystic in the 

thought of that delicate velvet globe of fruit, slowly 

ripening and warming to perfection through the long 

summer days and perfumed nights, and then coming 

suddenly athwart my life in the supreme moment of its 

existence.  I can never forget it, even if I wished to.  And 

when I had devoured all that was edible of it, there still 

remained the stone, which a heedless, thoughtless child 

would doubtless have thrown away; I put it down the 

neck of a young friend who was wearing a very decollete 

sailor suit. I told him it was a scorpion, and from the way 

he wriggled and screamed he evidently believed it, 

though where the silly kid imagined I could procure a 

live scorpion at a garden party I don’t know. Altogether, 

that peach is for me an unfading and happy memory--”945 

 

Burgundy was Oppenheim’s preferred wine with peaches,946 

although he might also pair them with port,947 Chateau 

Yquem,948 absinthe when they were eaten by a decadent young 

Frenchman,949 or champagne for a baroness and a German 

diplomat.950  To some extent, he treated peaches as feminine 

fruit, suited to women and their gentler tastes. 

Citrus fruits crop up often throughout Oppenheim’s 

works, albeit in contexts other than the fruit course of a formal 

meal.  In fact, the only citrus that Oppenheim considered 

suitable for formal service was the grapefruit, which he first 

featured as a breakfast and dinner item at the Plaza Hotel in 

New York.951  At a London club restaurant, a young lady finishes 

her meal of asparagus and quail with a “grapefruit with 
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Maraschino,”952 implying that the liqueur was poured over or 

into the sliced fruit.  A rare exception to the preferential role that 

Oppenheim gave the grapefruit was the fruit course he depicted 

at a Russian cafe in London, which might be either tangerines,953 

a variety of orange, or a fruit compote of bananas and oranges 

and thin slices of apple, served with cream.954  The orange 

debuted in his works in 1893, a quarter of a century prior to the 

grapefruit, while orange juice and orangeade did not appear 

until his Riviera years.  Oranges for Oppenheim were 

synonymous with casual eating.  In his books, they may be sold 

through the streets of London from a barrow,955 or devoured by 

theatregoers waiting in line,956 or eaten in a box at a music hall.957  

Even a duke may breakfast on them while in retirement in 

Italy.958  Lemons, on the other hand, Oppenheim did not 

consider to be food at all, but rather accessories to drinks.  He 

almost invariably combined the fruit with alcohol when writing 

about it, primarily with cocktails,959 and also with vermouth,960 

hot whisky and water,961 tea,962 and, after 1923, Perrier.963  Most of 

his references to lemons appeared from the 1920s onwards, 

reflecting his increased alcohol consumption late in life.  

Occasionally he employed lemon as a garnish to caviar, sole, or 

oysters.964  More unusually, a Japanese prince offers his lady 

guest preserved fruits from his homeland, among them a 

“golden fig,” packed in lemon plant.965  Oppenheim treated limes 

as if they were more exotic than lemons, something to be 

associated exclusively with tropical drinks.  From the manner in 

which he repeatedly referred to “real limes” or “genuine 

limes,”966 the reader receives the impression that London and the 

Riviera were awash in imitation limes during the Roaring 

Twenties.  While Oppenheim never bothered to explain this 

particular choice of language, it is easy enough to guess that lime 

flavoring was coming into vogue at the time and he resented its 

adoption by the wider public.  Limes in an Oppenheim story 

come from a rich man’s South American estate and float in the 
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cocktails he offers his visitors.967  They bob in tumblers of fruit 

cup prepared by a steward who learned the art of mixing the 

drink in Jamaica,968 and in a Planter’s Punch prepared at the 

Embassy by a naval officer on leave.969  Like the gentry 

themselves, they require a certain degree of ceremony.   

The classically English strawberry ranked next after the 

peach in Oppenheim’s estimation.  As peaches were to his 

dinners, and lemons were to his cocktail parties, strawberries 

were to his afternoon tea.970  Half the strawberries he served his 

characters they ate at teatime, on occasion indulging in freshly 

gathered strawberries;971 the other half he divided evenly 

between luncheon and dinner.  Strawberries featured in novels 

throughout his career--at one point Oppenheim implied that it 

was an English tradition for children to steal early 

strawberries972--and most often in 1921’s Jacob’s Ladder.  They 

usually follow a main course of chicken, partridges, or quail,973 

sometimes lamb,974 and might be paired with Chateau Yquem,975 

although a duke takes them with champagne in his box at Ascot 

after his horse wins a race.976  Oppenheim considered it a point 

of pride to be able to eat strawberries six weeks ahead of 

season,977 prefiguring, in a genteel English fashion, the later 

aristocratic arrogance of Ernestine Simple in Hello, Dolly!: “What 

do you mean, oysters aren’t in season?  Anyone can have oysters 

in season.  I want them out of season.”  In a similar vein, 

Oppenheim speaks of “wonderful forced strawberries” for 

luncheon at the Ritz.978  Underlying these sentiments was the 

shared theme of the conscious pride of the wealthy in being able 

to demand foodstuffs unavailable to the poor.  The same pride 

made them prize the equally inaccessible wild strawberries, 

Oppenheim’s fraises de bois [sic], or “strawberries of the forest,” 

which possessed “a quite particular perfume and delicacy of 

flavour.”979  These could be eaten fresh,980 or simmered in red 

wine to conclude a spy’s luncheon981 or a meal at La Reserve.982 

Oppenheim introduced grapes to his expanding menu in 
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1890 when, in one of his early attempts at a story of real rather 

than imaginary life, Italian brigands succored his wounded hero 

with grapes and olives outside Palermo.983  They were 

appropriate for gifts, for nourishing the sick, and for concluding 

dinner or very rarely supper--never for luncheon.  Oppenheim 

referred to “muscatel grapes” more often than to all other types 

of grapes combined.  As the Muscat family of grapes includes 

over two hundred varieties, it is unclear which one of those 

Oppenheim had in mind, but most likely he was referring to 

Muscat Blanc, widely planted in France.  The grapes of Muscat 

Blanc are commonly green, shading to yellow as they ripen, with 

the possibility of a pink blush, and that accords with his 

description of “great green muscatel grapes, pear-shaped, and 

with the bloom still upon them.”984  When these grapes were not 

comforting young ladies,985 they might adorn the table of a 

marquess, to be eaten with dignity between sips of old Madeira 

and 1868 Cockburn.986  Burgundy was also acceptable with 

muscatels from a forcing house,987 and Chateau Yquem with 

hothouse grapes.988  Lesser varieties of grape Oppenheim 

regarded as more suitable to accompany entrees than to succeed 

them.  Some of his most luxurious meals paired grape salad with 

quails989 and ortolans,990 white grapes with quails,991 and white 

grapes and raspberries with ortolans.992  If the price and scarcity 

of the grapes themselves were insufficient to proclaim a diner’s 

gentility, he no doubt reasoned, the context in which those 

grapes would be eaten would make that clear. 

Several fruits that are now commonplace on store shelves 

in the early twenty-first century were late-career rarities for 

Oppenheim, melons among them.  In an Oppenheim novel, they 

are exclusively a luncheon fruit, whether at the Milan993 or at the 

Sporting Club, where Chateau Yquem is the proper thing to 

drink with melon.994  A Parisian gentlewoman gives her 

luncheon guest “cantaloup, cut in halves, with the faintest 

suspicion of liqueur, and a great globule of ice.”995  This is similar 
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to the manner in which Oppenheim thought grapefruit should 

be served, a comparison reinforced by his inclusion of melons 

with Maraschino in another meal.996  Pears were mostly a Riviera 

delicacy in his stories.  An actress includes them in her picnic 

lunch on a day’s outing,997 and a young working couple from 

London find the pears in Monte Carlo a tremendous 

improvement over the apples and bananas to which they are 

accustomed.998  In one of Oppenheim’s most striking displays of 

conspicuous consumption, a banquet given by a princess at her 

chateau concludes with “jargonelle pears from Covent 

Garden.”999  The English could not afford to buy their own fruit, 

but French aristocrats could--and could also afford to have it 

flown hundreds of miles across Europe before they ate it.  The 

only cooked pears in Oppenheim’s works came in the shape of a 

dish of Poires Melba at a small restaurant in Soho.1000  A variation 

on Escoffier’s Peches Melba, named in honor of the opera star 

Dame Nellie Melba, the recipe called for the pears to be poached 

in vanilla syrup, served on vanilla ice cream, and topped with 

raspberry puree.1001  The fruit course of the princess’s dinner also 

featured nectarines and “great bowls of figs upon which the 

bloom still rested.”1002  Otherwise, those fruits were the privilege 

of picnicking gentry,1003 American millionaire yachtsmen,1004 and 

the fortunate lunchers at the Eden Roc.1005  Pineapple salad, now 

sold in every supermarket, was, in an Oppenheim book, the final 

item in a plutocrats’ luncheon at their exclusive club.1006 

Less exotic fruits Oppenheim relegated to meals about 

which he did not particularly care.  It is probable that apples 

were a part of his life from his childhood onwards, yet he did 

not mention them until 1912, and then only as infrequent snacks, 

or as part of an impromptu meal in a remote area.1007  Apple pie 

was the final course of the dinner that The Inevitable Millionaires 

rejected in favor of the Milan Grill.1008  Olives in Oppenheim 

novels are largely confined to Italian restaurants in Soho,1009 

although Ciro’s in Monte Carlo offered stuffed olives as an hors 
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d’oeuvre.1010  A contemporary preparation specifies that the olives 

to be stuffed should be large Spanish olives, which may then be 

filled with any of a variety of butters or creams, most of which 

are seasoned with fish such as anchovies, caviar, shrimp, lobster, 

salmon, or red herring.1011  One solitary olive may be found in an 

Oppenheim martini in 1931,1012 but in general Oppenheim was 

more likely to use lemon in a martini than an olive.  Fruit salad 

at a rather dismal garden party,1013 preserved cherries for a 

Riviera breakfast,1014 and whortleberries and cream for a 

detective’s supper at a country inn1015 rounded out Oppenheim’s 

fruit choices in the odd corners of his stories. 

After rallying for the fruit course, Oppenheim’s attention 

flagged again when dessert was carried round.  In the process of 

writing about more than fourteen hundred luncheons, dinners, 

and suppers, he mentioned dessert by name a total of twenty 

times.  “And the picture failed completely,” as Lewis Carroll 

might have said.1016  Ices accounted for roughly half of the 

dessert courses in Oppenheim’s works, a conventional choice.  

“When they are well prepared and daintily dished, they are the 

consummation of all that is delicate and good,” Escoffier wrote.  

The term “ice” in Edwardian gastronomy might refer either to 

ice-cream, compounded of sugar, egg yolks, milk, and flavoring 

matter, or to fruit ice, composed of sugar syrup and fruit puree 

or juice.  These ices were not served in scoops as most modern 

ice creams are, but in molded shapes, commonly “flowers, fruit, 

birds, leaf-sprays, etc…the preparation should have something 

in keeping with the design of the mould used.”1017  Of the ices 

that appeared with meals in his works, Oppenheim included the 

majority with dinners, and divided the remainder evenly 

between luncheons and suppers.  Ices were a recurring feature of 

his theatrical receptions and garden parties as well.1018  They 

largely disappeared from his novels after 1920, perhaps 

indicating that Oppenheim had begun to consider them 

bourgeois and effeminate.  Certainly he represented ices as a 
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suitable food for women and the young, in particular for young 

ladies and nieces.  The younger guests at a reception at the 

British Embassy in Washington during the War enjoy ices on the 

balcony,1019 and a schoolboy advises a detective to avoid the 

“rotten” ices at a dance at a country mansion.1020  When a leather 

merchant drives his secretary out to Ranelagh to flirt with her, 

they eat ices under the trees.1021  Oppenheim was infrequently 

clear about whether he was referring to fruit ices or ice cream 

when he specified ices.  He referred to ice cream by name only 

once, allowing a wealthy young man to treat a marquess’s 

daughter to it on the lawn at Ascot.1022  Nonetheless, the majority 

of ices which he did name would fall under the category of ice 

cream, including chocolate ice at the Milan Grill, vanilla ice at 

the Ritz Grill, and a chocolate and vanilla ice mixed for a young 

lady detective lunching with her uncle.1023  An incognito French 

princess prefers coffee ice to strawberry to finish her dinner, at 

which her uncle the Duc comments, “‘Ices after supper are an 

abomination.  They spoil the flavour of your wine, and many 

other things.  But after all, I suppose it is waste of time to tell you 

so!  A woman never understands how to eat until she is 

fifty.’”1024  The Cafe des Ambassadeurs in Paris crowns a German 

industrialist’s supper with “a superb violet ice, with real flowers 

around the dish and an electric light burning in the middle.”1025  

Fruit or liqueur ices prepared with a low sugar content and with 

the addition of port or sauterne to make them drinkable were 

called sherbet or sorbet.1026  Oppenheim placed sherbet in the 

most exotic contexts he could imagine, using it to refresh a 

duke’s daughter at the family mansion in Grosvenor Square1027 

and to accompany a dinner of stewed goat at a desert 

encampment in Egypt.1028  He never made it clear to the reader 

how the modern scientific equipment that Escoffier considered 

essential for producing recognizable ices would have made it 

from Grosvenor Square to the Egyptian desert in working order. 

Desserts other than ices are rarely present in an 
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Oppenheim book, and those few exceptions reflect the social 

status of their partakers in the same way that Oppenheim's 

entrees do.  For casual meals, Oppenheim thought a fruit tart 

might be a suitable final course, in one case following a dinner of 

veal with a raspberry tart and Stilton, and in another, finishing a 

luncheon with raspberry-and-red-currant tart with cream.1029  

Rissoles, or bits of puff paste garnished with jam, and 

blancmange, the molded paste of corn-flour and sugar, conclude 

a celebratory dinner at a London boarding house.1030  The 

confidence artist Peter Ruff, in fleeing the suburban villa of a 

mark just ahead of an inspector from Scotland Yard, also escapes 

the dish of jelly that follows the beef, and the “somewhat 

precarious tipsy cake” with almonds.1031  An actress unsatisfied 

with the dessert selection at the Milan Grill demands that the 

waiter send out for a box of Turkish delight.1032  At the Rat Mort 

in Paris, a German diplomat orders macaroons with his 

champagne,1033 and a luncheon at Re’s in Monte Carlo ends with 

crepes Suzette, or crepes in citrus butter and liqueur.1034  Souffles 

recur often in Oppenheim’s later novels, twice as frequently at 

dinner as at luncheon, and all but four of them appear in works 

written in 1937 or later.  They were perhaps the last of his 

periodic enthusiasms.  “‘The right souffle is a thing I’ve never 

refused in my life,’” a young woman declares,1035 but her creator 

was extremely vague as to what the right souffle was.  General 

Besserley orders a dinner in Paris that includes Souffle Nicolas 

with a dash of Grand Marnier in the sauce, a dish obviously 

named after the maitre d’hotel of the establishment.1036  “‘The 

savoury must be a cheese souffle,’” says a politician giving his 

dinner order,1037 indicating that Oppenheim considered souffles 

appropriate for the savoury as well as the dessert course. 

The final course of an English formal meal, the savoury 

was intended to prepare the male diner’s palate for the port that 

would succeed it.  For Oppenheim, there was only one 

worthwhile savoury, apart from such accidents as cheese 
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souffles and trifles1038 and the “little things in small dishes” they 

did at the Milan,1039 and that was the omelette, a staple of the 

French cooking he so admired.  The writer and gastronome 

Alexandre Dumas was famously fond of cooking omelettes for 

friends and proteges.  One of Jules Verne’s biographers wrote of 

the young Verne, “He soon became a familiar visitor [at 

Dumas’s], devouring the omelettes and delicious sauces that 

Dumas prepared with his own hands for a troop of young poets 

and writers, hungry for glory, and half-starved on the 

unappetizing régime of tenth-rate [cafes].”1040  Like souffles, 

omelettes occupied an ambiguous position in Oppenheim’s 

cuisine; although he employed them as his savoury of choice, he 

considered certain omelettes suitable for dessert as well, and he 

would even imply at times that the omelette could be a main 

course.  This impression is reinforced by his habit of serving 

omelettes to his characters at luncheon, a lighter meal for which 

an omelette would be a more appropriate entree.  Three quarters 

of the omelettes in his stories are luncheon dishes, with the 

remainder split among breakfast, dinner, and a solitary supper.  

They are clustered most thickly in those works he wrote in the 

early and middle 1920s.  The jam omelette of Peter Cradd’s 

cottage dinner1041 and the sweet omelettes of various hotels1042 

indicate where Oppenheim’s preferences for dessert omelettes 

lay, as does the peach omelette with “Sauce vieux Armagnac”--old 

Armagnac sauce--that concludes a meal at the Milan Grill.1043  

For savouries, he favored the omelette aux fines herbes,1044 

seasoned with parsley, chervil, chives, and tarragon,1045 but it 

was by no means his only choice.  He gave the luncheon party at 

a Riviera villa an omelette aux tomates,1046 a lady at the Milan an 

omelette aux champignons (with mushrooms),1047 and a princess an 

omelette aux points d'asperge (with asparagus tips).1048  One of his 

unnamed restaurants, near Oxford Street, does an omelette “in 

the Portuguese fashion” for luncheon.1049  Oppenheim 

considered finesse vital to the preparation of an omelette; at a 
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proper restaurant on the Riviera, it would be a “steaming, flaky” 

creation,1050 but at a hotel where the staff were involved in a 

criminal enterprise, the manager would try to drive away 

inquisitive guests by presenting them with a burnt omelette.1051  

At least, that would be his course of action in an Oppenheim 

novel. 

The loving detail with which Oppenheim depicted 

luncheons and dinners is entirely absent from his treatments of 

breakfast.  Breakfasts account for a mere eleven percent of the 

meals consumed in his books, almost as small a share as supper.  

They are somewhat less common in his late than in his early 

novels, although Oppenheim never abandoned the meal 

completely.  The first half-dozen years of the 1920s were the time 

when breakfast was most likely to be absent from his works, 

while 1912’s The Tempting of Tavernake involves the most 

breakfasts of any Oppenheim book, with five.  There was no 

standard menu for an Oppenheim breakfast, and the degree of 

luxury with which his characters breakfasted varied with their 

surroundings more than with their circumstances. 

Oppenheim regarded eggs as the foundation of a proper 

breakfast, and included them in his fictional cuisine from his 

second novel onwards.  He went through three short surges of 

enthusiasm for eggs in the late 1910s, late 1920s, and late 1930s 

that were reflected in his writing.  On widely separated 

occasions, he might allow his characters to choose eggs for a 

casual luncheon, dinner, or supper, but more than three out of 

four of the eggs in his books are destined for the breakfast table.  

Oppenheim knew only one method of preparation for breakfast 

eggs, boiling, which by itself he considered a sufficient 

description of how the eggs should be cooked.1052  That by 

“boiled eggs” he meant soft-boiled eggs is made clear by his 

multiple separate references to hard-boiled eggs, in his view 

suitable solely for picnics1053 or for keeping up one’s strength 

under trying circumstances, such as being imprisoned in a 
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Scottish castle by a dishonest marquess.1054  He prized “new-laid 

eggs,” serving them to a recovering shipwreck victim1055 and for 

dinner at a country inn.1056  Breakfast eggs in his stories are 

accompanied sometimes by bread or bread and butter,1057 more 

often by coffee,1058 and most often of all by bacon, the other 

staple of an Oppenheim breakfast.1059  Eighty percent of the 

bacon in his works appears at breakfast, with the remainder 

featuring at suppers and two country dinners.  A rasher of bacon 

makes a good supper for a traveler at a north country inn on a 

stormy night, for example.1060  As a breakfast dish, Oppenheim 

paired bacon with eggs more than half the time.  The 1927 serial 

Nicholas Goade, Detective features the largest consumption of eggs 

and bacon of any of his books, intended to reinforce the reader’s 

awareness of the main character’s middle-class origins.  While 

bacon is ubiquitous throughout Oppenheim’s novels, sausages 

are not; he limited them to country breakfasts or train journeys 

through Scotland,1061 or supper at a Teutonic brasserie in 

Paris.1062  Kidneys Oppenheim found more useful, particularly in 

the form of kidneys and bacon, one of his recurring rural 

breakfasts1063 that was also suitable, with lager beer, for a late 

supper for a fashionable detective at the Milan Grill.1064  Some of 

the Norfolk gentry in his works took devilled kidneys for 

breakfast;1065 Lady Clark suggested a “Devil Sauce” for these 

composed of dry mustard, Worcestershire sauce, mushroom 

catsup, white pepper, cayenne pepper, and salt.1066 

During his Riviera years, the Indian summer of his life, 

Oppenheim discovered a new type of breakfast: rolls and 

coffee.1067  More than half of the rolls in his works are breakfast 

items, with a few of the remainder fleshing out luncheons and 

suppers and a quarter of them accompanying dinners.  

Croissants play a similar role, as demonstrated by the opera star 

who breakfasts on croissants and coffee on the Terrace at Monte 

Carlo.1068  The rolls-and-coffee breakfast reached its high point of 

development in Oppenheim’s 1936 serial The Bird of Paradise, in 
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which much of the cast, including an American millionaire’s son, 

his noble French girlfriend, and a cabinet minister, breakfasts on 

rolls and coffee while aboard one or another of their various 

yachts loitering off Hyeres.  Oppenheim usually specified that 

these rolls were buttered.  He first included a roll in one of his 

stories in 1898, but it was not until the middle of the 1920s that 

he began to pay them serious attention, writing two thirds of the 

rolls in his novels into books published during or after that 

period.  The Ostrekoff Jewels, published in 1932, features the 

highest roll consumption of any Oppenheim tale, as most of its 

characters are continually on the run and need a quick snack 

here and there between daring escapes from the Communists. 

Toast was another Oppenheim breakfast favorite, 

although he was more likely to recommend it for tea than for 

breakfast.  In his works, it is usually buttered, and must be 

prepared with care, since “slightly burnt toast” is associated 

with such examples of indifferent cooking as a middle-class 

detective’s breakfast in Hammersmith.1069  It is also necessary at 

the dinner table, sometimes with bouillon1070 or pate de foie 

gras,1071 but most often with caviar, with which it is frequently 

served hot.1072  For a period of several years during the late 1920s 

and early 1930s, Oppenheim paired toast with caviar more often 

than he mentioned it for breakfast or tea.  Additionally, he felt it 

was a suitable food for invalids,1073 who might take it with beef 

tea if they felt strong enough.1074  Melba toast, thinly sliced and 

twice toasted, was part of an Oppenheim lunch at the Savoy, 

where Escoffier had invented it for Dame Nellie Melba.1075  In a 

semi-ironic reference to the origin of the name--possibly an 

unconscious one, given that his biographer swore Oppenheim 

had no sense of humor--an actress dining in Monte Carlo 

crumbles her Melba toast to pieces in rage when the man she 

desires fails to notice her.1076  Oppenheim had no conception of 

the muffin as a breakfast food, either; his characters ate their 

muffins at tea alone, sometimes hot, well-toasted, or with 
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strawberry jam.1077  The muffins of Edwardian cooking were the 

flatbread variant commonly called “English muffins” in the 

United States.  Bread and butter, like toast, was a tea dish that 

Oppenheim borrowed at odd intervals for breakfast and the 

occasional picnic lunch for a duke.1078  He included it in his 

concise summary of the classic English afternoon tea: “a Queen 

Anne silver teapot and two Sèvres cups, thin bread and butter, 

cream and lemon.”1079  The consumption of bread and butter, a 

delicate dish comparable to sole or souffle, implies gentility both 

in Oppenheim’s novels and elsewhere in English literature.  

“Gwendolen is devoted to bread and butter,” Ernest Worthing 

says admiringly of his aristocratic fiancee, a peer’s daughter, in 

Oscar Wilde’s play The Importance of Being Earnest.  Gwendolen 

herself confirms this particular association between food and 

class during an acrimonious exchange with Cecily, Mr. 

Worthing’s ward, in the following act: 

 

CECILY: (Severely.) Cake or bread and butter? 

 

GWENDOLEN: (In a bored manner.) Bread and butter, 

please.  Cake is rarely seen at the best houses nowadays. 

 

CECILY: (Cuts a very large slice of cake, and puts it on 

the tray.) Hand that to Miss Fairfax.1080  

 

The working classes, Oppenheim felt, could do no more than 

parody the proper serving of bread and butter with thick bread 

and thin margarine in their uncomfortable boarding houses.1081  

Bread and butter began to disappear from his works altogether 

during the middle of the 1920s, abandoned in tandem with the 

institution of tea in favor of the cocktail party. 

Unadorned bread played a very minor part in 

Oppenheim’s works and gastronomy.  He mentioned it twice as 

often in connection with dinner as he did with any other meal, 
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which he did about once every hundred dinners.  Sometimes he 

paired it with cheese or ham for luncheons,1082 but most of his 

references to bread were either casual or downright negative.  

There was a distinct color line in Oppenheim’s treatment of 

bread, whereby he connected stale, dry, or dark bread with 

poverty, the middle class, and the continent of Europe.  

Instances of this include the “dark-colored bread” an English 

tourist wandering through Germany is given for breakfast at an 

inn,1083 the “almost black” rye bread that accompanies a venison 

dinner at a castle in eastern Europe,1084 and “the coarse bread of 

the country,” meaning Provence, for General Besserley while 

hiking.1085  Conversely, a conscientious German aristocrat keeps 

up high standards of cuisine in the middle of Africa by serving 

white bread with chicken fricassee for dinner.1086  Otherwise, 

bread is the food of a madman,1087 of a Russian political 

prisoner,1088 and of a wealthy man whom a Scottish marquess 

has kidnapped in the hope of inducing him to buy an overpriced 

estate.1089  With milk, it is most appropriate for a starving child1090 

or a poor chorus girl in her lonely lodgings.1091  Healthy, well-to-

do Englishmen of taste simply do not eat bread, the most 

common foodstuff of all, in Oppenheim novels. 

The cake that Miss Gwendolen Fairfax so despised at 

teatime was almost always served at teatime in Oppenheim’s 

imagination.  The modern reader may gauge the importance of 

tea-cakes to the Edwardians by the fact that Lady Clark’s Cookery 

Book includes a separate subsection for tea-cake recipes, 

seventeen in all, with potato and shortbread and honey cake 

variations among them.1092  One of Oppenheim’s young ladies is 

liable to have “dear little cakes”1093 or “new cake”1094 with her tea, 

and at a country estate the tea-cakes arrive at the table 

“delicately browned.”1095  Among the aristocracy, an earl and his 

cousin take almond cakes with their China tea.1096  Even a sultan 

visiting England adopts the national obsession and offers his 

guests wine and small cakes at his house in Cavendish 
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Square;1097 at a princely reception in Paris, the wine served with 

the cakes is sweet champagne.1098  Sometimes an Oppenheim tea 

is accompanied by “Buszard’s cake”1099 or “Rumplemayer 

cakes,”1100 referring to the products of two celebrated London 

bake shops that flourished at the beginning of the twentieth 

century.  Rumplemayer’s tea-rooms in St. James’s Street were 

sufficiently famous in London society to be mentioned by 

Dorothy Sayers in Busman’s Honeymoon and Virginia Woolf in 

Mrs. Dalloway.  Cake at the other end of the social spectrum is 

represented by hard sponge-cake at a Pimlico boarding house1101 

and a “tipsy cake” with almonds at a middle-class dinner 

party,1102 a tipsy cake being a sponge cake stuck with almonds, 

soaked in sherry, and covered with custard and cream.1103  

Schoolboys at a sporting event make their tea off of strawberries 

and cake,1104 and a rich man just escaped from kidnappers 

refreshes himself with two slices of cake and a whisky and 

soda.1105  Wedding cake, never present at all in Oppenheim’s 

early works, springs into sudden and noticeable prominence in 

his late-career novels, always in a Riviera setting such as the 

Hotel de Paris.1106  In one of the oddest culinary juxtapositions of 

his career, Oppenheim gave an expatriate Chinese prince who 

was also an international spy a “snow-white wedding cake” for 

his wedding at a French chateau.1107  His lesser tea-cakes, the 

scones, do not exist separately from afternoon tea except in 

Scotland, where they may be served for breakfast with coffee,1108 

analogously to the English roll and the French croissant. 

After Oppenheim emigrated to the Riviera, he filled the 

place in his cuisine formerly occupied by cakes, muffins, and 

scones with biscuits instead.  Muffins or cakes partnered tea; 

biscuits partnered drinks and cocktails.  An Oppenheim 

character was most likely to drink champagne with his 

biscuits,1109 but he could also choose claret,1110 hock,1111 sherry,1112 

port,1113 Dubonnet,1114 whisky and soda,1115 brandy or brandy and 

soda,1116 martinis,1117 champagne cocktails,1118 milk,1119 and even 
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water.1120  A withered American millionaire in an Oppenheim 

serial describes his daily diet as “‘three biscuits and a glass of 

Perrier with a teaspoonful of brandy in it.’”1121  Half of the 

biscuits in Oppenheim’s writing are to be found in novels 

published after 1927, a period when the number of casual meals 

and drinks in his stories was increasing.  He felt that oat biscuits 

and Camembert made a good finish to luncheon,1122 and that 

cheese biscuits might take their place at a picnic.1123  One of his 

couples offers their friends sweet biscuits and champagne before 

their wedding,1124 while dry salted biscuits are acceptable with 

cocktails.1125  Breakfast at a German hunting lodge features a 

rusk,1126 a type of twice-baked bread similar to the stiff cracker-

style biscuits of British cooking.  Pretzels are served with the 

champagne at a brothel in Poland,1127 and an American 

prospector accompanies his wilderness supper of beef with hard 

tack,1128 an extremely dry biscuit designed to be stored for 

extended periods.  The British, it should be noted, were 

particularly skilled in the manufacture of hard tack; in 2018, 

Sotheby’s auctioned an example baked in 1805.1129 

Bread is more likely to appear in Oppenheim’s works as 

a constituent of sandwiches than it is as an element of a meal in 

its own right.  His characters consumed more than a hundred 

and fifty sandwiches beginning in 1892, with the sandwich 

becoming a recurring feature of the Oppenheim novel a decade 

later.  The plot of Jacob’s Ladder, published in 1921, involves the 

most frequent sandwich consumption of any of his books.  Very 

few of these sandwiches are part of a regular meal, and when 

they are, that meal is more often luncheon than dinner or 

supper.  To Oppenheim, the sandwich was something to be 

eaten at odd times and in inconvenient places: on board a train, 

in the intervals of gambling in the Casino or the Sporting Club, 

after a day’s hunting,1130 after a car chase,1131 or behind the scenes 

of a theatre.1132  He described the typical behavior of the British 

sightseer in the National Gallery as “munching sandwiches.”1133  
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Sandwiches were equally appropriate for sustaining the 

delegates at a diplomatic conference,1134 for regaling a German 

spy, a friend of the family, just landed from a zeppelin1135--and 

for treating a performing monkey at a London public house.1136  

The Oppenheim sandwich-eater usually takes a drink with his 

food, which is most frequently champagne,1137 but may also be 

wine,1138 whisky and soda,1139 a cocktail,1140 tea,1141 coffee,1142 or 

brandy.1143  A baronet who finds himself in the same 

compartment on a train journey as an eccentric marquess is 

surprised when his host produces a bottle of Chateau Yquem to 

wash down their sandwiches, “‘a very marvelous wine to be 

drinking in a railway carriage.’”1144  After rescuing a schoolgirl 

from kidnappers, a detective takes her back to his flat and gives 

her champagne and a plate of sandwiches to help her recover 

from the ordeal,1145 while a packet of sandwiches and a flask of 

brandy support another girl on a long night drive.1146 

Oppenheim mentioned half a dozen different kinds of 

sandwiches in his works and preferred two of them above the 

rest.  The first of these, more prominent in his early novels, was 

the pate sandwich.  Sometimes he specified that his pate 

sandwiches were made with pate de foie gras, as at an actress’s 

supper party,1147 but more often he left the basis of the pate 

involved unclear.  Possible alternatives to goose liver which 

appeared elsewhere in Oppenheim’s books include chicken liver 

and chicken itself, both more affordable than the French 

alternative.  The pate sandwich a young lady takes with her for a 

picnic in the woods might well be chicken pate.1148  On the other 

hand, the pate sandwiches devoured by aristocrats in the 

intervals of their gambling bouts at the Casino in Monte Carlo1149 

and those that a business magnate gives the string of ladies who 

call on him in his suite at the Milan1150 are almost certainly filled 

with pate de foie gras.  Champagne and a pate de foie gras sandwich 

is the choice of a crippled but well-to-do young lady for light 

refreshment.1151  Although Oppenheim never abandoned the pate 
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sandwich entirely, it gave way in his later works to the caviar 

sandwich, his clear favorite.  Caviar sandwiches entered his 

menu for the first time as part of a tea at a luxurious country 

estate in 1907,1152 and after a couple of additional experiments,1153 

he adopted them as one of the essentials of an exotic scene.  It is 

possible that Oppenheim himself enjoyed many caviar 

sandwiches aboard the floating double bed, given the degree to 

which he associated them with shipboard cuisine.  In one of his 

books an actress orders cocktails and caviar sandwiches in her 

suite on a transatlantic liner.1154  More often, his characters nibble 

their sandwiches on board a yacht.  The yacht does not have to 

belong to an American millionaire, although it often does,1155 but 

it may also belong to a British millionaire and provide a venue 

for a professional crook to flirt with the owner’s daughter over 

caviar sandwiches and White Ladies,1156 or be conveying a 

German prince away from Monte Carlo.1157  The Soviet 

ambassador calls for caviar sandwiches at the Milan and again 

later when he is the unwilling guest of a Russian prince at the 

latter’s London mansion.1158  At the most famous night 

restaurant in Nice, an international spymaster and a French 

policeman order caviar sandwiches and a bottle of wine to 

supplement their conference.1159  “The exchange must not be 

discreet,” one can almost hear Oppenheim saying. 

Sandwiches containing anything other than pate or caviar 

are rare in Oppenheim’s books.  Chicken sandwiches, however, 

he always associated with young ladies.  A “large, delicious 

chicken sandwich” and half a bottle of white wine accompany 

one girl on her train journey across France.1160  An Oppenheim 

businessman sups on chicken sandwiches and champagne with 

his secretary-cum-mistress at his flat,1161 and another such 

businessman places the same order at the Milan for the princess 

whom he is escorting.1162  The beef sandwich was more 

masculine than the chicken sandwich, in Oppenheim’s view; the 

young lady who smuggles beef sandwiches and flasks of whisky 
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and water to a man her father has kidnapped makes this point 

clear.1163  When Peter Cradd and his girl pool their lunches on an 

islet, they find themselves with one beef and one ham sandwich 

apiece.1164  Champagne washes down the ham sandwiches 

consumed by the staff of the American Embassy on the last train 

out of Russia during the Great War,1165 and the busboy at a 

London nightclub fortuitously saves the life of a detective when 

he eats one of the poisoned ham sandwiches prepared for the 

latter.  The chef, unconcerned about the poisoning, is furious 

that the help had dared to touch food intended for a customer.1166  

Last and least among Oppenheim’s sandwiches was the 

“Pampalini sandwich,” offered by an Italian statesman to a con 

artist whom he believes is a German envoy,1167 and presumably 

Oppenheim’s own invention, the ingredients of which he did not 

trouble to enumerate.  The cucumber sandwich, one of the most 

famous items in British cookery, was not mentioned by 

Oppenheim once in the space of a hundred and fifty-five novels, 

reflecting his emphasis on French rather than British cuisine. 

Like sandwiches, chocolates in Oppenheim’s works 

occupied a place outside the framework of formal meals that 

governed most Edwardian eating.  Oppenheim introduced them 

in 1908, and his lady characters developed a serious fondness for 

them after 1920, eating three out of four of the chocolates 

included in his books between then and the end of his career.  

Only ladies ate chocolates at all in his tales, as he regarded them 

as a strictly feminine food and allowed a gentleman to consume 

a chocolate on exactly one occasion.1168  Otherwise, his heroines 

sampled their chocolates on board transatlantic steamers,1169 in 

boxes at music halls,1170 at the cinema,1171 at various country 

retreats,1172 and at the headquarters of an international spy 

ring.1173  A princess takes a box of French bonbons with her when 

going for a sail.1174  Chocolates make very appropriate presents 

in Oppenheim novels, usually for young ladies,1175 but General 

Besserley also gives a box to a group of French farm children.1176  
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Similarly, the chocolate eclair is uncommon at Oppenheim’s 

tables.  It sometimes put in an appearance at luxurious teas in 

England,1177 although Oppenheim thought it was better suited to 

the Sporting Club, where chocolate eclairs were the food of 

prime ministers’ daughters and incognito Russian princes.1178 

Edwardian dinners concluded with the ritual drinking of 

port by the male guests, sometimes accompanied by nuts.  These 

might do for a middle-class dessert as well--bananas and nuts 

constitute the dessert course of Oppenheim meals at a London 

boarding house1179 and a German cafe in Paris1180--but among the 

gentry, it was more usual to reserve them for the port stage of 

the meal.  Walnuts were Oppenheim’s preference with port,1181 

particularly home-grown walnuts, with which he provided an 

MP to accompany his 1870 port in a cottage on the Norfolk 

marshes.1182  Nevertheless, they disappeared from his books 

entirely after 1920.  An early Oppenheim novel includes a dinner 

that finishes with barcelonas, a variety of Spanish hazelnut;1183 

these are likewise absent from all his later works.  Almonds took 

the place of both, especially, in the last few years of 

Oppenheim’s life, salted almonds.  He assigned them to the 

beginning rather than the end of meals, complementing cocktails 

instead of port.  They were suited to martinis on Long Island,1184 

champagne cocktails at the Cafe de Paris,1185 Amontillado in a 

rural mayor’s office,1186 or even orangeade at the Royalty Bar.1187  

Salted almonds and crisp champagne introduce a typical 

Oppenheim dinner at the Savoy,1188 creating a distinct contrast 

with a scene in his very first novel, Expiation, in which a boy sells 

chestnuts from a red-hot can through the streets of London.1189 

Expiation was also the book in which Oppenheim 

included some of the oddest items in his cuisine.  As a teenager 

eager to prove he could write compelling drama, he set a portion 

of the story in the Canadian wilderness, and adjusted the diet of 

his characters accordingly.  The result was dried caribou on two 

occasions, tea and pemmican for breakfast, and “broiled 
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snowbirds.”1190  Pemmican, an emergency food compounded of 

dried meat, suet, and berries,1191 is something the reader might 

expect to find in Canada, and the Inuit have used caribou as a 

food source for millennia.  Snowbird, on the other hand, is an 

alternative name for the dark-eyed junco, a member of the 

sparrow family seasonally resident in the Canadian north, and 

surely a food of desperation even for the most hardened 

mountain man.  Juncos were the most unusual foodstuff 

Oppenheim would ever include in a story, surpassing his later 

rabbit and monkey stew.  His other attempts at variety were 

more domestic, such as beef tea for the survivor of a shipwreck 

or for a man with a head injury,1192 or beef extract for a starving 

girl in the California wilderness.1193  During a general strike, as 

London shudders in the throes of anarchy, a party of 

Oppenheim gentry regale themselves with potted meats--canned 

meat--while hiding out from the mob.1194  Whenever Oppenheim 

allowed his well-born characters to eat preserved foods out of a 

tin, that event should indicate to the reader how serious he 

considered their predicament to be. 

Phillips Oppenheim’s fundamental obsession with 

formal service at mealtimes led him, in his later works, to begin 

offering the reader short menus for some of the many meals his 

characters enjoyed.  These detailed menus were largely 

associated with Riviera restaurants and London grill rooms, the 

venues in which Oppenheim felt most comfortable.  His 

luncheons typically involved fewer courses than his dinners and 

were less elaborate though just as luxurious, in keeping with 

their surroundings.  At the Ritz Grill Room, one young lady 

orders “langouste with mayonnaise, a French chicken with salad, 

an artichoke, a vanilla ice, and some wonderful forced 

strawberries,” with a bottle of “very excellent dry 

champagne.”1195  In the Strand, a journalist entertains his editor 

to luncheon at the Milan Grill with aperitifs to start, ortolans, a 

banana and grape salad, and a peach omelette with Armagnac 
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sauce and a melon to wind up, the whole accompanied by 

Romanee Conti ‘21.1196  The Madrid in Nice struggles to satiate a 

fat countess, giving her caviar “with its et ceteras,” a dozen 

oysters, three lamb cutlets, peas, souffle, cheese and champagne.  

An English officer at a neighboring table watches her with a 

mixture of pity and contempt while lunching more soberly on a 

cocktail, lobster, breast of lamb, early strawberries, and cheese 

from the restaurant’s own dairy, in his case with Montrachet 

1914.1197  La Reserve, one of Oppenheim’s favorite restaurants, 

was able to offer a marquis and his relations a luncheon of caviar 

with ice and lemon, bouillabaisse, chicken, and wild 

strawberries in red wine, the whole washed down with Chablis 

and champagne and finished with brandy.1198  Baron Domiloff, 

who had more or less taken over the running of Monaco by the 

late 1930s in Oppenheim’s fictional universe, requested a similar 

luncheon for his party at the same establishment.  After opening 

with two rounds of cocktails apiece, the meal proceeded with 

“‘Les Petites Demoiselles de Beaulieu--small langoustes of most 

divine flavor,’” lamb cutlets with English-style mint sauce, new 

peas and new potatoes, asparagus, and fresh strawberries.  Each 

course had its own wine pairing: Montrachet 1911 with the 

lobsters, Chateau Mouton Rothschild with the main course, and 

Chateau Yquem with the strawberries, ending with fine brandy.  

The patron commented that Burgundy was “‘a little heavy for 

the ladies,’” making it uncertain whether their escorts allowed 

them to enjoy any of the Yquem.1199  The private luncheons given 

by the French aristocracy at their chateaus were equally elegant.  

A marquis served the American con artist whom he was wooing 

freshly caught trout with butter, a thin chicken, fresh salad, a 

bowl of fruit, strangely-tasting coffee, and wine “from which the 

flavour was passing or had already passed,” upon Sevres china 

with solid gold napkin rings three centuries old.1200  When 

General Besserley entertained a French noblewoman for whom 

he had a certain tendresse to luncheon, his butler announced the 
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menu in the following terms: 

 

“Madame la Vicomtesse is served with an omelette aux 

fines herbes.  Afterwards, trout fresh from the river this 

morning, and then the lamb cutlets, very, very small, 

with the little peas and sauteed potatoes.  For your final 

course, a souffle, and for wine, the Montrachet ‘21 and 

the Chateau Mouton Rothschild ‘16.” 

 

The meal concluded with coffee and a “not-too-heavy” 

Armagnac.  Naturally, as this meal took place in an Oppenheim 

novel, awash with ambiguous aristocracy, it opened not with the 

traditional phrase “Madame est servie,” but with “Madame la 

Vicomtesse est servie” instead.1201  Whether he set the scene in a 

restaurant or a chateau, however, Oppenheim gave his readers a 

very clear picture of what he expected from a good luncheon.  It 

is doubtful whether most of them ever had such a meal in their 

lives. 

The usual Oppenheim dinner followed a similar albeit 

more elaborate pattern, and was sometimes eaten at home as 

well as in public.  For example, a political secretary has a party 

leader to dinner at her flat rather than having him escort her to 

the Milan.  She gives him an oyster stew cooked at the table in a 

chafing-dish, followed by cold partridges--both young birds-

ham, salad, strawberries, a Camembert cheese, and coffee.  The 

gentleman’s contribution is a bottle of Pommery.1202  The 

countess who invites her soon-to-be lover to dine with her in 

Grosvenor Square thinks along similar lines.  Their meal is 

“simple but perfect…iced consomme, a lobster mayonnaise, cold 

cutlets and asparagus,” accompanied by Chateau Yquem in a 

“delicately-shaped Venetian decanter,” liqueurs in tiny bottles, 

and coffee.1203  A multimillionaire of artistic taste, dining tete-a-

tete with his publicity agent, chooses smoked Volga salmon with 

vodka, turtle soup, plainly grilled sole, quail, with Bernkasteler 
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(below left) Oppenheim with his 

wife and daughter outside his 

home in Sheringham, Norfolk 
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Oppenheim aboard one of  

Oppenheim’s yachts in Sark 



The Cedars, Oppenheim’s home in Evington, Leicester from 1892 to 

1905, is now a restaurant. (Mat Fascione) 

The Domaine des Rougets ou Notre-Dame at Roquefort on the French 

Riviera, the estate of Oppenheim’s dreams that he purchased in 1938. 



New Year’s dinner at the Savoy Restaurant, 1907 

The Victoria Embankment around 1890. The domed building to the far 

left is the Hotel Cecil. Next to it is the Savoy Hotel. Behind these build-

ings ran the Strand, home to the grill rooms of Oppenheim’s stories. 



The Carlton Hotel, one of the two establishments that Escoffier and Ritz 

opened with their ill-gotten gains from the Savoy. In Oppenheim’s 

works as in life, it was a favorite resort of royalty. 

Golfers at the Ranelagh Club, Oppenheim’s favorite British course. 



A 1906 view of the front façade of the Café de Paris in Monte 

Carlo, opening on the Place du Casino. 

The gardens that existed at the rear of the Café in Oppenheim’s 

day are now known as the Jardins de la Petite Afrique.  



The Casino de Monte-Carlo (above) and the Hotel de Paris (below) 

served as locations for hundreds of scenes in Oppenheim’s mature 

works. The buildings face one another and the Café de Paris across the 

Place du Casino, the square that became the center of Oppenheim’s  

intellectual and culinary world. (Testus) 



“She leaned across and with trembling fingers backed number 

fourteen en plein” in Mr. Grex of Monte Carlo. Behind her stands 

a German financier hoping to win her love and disgrace her 

anti-German husband, an influential English politician. 



Mademoiselle Suzanne de Freyne: 

a typical Oppenheim secret service agent 



“Show me the mystery of this lock,” an American spy begs the 

Japanese envoy in The Illustrious Prince. 



A German-American spy makes a break for freedom in 

Ambrose Lavendale, Diplomat. 



“I have killed him,” a labor activist says of a cabinet minister as 

he calmly hands his revolver over to a constable in 

The Yellow Crayon. 



Algernon Knox, one of Oppenheim’s typical young men about town, 

includes golf, accompanying young ladies abroad, exposing financial 

frauds, and smuggling secret codes to the British Embassy in Paris 

among his recreations. 



The dustjackets of Oppenheim’s 

full-length novels (this page) 

generally displayed both a stylis-

tic commonality and a much 

greater degree of naturalism 

than the more abstract, modern 

designs that “Bip” Pares evolved 

for the covers of his serial novels 

(opposite page). 





A poster for one of the few Oppenheim novels to have been filmed. 

No copies of this film have survived. 
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Doctor for himself and sherry for the lady, and coffee and 

Armagnac for them both.1204  The protagonist of the novel 

Matorni’s Vineyard, a professional tennis player-turned-spy, is 

invited to dinner at a princess’s chateau on the Riviera, where 

the Italian dictator intends to persuade him to hand over the 

secret documents confided to him in an emergency by the Italian 

underground.  He regards the meal as “the one epicurean 

banquet of his life.”  It involves tall glasses and golden dishes, 

caviar and plovers’ eggs brought by aeroplane, “asparagus from 

the Iles d'Hyeres; lamb as white as veal and as tender as 

chicken…great bowls of figs upon which the bloom still rested, 

large peaches and nectarines, jargonelle pears from Covent 

Garden.”1205  Again, the hallmark of sophistication in an 

Oppenheim work is complexity and rarity. 

Down in Monte Carlo, in the restaurant at the Sporting 

Club, a celebratory dinner might feature cocktails, “caviar in ice, 

langouste from the Mediterranean, pheasants which had known 

no cold storage, [and] a vol au vent of which the chef had spoken 

with tears in his eyes,” topped off by a magnum of Clicquot in 

an ice-pail.1206  After successfully arranging the restoration of 

several monarchies, General Besserley adjourns with an English 

earl to the Cafe de France in Paris to teach him how to appreciate 

good food.  The maitre d’hotel presents them with no menu: 

“‘Anything the world can offer of delicacies is here.’”  He 

proceeds to plan their dinner for them, starting with oysters, and 

“‘with the oysters there is but one wine--the Vaudésir.  Queen of 

all the Chablis.’”  Next, he gives them sole Colbert, chicken 

flambe, and souffle with a dash of Grand Marnier in the sauce.  

Piesporter accompanies the sole, Romanee Conti 1908 the 

chicken, and Veuve Clicquot Rose the souffle.1207  The most 

famous of Vienna’s smaller restaurants offers a diplomat the 

new season’s caviar with ninety-year-old vodka, young salmon 

from the Danube, baby deer with garnishings of young hog’s 

flesh, salad, and a souffle.  He drinks Bernkasteler 1884 with the 
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salmon and Chateau Mouton-Rothschild 1870 with the 

venison.1208  Even a quiet dinner for a detective and his young 

lady at the Milan requires caviar and vodka, sole Marguery, 

quail, a souffle, and strawberries.1209  A supper at the Abbaye 

Theleme in Paris was liable to involve “some oysters, a chicken 

en casserole, lettuce salad, some cheese, and a magnum of 

Pommery.”1210  Oppenheim made an effort to distinguish his 

American cuisine from European cooking, as indicated by a 

dinner he composed at the New Martin House on Broadway, 

which began with a salad course in the American fashion.  Fish, 

Maryland chicken, and green corn rounded out the meal, along 

with claret, coffee, and martinis.1211  Diplomats at Sherry’s 

started their meal with cocktails before proceeding to lobster 

Newberg, terrapin, saddle of lamb, and asparagus.1212  An 

interesting feature of Oppenheim’s late-career menus is the 

relative absence of champagne from them, considering the 

prominent role that it played in his earlier books.  Likewise, 

Oppenheim paid far more attention to fine wines in the last two 

decades of his life than at any time previously, suggesting he 

was beginning to appreciate them either for their own qualities 

or for their exclusivity. 

An ideal day in Oppenheim’s mature gastronomic life 

would have begun with coffee and rolls for breakfast, followed 

by a round of golf to aid digestion.  Our author would have 

driven into Monte Carlo afterwards for luncheon with admiring 

friends at Ciro’s or the Cafe de Paris.  He would have begun his 

meal with a martini, to be succeeded by an omelette aux fines 

herbes, langouste, roast chicken, artichokes, strawberries, and 

cheese.  Pommery would be his drink of choice, reflecting his 

essentially middle-class tastes and his desire to be perceived as 

extravagant.  After lunching, he would have been off to the 

floating double bed at Garoupe and his latest mistress.  He 

would have mixed them White Ladies while the sun went down 

and sipped his drinks to the accompaniment of salted almonds.  
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Dinner would be a more serious affair, at the Carlton in Cannes 

or the Hotel de Paris in Monte Carlo.  Amidst the glitter of ci-

devant royalty and New World wealth, Oppenheim would have 

given his order with a dignity intended to impress curious 

onlookers.  “By insisting on having your bottle pointing to the 

north when the cork is being drawn, and calling the waiter Max, 

you may induce an impression on your guests which hours of 

laboured boasting might be powerless to achieve,” as Saki put 

it.1213  His first course would have been caviar on ice with lemon 

and hot toast, with a flask of chilled vodka.  Next would come 

turtle consomme with Amontillado poured into it, then sole 

Colbert and a bottle of Montrachet.  He would call for Veuve 

Clicquot with his first main course of quails with grapes, which 

would also accompany his second entree of saddle of lamb, 

followed by asparagus from the Iles d’Hyeres in finely drawn 

butter.  After recovering his breath over a salad of chopped 

endives and other greens, he could then embark upon the 

Camembert cheese and peaches.  His dessert would be a souffle 

with Grand Marnier in the sauce, and coffee and Armagnac, not 

the traditional English port, would close his meal.  Replete at 

last, Oppenheim would rise and slowly make his way down the 

passage to the Sporting Club, accepting the bows of the staff and 

the smiles of fans with a gracious complacency that was 

intensified by his temporary satiation.  His greed, however, 

would ensure that such satiation was only temporary, and he 

would willingly give the entire performance over again on the 

following night--as indeed he did on most nights for fifteen 

years when not absent from the Riviera. 

As excessive as Oppenheim’s culinary fantasies might 

seem to the modern reader, their very excess is evidence of his 

familiarity with regular meals composed of multiple courses and 

exotic dishes.  Nor were the eating habits that Oppenheim 

depicted uncommon among the British gentry during the 

Edwardian period and the interwar years, either in fiction or in 
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real life.  In Dorothy Sayers’s 1928 novel The Unpleasantness at the 

Bellona Club, Lord Peter Wimsey selects a dinner at the Savoy 

that Oppenheim might have dropped into any of his stories 

published that year: 

 

“Huîtres Musgrave--I am opposed on principle to the 

cooking of oysters--but it is a dish so excellent that one 

may depart from the rules in its favour.  Fried in their 

shells, Miss Dorland, with little strips of bacon.  Shall we 

try it?--The soup must be tortue vraie, of course.  The fish  

--oh! just a filet de sole, the merest mouthful, a hyphen 

between the prologue and the main theme.” 

 

“That all sounds delightful.  And what is the main theme 

to be?” 

 

“I think a faisan roti with Pommes Byron.  And a salad to 

promote digestion.  And, waiter--be sure the salad is dry 

and perfectly crisp.  A souffle glace to finish up with.  And 

bring me the wine-list…” 

 

“What do you think of the Romanee Conti?” he asked, 

suddenly. 

 

“I don’t know much about wine.  It’s good.  Not sweet, 

like Sauterne.  It’s a little--well--harsh.  But it’s harsh 

without being thin--quite different from that horrid 

Chianti people always seem to drink at Chelsea parties.” 

 

“You’re right; it’s rather unfinished, but it has plenty of 

body--it’ll be a grand wine in ten years’ time.  It’s 1915.  

Now, you see.  Waiter, take this away and bring me a 

bottle of the 1908.”1214 
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Lord Peter’s selection of oysters, turtle soup, fillet of sole, roast 

pheasant with potato patties, salad, frozen mousse, and 

Romanee Conti closely parallels the dinner ordered by Evelyn 

Waugh’s protagonist at Paillard’s in Paris in the novel Brideshead 

Revisited during the 1920s: 

 

I remember the dinner well--soup of oseille, a sole quite 

simply cooked in a white-wine sauce, a caneton a la presse, 

a lemon souffle.  At the last minute, fearing that the 

whole thing was too simple for Rex, I added caviar aux 

blinis.  And for wine I let him give me a bottle of 1906 

Montrachet, then at its prime, and, with the duck, a Clos 

de Beze of 1904…The cream and hot butter mingled and 

overflowed, separating each glaucous bead of caviar 

from its fellows, capping it in white and gold…The soup 

was delicious after the rich blinis--hot, thin, bitter, 

frothy…The sole was so simple and unobtrusive that Rex 

failed to notice it.  We ate to the music of the press--the 

crunch of the bones, the drip of blood and marrow, the 

tap of the spoon basting the thin slices of breast.  There 

was a pause here, of a quarter of an hour, while I drank 

the first glass of the Clos de Beze…After the duck came a 

salad of watercress and chicory in a faint mist of chives.  I 

tried to think only of the salad.  I succeeded for a time in 

thinking only of the souffle.  Then came the cognac.1215 

 

A twenty-first century reader might find it unbelievable that the 

meals Waugh or Sayers outlined could be considered simple, but 

by the standards of the day, they were just that.  On March 4, 

1922, the Lotos Club of New York, one of the oldest literary clubs 

in the United States, threw a gala dinner for Phillips Oppenheim, 

after which he gave a speech to the members on his working 

methods.  The bill of fare for this dinner is preserved in the 

Buttolph Collection of Menus at the New York Public Library.  
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Unusually, the list of courses is accompanied by references to a 

number of Oppenheim’s novels rather than by descriptions of 

each dish: 

 

Oysters - The Kingdom of the Blind 

Soup - Berenice 

Fish - The Survivor 

Roast - The Traitors 

Salad - The Great Secret 

Ice Cream - The Sleeping Memory 

Cake - The Way of These Women 

Cafe - The Mischief Maker 

 

Oppenheim not only ate this dinner but gave a lengthy lecture 

after consuming it.  The book titles used to name each course 

hold out the tantalizing possibility that the preparation of those 

courses might be deduced by consulting the descriptions of the 

various dishes in the novels mentioned, but that is unfortunately 

impossible.  There are no oysters in The Kingdom of the Blind, no 

soup in Berenice, no roast in The Traitors, no salad in The Great 

Secret, no ice cream in The Sleeping Memory, no cake in The Way of 

These Women, and nothing more than a nondescript fish in The 

Survivor.  Presumably the organizers of the dinner decided it 

would be clever to have their chef create new dishes named after 

Oppenheim’s works for the occasion.  While Oppenheim was 

surely flattered, the modern reader is left merely puzzled. 

Such meals were not abbreviated for ocean voyagers; if 

anything, they became more complex on board ship.  The first-

class dinner served on the final night of the RMS Titanic’s 

maiden voyage began with oysters--very Oppenheim--and 

offered passengers a choice of soup, either consomme Olga or 

cream of barley, before moving on to salmon with mousselline 

sauce for the fish course.  For their first entree, passengers could 

choose between filet mignon with vegetables and chicken 
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Lyonnaise.  The second entree gave them a choice of lamb with 

mint sauce, roast duckling with apple sauce, and sirloin of beef, 

with sides of green peas, creamed carrots, rice, and potatoes.  

The third entree was a comparatively modest roast squab with 

cress.  Next came cold asparagus, then pate de foie gras, and 

finally Waldorf pudding, peaches, eclairs, and ice cream.  Dinner 

in second class, though considerably less elaborate, started with 

consomme tapioca and baked haddock.  Passengers in this 

middle-class section of the ship could select a single entree of 

curried chicken, lamb with mint sauce, or roast turkey with 

cranberry sauce.  Sides included peas, rice, turnips, and potatoes, 

and the dessert menu plum pudding, “American ice cream,” 

fruit, and cheese.1216  The Buttolph Collection also holds a 1923 

dinner menu from the RMS Laconia, on board which ship 

Oppenheim would revise The Light Beyond the following year.  

His dinner on the Laconia would have begun with cantaloupe 

and hors d’oeuvres, succeeded by either consomme Rinaldi or 

creme a la Reine.  He had a choice of Kennebec salmon with 

Nantua sauce or brook trout for his fish course, and given that 

the first entree offered the diners the option of lamb cutlets or 

veal, it is safe to guess that Oppenheim would have chosen the 

lamb.  His second entree would have been either sirloin and ribs 

with Yorkshire pudding, roast turkey with cranberry pudding, 

or Virginia ham with succotash.  As Princes’ staff did, Cunard’s 

caterers scheduled the vegetable course before the third entree.  

The former involved asparagus with hollandaise sauce, rice, 

fried parsnips, and potatoes, while the latter consisted of a roast 

Philadelphia pigeon with potatoes.  A salade Parisienne, pudding, 

meringues, petits fours, peaches, French ice cream, and an 

unspecified dessert rounded out the meal. 

Other contemporary bills of fare (also called the carte by 

Oppenheim in early works; the “menu” was the diner’s order 

written out by himself) provide the modern reader with 

additional details about the composition of Edwardian upper-
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class meals.  A 1910 menu for a theatre dinner from Princes’ 

Restaurant in Piccadilly, where Oppenheim set a number of 

meals prior to the Great War, survives in the collection of the 

Yale Center for British Art.  Princes’ offered the prospective 

playgoer “Babioles Muscovites” for hors d’oeuvres, petite marmite 

or creme Alexandra, river trout, lamb cutlets served on a crouton 

and topped with hot foie gras, new potatoes, peas, quail, seasonal 

salad, and a souffle.1217  Escoffier included twenty pages of 

sample menus in his Guide to Modern Cookery, some of them 

exercises, while others were examples of meals he had 

previously prepared.  He catered a 1905 luncheon given by 

members of Parliament to a French admiral that passed in 

succession through trout, fillet of sole, lobster mayonnaise, baron 

of beef, pressed beef, quails in aspic, roast pullet, salad, romaine 

hearts, fruit salad, meringues, peaches cardinal, pastry, souffles, 

dessert, and coffee.  At the Carlton Hotel, he oversaw the 

preparation of a classic French dinner to commemorate the state 

visit of the President of France to London: caviar, cantaloupe, 

Bearnaise soup, bird’s nest soup, trout in Chambertin, pullet, 

pasta in butter and capers, lamb cutlets, new peas, crayfish 

mousse, champagne ice, quails and ortolans, hearts of romaine, 

asparagus in cream sauce, peaches Alexandra, parfait, and 

pastries.1218  A typical day’s eating at Sandringham for Edward 

VII, as described by his biographer Jane Ridley based on 

household records, included 

 

Lunch at two thirty (the clocks were half an hour 

fast)…followed by tea, when the King scoffed poached 

eggs, petits fours, cakes and shortbread. A twelve-course 

dinner followed at nine, and the King would cheerfully 

swallow several dozen oysters in minutes, and then 

devour at high speed course after course of pheasant 

stuffed with truffles, chicken in aspic, sole poached in 

Chablis, or quails and boned snipe packed with foie gras, 
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the richer and creamier the sauce the better.1219 

 

If anything, Oppenheim’s fictional cuisine was a simplified, 

upper-middle-class variation on the way in which the aristocrats 

and the wealthy of his day actually ate.  It nevertheless 

represented an approach to food that had nothing in common 

with the meals available to the vast majority of Englishmen even 

during the economic boom of the Roaring Twenties.  The menus 

that the leading chefs of the day prepared for official and royal 

dinners contained the same dishes in the same general order as 

the meals that Oppenheim created for his characters.  He took it 

for granted that his protagonists, be they royal or merely gentle, 

should and could eat like kings. 

 

 

The Wine List 
 

If Philips Oppenheim saw to it that his characters ate like 

kings, he ensured that they drank like kings as well.  Not 

infrequently, of course, they were kings, or at least lesser royals.  

Accordingly, they drank to an extent attainable by very few 

people who were not characters in a novel of manners.  Over the 

course of 155 novels, Oppenheim served them more than twelve 

hundred bottles of wine and champagne, two thousand mixed 

drinks, three hundred glasses of port and sherry, three hundred 

liqueurs, four hundred glasses of brandy, and a hundred glasses 

of whisky.  For a late-period Oppenheim novel, this averages out 

to roughly one glass of wine every chapter, with a cocktail or 

whisky and soda every other chapter.  Nevertheless, the 

frequency with which Oppenheim included alcoholic drinks in 

his books was not a misrepresentation of English upper-class 

practice at the time.  Evelyn Waugh, visiting California the year 

after Oppenheim’s death, complained of, among many other 

things, the lack of wine at meals.1220  As far back as 1860, Prime 
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Minister William Gladstone had attempted to encourage the 

development of a genteel wine culture in Britain by lowering 

tariffs on French wines.1221  In spite of his own national fondness 

for drink, however, Oppenheim represented American nightlife 

as being more strenuous and more alcoholic than London 

nightlife was.  A British visitor to New York at the start of the 

Roaring Twenties says in one of his stories, “‘I thought some of 

the lads from our own village could shift the stuff a bit when 

they were up against it, but, believe me, we do no more than 

gargle our throats over in London.’”1222  The Oppenheim canon 

also includes more than a thousand cups of coffee and four 

hundred cups of tea, but alcohol is the preeminent form of 

refreshment in Oppenheim's books. 

Cocktails were undoubtedly Oppenheim’s favorite drink 

and dominate his late works to such an extent that it is very easy 

to think of his stories from this period as being little more than 

descriptions of indefinitely prolonged cocktail parties.  The first 

cocktail appeared in an Oppenheim novel in 1903, around the 

time that he was preparing to retire from business and devote 

himself to a life of hedonism.  The role of cocktails in the average 

Oppenheim story increased steadily after that point, and his first 

book to contain more than ten cocktails was 1916’s Mysteries of 

the Riviera.  1938’s The Colossus of Arcadia included the most 

cocktails of any of his works, at sixty, while two dozen 

additional books, all published after 1920, included more than 

twenty cocktails apiece.  Oppenheim’s works contain more than 

fourteen hundred cocktails in all of over a dozen different 

varieties. His characters drank them in the morning, before and 

between luncheons, dinners, and suppers, at home, at hotels, in 

restaurants, casinos, and villas, on yachts and trains and ocean 

liners, and in dressmakers’ fitting rooms.  Peter Cradd and his 

inaccessible girl whiled away the hours during the time they 

were marooned on a tidal islet with a thermos full of cocktails.1223  

Even women got in on the action of the everlasting cocktail 
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party, as Oppenheim felt that cocktails were not hard liquor like 

whisky or brandy, and therefore were appropriate for mixed-sex 

drinking in scenarios where previously the man would have 

sampled a whisky and soda and the woman an orangeade or tea.  

Indeed, a country vicar has no hesitation in proclaiming that the 

cocktail is “‘a woman’s drink’”--immediately after he swallows 

two of them prior to dinner.1224  His consumption, far from being 

irreligious, is on the moderate side for an Oppenheim character; 

a Communist MP dining at the Ritz drinks three cocktails in 

quick succession.1225  A nervous businessman takes five before 

his dinner,1226 and sometimes a meal for a convivial party begins 

simply with as many cocktails as they can drink in a quarter of 

an hour.1227  After a dissipated young man about town puts away 

six double martinis in half an hour before dinner at Ciro’s in 

London, while the sportsman with him has two singles,1228 he 

assaults a policeman and is sent to prison for a month. 

“‘A cocktail is, I gather, some form of alcoholic 

nourishment?’” a marquess who is rather behind the times asks 

in an Oppenheim story from 1919.1229  For Oppenheim, it was a 

very particular form of alcoholic nourishment, one that he 

usually described in fixed terms.  The Oppenheim cocktail is 

typically frosted,1230 amber-colored,1231 and poured from a 

shaker, often a silver shaker.1232  Oppenheim referred with an air 

of mysticism to “yellow, frosted liquid,”1233 “a pale, amber liquid 

of a cloudy character,”1234 to “tapering glasses full of a faint, rose-

coloured liquid with a little froth on the top,”1235 or to “four tall 

glasses, filled with cloudy, amber-coloured liquid.”1236  In their 

most complete form, such drinks became “long tumblers full of 

an amber-coloured liquid, slightly effervescing and stirred every 

now and then into cloudiness by the clink of the ice against the 

glass.”1237  They must have been “cunningly mixed,”1238 for such 

a thing as a badly-mixed, lukewarm cocktail would have 

betrayed the drink’s middle-class origins.1239  “The best cocktails 

in the world,” in Oppenheim’s opinion, might be ordered at the 
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Cafe de Paris in Monte Carlo,1240 perhaps including some of 

those “cocktails bearing strange names” in which a party of 

Americans indulged after disembarking from the Mauretania in 

one story.1241  Not all Americans had the cocktail habit, 

unfortunately, and one expatriate in an Oppenheim tale 

attempted to remedy this by serving his visiting countrymen, 

who were teetotalers, non-alcoholic cocktails.  In one of 

Oppenheim’s jibes at the ignorance of non-drinkers, the non-

alcoholic cocktails turned out to be glasses of champagne with 

slices of lemon.1242  Then, too, at the Pomme d’Or in Saint-Paul, a 

restaurant the author described as “truly French” and therefore 

“not prepared to offer cocktails,” lunch began with Dubonnet 

instead of the usual cocktail.1243  This presented quite a contrast 

to the Milan, where cocktails were so abundant that they might 

be “subtly ordered by [a] poet by means of sundry evolutions 

with his forefinger.”1244  If Oppenheim intended a character to be 

unusual or distinctive, he would sometimes allow that character 

to show open contempt for cocktails, as in the case of Lord 

Marsom, industrialist and epicure: 

 

“I met Lord Sandbrook riding in the park, Father,” she 

explained.  “He is coming to have a cocktail with me.” 

 

“Give him some of my old sherry instead,” Marsom 

suggested.  “Beastly things, cocktails.  Ruin your taste for 

wine.  You will find that out for yourself, young fellow, 

before you reach my age.” 

 

“I haven't the slightest doubt but that you’re right, sir,” 

Sandbrook replied.  “The trouble of it is that I like 

cocktails--not so much the taste of them, perhaps, as the 

misty appearance, the appetising snap.” 

 

“Never tasted one in my life,” Marsom broke in, with his 
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usual steam-roller disregard for niceties of conversation.  

“Stay to lunch, young fellow, if you want to.”1245 

 

The cocktail that Lord Marsom’s daughter gave Lord Sandbrook 

was most likely a martini, by far Oppenheim’s favorite mixture.  

No fewer than six Oppenheim novels open with the 

consumption of at least one martini in the first chapter.  These 

martinis were inevitably dry,1246 meaning that they were made 

primarily of gin with a minimal amount of vermouth.  A 

professor paying an early visit to a restaurant in which he is an 

investor calls for “‘a Martini that is not a Martini--as soft as 

velvet and yet as dry as the finest Pommery.’”1247  The first stop 

that an earl just released from prison after serving a sentence for 

burglary makes is the downstairs bar at the Milan for a “double 

dry Martini cocktail, served in a thin wineglass with tapering 

stem, cloudy and cold.”1248  Oppenheim’s characters had an 

enormous capacity for martinis, with the record for one evening 

being held by a professional burglar drinking at Mario’s, who 

swallowed ten martinis in a row.1249  Martinis made their debut 

in an Oppenheim novel in 1909, after which Oppenheim forgot 

about them until 1916.  He included the first double martini in 

one of his stories in 1921.  From the late 1920s onwards, martinis 

became a fixture of his works, and his 1935 novel The Battle of 

Basinghall Street involves the disposal of more martinis than any 

of his other books, which is ironic given its protagonist’s 

dismissive attitude towards cocktails. 

The martini is famously one of the most flexible of 

cocktails--in the twenty-first century, the traditional martini 

recipe has been almost entirely abandoned in favor of the vodka 

martini--and this ambiguity is reflected in Oppenheim’s martini 

references.  A dry martini, according to The Savoy Cocktail Book of 

1930, should consist of a third French vermouth and two thirds 

dry gin.  The medium, or demi-sec, martini, a drink Oppenheim 

mentioned only once by name, is mixed from a fourth of French 
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vermouth, a fourth of Italian vermouth, and two fourths of dry 

gin.1250  The former preparation corresponds to Oppenheim’s 

description of the cocktails mixed by a widowed young countess 

for a detective at her flat “according to the old-fashioned recipe 

of two thirds gin and one third French vermouth.”1251  Martinis 

were almost certainly the cocktails of English gin and French 

vermouth that a vamp persuaded a Turkish admiral to make for 

her aboard his gunboat in the harbor at Nice.1252  Cocktails of gin 

and vermouth, half and half, with ice, that a marquess’s 

daughter prepares for the local mayor1253 and that a Balkan king 

orders at the Ritz in Paris (“‘half-and-half, plenty of ice and 

shaken--you know--really shaken’”)1254 reflect a slightly different 

approach to the martini.  So does the spy’s martini at the Hotel 

de Paris: “‘one teaspoonful of Italian vermouth with the French 

and a squeeze of lemon rind.’”1255  At the Embassy, a girl 

demands a cocktail that she describes as “‘really dry: no Italian 

and no bitters,’”1256 presumably a dry martini, since a martini 

made with Italian instead of French vermouth would be 

classified as a sweet martini.1257  The phrase “no bitters” reminds 

the modern reader that orange bitters were formerly an optional 

ingredient in the martini, particularly in the American 

interpretation of the drink.  A 1935 martini recipe from the 

original Waldorf-Astoria Hotel calls for half Old Tom gin, half 

Italian vermouth, a dash of orange bitters, an olive, and a twist 

of lemon peel.1258  This is similar to the cocktail an American girl 

orders at the Hotel de Paris, which involves vermouth, twisted 

lemon rind over the rim of a frosted glass, and “‘just one drop of 

Italian.’”1259  Another American, arriving at the Milan after a stint 

in France with the Salvation Army, goes straight to the bar, 

where he orders “‘two martinis in one glass.  Just a squeeze of 

lemon in, no absinthe, shake it till it froths.’”1260  The possible 

addition of absinthe was another transatlantic and contemporary 

touch; F. Scott Fitzgerald’s 1922 novel The Beautiful and the 

Damned features an absinthe martini blended from half gin and 
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half vermouth with a dash of absinthe.1261  During the Great War, 

a young officer who is also a German agent mixes martinis at his 

flat for the head of British counterintelligence that contain “‘both 

sorts of vermouth and gin, and a dash of something to give it a 

flavour…a mixture of absinth and some West Indian bitters.  A 

chap who often goes to the States brought it back for me.  Gives 

a cocktail the real Yankee twang, he says.’”1262  Oppenheim 

preferred lemon or lemon peel over an olive in his martinis, and 

grumbled in his final book, published in 1943, that real lemons 

for making martinis had become scarce during the Second 

World War.1263 

How dry the perfect martini should be has been a 

running debate in Anglo-American culture for a century.  The 

Oppenheim dry martini, which usually followed the Savoy’s 

recipe with a 2:1 gin/vermouth ratio, was, as he himself 

acknowledged in The Ex-Detective, old-fashioned.  By the 1930s, 

the amount of vermouth in the average martini was decreasing, 

and it would continue to diminish throughout the 1960s, with 

authors and public figures devising increasingly elaborate ways 

of explaining just how little vermouth they wanted in their 

martinis.  American historian Bernard DeVoto argued during the 

1940s that the ideal ratio for a dry martini was 3.7:1.1264  Ernest 

Hemingway created the Montgomery Martini in his novel Across 

the River and into the Trees, its 15:1 gin/vermouth ratio a sarcastic 

reference to Field Marshal Montgomery’s preferred odds for 

giving battle.1265  In the 1958 film Auntie Mame, the young Patrick 

Dennis mixes a martini for his trustee by swirling vermouth 

around the inside of a cocktail glass until the glass is empty, then 

adding chilled gin.  The Churchill Martini, prepared in 

accordance with Winston Churchill’s desire “to observe the 

vermouth from across the room while I drink my martini,” 

consists of gin poured over ice while vermouth is present in the 

same room.1266  Jean Kerr wrote of a neurotic writer whose “own 

method with martinis seems to have consisted in keeping the gin 
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locked away in a separate closet and walking past it once a week 

carrying a bottle of vermouth.”1267  “A perfect Martini should be 

made by filling a glass with gin, then waving it in the general 

direction of Italy,” Noel Coward opined.1268  This general 

abandonment of vermouth as a component of the martini is not 

reflected in Oppenheim’s works because Oppenheim himself 

had a preference for vermouth, both as a component of mixed 

drinks and as an aperitif in its own right.  Consequently, it is safe 

to assume that most of the martinis he envisioned were mixed to 

the Savoy standard. 

If Oppenheim could not have a martini, he would gladly 

take a champagne cocktail instead, although he did not seem to 

be aware of their existence until 1926.  He followed no particular 

pattern when including them in stories, and the book that 

featured the most champagne cocktails of any in the Oppenheim 

canon was The Colossus of Arcadia, one of his ambitious end-of-

life works about the powerful altering the world around them to 

suit their own desires.  Privately, his characters take champagne 

cocktails in a variety of circumstances, such as a party in the 

English countryside given to celebrate a golf win1269 or a 

princess’s reception in London.1270  An Austrian baroness who is 

a good sailor orders one on board the ferry from Calais to Dover, 

with a dry biscuit,1271 while the heir to the Russian throne drinks 

them with his inamorata aboard a transatlantic liner to assist 

their recovery from a poisoning attempt at the hands of Soviet 

agents.1272  Publicly, the champagne cocktail is served exclusively 

at Oppenheim’s favorite establishments: in London, at the 

Milan1273 and a few nightclubs;1274 in Monte Carlo, at the Hotel de 

Paris,1275 Cafe de Paris,1276 Sporting Club,1277 and Royalty Bar.1278  

Whereas the martini is ubiquitous in a mature Oppenheim tale, 

the champagne cocktail is the leitmotif of the aristocrat, the 

plutocrat--and the international spy.  Three years before 

Oppenheim’s death, the film Casablanca depicted the partisan 

Victor Laszlo ordering champagne cocktails for himself and his 
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mistress at a nightclub while fleeing the Nazis.  It is impossible 

to guess whether Oppenheim saw this film in the final years of 

his life, but he would have recognized that the scenes in Rick’s 

Cafe might have come out of many of his own late works, even 

down to the drinks. 

The Oppenheim champagne cocktail was served “well 

frosted and with a thin line of sugar around the rim of the glass,” 

and was sometimes accompanied by salted nuts and biscuits.1279  

It contained Angostura bitters, Hennessey brandy rather than 

fine brandy, Pommery, sugar, orange peel cut thin, and ice.1280  

His version of the drink was stronger than the Savoy’s, which 

required the bartender to “put into a wine glass one lump of 

Sugar, and saturate it with Angostura Bitters.  Having added to 

this 1 lump of Ice, fill the glass with Champagne, squeeze on top 

a piece of lemon peel, and serve with a slice of orange.”1281  It 

was more reminiscent of the special champagne cocktail 

prepared at the famous Stork Club in New York for Gloria 

Swanson that consisted of a pint of dry champagne, two ounces 

of “the best cognac,” and a twist of lemon peel, served with ice.  

In the words of American gourmet Lucius Morris Beebe, 

 

Glamourous and worldly Gloria Swanson, a celebrity 

unabashed in her tastes and determined on the best, likes 

to start her day with what, within the memory of the 

author used to be known on the Continent as “King’s 

Ruin,” because it was the traditional favorite of so many 

of the old, bearded kings of Europe who used to frequent 

Foyot’s, the Cafe de Paris, Maxim’s and the Ritz in the 

days when the going for kings was good.  Miss Swanson 

prefers to call it more elegantly a champagne cocktail 

even though she commands it served in a tall Tom 

Collins glass…Other schools of thought like the same 

drink in modified containers and with a dash of 

Angostura Bitters and the author has seen it prepared for 
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such exquisite drinkers as the late King of Spain with a 

teaspoon of strawberry liqueur in place of the sugar and 

bitters.1282 

 

Oppenheim’s biographer Robert Standish asserted that the 

White Lady, not the champagne cocktail, was Phillips 

Oppenheim’s favorite mixed drink, and that he would mix them 

himself by the dozens or hundreds for guests at his Riviera 

cocktail parties, but Oppenheim’s works do not reflect this 

preference if it in fact existed.  While they contain dozens of 

White Ladies, all appear in works published after 1935.  The 

White Lady is ubiquitous in Oppenheim’s 1940 novel Last Train 

Out, which follows the exploits of a diplomat and his friends 

fleeing Nazi-occupied Austria with a trainload of art treasures in 

the intervals of their cocktail sessions.  Once they are safely 

across the border in Switzerland, they celebrate with a positive 

orgy of White Ladies at a country chateau.1283  A White Lady 

consists of a fourth of lemon juice, a fourth of Cointreau, and 

two fourths of dry gin.1284  For Oppenheim, it was best mixed 

using the freshly squeezed juice of sweet lemons, Gordon’s gin, 

and a fresh bottle of Cointreau, with the possible addition of 

“‘just a dash of Passion Fruit Juice’” if one was aboard a 

millionaire’s yacht.1285  Settings he thought appropriate to the 

consumption of White Ladies included the Casino in Nice,1286 

London grill rooms,1287 and a chief justice’s dinner party.1288  

Unquestionably Oppenheim did enjoy the White Lady, but 

Standish’s assertion that it was his favorite cocktail seems to be 

based on Standish’s admitted lack of familiarity with 

Oppenheim’s early works.  In any case, the White Lady was not 

invented until 1919 at the earliest and possibly not until 1930,1289 

although it certainly appears in The Savoy Cocktail Book published 

in the latter year.  New, fashionable, and potent, it would have 

been as attractive to Oppenheim as it was to other writers of the 

period when filling in a picture of society life.  “‘I have ventured 
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to order you a White Lady,’” Agatha Christie’s detective of the 

heart Mr. Parker Pyne says to a nervous client with whom he is 

lunching at the Ritz.  She discovers it to be an “exciting fluid,”1290 

a description that might have been taken directly from the pages 

of Phillips Oppenheim. 

The martini, the champagne cocktail, and the White Lady 

were the holy trinity of the Oppenheim cocktail party.  As with 

food, his preferences in drink were chiefly limited to two or 

three much-beloved recipes.  The most numerous of his lesser 

cocktails were the “cups,” a now largely forgotten class of drinks 

“made with wine, generally iced, and with flavoring herbs and 

fruits.  In olden times, vegetables were also included, 

particularly cucumbers.”1291  Champagne cup, a bottle of 

champagne blended with brandy, Curacao, Maraschino, Grand 

Marnier, and powdered sugar, and garnished with orange, 

pineapple, and mint,1292 was Oppenheim’s favorite variation.  In 

his works, it is appropriate to somewhat Bohemian parties, such 

as the celebration of a successful first night behind the scenes at a 

theatre,1293 or a reception at a Russian princess’s home.1294  Like 

the other cups, he associated it with outdoor cocktail parties or 

sporting events.  At Ascot, a peer’s daughter asks for champagne 

cup with her strawberries and ice cream.1295  Oppenheim’s first 

novel describes Oxford students regaling themselves with claret 

cup while rowing on the Thames;1296 decades later, he would 

return to iced claret cup to refresh a croquet party on the lawn at 

a country house.1297  Claret cup was prepared in much the same 

way as champagne cup, but without the brandy and Grand 

Marnier, and with more sugar.1298  Iced wine cup, without any 

mention of the type of wine used in it, was the choice of a 

professional tennis player and spy at the courts in Antibes after 

the latter's match.1299  The lawn tennis party at a well-to-do 

merchant’s home concludes with “ripping hock cup,”1300 which, 

again, would have been made to largely the same recipe as claret 

cup except for the sugar.1301  Guests at a house party on the 
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Riviera sample fruit cup mixed by the estate’s steward in a 

manner he learned in Jamaica, involving limes.1302  If this 

preparation was anything like the Savoy version of peach cup, it 

would have used white wine for its alcoholic base.  While fruit 

cup as a cocktail in its own right has vanished from modern 

menus, bottled fruit cup remains popular in Britain, and the 

leading brand, Pimm’s, uses gin in its traditional blend.  Then 

again, a Jamaican cocktail involving limes would also suggest 

the use of rum, a possibility strengthened by Oppenheim’s 

obsession with Planter’s Punch in his final novel, Mr. Mirakel.  

He wrote the book at a time when his world of well-ordered 

luxuries had been snatched away and replaced by privation, and 

he was consequently preoccupied with the fantasy of escaping to 

a Utopia where it would be possible to get a strong, refreshing 

drink again.  An 1878 recipe for Planter’s Punch published in a 

London magazine called for water, rum, sugar, and lemon juice 

in a 4:3:2:1 proportion.1303  This differs considerably from the 

version that the theatre critic of the New York World sampled in 

Kingston in 1921, made of “pure Jamaica rum, a little cane syrup, 

cracked ice along with a slice of native pineapple and orange to 

make it more attractive.  If one is at all fussy one can have a 

cherry in it too.”1304  The recipe published by a former barman at 

Delmonico’s in 1930 probably bears a greater resemblance to the 

punch of Oppenheim’s dreams: “Use long glass.  Squirt in the 

juice of a fresh lime, two portions of sugar, a pony of water, four 

portions of old Jamaica rum.  Fill glass with shaved ice, shake 

well, add a dash of red pepper, and serve very cold with long 

straws.”1305  The bartender called it a “suicide drink.”  

Oppenheim, of course, disagreed.   

There were other cocktails that Oppenheim associated 

with the New World in addition to Planter’s Punch, most 

notably the gin fizz, a simple and consistent blend of the juice of 

half a lemon, half a spoonful of sugar and a jigger of gin topped 

off with soda water.1306  He first gave it to one of his characters in 
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1912 at an “American Bar” somewhere in Wellington Street in 

London.1307  When a manufacturer’s widow from Leeds ventures 

abroad, she risks a gin fizz in the Sporting Club in Monte 

Carlo,1308 and an American fleeing the October Revolution orders 

one at the Hotel de l’Europe in Warsaw.1309  Yet another young 

American diplomat in love with a European princess chooses the 

gin fizz when escorting a baroness, his love’s lady-in-waiting, to 

the bar at the Paris Ritz.  The baroness prefers “‘a Bronx with 

fresh orange juice and plenty of Gordon’s gin,’” and requests 

two drops of lemon juice in her second drink.1310  As originally 

prepared by Waldorf bartender Johnnie Solon, who was a 

teetotaler, the Bronx consisted of two thirds gin, one third 

orange juice, and a dash each of French and Italian vermouth.1311 

In The Pawns Count, one of the bestselling books in the United 

States during 1918, a group of young spies drink mint juleps on 

the lawn under a gigantic plane tree at a golf club outside 

Washington, DC.1312  Captain Frederick Marryat, novelist and 

sailor, claimed to have been the first to introduce the mint julep 

to Britain, and gave the recipe for it in one of his memoirs: 

 

Put into a tumbler about a dozen sprigs of the tender 

shoots of mint, upon them put a spoonful of white sugar, 

and equal proportions of peach and common brandy, so 

as to fill it up one third, or perhaps a little less.  Then take 

rasped or pounded ice, and fill up the tumbler.  Epicures 

rub the lips of the tumbler with a piece of fresh pine-

apple, and the tumbler itself is very often incrusted 

outside with stalactites of ice.  As the ice melts, you 

drink.1313 

 

A century later, the mint julep had become less potent, with a 

typical hotel version requiring three sprigs of mint, half a 

spoonful of sugar, a jigger of whisky, and water.1314  Homemade 

juleps did not necessarily suffer from this defect, as explained by 
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a young Episcopalian girl in the essay collection Oh Ye Jigs & 

Juleps!: 

 

And Miss Fanny said, “Get out of that potato patch, 

Sister Ada, and take off that sunbonnet and fix me a 

julep.”  And Mrs. Harris says to me, she says, “You fix 

it,” and I did.  I ran to the mint bed and got the sugar and 

the ice and the whiskey behind the blankets on the top 

shelf, and Miss Fanny said, “How much whiskey in 

here?” and I said, “One jigger,” and Miss Fanny says, she 

says, “That’s for faith.  Where’s the hope and Charity?  

Go back and put in two more.”  And I ran back to the 

potato patch and told Mrs. Harris what Miss Fanny said, 

and Mrs. Harris says, “Give her a Corinthian julep if she 

wants one and by the time I get in the house she won’t 

know whether I am wearing a sunbonnet or a crown.”  

And that’s what Mrs. Harris said, and I did.1315 

 

Whether or not Oppenheim ever experienced a Corinthian julep 

on one of his tours of America, the Oppenheim reader can be 

certain that with his taste for potent cocktails, he would have 

relished it if he had tried it. 

During 1934 and 1935, Oppenheim became briefly aware 

of the sidecar, which in his works is always drunk by a young 

lady.1316  A popular cocktail in the early twentieth century, the 

sidecar is composed of a fourth of lemon juice, a fourth of 

Cointreau, and two fourths of brandy,1317 making it a White Lady 

with a brandy base instead of a gin base.  Oppenheim’s young 

ladies also liked a rose cocktail now and then, sometimes before 

dinner at Ciro’s1318 or at a bazaar given by a duchess.1319  Since 

Oppenheim never served a rose cocktail outside London, it is 

safe to assume that he had the English version of this drink in 

mind, which was prepared from a fourth of apricot brandy, a 

fourth of French vermouth, two fourths of dry gin, and dashes of 
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lemon juice and grenadine.  Ideally the rim of the glass was to be 

frosted with sugar.  French versions of the rose cocktail were 

considerably different, incorporating cherry brandy and Kirsch 

in various proportions.1320  The brandy cocktail1321 was simply a 

wineglassful of brandy with a couple of dashes of Curacao 

added.1322  Even simpler was the champagne frappe Oppenheim 

recommended for a spy and princess dining at a fashionable 

restaurant in Berlin.1323  “Place a bottle in a Champagne cooler 

and around it a freezing mixture of fine Ice and Salt,” a 

contemporary manual instructed the barman.  “Twirl the bottle 

until it is about to freeze, when it will be ready to serve.”1324  The 

sole nonalcoholic cocktails to appear in an Oppenheim book 

were a round of oyster cocktails served at a theatrical supper at 

Stephano’s nightclub in London.1325  These would have been 

made from half a dozen small oysters apiece, the juice of the 

oysters, Worcestershire sauce, tomato catchup, lemon juice, and 

Tabasco sauce, possibly with the addition of vinegar and 

horseradish.1326   

Oppenheim included a number of cocktails in his stories 

to which he did not assign names.  Some of these involved 

vermouth1327 and others absinthe.1328  For instance, while on a 

purchasing mission in eastern Europe, a British businessman 

stops at his hotel’s American Bar for cocktails made from “home 

made vermouth and a little gin as a corrective,” a dash of bitters 

and a small piece of lemon.1329  Essentially a martini in reverse, 

this cocktail predated by twenty years the Upside-Down Martini 

created by American cooking author Julia Child and her 

husband.  “In a red-wine glass, filled with ice, they poured both 

dry and sweet vermouth (they preferred Noilly Pratt vermouth), 

then floated a little gin on the top, decorating with a twist of 

orange or lemon rind.”1330  Ciro’s of Monte Carlo serves a 

marquis and an American businessman cocktails in frosted 

glasses involving Angostura bitters and “‘those much to be 

treasured drops of absinthe.’”1331  This might have been a simple 
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absinthe cocktail, equal parts absinthe and water with dashes of 

syrup and Angostura, or something more complex such as a 

Deep Sea, half vermouth and half Old Tom gin with dashes of 

absinthe and bitters and a twist of lemon--an Americanized 

absinthe martini in all but name.1332  Oppenheim’s cocktail 

choices show that he overwhelmingly preferred lemon in his 

drinks, and there are few instances where he allowed the juice of 

any other fruit but a citrus into a cocktail.  One of Oppenheim’s 

youthful earls mixes cocktails for his mother at the family home 

in Norfolk which his lordship describes as “‘the latest concoction 

in the way of aperitifs--straight from Raffles’ Bar at Singapore.’”  

He has no limes, however, and is forced to substitute a lemon in 

his drinks.1333  If Oppenheim intended this to be a reference to 

the famous Singapore Sling, an icy compound of pineapple and 

lime juice, dry gin, dry Curacao, Benedictine, grenadine syrup, 

cherry liquor, and bitters,1334 he was twenty years behind the 

times.  Still, he was likely envisioning something equally 

tropical. 

“‘There's wine, too, with gold paper round the top, 

champagne wine, I do believe,’” an Oppenheim character 

remarks at breakfast one morning.1335  Champagne is ubiquitous 

throughout Oppenheim’s works; his characters drink more than 

six hundred bottles of it.  It was absent from the first eight of his 

books, then appeared in the vast majority of his novels through 

1926, after which Oppenheim included it in every book he wrote 

for the next fifteen years.  While champagne is somewhat more 

common in his late novels, particularly at luncheons after 1920, 

he always had a taste for it.  Overall, he served it primarily at 

dinners and suppers but might break it out at any meal, any time 

of day, or any place: receptions, business meetings, emergencies, 

dances, train journeys and ocean voyages, weddings and 

engagements, gambling, yachting, Ascot and Goodwood, picnics 

and dinners at the Ritz alike.  The Ex-Duke features the highest 

champagne consumption of any Oppenheim novel, due to its 
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inclusion of a grand dinner for seven hundred people at which 

champagne for everyone is on the menu.  Going by 

Oppenheim’s own estimate of five glasses to the bottle,1336 if the 

diners had confined themselves to one glass apiece--which 

seems unlikely--they would have consumed a hundred and forty 

bottles in one sitting.1337  Otherwise, Gangsters’ Glory and The 

Wrath to Come are tied for the record at fourteen bottles per book, 

with The Yellow Crayon coming third at thirteen bottles.  

Mysterious Mr. Sabin, one of Oppenheim’s most successful 

works, opens with champagne in the very first sentence. 

Champagne appealed to Oppenheim because he 

associated it with London, grill rooms, and parties.  It was one of 

the most noticeable material identifiers of the Edwardian 

glitterati.  As Conan Doyle put it, “‘In the novels, all the naughty 

people take champagne and oysters,’”1338 with the result that 

those readers who wanted to be thought naughty by their 

neighbors also ordered champagne when dining out.  

“‘Personally I believe that the whole world is happier and better 

when champagne is cheap,’” Oppenheim declared through the 

mouth of one of his millionaires.  “‘It is the bottled gaiety of the 

nation.  A nation of ginger ale drinkers would be doomed before 

they reached the second generation.’”1339  Oscar Wilde reiterated 

the notion of champagne being a wine especially suited to the 

young and frivolous in The Importance of Being Earnest: 

 

ALGERNON: Why is it that at a bachelor’s establishment 

the servants invariably drink the champagne?  I ask 

merely for information. 

 

LANE: I attribute it to the superior quality of the wine, 

sir.   I have often observed that in married households the 

champagne is rarely of a first-rate brand. 

 

ALGERNON: Good heavens!  Is marriage so 
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demoralising as that? 

 

This general passion for champagne and its slight 

transgressiveness, however, distracted neither Oppenheim nor 

his contemporaries from pursuing what they regarded as a vital 

quality in the beverage: dryness, or in alcoholic terms, the 

absence of sweetness.  The maitre d’hotel of the Milan Grill, 

accompanying an English tourist to a night cafe in Paris, calls for 

a “‘bottle of the Pommery, Goût Anglais, and some biscuits.’”1340  

The phrase gout Anglais means “the English taste,” and indicates 

how the British love of dry champagnes had passed into 

winemaking lore by Oppenheim's day.  “‘I am afraid that it was 

a mistake to order the champagne sec [dry],’” a baronet who is 

fleeing police surveillance says to his wife over dinner at a Paris 

cafe, regretting his instinctive choice.  “‘They will guess that I am 

English.’”1341  According to the publisher Henry Vizetelly, a wine 

enthusiast, 

 

A fine dry wine, indebted as it is for its sparkling 

properties to the natural sweetness of the grape 

…continues to sparkle, however, for a long time after 

being poured into the glass owing to the carbonic acid 

having been absorbed by the wine itself instead of being 

accumulated in the vacant space between the liquid and 

the cork…Not merely the driest but the very best wines 

of the best manufacturers, and commanding of course the 

highest prices, are invariably reserved for the English 

market. Foreigners cannot understand the marked 

preference shown in England for exceedingly dry 

sparkling wines.  They do not consider that as a rule they 

are drunk during dinner with the plats, and not at 

dessert, with all kinds of sweets, fruits, and ices, as is 

almost invariably the case abroad.1342 
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“‘You English do understand champagne--better, as a matter of 

fact, than you do finance,’” a French nobleman admits to an 

English officer in one of Oppenheim’s Riviera novels.1343  On the 

rare occasion when a cabinet minister takes sweet champagne 

with his dinner, he attributes his indigestion the following 

morning to its “brutal” effects.1344  Nevertheless, not all 

Englishmen could be relied upon to have such consistently good 

taste in champagne.  At a political reception, one guest remarks 

to another, “‘The Government food now is good, but the wine, 

especially the champagne, is positively unholy.’”  His vis-a-vis 

replies, “‘One should eat then with the Government, and drink 

with the Opposition.’”1345  

Vizetelly was also eloquent about the curative properties 

of champagne, dismissing the notion that it could be harmful 

merely because it contained alcohol.  “Any intoxicating effects 

are rapid but exceedingly transient, and arise from the alcohol 

suspended in the carbonic acid being applied rapidly and 

extensively to the surface of the stomach.”  He cited statements 

by doctors who had endorsed champagne’s usefulness in cases 

of neuralgia, malaria, influenza, the common cold, pain, 

exhaustion, and nausea.1346  Oppenheim fully agreed with this 

point of view.  He was fond of prescribing champagne for 

seasickness in his stories, whether for a young man on a cross-

channel ferry1347 or an elderly colonel staggering across the deck 

of the Berengaria during an equinoctial gale.  “‘Nothing in the 

world was ever so good as that wine,’” the colonel declared.1348  

In a scene that would cause modern doctors to twitch with 

indignation, an Oppenheim nurse gives a man recovering from a 

long illness a glass of champagne shortly after he regains 

consciousness.1349  The leader of a London gang, a habitual 

drunkard, starts his day with three tumblers of champagne as a 

pick-me-up,1350 and a rich businessman drank champagne at a 

dinner party to steady his nerves “as fast as they could fill his 

glass” in spite of his gout.1351  Champagne was equally useful to 
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Oppenheim as a nerve tonic in dramatic situations.  In 

Oppenheim’s world, the appropriate response to realizing that 

you have starved and terrified to death a peer of the United 

Kingdom, who happens to be your rival both in business and in 

love, is to drink champagne.1352  When one of Oppenheim’s 

dukes discovers that his long-lost nephew has turned up to 

claim the title, he immediately calls for a pint of champagne.1353  

A divorced woman gulps champagne in embarrassment upon 

seeing her ex-husband with his new wife,1354 and the first action 

of a Soviet refugee after completing her mission in London is to 

drink an entire bottle of champagne.1355  The Hotel de Paris offers 

its guests free champagne in the lounge to relieve their anxiety 

after the threat of another European war is averted.1356  

Conversely, one of Oppenheim’s very minor antagonists, an 

aristocratic and conservative gentlewoman, claims that the 

tenants to whom she let her country home destroyed morale in 

the servants’ hall by allowing the servants to drink champagne 

at a party.1357  On the other side of the Atlantic, waiters rushing 

around with trays full of champagne glasses indicate the 

successful completion of a revolution in a South American 

country,1358 while farther north, New Yorkers use it to toast the 

outcome of the 1901 America’s Cup.1359  After an artist and 

millionairess are drugged and robbed as she sits to him for her 

portrait, they turn to the champagne bottle at once upon 

recovering consciousness.1360  Sometimes Oppenheim’s 

characters even administered champagne to one another by 

force, an easy task given that it is so commonly found lying 

around in his stories.  The reformist millionaire who throws two 

Soviet officials off his motor yacht to punish them for their 

crimes plies them with champagne first to make it look like an 

accident.1361  Less drastically, the kidnappers of a wealthy 

American thoughtfully provide his prison with a “case of fine 

wine,” which includes “a bottle or two of excellent champagne, 

Roderes [sic] et Fils.”1362  That very awkward reference to Louis 
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Roederer (formerly Dubois Pere & Fils) was the first time 

Oppenheim name-checked a particular brand of champagne, one 

that he would never mention again. 

The diners in an Oppenheim novel seemed to find 

champagne every bit as harmless as Vizetelly claimed it to be, 

given the quantities in which they drank it.  A theatrical supper 

party thrown by an American financier at the Milan, for 

instance, featured bottles of champagne at every other place.1363  

For Oppenheim, that was moderation, possibly in honor of the 

ladies of the night who would be present.  Feminine company, 

though, is rarely a deterrent to the drinking of champagne in his 

tales.  Luncheon at the Casino in Nice for a countess and her 

three financial advisers requires three bottles of champagne 

among the four of them,1364 and a pair of spies, one of whom is a 

lady, drink a bottle apiece at dinner to recover from the day’s 

espionage.1365  The alcoholic needs of politicians1366 and opera 

singers are higher still,1367 with a meal for a pair of either being 

liable to involve three bottles.  Its wholesomeness meant that 

champagne was also an appropriate beverage for early in the 

day; Oppenheim’s word-picture of the Fifth Avenue Hotel in 

New York included customers at the hotel bar downing 

champagne before noon.1368  Champagne in an Oppenheim story 

is only unhealthy when one obtains it at a middle-class 

restaurant1369 or function, or if there is a more exotic risk 

involved.  Once his tastes have been educated, Peter Cradd finds 

the champagne at his daughter’s wedding, which the neighbor 

brags cost “‘over a hundred bob wholesale’” to be 

“disgusting.”1370  As a precaution, a young lady detective dining 

at a small new nightclub requests that her champagne be opened 

at the table to prevent any of the criminals who frequent the 

place from tampering with it.1371  Oppenheim and his characters 

preferred their champagne chilled to “exactly the right 

temperature”1372--“‘just four minutes in the ice, not longer.’”1373  

Dinner at home for persons of wealth and discrimination might 
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involve champagne served in “a long glass jug of Venetian 

workmanship, rendered cloudy by the ice, like frosted ware.”1374 

Sometimes Oppenheim’s passion for champagne could 

not be satisfied by a bottle of ordinary size.  Approximately one 

bottle of champagne in twenty in his works is a magnum, with 

twice the capacity of a standard wine bottle.  “A magnum of the 

best” was a favorite recurring phrase of his.1375  He introduced 

the magnum for the first time in 1903, and was twice as likely to 

specify Veuve Clicquot for his magnums as he was Pommery.  

The Oppenheim magnum is never consumed in private except 

on one occasion, to celebrate the conclusion of an international 

arms deal in a suite at the Milan.1376  Instead, it is yet another 

exercise in conspicuous consumption, a means of drinking for 

display.  Nightclubs that offer champagne by the magnum in 

Oppenheim’s works include the Rat Mort1377 and the Abbaye de 

Theleme1378 in Paris and the Sporting Club in Monte Carlo.1379  

General Besserley orders three magnums of Clicquot for his 

supper party at the Knickerbocker down the street from the 

Sporting Club one evening.1380  A German spy and his party call 

for a magnum at a cellar nightclub in London,1381 and a Russian 

revolutionary escorting his compatriots to a similar 

establishment demands two magnums, which are promptly 

confiscated by a Scotland Yard raid arranged to annoy them.1382  

Gangsters’ Glory, an Oppenheim serial about a London nightclub 

run by a criminal gang as its headquarters, includes four 

magnums of champagne,1383 the most of any Oppenheim book 

apart from The Missioner, a much earlier novel about the moral 

weaknesses of the rich.1384  The ultimate bottle of champagne, the 

jeroboam, equivalent in volume to either four or six ordinary 

bottles depending upon the producer, made a single appearance 

in The Battle of Basinghall Street when a young earl seized upon 

one for his supper party of four at Ciro’s in London.  “‘They had 

only two in the place.  I couldn’t resist ordering it--1911 wine 

too--but we needn’t drink it all.’”1385  One of his guests, a 
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dissipated young man about town, then proceeds to drink most 

of it. 

Among the champagnes, Oppenheim had an equal 

fondness for Pommery and Veuve Clicquot.  The latter he 

introduced in 1908 and revisited with increasing frequency after 

1928.  In his memoirs, he recalled his experience of drinking an 

entire bottle of Veuve Clicquot Rose 1884 one New Year’s Eve in 

Frankfurt.  “It was the finest wine I have ever tasted, and I felt 

none the worse for it.”1386  Amusingly, given his expressed 

admiration for this wine, Oppenheim was never sure of how to 

spell its name.  Much of the time it appeared in his works under 

the appellation of “Cliquot,” a misspelling that neither his 

secretaries nor his publishers bothered to correct.  The term 

“Veuve Clicquot” refers to Barbe-Nicole Ponsardin, the Widow 

Clicquot, who vastly enlarged her late husband’s business by 

seeking royal and noble patronage for her wines and by taking 

advantage of the Russian occupation of France at the end of the 

Napoleonic wars.  Russian officers returning home were loud in 

their praises of Madame Clicquot’s sweet champagnes,1387 and 

Alexander I later declared that Veuve Clicquot would be the 

only champagne he would drink.1388  “The style of the wine,” 

Vizetelly wrote, “light, delicate, elegant, and fragrant--is familiar 

to all connoisseurs of champagne.  What, however, is not equally 

well known is that within the last few years the firm, in 

obedience to the prevailing taste, have introduced a perfectly 

dry wine of corresponding quality to the richer wine which 

made the fortune of the house.”1389  Bottles of this dry Veuve 

Clicquot recovered from a shipwreck in Lake Huron remained 

drinkable and flavorful after seventy-five years underwater, 

evidence of both the quality of the wine and the comparatively 

high amounts of sugar included even in dry champagnes in 

Oppenheim’s day.1390  The brand’s aristocratic associations 

doubtless appealed to Oppenheim as much as did Clicquot’s 

traditionally English flavor. 
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Oppenheim’s characters routinely chose Clicquot that 

had been aged for at least ten years and preferably for more than 

twenty.  A self-important stage hypnotist demands “‘Veuve 

Clicquot ‘99’” with his supper at a London restaurant in a 1912 

novel.  “‘At my age,’ he remarked, with a sigh, ‘one has to be 

careful about these little matters.  The wrong brand of 

champagne means a sleepless night.’”  Later he declares, “‘There 

is no wine equal to it.  Veuve Clicquot, sir, if possible of the year 

1899, though the year 1900 is quite drinkable.’”1391  Reflecting 

upon his 1899 Clicquot, fifteen years old at the time, a young 

millionaire says reverently, “‘There never was anything like 

it.’”1392  Presumably the barrister and young lady who take it at 

dinner eight years later have a more marvelous experience 

still.1393  “‘I never bought better wine in my life,’” a marquess 

remarks of his 1911 Clicquot, then approaching two decades in 

the bottle.1394  The 1911 is also the choice of a trio of adventurers 

in Monte Carlo in 1927--“‘Dry England, mind, not the Brut’”--

who accompany it with biscuits.1395  It turns up again in 1932 at a 

country vicarage in Norfolk to assist in Peter Cradd’s 

reeducation.1396  A tennis player supping in Monte Carlo chooses 

a relatively youthful 1915 Clicquot.1397  The 1919 vintage was 

perhaps the most popular Clicquot with Oppenheim’s 

protagonists, making repeated appearances between 1929 and 

1937 at Embassy suppers,1398 shipboard dinners,1399 and 

especially London nightclubs.  Detectives drink it in their 

moments of recreation;1400 gangsters drink it to celebrate a 

successful robbery or to welcome overseas colleagues.1401  An 

American master criminal spending the summer on the Riviera 

wakes up to find his chateau being burgled by small-time French 

crooks and sarcastically recommends his 1919 Clicquot to the 

burglars should they feel thirsty.1402  1921 Clicquot is favored by 

those characters who are both more staid and more aristocratic 

than patrons of the 1919 vintage: a baronet lunching at the 

county club,1403 a countess and navy commander dining at the 
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Milan,1404 an earl and a millionaire dining at the Germanic.1405  

General Besserley’s three magnums at the Knickerbocker are 

nevertheless of the 1921 vintage.1406  Oppenheim reserved Veuve 

Clicquot Rose, with his own magical memories of it, for great 

occasions in his books.  For a special treat, a professor celebrates 

his engagement in a 1932 story with Veuve Clicquot Rose 1904, 

“‘not ullaged,”’1407 meaning that little or no alcohol had 

evaporated from the bottle and that the wine was therefore in 

perfect condition.  Six years later, secret service officers 

commemorate the diversion of an arms shipment from Irish 

communists with one of the last bottles of 1899 Veuve Clicquot 

Rose.  It is poured for them by Monsieur Louis, the maitre d’hotel 

of the Milan Grill Room, which by 1938 had become the favored 

meeting place of the entire European intelligence community.1408  

Oppenheim not only carried Veuve Clicquot’s glamorous 

reputation over into his fiction, he added to it. 

While bottles of Pommery occur as often as bottles of 

Clicquot in Oppenheim’s novels, he distributed them more 

evenly throughout the entirety of his mature output from 1899 

onward.  As with Clicquot, he never quite figured out how to 

spell the name Pommery.  His less fortunate attempts included 

“Pomeroy” and “Pomery,” although he was somewhat more 

successful with it than he was with Clicquot.  Like its rival in his 

affections, Pommery owed its nineteenth-century popularity to 

the astute management of the founder’s widow, Louise 

Pommery, who had the estate's buildings designed in a mixture 

of British styles so that her British customers would feel more at 

home.  The American journalist and gastronome Daniel 

O’Connell was an enthusiastic consumer of dry Pommery, or 

Pommery sec: 

 

Heralded as the favorite wine of the best known 

connoisseurs and royalty of the old world, its merits were 

at once recognized and its character appreciated by the 
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refined of the new.  And not among the least of these is 

the fact that unlike most of the pleasures of this life, there 

is no sorrow, no indisposition in the wake of Pommery 

Sec.  It stands alone as one of the few keen enjoyments in 

this vale of sorrows where remorse for indulgence has no 

place in its train…In evidence of the extreme care used in 

placing none but a perfect wine upon the market is the 

circumstance that the house of Pommery has in one 

season been known to destroy several hundred thousand 

bottles because the wine did not, for some slight reason, 

come up to the high standard they had established.1409 

 

“Madame Pommery made a great mark with her splendid cuvée 

of 1868, and since this time her brand has become widely 

popular, the Pommery Sec especially being highly appreciated 

by connoisseurs,” Vizetelly concurred.1410  Again, the association 

of a brand with exclusivity and the aristocracy was enough to 

induce Oppenheim to favor it.  At the same time, he did 

acknowledge the unique flavor that had contributed to 

Pommery's popularity in England.  Visiting a London restaurant, 

an Oppenheim baronet calls for “‘a Martini that is not a Martini--

as soft as velvet and yet as dry as the finest Pommery,’”1411 

paying it a great compliment by the comparison. 

Most of Oppenheim’s protagonists preferred their 

Pommery to be slightly younger than their Clicquot.  Supping at 

the Cafe Montmartre in Paris in 1905, a vicomte orders 

“‘Pomeroy ‘92,’”1412  and the maitre d’hotel on holiday in the same 

city chooses Pommery that he refers to as “‘wine of the vintage 

of ‘98.’”1413  During the Zeppelin raids of 1916, a German spy 

pairs his dinner with 1900 Pommery at his London club.1414  The 

favorite Pommery of Oppenheim’s characters--and presumably 

of Oppenheim himself--was that of 1904, the vintage that literary 

critic T. Earle Welby called “beautiful with an austerity strange 

in Champagne”1415 and that the occultist Aleister Crowley 
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believed was responsible for the visions of one of his lovers.1416  

In an Oppenheim novel, it is drunk for dinner at the Milan,1417 

sometimes in the form of “Pommery Brut.”1418  “Brut” is the 

driest possible variety of champagne, containing little or no 

added sugar syrup.  The dinner given by a cabinet minister at 

the Reform Club features Pommery 1904 “in the large sized 

glasses;”1419 it is also the instinctive choice of the disinherited 

duke.1420  A millionaire greets his art dealer with “two exquisitely 

shaped glasses, a silver-chased ice cooler and a gold-foiled bottle 

of champagne,” with thin biscuits.  The dealer comments, “‘1904 

Pommery, even if it is ullaged, is a drink for the gods.  And this 

is not ullaged.  My compliments to your cellarman.’”1421  The 

Pommery of 1906 turns up at dinner at the Hotel de Paris1422 and 

that of 1911 at Ciro’s in London.1423  1914 Pommery was a slightly 

more exciting drink, one that a spy might offer his brother in his 

rooms at the Albany, “iced to perfection.”1424  After a shootout in 

the lobby of the Milan, a master criminal informs the retired 

officer who is trying to capture him that he sampled “‘some of 

Lady Robinson’s Pommery ‘15 and found it excellent’” during 

the fight.1425  Farther south, the Hotel de Paris hosts a supper 

given by a millionaire exile, who treats his guests to magnums of 

Pommery ‘21.1426  Magnums of Pommery also turn up at Luigi’s 

in London1427 and at the Abbaye Theleme.1428  The youngest 

Pommery in an Oppenheim story is the Pommery ‘28 shared by 

a Balkan king and a British financier at the Paris Ritz in 1939, 

with a glass for the royal mistress.1429  As if to demonstrate the 

harmlessness of champagne, Oppenheim sometimes allowed his 

characters to drink Pommery in alarming quantities.  Three con 

men consume three bottles of it at luncheon,1430 and two opera 

singers take the same amount between them at a dinner in 

Paris.1431  To further demonstrate its versatility, Oppenheim 

included it in his recipe for champagne cocktails,1432 which was 

in all probability one that he himself used on a regular basis. 

No other champagne captured Oppenheim’s imagination 
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like Clicquot and Pommery, but he at least acknowledged the 

existence of roughly half a dozen other brands--Mumm, for 

example.  In the late nineteenth century, Mumm champagne was 

very popular in the United States, accounting for a quarter of all 

American champagne imports.1433  Oppenheim demonstrated his 

awareness of this contemporary preference by associating his 

references to Mumm with American dishes or characters.  “Mum 

[sic] cordon rouge” accompanies a lobster Americaine in the style 

of Delmonico’s at a London restaurant where a British spy is 

attempting to suborn an American spy.1434  Another American, a 

businessman on vacation, takes Mumm 1906 with pate in his box 

at the Albert Hall,1435 and the wine at a political reception in a 

1924 novel is “Mum [sic] ‘11,” perhaps in recognition of the 

diplomatic necessity of keeping the ever-difficult transatlantic 

cousins happy.1436  Very late in his life, in 1938, Oppenheim 

discovered Bollinger, a brand that had had a strong reputation in 

Britain since the 1870s1437 and that had received a royal warrant 

from Queen Victoria in 1884.  He regarded it as suitable for a 

naval officer and a countess dining at the Milan Grill,1438 or, in 

the 1914 vintage, for a millionaire’s dinner on board an ocean 

liner, by which time the bottle in question would have been over 

a quarter of a century old.1439  Pol Roger, a more recent entry into 

the English market,1440 he gave a businessman and his secretary 

for a tete-a-tete dinner in the 1921 vintage.1441  He reserved the 

1911 vintage for a detective who was locked in a room by a 

sarcastic criminal and given a bottle of Pol Roger with which to 

console himself.1442  The scene recalls another that Oppenheim 

wrote earlier in his career, the one involving the kidnapped 

American and the Roederer et Fils.1443  On reflection, it is 

surprising that Oppenheim did not give Roederer a more 

prominent role in his works.  The brand was a favorite of the 

foreign royalties who populated his pages and was prominent at 

the Russian court: 
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Champagne Roederer was the very favorite wine of the 

Russian imperial family and especially of Czar Alexander 

II.  In 1855 he announced that he preferred “Roederer’s 

intensely sweet style to all others…By 1868 two million 

bottles, or 80 percent of Roederer’s worldwide sales, were 

going to Russia.” 

 

Alexander’s passion for Roederer went even further.  He 

sent his cellar master to Reims every year to select the 

best cuvees for his table.  But fearful of being poisoned, 

he wanted his cellar master to control every step.  He also 

demanded a bottle specially designed for him, instead of 

the dark green bottle usually provided.  Roederer 

designed a clear and elegant crystal bottle, and 

accordingly named the Champagne: “Cristal.”1444 

 

The history of Roederer seems made to order for an Oppenheim 

anecdote, but the author must have considered the wine itself 

too sweet or too Russian for his English palate and French 

cuisine.  Turpin Monopole makes a similarly brief appearance in 

his works as part of a Frenchman’s lunch at the Cafe de Paris,1445 

while an English family resorts to Perrier Jouet 1904 when her 

ladyship’s brother arrives home unexpectedly after having 

escaped from a German prison camp.1446  Early in his career, 

Oppenheim commemorated Heidsieck, the favored brand of the 

King of Prussia, by serving it at a supper party at an exclusive 

West End club1447 and a marquess’s dinner party, choosing the 

1884 vintage for the latter.1448  There was a time when 

Oppenheim gave a dinner at a small restaurant in Soho and said 

there was champagne with it, “‘an excellent Saumur at twelve 

shillings,’”1449 but Saumur is technically a sparkling wine from 

the Loire Valley and not a champagne.  It is worth noting that 

the majority of his preferred champagnes, including Clicquot, 

Pommery, Mumm, Roederer, and Heidsieck, were all produced 
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at vineyards in the Reims area of the Champagne region. 

“Hey, waiter, bring me volume three of the wine list,” 

Zaphod Beeblebrox demands in the BBC classic The Hitchhiker’s 

Guide to the Galaxy after stumbling into the Restaurant at the End 

of the Universe.  This reference to the extravagant cellar of the 

ultimate in high-end establishments would have gladdened 

Oppenheim had he been around to see it, given his own loving 

memory of the wine list of the Cafe de France, a “beautifully 

bound volume of purple calf.”1450  Wine itself is a constant 

presence in Oppenheim’s works, and his characters drank more 

than 570 bottles of still wine during the progress of their 

adventures.  At the same time, the majority of Oppenheim’s 

references to wine were non-specific.  He first mentioned a 

particular brand of wine in his ninth book, published in 1894.  

Not until the end of his life did Oppenheim begin to acquire a 

taste for fine wines and to name-check those wines in his novels; 

two thirds of his wine goes by that appellation alone.  Excluding 

port and sherry, the dessert and aperitif wines, he preferred 

white wine to red, and German white wines to French.  His 

white wines were primarily Riesling, Moselle, Sauternes, and 

Chablis, while his red wines were all Burgundy, Bordeaux, or 

Chianti.  Like Evelyn Waugh, he had no great opinion of the 

American palate: “‘We don't drink wines over here as much as 

you folk, I guess,’” one of his New York typists says to an 

Englishman as she orders martinis for them in a scene summing 

up Oppenheim’s appraisal of British versus American 

alcoholism.1451  He was more likely to be impressed by the 

drinking habits of his fellow Europeans, saying of Italian 

brigands that “‘they love the wine.’”1452  The French, naturally, 

were the greatest drinkers in Oppenheim’s books.  The Grassleyes 

Mystery mentions a marquis’s chauffeur who can drink six 

bottles of wine without stammering,1453  recalling the passage in 

The Three Musketeers in which Athos drinks the best part of six 

bottles of wine in the course of a meal and pities D’Artagnan for 
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swooning from less than two bottles.1454  The mature Oppenheim 

found it perfectly normal for a dedicated eater to drink two 

bottles of wine, or more, with a good meal. 

Oppenheim introduced the term “white wine” to his 

works in 1907.  In his books, it generally accompanies a light or 

impromptu meal eaten by a young lady: caviar for a baroness at 

a London restaurant,1455 a chicken sandwich for a girl on a 

train,1456 an omelette for a princess,1457 sandwiches for an actress 

by the side of a French road,1458 or veal for two typists at a 

Russian cafe.1459  The Sub-Commissioner of Scotland Yard was 

also known to take half a bottle of nondescript white wine at 

lunch in the Milan Grill Room.1460  Oppenheim strongly favored 

German white wines, the majority of which he referred to as 

“Hock” or “Rhine wine.”  These terms could indicate any 

German white wine in Edwardian English, but were most often 

used for Rieslings, and most of Oppenheim’s identifiable 

German white wines were Rieslings.  His preference may have 

had something to do with his perception of wine as an 

accompaniment to food rather than as a foundation for serious 

dissipation, for which latter purpose he would choose 

champagne, cocktails, or whisky.  The literary historian and 

wine connoisseur George Saintsbury, in his Notes on a Cellar-

Book, commented on the particular suitability of hocks for service 

with meals: 

 

Not that Hock, as indeed was hinted in a former chapter, 

has ever ranked with me among the “First Three,” or 

even the first five or six greatest wines.  The “palling” 

character of its attractions, when at its supposed finest, 

precludes that…In fact, despite the wonderful first taste 

of the great “Auslese” wines, I think both Hock and 

Moselle best as beverage drinks; for in these lower 

qualities [sic], the overpowering and almost barbaric 

volume of flavour does not occur, and they are very fresh 
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and pleasant quenchers, going well with most sorts of 

food.  In days when it was still lawful to drink bottles of 

wine in the plural, I should have said that a bottle of hock 

at dinner, and a bottle of claret after it, was a decent and 

moderate allowance, and likely, as one of Scott’s people 

allows of something else, “to bring a blessing with it.”  

But for finer purposes I should, once more, regard them 

chiefly as curiosities; and accordingly, they never figured 

largely in my wine-lists.  What has been said of Hock 

applies with little change to Moselle…Nor did I ever 

much affect the loudly-trumpeted Berncastler Doktor.1461 

 

Wine for Oppenheim was an accompaniment to meals, not a 

drink in its own right, and hock was accordingly a reasonable 

choice for him.  He often associated it with political functions, 

including a cabinet minister’s reception in London, where the 

hock was “decent,”1462 or a clandestine diplomatic meeting in 

Monte Carlo, where a gourmandizing German declared the hock 

to be “nectar.”1463  It is an appropriate drink with which to revive 

a young lady who has just realized, to her consternation, that the 

German secret service has infiltrated the ranks of the British 

labor movement in order to manipulate the unions into staging a 

general strike in the middle of the War.1464  A police spy chooses 

hock while trailing an American diplomat through the best cafe 

in Warsaw.1465  Spies and a statesman exchange confidences over 

Rhine wine in “deliciously frosted glasses” at Berlin’s leading 

hotel,1466 which is equally likely to appear at luncheon for a 

Russian leader1467 or breakfast for a party of royal diplomats at a 

German hunting lodge.1468  After a popular politician 

successfully incites a general strike, rioting sweeps London and 

he and his friends are forced to hide out at a semi-abandoned 

private hotel, subsisting on a tin of biscuits and three bottles of 

hock, “‘Niersteiner, of a reasonable vintage.’”1469  “An elegant, 

full-bodied Riesling with a superb bouquet” from the village of 
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Niersteiner Glock, this wine is produced in a vineyard that 

belonged at one time to Charlemagne’s uncle, who later donated 

it to the bishopric of Wurzberg.1470  Walter Scott’s novel The 

Talisman features the Archduke of Austria offering Neirsteiner to 

his allies to lubricate their discussions as early as the twelfth 

century: “‘Come, then, and take your nooning in our tent, noble 

sirs, and we’ll speak of this business over some right 

Nierenstein.’”1471 

Hock in Oppenheim’s works has a certain scholarly as 

well as a political character.  Professors drink it for luncheon 

with their lamb cutlets,1472 and a career criminal fills a sculptor 

full of it at a cafe in Paris in the hope of inducing him to finish a 

half-completed masterpiece.1473  Luncheon for a prominent 

chemist in the winter garden of his employer’s London mansion 

involves “fine Cabinet Hock of a famous vintage.”1474  The 

German phrase Kabinettwein, though now used in law to 

designate main harvest wines meeting specific criteria, formerly 

meant those Rhine wines selected by the vintner as superior to 

the remainder of his production.  It is no surprise to the reader, 

then, to find that Oppenheim referenced cabinet hock 

repeatedly--nor to find that he referred to it in almost identical 

terms each time.  Prince’s Restaurant offers “a cabinet hock of 

rare vintage;”1475 a country house cellar produces a comparable 

“cabinet hock of an almost extinct vintage.”1476  When 

Oppenheim was not busy using hock as a status symbol, he 

sometimes remembered that hocks were, in Saintsbury’s words, 

“pleasant quenchers,” and made them more refreshing still by 

adding seltzer water to them.  The very first mention of hock in 

an Oppenheim novel, in 1898, was of hock and seltzer, which in 

that case accompanied a yachtsman’s dinner of stewed beef on 

an island somewhere in southeast Asia.1477  Hock and seltzer 

appears most prominently in Oppenheim’s most successful 

novel, The Great Impersonation.  The hero, Sir Everard Dominey, 

stumbles into a German encampment in east Africa in a fever 
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and the camp doctor treats him with hock and seltzer seasoned 

with bay leaves, refusing his request for whisky.  Later on the 

evening of his recovery, at dinner with the Baron von Ragastein, 

he drinks more cabinet hock and seltzer.  The Baron says the 

combination is good for the climate.  The story progresses, and 

back in England, a German spy keeps turning up at Dominey’s 

estate unexpectedly and drinking hock and seltzer each time.1478  

In such contexts, hock handily satisfies two tastes at once, both 

the national and the tropical. 

In addition to Niersteiner, Oppenheim’s hock selections 

included the “cabinet Johannesburg” one of his marquesses 

brought out for dinner, wine that had been presented to his 

lordship's grandfather by a grand duke.1479  Dinner for a party of 

royal diplomats at a hunting lodge in the mountains of Germany 

includes “‘trimagnums, or Rehoboams I think they are 

sometimes called, of Johannesburg of the famous vintage of 

1904.’”1480  Farther west, an American multimillionaire and his 

son accompany their meal in a mansion on Riverside Drive in 

New York with “Johannesburg Cabinet wine” and 

“Rudesheimer Cabinet wine.”1481  The former variety is produced 

at Schloss Johannisberg outside Wiesbaden, where the vineyard 

claims the distinction of having been the first in Europe to 

produce late harvest wine.  From 1816 until 1974, the estate was 

owned by the von Metternich family.  Thomas Jefferson, touring 

the vineyards of the Rhine in 1788, found Rudesheim wine 

“much preferable to Hochheim,” and Schloss Johannisberg “the 

best made on the Rhine without comparison.”1482  Dorothy 

Sayers called Johannisberg “‘the noblest hock I have ever 

tasted,’”1483 and The Ingoldsby Legends of the British cleric Richard 

Harris Barham mentioned it in the humorous poem “The 

‘Monstre’ Balloon,” which, given the ubiquity of Barham’s work, 

Oppenheim likely read when he was a young man: 

 

They descended at Weilburg about break of day; 
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And they’ve lent them the palace there, during their stay, 

And the town is becoming uncommonly gay, 

And they’re feasting the party, and soaking their clay 

With Johannisberg, Rudesheim, Moselle, and Tokay; 

And the landgraves, and margraves, and counts beg and  

pray 

That they won't think, as yet, about going away…1484 

 

Barham’s poem not only associates Johannisberg and Rudesheim 

with royalty and revelry, it also blurs the distinction between 

hock and Moselle, which is purely one of geography.  Hock is 

made from Riesling grapes grown on the banks of the Rhine, 

while Moselle is made from Riesling grapes grown on the banks 

of the Moselle, a tributary of the Rhine.  Oenophiles believe the 

Moselle Valley’s more northerly climate imparts a lighter 

character to wine made from the grapes grown there, an 

appraisal echoed in Oppenheim’s repeated descriptions of 

Moselle.  In his stories, it recurs from time to time at luncheon at 

the Milan,1485 “an absolutely light wine,” which the guest may 

consider “excellent, yet likely enough to be overlooked by the 

casual visitor, for it was of exceedingly moderate price.”1486  “We 

drank light yellow wine slightly perfumed in flavour like a 

Moselle might be from the odour of the grape,” a British officer 

writes of the wine he drinks with dinner somewhere in 

Ethiopia.1487  If hock in Oppenheim’s works was often the 

beverage of the noble, Moselle was as often the beverage of the 

overtly powerful.  It adorns the luncheon of a gang of wealthy 

stock market manipulators at an estate on Long Island,1488 and 

when an American millionaire abducts a gang of European 

diplomats aboard his yacht, he provides them with Cabinet 

Moselle in order to lull their suspicions at first.1489  Moselle’s 

greatest moment in an Oppenheim book, however, came in his 

bestseller The Great Impersonation.  Sir Everard Dominey, who is 

masquerading as the Baron von Ragastein masquerading as 
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himself, is summoned to Germany for a secret meeting with the 

Allerhochst aboard the imperial train: 

 

From a mahogany stand at his elbow, the Kaiser drew 

out a long-necked bottle of Moselle, filled two very 

beautiful glasses, passed one to his companion and raised 

the other.  

 

“To the Fatherland!” he said.  

 

“To the Fatherland!” Dominey repeated.1490 

 

Those Oppenheim characters who drank their Moselle with 

meals rather than with royalty would sometimes pair it with 

lamb cutlets,1491 with salmon--“‘the one fish for which an epicure 

reserves his choicest brand of Hock or Moselle’”1492--or even with 

the sweet course.1493 

Among the Moselles, Oppenheim’s undisputed first 

choice was Bernkasteler Doktor, which Saintsbury considered 

overrated but which Oppenheim nevertheless regarded with 

reverence.  It was the first Moselle he mentioned in his works, in 

1908, and he explicitly identified it as a Moselle, displaying a 

somewhat unusual level of wine awareness for him.1494  

Nevertheless, his affection for Bernkasteler did not prevent him 

from repeatedly spelling its name “Bernkastler,” “Berncastler,” 

and “Berncasteler.”  The wine’s unusual appellation of “Doktor” 

refers to a fourteen-century incident in which Bohemond II, 

Prince-Archbishop of Trier, attributed his recovery from a fever 

while visiting the town to repeated doses of the local wine.1495  

The favorite wine of Edward VII,1496 “the Bernkasteler wines are 

known for their delicacy and lightness.  They are among the 

driest of the Mosels.  Some tasters claim to detect a stony, 

minerally taste.”1497  A decade after Oppenheim’s death, the 

American wine writer Frank Schoonmaker declared, “I have 
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tasted Bernkasteler Doktor, I suppose, two hundred times, so far 

without being able to detect the famous ‘smoky flavor’ which 

some connoisseurs claim unerringly to perceive.”1498  Oppenheim 

himself described it as “mellow, soft, with no touch of acidity or 

sweetness,” an appropriate drink with a boar’s head for a royal 

dinner.1499  Bernkasteler forty years old, in the words of one of 

his characters, was “the colour of pale amber, but richer and 

softer, more delicately perfumed than any wine I had ever drunk 

before” and was to be served in exquisite Venetian glasses.1500  In 

a 1940 novel, Oppenheim paired an 1884 Bernkasteler with a 

Danube salmon, bringing together flavors from both ends of the 

Holy Roman Empire.1501  The governor of a bank and a 

millionaire share a bottle over luncheon at a London club,1502 and 

the epicure Lord Marsom, the central figure of The Battle of 

Basinghall Street, has a strong preference for Bernkasteler.1503  It is 

the wine of grand dukes as well, both in Monte Carlo1504 and on 

the high seas.1505  Late in his life, Oppenheim regarded 

Bernkasteler as a wine likely to be found in county clubs for the 

delectation of aging businessmen.1506  The sole other Moselle he 

mentioned by name was Piesporter, the infrequent companion to 

an officer’s dinner at the Milan1507 or a detective’s lobster.1508  

“They are wonderfully delicate and fragrant wines,” 

Schoonmaker observed of Piesporter.1509  “Mighty refreshing,” 

Saintsbury called it in a departure from his usual views on 

Moselle.1510 

While he did not make a habit of it, Oppenheim did 

allow his characters to drink French white wines on occasion, 

most prominently Sauternes, a sweet white Bordeaux from the 

Graves district.  “Although the soil in these districts is peculiarly 

suitable to the best production of white wines,” Savoy barman 

Harry Craddock wrote, 

 

it is interesting to note that another factor enters into the 

wine-making here.  For the best wines, the white grapes 
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of Sauternes are used from at least two and sometimes 

three different species of vines, and the grapes are not 

considered sufficiently ripe to be gathered until they 

appear wrinkled and over-ripe.  The grape must have a 

thin layer of mustiness, called pourriture, before it is 

picked.  This undoubtedly has much to do with the 

eventual fine flavour of the wines.1511 

 

The sweet wine resulting from these nobly rotten grapes was, in 

an Oppenheim book, the sort of thing a composer and a 

Communist MP might drink for dinner.1512  Monsieur Louis, the 

maitre d’hotel of the Milan Grill Rooms, was known to take a pint 

of Sauternes with half a dozen oysters for a late supper in his 

suite.1513  Oppenheim mentioned precisely one Sauternes by 

name: the grand first growth Chateau d’Yquem.  This was the 

wine he snidely blamed in later life for his father’s business 

difficulties and his own lack of an Oxford education.  Given 

those memories, it is unsurprising that he mentioned Yquem 

only twice, in 1899 and 1921, before his evolving palate brought 

it into his works more prominently.  Thomas Jefferson 

considered it the best of the Sauternes, and in 1859 the Grand 

Duke Constantine of Russia bought the entire 1847 crop, 

traditionally believed to be the first batch of Yquem produced 

from grapes with noble rot, for 20,000 gold francs per ton,1514 or 

more than US$220,000 in 2019 prices.  Oppenheim assigned it in 

his novels to equally elevated customers, such as the millionaire 

who threw a dinner party at the Hotel de Paris with wines, 

including Chateau d’Yquem, that “had become little more than a 

memory” due to their rarity or the diminution of their flavor 

with age, or both.1515  His nobles were so accustomed to fine 

wines that they took their wines with them even on train 

journeys.  One vivacious Oppenheim marquess shares his 

“‘Chateau Yquem of a very old vintage’” with a baronet in the 

same compartment, who calls it “‘a very marvelous wine to be 
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drinking in a railway carriage.’”1516  As it was a sweet wine, 

Oppenheim often paired it with fruit, either for a snack or to 

finish a meal, including peaches,1517 hothouse grapes,1518 

melons,1519 and strawberries.1520  The dinner given by a gang of 

super-criminals to a Scotland Yard detective at their mansion in 

Belgrave Square concludes with a single bottle of Chateau 

d’Yquem 1870, which turns out to be poisoned.  They kindly 

invite the detective to sample it in order to save them the trouble 

of killing him, but he declines to oblige them; his niece then 

breaks in and rescues him.1521  “To the average Englishman,” the 

author Herbert Warner Allen complained, “such a wine as 

Chateau Yquem is so sweet and full that it is almost a liqueur.  It 

is not the kind of wine that any sensible person would like to 

drink throughout a meal.”1522  Jacques Straub, wine steward of 

the Blackstone Hotel in Chicago, disagreed: “A better and finer 

wine than a Chateau Yquem of a good vintage could not be 

found the world over.”1523  Oppenheim’s representation of 

Yquem over the course of his career varied between these two 

extremes, his childhood memories and his taste for dry wines 

and cocktails warring with his snobbish need to embrace the 

vintage a Sayers aristocrat called “the queen of white wines.”1524 

The remainder of Oppenheim’s interest in French white 

wines was divided largely between Chablis and Montrachet, 

which he repeatedly confused, referring to “Montrachet 

Chablis”1525 on occasion.  Both are made from Chardonnay 

grapes grown in the Burgundy region, but are nonetheless two 

distinct wines.  The former Oppenheim considered highly 

suitable with fish dishes, including caviar.1526  One glass apiece of 

dry Chablis of 1921 accompanies the fish course for a master 

criminal and a girl dining at a Riviera hotel.1527  “A dry Chablis 

with the oysters” begins another dinner at a London 

nightclub,1528 and the maitre d’hotel of the Cafe de France asserts, 

“‘With the oysters there is but one wine--the Vaudesir.  Queen of 

all the Chablis.”1529  Such was the wine’s appeal that an 
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Oppenheim actress who pretended to drink nothing but milk in 

public at her mother’s request found herself easily persuaded by 

a pair of millionaires to share their bottle of Chablis for luncheon 

in the Milan Grill Room.1530  John Galsworthy, Edith Wharton, R. 

Austin Freeman, and F. Scott Fitzgerald1531 were among the 

many Oppenheim contemporaries to feature Chablis in their 

stories, testifying to its general popularity.  The writer Vernon 

Lee said of it, 

 

The name has stood in my mind for the wine which, of 

all others perhaps, tastes most of Flora and the Country 

Green; or, rather, whose flavour seems the least 

unworthy of the captivating scent of the flowering vine, 

such as it meets one, bitter yet honeyed, in the evening 

coolness after a June day…I thanked my gouty 

abstinence for keeping keen in my mind and palate the 

beneficent grace of such wines as these.1532 

 

Wine critics often concur with Oppenheim’s enthusiasm for 

Vaudesir as well, considering it the best of the Chablis for its 

“intense, highly charged flavour.”1533  “Vaudesir is the most 

subtle and the most mineral of the [Chablis],” according to wine 

merchant and writer Gerald Asher.  “It’s the wine that was 

probably in Morton Shand’s mind when he gave his definition of 

Chablis…‘clean, pebbly, or perhaps one should say gravelly, 

flavor.’”1534  Montrachet was a later addition to the Oppenheim 

cellar, making its debut in 1927 at an inn in Newmarket under 

the misleading name “Montrachet Chablis.”1535  Thereafter, his 

characters drank it exclusively on the Riviera, often with lobster 

for luncheon.  At La Reserve, it might be a Montrachet of 

1911,1536 or at the Madrid in Nice, a Montrachet of 1914.1537  

General Besserley had a penchant for the appellation; the 

collection General Besserley’s Second Puzzle Box opens with the 

general flirting with a young vicomtesse over luncheon and 
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Montrachet 1921.1538  “The first white wine of Europe,” a 

nineteenth-century French writer called it, “one of those rare 

marvels whose perfection but a very small number of the ‘elect’ 

are permitted to appreciate.”1539  “Magnificent and formidable,” 

Saintsbury said of Montrachet.1540  A century later, travel writer 

Peter Mayle commented, “‘I’ve heard that people in Burgundy 

salute every time they go past the vineyard.’”1541   

The minor white wines of Oppennheim’s works form a 

varied collection, suggesting that Oppenheim explored 

unfamiliar wines on a regular basis.  It is perfectly natural for the 

detective in an Oppenheim novel not only to accompany a 

convict’s wife on a picnic, but also for him to bring a bottle of 

“Pouilly ‘34” along for their enjoyment.1542  Another white 

Burgundy, this wine might have been Pouilly-Fuisse, Pouilly-

Fume, or Pouilly-sur-Loire; Oppenheim was not specific.  

Luncheon for a political exile at the Hotel de Paris includes 

“wonderful White Hermitage,”1543 an uncommon wine produced 

from blended Marsanne and Roussanne grapes in the Rhone 

region of northern France.  With Riviera meals, Oppenheim 

sometimes gave his characters “the white wine of the 

country,”1544 locally-produced wines unknown to the larger 

world, such as a “Vin Blanc de Bellet”1545 or a “Vin Blanc de 

Saint-Paul,”1546 whose names referred simply to villages outside 

Nice.  The Oppenheim con artist paying a call on one of 

Mussolini’s ministers is received with sandwiches and a flask of 

old Orvieto, “which we Italians think the greatest wine there 

is.”1547  1921 Liebfraumilch, a sweet Rhine wine distinct from the 

hocks and Moselles Oppenheim preferred, puts in a single 

appearance at an odd little restaurant in Beausoliel.1548  Its name, 

in German, means “beloved lady’s milk,” a reference to the 

Virgin Mary, or so the vintners claim.  When in Vienna or 

Switzerland, Oppenheim characters would sometimes opt for 

Gumpoldskirchener, “‘the best Austrian wine that’s grown,’”1549 

which is still popular in Austria and Hungary under the more 
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common synonym Zierfandler.  Three adventurers who rob a 

blind art collector of several valuable pictures are stricken with 

remorse when they realize the severity of his loss, and return the 

canvases, for which he rewards them with “strange-coloured 

wine, of marvellous potency, in long-stemmed glasses…Tokay, a 

hundred years old.”1550  A sweet white wine made in Hungary 

from grapes affected by noble rot, Tokay, or Tokaji, has long 

been associated with European royalty.  “The wine not only 

retains its sweet taste without any brandy being added to it to 

check the fermentation, but it goes on improving for many years, 

longer by far than any other unfortified wine…Before 1918 the 

finest Tokay Essencia was never sold but reserved for the 

Imperial cellars of the Habsburgs; hence its name of Imperial 

Tokay.”1551  Newspaper reports of the wedding of the president 

of Poland in 1933 mentioned that the Tokay served on that 

occasion was two hundred and fifty years old.1552  Presumably 

Oppenheim’s lack of interest in its aristocratic pedigree was a 

consequence of his very British taste for dry wines, or otherwise 

the reader would find Tokay in his pages more often, for no 

drink in Europe has a closer historical association with wealth 

and power. 

Although red wines occur less frequently in Oppenheim 

stories than white wines, they predate the latter by more than a 

decade.  Nonspecific red wine in Oppenheim's books is a drink 

for characters who are roughing it: a diplomat hiding at a 

shooting lodge in Poland,1553 for example, or a businessman 

camping out in a ruined castle in eastern Europe.1554  It is also 

useful for reviving ladies in moments of stress.  A rich man 

pours “ruby-coloured wine” for a weary female caller,1555 and an 

old woman who faints by the side of the road outside Beausoliel 

receives much the same treatment less elegantly described.1556  

Now and then Oppenheim gave Riviera vacationers red wine 

and soda-water, perhaps a variation on a sangria recipe, albeit 

without mentioning that any fruit was included in the drink.1557  
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His list of preferred red wines is dominated by Bordeaux--

which, however, was a term Oppenheim never used.  He 

referred to Bordeaux as “claret” instead.  The term is a 

derivation of clairet, a dark rose wine from Bordeaux that was 

once the region’s most popular export.  Claret in Oppenheim’s 

world was a very versatile wine, one suited to breakfast, 

morning refreshments, and all phases of dinner, but rarely to 

luncheon.  His late novel The Mayor on Horseback involves the 

greatest claret consumption of any of his books, with Mysterious 

Mr. Sabin, published four decades earlier, ranking second.  

Unlike many of the dishes and drinks for which Oppenheim 

developed a liking late in his life, claret was a wine to which he 

returned consistently and regularly throughout his career, 

beginning with his first novel, in which a man lunching at a 

village inn says he “cannot recommend” the claret there.1558  

Breakfast on a Mediterranean island in another of his early 

books includes “a great jug of claret” and dinner concludes with 

bottles of claret bearing a yellow seal.1559  “Yellow-seal claret” 

was a variety to which Oppenheim referred on multiple 

occasions without further elaboration.1560  While the term is 

somewhat obscure, an 1899 wine list from the SS Westernland in 

the Buttolph Collection indicates that a yellow seal designated 

“fine vintage” clarets, with second quality clarets bearing a green 

seal and light clarets a red seal.  As usual in an Oppenheim 

story, when the wine is of poor quality, it is proof of the 

drinker’s lowly status, a point emphasized by a postmaster’s 

supper consisting of “an indifferently cooked chop and a glass of 

thin claret.”1561  Conversely, “claret of almost incredible age, a 

Chateau wine, still soft and velvety,” accompanies the joint at 

dinner at a country house.1562  Claret may also be taken with 

partridge1563 or with chicken,1564 in the latter case with Maryland 

chicken in the United States.1565  At times, Oppenheim connected 

it with romance.  The heiress to the French throne, traveling 

incognito, is wooed by an English gentleman with claret, a picnic 
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basket, and newspapers.1566  Falling in love with an immoral 

woman who did not believe in marriage so tormented an art 

critic that he “not only ordered the wrong claret, but drank it 

without a grimace” at luncheon.1567 

As his career progressed and his knowledge of wines 

grew, Oppenheim abandoned generic references to claret, 

naming his preferred appellations instead.  His favorite 

Bordeaux was Chateau Mouton Rothschild, foremost of the 

second growths in the Bordeaux wine classification system and 

regarded as the equal of the first growths, the legendary clarets.  

Appropriately, he introduced it to his readers through the 

medium of Peter Cradd, who first discovered Mouton 

Rothschild under the guidance of his lawyer at the latter’s 

club.1568  The vintage of 1916 was the choice of General 

Besserley,1569 and to accompany young venison, Oppenheim 

recommended Mouton Rothschild 1870,1570 a vintage Harry 

Craddock called “hard for many years, but now sought for by 

connoisseurs.”1571  “Very decent” was Evelyn Waugh’s casual 

comment on the 1916 wine.1572  One of Oppenheim’s gangs of 

high-class smugglers holds a business meeting at a chateau in 

Bordeaux belonging to one of its members, who sample Mouton 

Rothschild 1906, “a wine which seemed to have the faint 

perfume and colour of violets.”  They follow it with a Leoville of 

“more ancient vintage” from a flask “thick with dust and 

cobwebs.”1573  (The latter wine might have been Leoville Barton, 

Leoville-Las Cases, or Leoville-Poyferre; the text is unclear.)  

Around the same time that Oppenheim was writing of noble 

crooks sipping the 1906 vintage in the heart of its homeland, 

Ernest Hemingway was enjoying it in Spain, observing in 

passing that “this is a hell of a climate on wine.”  However, he 

recorded that the Mouton Rothschild remained drinkable in 

spite of the Spanish weather.1574   

Another of General Besserley’s enthusiasms was Chateau 

Pontet Canet, which in the 1878 vintage he described as “‘a 
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beautiful wine.’”  It was also the favorite wine of the chaplain at 

his chateau, whom he later discovered was in fact a con artist 

running a roulette game on his premises and robbing his staff.1575  

The journalist George Augustus Sala reminisced that Pontet 

Canet was “so much purple velvet to the palate; and it had a 

flavour which reminded you at once of the odour of violets and 

the taste of raspberries.”1576  The first chapter of Oppenheim’s 

first novel features a dinner on the terrace of a country house 

with “fine old Lafitte [sic].”1577  Chateau Lafite (Chateau Lafite 

Rothschild since 1868) does not appear in any other Oppenheim 

work in spite of its European reputation, “exquisite bouquet and 

rich full flavour.”1578  Saint-Emilion is likewise absent from all 

but one of his novels, a late work in which a mayor and his 

secretary drink it at dinner,1579 possibly to encourage 

confidences, as Craddock wrote, “It is said to be one of the 

qualities of the ‘bon vin de Saint-Emilion’ to untie the tongue 

and loosen speech--le vin parle et fait parler.”1580  A professor tries 

a bottle of “the light Graves” for luncheon at a restaurant he 

owns.1581  That wine could have been bottled by any of a dozen 

or more estates, of which Chateau Haut-Brion was the most 

highly regarded.  “Medoc,” which could refer to any Bordeaux 

except Chateau Haut-Brion, Oppenheim confined to The Curious 

Quest, where it was the favored wine of a poor couple at a cheap 

Drury Lane restaurant at a cost of eighteenpence the bottle.1582  

Strictly speaking, only Bordeaux is claret, but Oppenheim 

applied the term to a similar red wine, “Hungarian claret--

Carlowitz,” as well.  Carlowitz usually turns up at luncheon in a 

London grill room in his books,1583 and is the drink of choice for 

a group of art smugglers in Vienna.1584  The British politician 

Lord Glenbervie compared the flavor of Carlowitz to that of 

Cote-Rotie from the Rhone region of France.1585  During the 

nineteenth century, Carlowitz was heavily marketed in Britain as 

a patent medicine, drawing ire from physicians and wine 

merchants alike: “There surely must be some radical defect in a 
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wine which requires to be thus perpetually forced into public 

notice.”1586  Some members of the medical community, however, 

endorsed its medicinal virtues, including one of the surgeons of 

St. John’s Hospital, who advocated its usefulness in preventing 

involuntary ejaculation.  “Red wine, especially claret, seems to 

answer best in these cases…Carlowitz is an excellent wine for 

this purpose.  It has more body than claret, and is less exciting 

than burgundy.”1587  Considering Oppenheim’s own enthusiasm 

for both Edwardian sexual hypocrisy and food as medicine, the 

surgeon’s statement suggests that Oppenheim may have had a 

stronger motive for drinking and writing about claret than a 

mere liking for its flavor. 

Burgundy, the other of France’s two most famous wines, 

plays a much more limited role than Bordeaux in Oppenheim’s 

canon.  He introduced it in 1896 for the luncheon of a returning 

colonial, who orders “a pint of the best Burgundy upon the wine 

list” at the Wanderer’s Club.1588  This was an exceptional 

circumstance, as in his early works, Oppenheim usually reserved 

Burgundy for dinner.  His late-career novels are more likely to 

include it with luncheon than his early novels, and it is largely 

absent from his mid-career works.  There also is a certain 

repetitiveness about the reverential terms in which Oppenheim 

described the wine.  A waiter at the Cafe de Paris spills 

“priceless burgundy” when the restaurant is abruptly invaded 

by a flock of pigeons in Crooks in the Sunshine,1589 an incident so 

unusual that it probably reflects one of Oppenheim’s own 

experiences.  He would not have been capable of inventing it.  

An American gangster on vacation samples “choice old 

burgundy” at his rented chateau outside Antibes,1590 and “some 

wonderful burgundy” follows dinner at yet another chateau.1591  

A few Oppenheim meals assign burgundy to the dessert course 

outright, accompanying peaches or muscatel grapes.1592  

Burgundy is a favorite tipple of Mr. Sabin, otherwise M. le Duc 

de Souspennier, a member of the French royal family in two of 
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Oppenheim’s more popular books.  “‘Bring wine--Burgundy,’” 

Mr. Sabin orders his valet, and receives “a small cobwebbed 

bottle and a glass of quaint shape, on which were beautifully 

emblazoned a coronet and fleur-de-lis.”1593  The description 

recalls the Burgundy served to General Besserley and his noble 

friend at the Cafe de France, “clear liquid with a dash of purple” 

dispensed from a dusty, cradled bottle,1594 or the cobwebbed 

bottle forming part of a luncheon at La Turbie.1595  Oppenheim 

did not offer a single comment on the flavor of Burgundy, apart 

from an observation he assigned to the patron of La Reserve to 

the effect that Burgundy was “‘a little heavy for the ladies.’”1596 

Among the Burgundies, Oppenheim favored 

Chambertin.  The product of a vineyard first planted by monks 

in the seventh century, Chambertin had been the only wine 

drunk by Napoleon I from the time of his Egyptian campaign 

until his exile to St. Helena.1597  While in an Oppenheim tale it 

might similarly be the drink of a French aristocrat1598 or the 

bibulous General Besserley,1599 it might also be the Chambertin of 

1911 selected by a master criminal at a Riviera hotel.1600  The 

antiwar activist and writer Arnold Zeig called that year “a 

blessed vintage.”1601  Oppenheim mentioned a further variety he 

termed “‘Regents’ Chambertin” in one novel, possibly alluding 

to a shipper rather than a vineyard or chateau, but the 

identification is ambiguous.1602  Chambertin was succeeded in his 

regard by the famous Romanee-Conti, the wine the Archbishop 

of Paris had called “velvet and satin in bottles”1603 and over 

which Roald Dahl would rave a few years later, “‘Sense for me 

this perfume!  Breathe this bouquet!  Taste it!  Drink it!  But 

never try to describe it!  Impossible to give an account of such a 

delicacy with words!  To drink Romanee-Conti is equivalent to 

experiencing an orgasm at once in the mouth and in the 

nose.’”1604  For Oppenheim, Romanee-Conti provoked no such 

rapture.  Instead, he saw it as a drink to pair with fowl: 

Romanee-Conti “of a classic vintage” with pheasant;1605 
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Romanee-Conti 1921 for luncheon at the Milan in 1938, with 

ortolans;1606 “Romane Conte” 1908 for dinner at the Cafe de France 

in 1937, with chicken.1607  “‘A slice of the breast and a glass of the 

best,’” in the words of Lord Peter Wimsey.1608  A detective dining 

with an adventuress in a late Oppenheim novel orders a bottle of 

Beaujolais to be warmed and served with his chicken.1609  

Whereas Burgundy is usually made from Pinot Noir grapes, 

Beaujolais is made from the Gamay grape in an area that 

overlaps both the Burgundy and Rhone wine regions, making it 

one of Oppenheim’s least typical selections.  Not wanting to 

deprive the criminal classes of their luxuries, either, he gave a 

con artist “clos vougeot of a vintage year” for dinner in Paris.1610  

This awkward reference to Clos de Vougeot indicates a very 

indifferent attitude on Oppenheim’s part to a Burgundy 

regarded so highly in France that on one occasion an officer 

marching his regiment to the Rhine halted his troops before the 

vineyard to present arms in homage.1611  Oppenheim was a 

drinker, but he was no connoisseur in the usual sense of the 

word. 

The last and least of Oppenheim’s red wines was Chianti.  

He was unable to separate this stereotypically Italian wine from 

Italians in his tales, but he had no difficulty at all in separating it 

from Italy.  None of his characters drank Chianti in Italy, and the 

closest any of them came to doing so was on the French Riviera, 

where Chianti was the drink of choice of Italian spies intriguing 

against France.1612  Otherwise, Oppenheim seemed to have 

believed that Chianti existed nowhere outside Soho in 

London.1613  It consistently formed part of the menu at various 

Italian restaurants in his stories from 1901 through his final book 

in 1943.  These included Antonio’s1614 and the Cafe l’Athenee, at 

the latter of which a young lady complained that the Chianti 

“‘burned my tongue!’”1615  Other establishments, unnamed, 

offered “famous chianti”1616 and Chianti with an “earthy, violet 

flavour.”1617  The Cafe de la Pomme d’Or, a “small restaurant on 
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the outskirts of Soho” sometimes called Costelli’s after the 

proprietor, supplied a married businessman and his mistress 

with Chianti at dinner,1618 and a Scotland Yard detective was also 

known to stop in a for a flask.1619  Not far separated from Chianti 

in Oppenheim’s regard was vin rose, which he likewise relegated 

to small, Bohemian restaurants in most cases,1620 although a 

Communist MP did order it at the Ritz Grill Room as well.1621  

Rosé is the wine most typical of Provence, but it made only one 

appearance at an Oppenheim meal on the Riviera,1622 indicating 

again how Oppenheim’s culinary choices were shaped by 

preference and prestige rather than by realism. 

Phillips Oppenheim’s lack of enthusiasm for dessert did 

not interfere with his typically English passion for dessert wine.  

The consumption of port wine at the end of a meal was one of 

the best-known and most ritualized parts of the Edwardian 

formal dinner.  Any ladies who were present would withdraw 

after the dessert course, allowing the gentlemen to speak freely 

on political, economic, and sexual topics, and to pass around 

crusted bottles holding wine that had been aged for decades.  A 

fortified wine containing added alcohol and sugar, vintage port 

contains large amounts of suspended solids that contribute to 

the wine’s complexity and the evolution of its flavor over long 

periods in storage.  Oppenheim included port in his first novel, 

then abandoned it until 1901.  From that time on, it remained 

rare in his stories until the beginning of the Great War, when it 

surged into prominence for a decade before his interest in it 

waned once more during the 1920s.  The reader may surmise 

that Oppenheim’s sudden enthusiasm for port during the War 

was a product of his realization that port-drinking was a way to 

assert a distinctively English culinary identity in a time of 

national crisis.  His characters drank more than two hundred 

glasses of port throughout his works; the late novel Envoy 

Extraordinary contains the most port of any of his books, which is 

appropriate given that most of its characters are royal or noble.  
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The expense and attention required to care for quality port made 

it rare outside the establishments of the gentry in Edwardian 

England in spite of port’s ubiquity in national life.  Harry 

Craddock summarized the situation humorously: 

 

There is considerable difference between the beverage 

you will obtain by signifying assent to the question, 

“Port, me lord?” huskily whispered by the butler at a 

dinner-party in Carlton House Terrace, and what you get 

by falling in with the suggestion, “What about a glass of 

Port Wine, dearie?” in the Private Bar of “Ye Olde Duck 

and Chinaman,” round the corner.1623 

 

An Oppenheim character is consequently surprised to discover 

that a rural inn can offer “excellent genuine port.”1624  In his 

works, Oppenheim associated good port with the country house 

nearly as frequently as he connected it with the gentry.  “‘The 

planting of trees and the laying down of port are two virtues in 

our ancestors which have never been properly appreciated,’” the 

host remarks at dinner at one such country house.1625  Since port 

might require a lifetime or more of aging to achieve its full 

flavor, “laying down,” or purchasing and storing, port that 

could be expected to age well was one of the minor duties of the 

English squire.  The phrase also reflects that transporting the 

bottles would disturb the resting sediment and alter the flavor of 

the wine for an indefinite period.  “‘Port should never be drunk 

away from the place where it was laid down,’” in the words of 

one of Oppenheim’s family lawyers.1626  “‘I had them bottled at 

my wine merchant’s, and I’ve never had them moved,’” a 

stockbroker observes of his vintage port.  “‘I have a few bottles 

sent down decanted when an occasion arrives.’”1627 

There are a few moments in Oppenheim’s works when 

port appears in an informal setting.  A rejected actress consoles 

herself with two glasses of “filthy port” at a public house near 
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the Hilarity Theatre,1628 but the port at a similar establishment 

near the Strand is good enough for a customer to describe it as 

“A1.”1629  Drinking port is an appropriate response to burglary, 

with the host of a house party bringing out a fresh decanter after 

a robbery occurs on the premises.1630  The wife of a mad surgeon 

who is masquerading as a vicar gives a young squire a glass of 

drugged port to facilitate the escape of herself and her husband, 

who are wanted by Scotland Yard.1631  All of the customers in a 

waterfront bar near the London docks drink whisky except for 

the dancing girl, who drinks port in another instance of 

Oppenheim’s paternalism.1632  For the most part, however, 

Oppenheim’s port was a “very wonderful” thing,1633 to be 

treated with respect by the fortunate few who could indulge in 

it.   

Appellation and terroir are unimportant concepts in the 

production of port, which involves the blending of wines from 

different vineyards by the shippers who bottle the port.  

Oppenheim referred to just two of the leading brands of his day: 

Dow, served at a single meal, and Cockburn, which accounted 

for roughly a sixth of the port consumed in Oppenheim’s books.  

“There is no shipper’s wine that I have found better than the best 

of Dow,” Saintsbury wrote, although he was not so enthusiastic 

about Cockburn: “It is true…you will hardly ever get bad wine; 

but you do not get from them quite the same variety of good that 

you do from an enlarged range.”1634  Port shippers were often 

British individuals or firms who acted as go-betweens for the 

Portuguese wineries and the London market, and Cockburn was 

no exception, the firm having been founded by a Scotsman in 

1815.1635  All of Oppenheim’s port was vintage port, apart from 

the very cheap wines and the occasional “light wood port,”1636 a 

variety of port aged in the barrel rather than the bottle.  Wood 

port was the style of port that Oppenheim’s more appreciative 

characters implied was most fit for drinking by those with no 

palate.  There is a touching scene in The Zeppelin’s Passenger, set 
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in the middle of the Great War, in which an admiral’s butler 

explains to his master that he served the young men who had 

dropped in for dinner “‘excellent wood port’” rather than 

vintage port.  The admiral calls him “‘a jewel’” for doing so.1637  

Elsewhere, a cabinet minister finishes his luncheon at the Carlton 

Club with wood port, which he likes better than vintage in the 

middle of the day.1638 

Vintage was the factor of overriding importance in 

choosing a good port, and Oppenheim paid more attention to 

vintage than to any other distinguishing factor in describing the 

ports his characters enjoyed.  The earliest vintage year he 

specified was an 1851 Cockburn shared by a baronet and his 

family lawyer following a tour of the baronet’s estate.  “‘After 

this it will be hard to get back to the austere life of a Pall Mall 

club!’” the latter exclaims ironically.1639  The Curious Quest, 

published in 1914, shows a young millionaire of excellent taste 

jealously guarding his ‘68 port.1640  The same vintage turns up at 

a nobleman’s dinner in Norwich in 19281641 and “in amazing 

decanters” at a marquess’s dinner in 1930.  In the latter instance, 

it is a Cockburn.1642  The last two bottles of the 1868 Cockburn 

were opened at the company’s bicentennial tasting in 2015, and 

one of the journalists invited reported the wine to be  

 

…pinkish [in] colour, still looks youthful; fruit still very 

evident on the nose, fragrant and elegant (apparently this 

had some bottle stink on the nose when it was first 

opened but it soon dissipated); sweet cherry fruit, just 

drying out (but who cares!), tannins dry but still gripping 

with a lovely flourish of acidity keeping the finish 

alive.1643 

 

Oppenheim’s favorite year for port was 1870.  It seems almost de 

rigueur in his works of the 1920s for noblemen to offer an 1870 

port to their visiting lawyers, who receive it with reverence,1644 
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sometimes making a respectful allusion to the 1847 and 1848 

vintages still reposing in the cellar.1645  Peter Cradd’s education 

begins with an 1870 port at the local vicarage.1646  Another 

lawyer staying at a country house says of an unwelcome fellow 

visitor, “‘He smoked French cigarettes with your ‘70 port, 

poured your fine champagne into his coffee, and looked often at 

your wife with the expression in his eyes which men of the Latin 

countries seem to have cultivated and which always makes an 

Anglo-Saxon want to knock them down.’”1647  Such offenses were 

explicitly equal in the eyes of English gentlemen, even English 

legal gentlemen, recalling an exchange between Lord Peter 

Wimsey and his man of business, Mr. Murbles: 

 

“Very glad you’ve turned up, sir.  The Cockburn ’86 

always tastes a lot better in company--discernin’ 

company, that is.  Once knew a fellow who polluted it 

with a Trichinopoly.  He was not asked again.  Eight 

months later, he committed suicide.  I don’t say it was on 

that account.  But he was earmarked for a bad end, 

what?” 

 

“You horrify me,” said Mr. Murbles, gravely. “I have 

seen many men sent to the gallows for crimes with which 

I could feel much more sympathy.”1648 

 

An 1870 port is suited to minor celebrations as well as major 

festivities, including a detective’s successful conclusion of a 

case,1649 a golf win,1650 and a farewell dinner.1651  Cockburn 1870 

may be safely offered to American millionaires1652 or visiting 

peers.1653  Oppenheim’s sole Dow is an 1870, served by an earl 

for dinner in 1934,1654 and an MP and a journalist ponder the 

affairs of the nation over 1870 port and homegrown walnuts 

during the War.1655  A member of a shooting party calls it “‘one 

of the most perfect bottles, of a marvellous vintage, I ever 
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tasted,’”1656 which is the only oblique comment Oppenheim ever 

offered on the flavor of this wine he so much desired.   “‘When 

one has 1870 port to drink,’” said the novelist William John 

Locke, “‘why fritter away its flavour in vain words?’”1657   

Oppenheim expended few additional words on the 1884 vintage, 

allowing a physician to describe it as “‘a magnificent wine.  

Drier than Jubilee and much better for us.’”1658  A young lady’s 

family offers 1890 port to her fiance, an earl, in 1930;1659 Harry 

Craddock, writing in the same year, called the 1890 one of the 

best vintages of the previous forty years.1660  The Oppenheim con 

artist, a true successor of the elegant A.J. Raffles, has no trouble 

gaining entree to a lord-lieutenant’s dinner party and the 

delights of a Cockburn 1897, “‘a small vintage to start with and 

now almost unknown.’”  His host prohibits the use of tobacco 

until after the first glass of port, and restricts his guests to 

cigarettes during consumption of the second glass, lest they 

compromise the flavor of the wine or interrupt the ritual of its 

appreciation.1661 

If Oppenheim treated port with great respect, he treated 

sherry with great indifference, portraying it as a casual drink 

surrounded by none of the ceremony that often accompanied 

port.  The word “sherry” is an Anglicanization of the Spanish 

word Jerez, the name of the town in Andalusia that is the center 

of sherry production.  Like port, it is a fortified wine, but unlike 

port, sherry has its fortifying spirits added at the end of the 

fermentation process, not halfway through fermentation in the 

manner of port.  Sherry is barrel-aged in a series of progressively 

smaller casks to concentrate its flavors and add complexity to the 

finished wine.  It was another example of a wine that 

Oppenheim included in his debut novel and subsequently 

neglected for decades to come.  Just four glasses of sherry appear 

in the books he published prior to 1919; roughly six dozen 

glasses show up in the books he wrote after that date.  His 

characters often take sherry at odd intervals or before a meal, 
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using it as an aperitif.  The Mayor on Horseback has the highest 

sherry consumption of any Oppenheim novel, a consequence of 

the protagonist’s access to a large cellar of old sherry in his 

official capacity and his desire to impress his aristocratic friends.  

English literature has a long tradition of complimentary 

allusions to sherry, with the list of authors who have praised it 

including William Shakespeare and Edgar Allan Poe, but for 

Oppenheim, sherry was a somewhat old-fashioned drink, one 

associated with women and the elderly.  In a story set in 1914, a 

baronet recently returned from abroad falls back on a glass of 

sherry for his afternoon tipple, as cocktails are too modern a 

tradition for his conservative neighborhood.1662  Similarly, an 

elderly Scotsman sips at a glass of sherry while his business 

partner, a young earl, disposes of two cocktails.1663  Lawyers may 

drink whiskey and soda, but a client’s niece must have sherry 

instead.1664  The young lady detective who buys a round of 

whisky for the occupants of a public house in order to elicit 

information from them takes a sherry herself, the genteel choice 

since Oppenheim women do not drink hard liquor.1665  It was not 

necessarily a safe choice, though.  Another Oppenheim detective 

orders sherry in the bar of a country hotel and receives little but 

the dregs of the bottle, and must refresh himself with beer 

instead.1666  The sherry obtained from a rural grocer by a poor 

but noble family is likewise “undrinkable.”1667  Sherry may be a 

celebratory drink, used to toast an engaged couple,1668 to 

celebrate a successful day’s work1669--or to commemorate making 

a dinner engagement with one's mistress.1670  Unperturbed by a 

German spy threatening him with instant death, an Oppenheim 

crook pours himself a glass of twenty year-old sherry and calls it 

“‘unimpeachable.’”1671  Oppenheim preferred his sherries dry, 

like all his wines,1672 and informal as he might be about sherry 

consumption, he did opine as a young man that to drink sherry 

out of a port glass was to betray that one had been long absent 

from polite society.1673 
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Amontillado was Oppenheim’s favorite variety of sherry.  

Of medium color and strength, it undergoes an extensive 

maturation process to add complexity to its flavor.  “For the true, 

at least the perfect Amontillado flavour, you may have to wait 

not a little time, while you certainly could not get it, even before 

the present ‘dear years,’ for a little money,” Saintsbury wrote of 

this process.1674  Amontillado, in Oppenheim’s books, is the 

companion to both Peter Cradd’s cultural education--Cradd, it 

should be noted, was extremely fortunate to stumble upon a 

country vicar with such an excellent wine cellar1675--and the theft 

of a Watteau painting.1676  One lord calls for a dry Amontillado at 

the St. George’s Club1677 and another, at the Carlton Club, 

specifically demands that the wine steward refrain from serving 

him Amontillado with luncheon.1678  The promotion of a baron to 

the rank of earl requires that his health be drunk in 1822 

Amontillado, served in a “wonderful decanter” and “beautifully 

cut glasses.”1679  In Ask Miss Mott, published in 1936, and in no 

other book, Oppenheim emphasized that Amontillado might be 

poured into consomme or turtle soup to enhance its flavor.1680  

The mayor of the manufacturing town of Medchester offers his 

guests a range of sherries in the Mayor’s Parlour of the old 

castle, including both Amoroso and Amontillado of the vintage 

of 1827.1681  Amoroso, also known as golden sherry, is a variety 

of Oloroso, the darkest and strongest of the three main types of 

sherry, that has been sweetened by the addition of wine made 

from Pedro Ximenez grapes.1682  The third of those types, the fino 

style, the driest and most delicate kind of sherry, was 

represented in Oppenheim’s works by the bottle of Tio Pepe 

shared by a Russian grand duke and his lover at the former’s 

house in London.  The grand duke observed that he laid down 

the sherry while he was at university, which from the context of 

the passage was presumably two decades in the past.1683  Unlike 

Amontillado or port, fino sherries lose complexity in the bottle 

rather than gaining it, making Tio Pepe a poor choice for 
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cellaring; Oppenheim's comment doubtless reflects his own 

inexperience with laying down wines due to his itinerant 

lifestyle.  Oppenheim also used sherry as the basis of the mixed 

drink sherry and bitters, a combination attested as early as 1862 

by Jerry Thomas in The Bar-Tender’s Guide.  His professional 

characters, mostly doctors and lawyers, sometimes chose sherry 

and bitters for light refreshment in his late works.1684  These 

drinks might have been mixed with either Khoosh or Angostura 

bitters,1685 both proprietary herbal tonics popular at the end of 

the Victorian era.  The vendors of the former heavily advertised 

their drink’s health-giving properties--“the great Indian remedy 

for all bilious and liver complaints”1686--and went into 

compulsory liquidation in 1900, preventing Khoosh bitters from 

appearing in later Oppenheim novels.  Angostura, based in 

Trinidad, has survived into the present century.  When 

Oppenheim characters were not pouring Angostura into sherry, 

they would sometimes mix it into unidentified cocktails 

instead.1687 

Two other aperitif wines appear in Oppenheim’s books, 

Marsala and Madeira.  The former is a Sicilian fortified wine 

comparable to sherry in both its flavor and manufacture.  The 

only definite inclusion of Marsala in Oppenheim’s works occurs 

in a 1919 novel in which a colonel and his daughter lunch on 

cutlets and Marsala at their cottage in the country.1688  At a 

dinner for Irish revolutionaries, the drinks consist solely of 

whisky and “ancient Marsala, in dust-covered bottles,” but later 

in the meal, one of the hosts calls out, “‘Pass him the 

Madeira!’”1689  While Marsala and Madeira are both fortified 

wines produced on islands, they are otherwise very different.  

Fine sherry and Marsala are matured in the cask beneath a 

protective layer of yeast called flor in order to prevent oxidation 

of the wine.  Conversely, Madeira is deliberately exposed to high 

temperatures in steam baths or sun-heated aging rooms in order 

to encourage oxidation and mellow the wine in a manner 
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comparable to the effect that long-distance travel in the hold of a 

ship would have on it.  The result is a long-lasting wine of great 

complexity, which in Oppenheim’s appraisal was mainly suited 

to concluding a dinner,1690 although in an accidental nod to the 

wine’s nautical history he did once allow an American on board 

a yacht in the Mediterranean to drink it.1691 

Aperitifs other than sherry were absent from 

Oppenheim’s works prior to 1907, and he did not use the term 

aperitif until 1911.  An aperitif is a light alcoholic drink taken 

before a meal in order to stimulate the appetite; as Oppenheim’s 

meals increased in size and complexity, he and his characters 

likely felt a greater need for aperitifs than they previously had.  

While the maitre d’hotel at the Cafe de France in one of his tales 

dismisses aperitifs, calling them “‘the drug of those who do not 

understand the art of eating,’”1692 this was clearly a case in which 

the author disagreed with his character.  The aperitif is a 

constant of Oppenheim’s late works, appearing most 

prominently in 1936’s The Bird of Paradise.  He described aperitifs 

in much the same terms that he used for describing cocktails.  

They were “glasses of amber-colored liquid,”1693 sometimes dry 

and frothing,1694 dispensed from a silver shaker into frosted 

glassware.1695  On one occasion, he blurred the two categories 

enough to refer to both a double vodka and a White Lady as 

aperitifs before a dinner.1696  The most exotic Oppenheim aperitif 

was the one prepared for a German diplomat at the London 

residence of a Chinese prince.  In retaliation for the German’s 

attempt to murder him, Prince Shan instructs his bartender to 

mix “orris-root tooth powder” into the German’s aperitif, giving 

it an aniseed flavor that leads him to suspect poison and 

subsequently, because he is a tremendous coward, to frighten 

himself into a hospital.1697 

Oppenheim’s primary aperitif was the much less 

sensational vermouth, which he frequently enjoyed as a drink in 

its own right as well as in the martinis that filled his cocktail 
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hours.  He introduced it in 1907, and twenty years later Miss 

Brown of X.Y.O. depicted two characters consuming the best part 

of a bottle of vermouth for their aperitifs at a single meal.1698  

There are two main types of vermouth, French and Italian, both 

of which Oppenheim mentioned in his works.  French vermouth 

is generally a pale, dry variety, while Italian vermouth is red and 

sweet.  Both are fortified wines flavored with herbs.  “Clear 

yellow liquid”1699 and “amber liquid”1700 are again among the 

phrases with which Oppenheim described vermouth, suggesting 

that he favored the pale French vermouth, an observation 

reinforced by his preference for French vermouth in martinis, 

including Noilly Prat.  “‘I call it criminal to expect us to drink 

French vermouth like this,’” an Oppenheim magistrate 

complains at the Sheridan Club when his aperitif is not up to his 

usual standards.1701  The head of the Italian secret police sipping 

his drink outside the Royalty in Monte Carlo1702 and the noble 

detective drinking with a purported anarchist who is really a 

counterfeiter have no such quibbles, although both are also 

probably drinking French vermouth.1703  A high-class crook 

orders “Vermouth Rossi” at a cafe in Rome, an alternative way 

of describing Italian vermouth.1704  Turning an Italian countess 

into a double agent requires an English admiral to woo her with 

“strange Italian vermouth” and Campari bitters, which he also 

provides for a spy’s wife.1705  About a third of Oppenheim’s 

vermouths were mixed vermouths containing both varieties.  

Peter Cradd had his first experience with vermouth at the 

delicate hands of a gentlewoman preparing mixed vermouths: 

“She poured the vermouths into an ice-frozen tumbler, stirred 

vigorously for a moment with a long spoon, cut off little strips of 

lemon and poured out the amber liquid.”1706  Lemon or lemon-

peel along with ice appear in Oppenheim’s recipes for mixed 

vermouths on other occasions as well.1707  Aesthetically, he 

represented mixed vermouth as just a trifle artistic or eccentric, 

the choice of a futurist poet with his chops1708 or an exhausted 
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clergyman outside the Cafe de Paris in Monte Carlo.1709  

Detective work, too, sometimes requires a great deal of 

vermouth in Oppenheim’s world.  The sleuth trailing a famous 

American criminal whose preferred drink is vermouth must 

himself consume vermouth at Fitzhenry’s, mixed vermouth at 

the Metropolitan, and a cocktail at the Milan during a single 

evening.1710  Oppenheim first portrayed the unusual combination 

of vermouth and cassis, a sweet black currant liqueur, as the 

drink of choice of a low-class gigolo and gangster,1711 but some 

years later he used the same combination to refresh a trio of 

adventurers escaping the Nazi occupation of Austria.1712 

Aperitifs other than vermouth play little role in 

Oppenheim’s stories.  Pernod, for instance, provides a single 

drink at a cafe for an artist’s model.1713  “St. Rafael Quinquina,” 

an aperitif wine infused with cinchona (quinine) bark, finishes a 

Frenchman’s lunch at the Cafe de Paris,1714 and General Besserley 

takes a similar Americano (infused with gentian root) at the 

Royalty before his first cocktail of the day.1715  The Americano is 

also the choice of a friend of the General’s, an elderly colonel 

overcome by the mistral, the cold northwest wind of Provence.  

“‘I don’t drink as a rule in the morning.  I must get the dust out 

of my throat somehow or other, though.  An Americano, waiter.  

You gentlemen will join me?’”1716  Apart from an incident in 

which a French girl lunching at the Milan Grill Room calls for 

“‘an aperitif--Pernod or Dubonnet glace,’”1717 Oppenheim 

associated Dubonnet with the Riviera.  The Pomme d’Or, he 

alleged, would not serve cocktails, because that was not 

traditionally French, but would offer the luncheon guest 

Dubonnet instead.1718  The quinine-tinctured wine is a frequent 

choice of the title characters in Mr. Billingham, the Marquis and 

Madelon, who will even resort to serving themselves Dubonnet 

from the bar of an abandoned roadside cafe following a hike.1719  

With biscuits, it also makes a suitable refreshment for 

professional dancers.1720 
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At the opposite end of an Oppenheim meal from the 

aperitifs were the liqueurs served with the coffee, providing 

sweetness to balance its astringency.  Liqueurs may of course be 

drunk at any time, but Oppenheim typically assigned them to 

the end of a meal.  His characters drank more than three 

hundred liqueurs, nearly all of them after 1900.  Sometimes these 

were nondescript, the “strange liqueurs” that could be found at a 

spy’s luncheon party1721 or a reception given by the aunt of a 

socialist conspirator.1722  Unsurprisingly, “Polish liqueur” is 

available at the bar of a Warsaw hotel,1723 while in Nice, a vamp 

plies a Turkish admiral with “sticky liqueurs.”1724  At the 

meeting of a secret society in London, the table’s centerpiece is a 

“glass decanter of curious shape and exquisite workmanship, 

half filled with some liqueur, ruby-coloured, opalescent.”  The 

liqueur, a character later notes, “‘smelt like opium.’”1725  More 

realistically, an art collector toasts a successful acquisition with a 

drink from, in his guest’s words, “a bottle of light-coloured 

Italian liqueur which I had never before seen out of that country, 

and which tasted like the herbs on the Campagna smell.”1726  

Oppenheim’s description suggests that liqueur might have been 

Strega, which is brewed in the Campagna from local lavender, 

irises, orange, lemon, juniper, and mint, among other 

ingredients.1727  It must have been a remarkable beverage for him 

to remember tasting it so vividly.  His mentions of liqueurs in 

other instances were vague enough to seem almost dismissive: 

an emerald green liqueur for a German prince,1728 “some red-

colored liqueur” for Russians at the Savoy,1729 “some of that 

green stuff” for a bride after dinner,1730 “liqueur in strange-

looking bottles,”1731 “a cunning mixture of liqueurs” to finish a 

Riviera luncheon.1732  It is difficult to determine whether he was 

trying to whet the reader’s appetite by displaying a casual 

familiarity with uncommon drinks or merely being indifferent to 

what he was drinking as long as alcohol was involved. 

Absinthe dominates Oppenheim’s specific references to 
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liqueurs, but given the surroundings in which he usually 

depicted it, it seems unlikely that he enjoyed it much himself.  

Instead, he saw absinthe as a useful example of local color, a 

beverage that was often drunk in cafes by Frenchman or 

foreigners and that he could therefore use to signal Frenchness.  

He introduced it in 1905 and hit peak absinthe a decade later in 

Mysteries of the Riviera.  Oppenheim included the last straight 

absinthe in his works in a 1923 novel, after which he treated it 

solely as a cocktail ingredient.  An earlier work shows a 

dissipated young French nobleman ordering his valet to remove 

the absinthe when his uncle arrives for an unexpected visit.1733  

Another decadent young Frenchman takes his absinthe with 

peaches,1734 and an English detective and his friend sample the 

national drink at the Cafe de la Paix after foiling a plot to 

compromise the marital honor of a French politician.1735  Called 

the Green Fairy in its heyday, and prized by the French aesthetes 

and bohemians of the late nineteenth century for the creative 

inspiration they believed it gave them, absinthe saw its fame 

reflected in just one passage in Oppenheim’s writings, and there 

with a distinctively English twist.  A middle-aged epicure claims 

it will improve his bridge: 

 

“You make a great mistake when you number absinthe 

amongst the ordinary intoxicating beverages.  I tell you 

that the man who invented it was an epicure in 

sensations and--er--gastronomy.  If only De Quincey had 

realized the possibility of absinthe, he would have given 

us jewelled prose indeed…You will find me capable of 

the most daring finesses, the most wonderful coups.  I 

shall not revoke, I shall not lead out of the wrong hand.  

My declarations will be touched with genius.  The 

rubber, in fact, is already won.  Vive l’absinthe!” 

 

The absinthe advocate subsequently drinks nothing but water at 
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dinner.1736 

Ever conscious of the delicate tastes of ladies, 

Oppenheim almost always reserved creme de menthe for them, 

sometimes green creme de menthe.1737  He found liqueurs to be 

useful for bridging the gap between men and women’s drinks.  

Consuming liqueurs enabled women to drink alcohol while still 

having weaker drinks than their male counterparts in deference 

to their fragility.  For example, an actress on board a transatlantic 

liner sips creme de menthe in her stateroom rather than the 

whisky and soda she offers her gentleman caller.1738  Oppenheim 

assigned Benedictine and Curacao a similar role.1739  The former 

is even the choice of a professional courtesan,1740 besides being 

offered by a French duke to the son of a man he just robbed after 

a late breakfast.1741  Curacao made its first appearance in an 

Oppenheim book in 1893,1742 and after concluding a meal for a 

prince and his wife forced to dine together in 1896,1743 it vanished 

again until 1923.  Oppenheim acknowledged both green and 

yellow Chartreuse, but preferred the latter, a rarer variety, 

serving it twice as often as the standard green Chartreuse--

unless some of his references to green liqueurs were meant to 

imply the presence of Chartreuse.  Dining in the country, a 

politician and his lover finish their meal with the green 

variant,1744 and an agent of the secret service regales a group of 

actors on the lawn at Ranelagh with yellow Chartreuse.1745  

Kummel after dinner at the Sheridan Club is liable to make one 

of the diners cynical, according to his friend.1746  Otherwise 

Oppenheim associated it with Russians, such as a composer who 

particularly requested it at luncheon.1747  He also had the wife of 

the Soviet ambassador drinking it opposite her husband’s 

brandy.1748  Absent from his works until 1932, Grand Marnier 

was only drunk in his novels by young ladies while the 

gentlemen took brandy,1749 and Cointreau shared the same 

fate.1750  The cherry liqueur Maraschino was, to Oppenheim, a 

fitting accent to a fruit course of grapefruit1751 or melon1752 during 
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the early 1920s, not a drink in its own right. 

Oppenheim repeatedly identified brandy as a liqueur 

even when he did not specify liqueur brandy,1753 and he referred 

to cognac in similar terms.1754  The phrase “liqueur brandy” itself 

occurs in his works more than four dozen times,1755 mostly in 

books published during the 1920s, presenting the modern reader 

with a contradiction in terms.  A liqueur is a sweetened and 

flavored spirit; brandy is generally a raw, unflavored spirit 

distilled from wine.  The phrase seems to have been understood 

differently in Oppenheim’s day, according to a turn-of-the-

century Newcastle wine merchant: 

 

“Liqueur Brandy ought to be the very finest brandy, 

made from the very finest grape, known as the 

Champagne Grape and in the Charente (Cognac) district, 

and the older it is the better, but it ought never to be 

liqueured, i.e., sweetened or have barley sugar added, 

and I am sorry to say this is too often the case, and sugar 

covers many faults, consequently very inferior spirit is 

used, sometimes made of German or potato spirit. 

 

“Best Liqueur Brandy is generally known by the name of 

‘Fine Champagne.’ 

 

“‘Old Cognac’ is simply old brandy but not made from 

the Champagne Grape, but from the ‘Bois’ Grape, if pure 

it is excellent, but not of the high quality of ‘Fine 

Champagne.’”1756 

 

The term “fin champagne” appears several times in 

Oppenheim’s books prior to the 1920s.  Mr. Sabin--the incognito 

Duc de Souspennier--orders a small glass of fin champagne at a 

dingy restaurant and receives “brandy in a quaintly cut liqueur 

glass.”1757  There is time, during a revolution in a Balkan state, for 
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a hotel manager to bring out fin champagne “‘from the cellars of 

Louis Philippe’” to refresh the king.1758  As his comfort with both 

his Riviera lifestyle and very good brandy increased, 

Oppenheim shortened “fin champagne” to fin, using the 

abbreviation from the 1920s onwards and blurring the 

distinction between it and the French term fine, another way of 

describing high-quality brandy.  In an Oppenheim story, fine can 

be either brandy or cognac,1759 the refuge of a blackmailed lord at 

a cafe in Monte Carlo1760 or the finish to luncheon for a very 

modern young lady at the Royalty Bar, to the horror of her 

uncle.1761  A spy disguised as a mechanic in one novel forgets his 

role enough to order a fine at a lower-class cafe, an 

understandable mistake for an Oppenheim dilettante.1762 

Brandy is present in almost every Oppenheim novel 

written after 1895.  His characters imbibe over four hundred 

glasses of it, interrupted only by the Great War, although even at 

that time an American con artist can take a solicitor friend of his 

to luncheon at the Milan and conclude their meal with a  “‘nice 

brandy…on the dry side, perhaps, but with a flavour to it.’”1763  

The very alcoholic serial Gangsters’ Glory offers the reader the 

highest gratuitous brandy consumption of any of Oppenheim’s 

works.  Brandy filled two main roles in Oppenheim’s 

gastronomy.  First and foremost, it was his primary after-dinner 

drink, accompanying coffee in the manner of a liqueur.  In this 

capacity, brandy could mean anything from the bottle apiece 

drunk by a pair of Communists1764 to the “cradled and dust-

encrusted bottles with the remains of the crown so dimly 

visible” of the millionaire industrialist.1765  The brandy at the 

Armenonville in Paris Oppenheim thought “excellent,”1766 and 

he wrote that the Carlton in London offered “brandy of 

wonderful age.”1767  Great age rather than a distinguished 

producer was, for Oppenheim, the defining characteristic of 

good brandy.  One of his dukes overawes a cousin with 1838 

brandy in a novel published in 1927.1768  Escaping capture by 
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German agents in London during the Great War calls for 1840 

brandy,1769 while dinner in the country may feature a brandy of 

1847.1770  Luncheon in Monte Carlo concludes on a memorable 

occasion with a brandy of which the host says simply, “‘Eighteen 

eighteen.  Gold and sunshine.  The best things in life.’”1771  Three 

con men finish a luncheon in 1921 with a bottle of 1868 

brandy;1772 nineteen years later, a marquis calmly drinks half a 

glass of brandy of the same age, now presumably more 

mellowed and refined, aboard his yacht after killing a man who 

knew too much about his past.1773 

Such an association between brandy and murder was by 

no means atypical in Oppenheim’s stories.  The secondary role of 

brandy in his works was that of all-around tonic, a patent 

medicine without a label that was appropriate to any situation.  

It was Oppenheim’s favorite remedy for fainting,1774 and a 

panacea for his characters in moments of illness, injury, 

wounding,1775 seasickness,1776 freezing to death in the Canadian 

wilderness,1777 or shock or mental strain in general.1778  In one 

memorable scene, a Russian politician sends the samovar away 

and calls for brandy instead during an election that is going 

against him.1779  Oppenheim employed brandy less often as an 

emergency item after 1900 and especially after 1920, although 

the scenarios in which he did feature it grew increasingly 

dramatic.  On several occasions, it is the first thing his detectives 

or heroes give the victims whom they have just released from 

being tied to chairs by criminals or conspirators.1780  The 

Oppenheim spy must be insouciant enough to pause for a drink 

of brandy in the midst of robbing a baronet’s library.1781  The 

Oppenheim barrister should also call for a double old brandy to 

remove the taint of encountering a client whom he knows to be 

guilty of murder, but the brandy alone may not avail to turn him 

aside from a career of vigilantism after that experience.1782  And 

speaking of taking the law into one’s own hands, a vigilante earl 

who has captured and injured a member of the gang he is 
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pursuing gives him--the reader will have anticipated this by 

now--brandy.1783  It is the first remedy the Prime Minister 

proffers when the Japanese ambassador arrives at his Riviera 

villa in an advanced state of poisoning.1784  Barmaids resort to it 

after witnessing murder1785 and secretaries of golf clubs use it to 

steel themselves to confessing to murder.1786  An amateur pilot 

struggling to land in England after a long flight westward keeps 

himself alive in the cockpit with repeated doses of brandy.1787  

One of Oppenheim’s early works even connects brandy with a 

poignant moment in which a dipsomaniac prospector, feeling 

withdrawal symptoms coming over him in the middle of Africa, 

makes a wager with his partner: the last half bottle of brandy 

against his daughter’s photograph.  He loses the bet.1788 

The age of a good brandy occupied Oppenheim’s 

thoughts on the spirit to such an extent that he rarely bothered to 

note distillers’ names, but a few of his books include rare hints at 

the varieties of brandy with which he was familiar.  “Martell’s 

brandy,” technically a cognac, is the first thing an American 

tourist grabs after discovering a corpse at an abandoned 

roadside cafe in the south of France.1789  Since the Oppenheim 

protagonist never has to work very hard to get what he wants, a 

Portuguese marquess readily finds “Portuguese brandy” at an 

Italian restaurant in Soho.1790  This was likely Macieria, a well-

known brand in Portugal that Oppenheim may have 

encountered while fleeing the Continent prior to World War II.  

He gave an earl a pocket flask filled with “Three Star” brandy to 

sustain him on a long drive;1791 the phrase refers not to a distiller 

but to the rating system used for brandies, in which three stars 

designate a brandy aged at least two years in the cask.  “XO 

brandy,” aged for six years or more, concludes a dinner party on 

the Riviera in another tale.1792  Oppenheim’s favorite style of 

brandy, however, was “the veritable brandy of Napoleon.”1793  

Napoleon brandy turns up everywhere in his works after 1920, 

from the African jungle1794 to a gangsters’ riot1795 to a 
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millionaire’s dinner on board a luxury liner.1796  Towards the end 

of the twentieth century, the term “Napoleon” had become 

synonymous with the XO classification, but in Oppenheim’s day, 

it was a vague reference that denoted any brandy of great age or 

quality.  Some of his brandies were almost certainly cognacs, as 

his terminology was inconsistent.  In one case, he referred to an 

1865 Courvoisier as “liqueur brandy.”1797  Cognac as such 

Oppenheim confined mostly to a single mid-career novel, The 

Court of St. Simon, and Courvoisier made but one additional 

appearance in his works, finishing a meal at Claridge’s for an 

Irish revolutionary.1798  After 1933, Armagnac leapt abruptly into 

his appreciation and his writing.  Whereas cognac is pot distilled 

in two rounds from a single variety of grape, Trebbiano, 

Armagnac is column distilled in one round from multiple grape 

varieties, producing a more complex spirit.  As with 

Oppenheim’s other brandies, these Armagnacs were always 

“old”1799 or “famous,”1800 exemplified by the 1878 Armagnac a 

French prince served his guests at his London mansion in 

1939.1801  The American crook Commodore Jasen, discovering a 

gang of local thieves at work in the cellar of his chateau at 

Antibes, sarcastically offers them his forty-eight year-old 

Armagnac if they happen to be thirsty.1802  General Besserley 

specifies a “not-too-heavy Armagnac” to conclude his 

luncheon,1803 and a Balkan king plies a British businessman with 

Armagnac aged for seventy years in the hope of selling him a 

mining concession.1804  Least in Oppenheim’s regard among the 

brandies were the cherry brandies, including Kirsch, which to 

him were the drinks of young ladies in fashionable hotels in 

Vienna1805 or London.1806  The exception to this rule was an exiled 

count sipping Kirsch at the Cafe Royal, who claimed it reminded 

him of vodka and lamented to his host, “‘The vodka of the old 

days is no more.’”1807 

Between 1900 and 1920, the brandy and soda was briefly 

in favor with Oppenheim’s characters, who drank dozens of 
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them during these two decades before Oppenheim progressively 

abandoned the drink during the War.  Possibly his decision 

reflected a wartime perception that brandy was either a luxury 

item or in demand for medical purposes and therefore unsuited 

for casual drinking during a crisis.  The brandy and soda is a 

highball, which is the general term for any alcoholic drink of 

straight liquor with a mixer, but Oppenheim did not refer to it as 

such.  He mentioned highballs by name only a couple of dozen 

times in the mid-1910s and early 1930s, far less often than his 

characters consumed them.  To drink a brandy and soda when 

straight brandy is available can be a sign of sophistication in an 

Oppenheim work, a way of establishing the line between the 

marquis and the career criminal, for example.1808  Brandy and 

soda tempts the palate of a jaded millionaire at breakfast1809 and 

dispels the fumes of champagne from the night before.1810  For a 

young nobleman about town, it is sometimes necessary to have a 

morning brandy and soda on top of six aspirin to be sure of 

getting through his hangover.1811  An Oppenheim landlady 

discovers how helpful it is to have a detective living in the 

building when a tenant turns up murdered and she needs 

someone to join her in a brandy and soda.1812  “Soda,” of course, 

could and did embrace any variety of carbonated water.  Asking 

for a brandy and seltzer at a country cottage while disguised as a 

groom is an easy way for an incognito gentleman to reveal his 

true social status,1813 an action prefiguring the later scene 

involving the spy and the fine.  It also recalls the haughty 

discrimination of the youthful blackmailer in Roy Horniman’s 

novel Lord Cammarleigh’s Secret: 

 

“To begin with, I want a drink, although I’m sorry for 

your sake that that will not be all I shall want.”  He rose 

and helped himself to brandy.  “May I ask you to ring for 

some soda-water?” 
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Lord Cammarleigh made a faint movement which might 

have meant rebellion; but he modified it to a gesture, and 

indicated a syphon on a table near. 

 

“I saw that,” said Anthony, coolly, “but it’s seltzer, and I 

don’t care for anything but soda.  May I?”  He touched 

the bell.1814 

 

To the true gentleman, soda and seltzer were not the same thing, 

and one was free to pick between them, or to choose Perrier, or, 

like the dictator of Russia when threatened with assassination, to 

call for brandy and mineral water instead.1815  Gentlemen could 

design their own variations on the brandy and soda as well.  An 

exhausting morning running Monte Carlo leaves Baron 

Domiloff, the grey eminence of the principality, clamoring for a 

drink at the bar of the Hotel de Paris.  “‘Half pale brandy and 

half ginger ale, with a lot of lemon and a lot of ice…in a 

tankard,’” he instructs the barman.1816  Brandy and water was 

much less popular with Oppenheim’s characters, although five 

drinks of brandy and hot water in a public house moved a street 

performer to deliver a passionate tribute to its virtues: “‘I will 

tell you where the brandy goes.  It goes to the brain.  I see again.  

I feel again.  I remember.  I live, if it be only among the 

shadows…There is but one friend in life for a man, one friend 

only.  Women are faithful sometimes, money comes and goes, 

this remains.’”1817 

While brandy was Oppenheim’s first choice to conclude a 

meal or succor an injured spy, it was not his preference for 

serious drinking between meals.  For odd drinks throughout his 

career, he always turned to whisky or whisky and soda, 

particularly the latter.  Fewer than a fifth of the seven hundred 

tumblers of whisky emptied by his characters contained straight 

spirits rather than highballs.  Straight whisky was increasingly 

visible in Oppenheim’s books from the 1920s onwards, and 
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Gangsters’ Glory, predictably, involves the highest whisky 

consumption of his stories.  It is a less medicinal drink than 

brandy, but can be employed medically to revive a man’s nerve 

after waking from a nightmare,1818 committing a murder,1819 or 

being disappointed in love.1820  The officers of a Royal Navy 

destroyer pour hot whisky for a solicitor whom they fish out of 

the North Sea during the War.1821  Incidentally, the Great War 

changed the British whisky industry so profoundly that 

Oppenheim repeatedly alluded to those changes in his later 

works.  In a serial from 1921, a British officer was already 

offering his American guest whisky that he described as “‘pretty 

nearly pre-war.’”1822  Other Oppenheim hosts would also attempt 

to tempt their guests with “pre-war” whisky.1823  The difference 

between pre-war and post-war whisky was a consequence of the 

Immature Spirits (Restriction) Act 1915, brainchild of the 

prohibitionist Chancellor of the Exchequer David Lloyd George, 

who believed British workers’ drinking habits were reducing 

productivity in the armaments and supporting industries.  

(Lloyd George also introduced limited hours for the sale of 

alcohol for the first time in the UK, a regulation not repealed 

until 2003.)  The Act required that whisky be matured in oak 

casks for a minimum of three years.  Lloyd George and his allies 

assumed that this requirement would be economically 

impossible for distilleries to meet, and the Act did put most of 

Britain’s 130 distilleries out of business during the War.  

Ironically, after the War, the more mature whiskies to which the 

Act's passage had led proved popular with drinkers and the 

industry revived.1824  Oppenheim’s complaints were thus rooted 

not in an actual decline in the quality of British whisky--which 

had in fact improved--but in the widely-shared belief of upper 

and upper middle-class Britons that everything had been better 

before the War. 

Scotch dominates Oppenheim’s references to different 

types of whisky, but he always mentioned it in connection with 
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highballs, never as a drink by itself, as it is often enjoyed in the 

twenty-first century.  Nevertheless, since Scotch accounts for the 

vast majority of British whisky production, it is safe to assume 

that almost any whisky that an Oppenheim character consumes 

is Scotch unless the scene is set in the United States.  The 

historian Alfred Barnard, in his 1887 survey The Whisky 

Distilleries of the United Kingdom, listed just four such distilleries 

operating in England.  Oppenheim was aware that there was 

such a thing as Irish whisky, and even allowed a country 

veterinarian to drink it once.1825  The Inevitable Millionaires sample 

Antiquary whisky, a blended Scotch, early in their stay at the 

Milan Court.1826  Blended Scotch also turns up, incongruously, in 

the Hall of the Kings in Addis Ababa as a welcoming drink for a 

journalist, this time under the Dewar’s White Label moniker.1827  

General Besserley is able to produce cherry whisky from some 

out-of-the-way corner of his yacht to stimulate a dancer who had 

fallen into Garoupe Bay,1828 and nothing but “store whisky,” 

implied to be the equivalent of moonshine, is available to 

prospectors in the Sierra Nevada mountains.1829  Oppenheim’s 

indifference to brands or suppliers suggests that whisky was 

enough of a constant in his life, and in the adventures of his 

characters, that he and they took it for granted.  It is so 

commonplace in his works that even women drink it on rare 

occasions.  One baronet finds himself playing host to an 

adventuress who demands her whisky straight and declares, “‘I 

take my spirits as I take life--neat.”1830  When Oppenheim was 

trying to send vague messages about virtuous living in his early 

works, he had an MP’s wife drink herself senseless on whisky to 

reinforce the reader’s negative view of her.1831  For men, though, 

drinking multiple whiskies in a few minutes was not only 

allowable but commonplace, especially in America.  An 

Oppenheim novel from 1908 depicts New York stockbrokers 

breaking out a bottle of whisky as soon as the clock strikes 

five,1832 and in a saloon east of Fourteenth Street, an Irish mobster 
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drinks neat whisky “as though it were water.”1833  In a typical 

Oppenheim statement about class and authority, the chief of a 

London gang meeting with his subordinates drinks from a tall 

tumbler of thin glass filled with ice and whisky and Schweppes 

soda, while the rank and file of the gang take straight whisky.1834  

The more refined the drink, the more refined the man, a rule that 

Oppenheim believed held true among thieves and squares alike. 

The Oppenheim canon is populated largely by refined 

characters, and it is thus natural that the more refined drink of 

whisky and soda accounts for most of the whisky consumption 

in his books.  Whisky and soda is present in almost every book 

Oppenheim wrote after 1901, and is most prominent in The 

Strangers’ Gate, a story whose participants average roughly two 

whisky and sodas every three chapters.  By the 1930s, his heroes 

would drink up to three in a row at a single sitting.  The narrator 

of The Treasure House of Martin Hews accomplishes very little in 

the course of a hundred thousand words apart from swilling 

whisky and sodas and getting outwitted by his opponent.  The 

increasing alcoholism of the late Oppenheim books undoubtedly 

mirrored their author’s own drinking habits, which had 

increased with practice on the Riviera.  At that time of his life, 

Oppenheim found nothing incongruous in writing that a man 

hospitalized after being stabbed would be allowed three whisky 

and sodas a day during his convalescence.1835  His fondness for 

whisky and soda may have also testified to a lingering affection 

for one thing Britain had to offer, since the whisky and soda or 

the Scotch and soda comes across in his works as the British 

national drink, one of those small tools of Empire the British 

carried with them everywhere.  Crossing the border out of 

Germany means, for a young man, that he can finally get a 

“‘whisky soda made in real English fashion.’”1836  As represented 

in Oppenheim’s telling, the real English fashion very rarely 

involved lemon.1837  Ice was the sort of thing a nobleman of poor 

reputation might choose;1838 Oppenheim preferred his whisky 
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and soda without ice in the majority of cases.  Before they sail 

out to spy on the Germans on a stormy night, a 

counterintelligence officer gives a friendly fisherman a whisky 

and soda mixed “on the generous principle of half and half.”1839  

Winning an important case requires that lawyers celebrate with 

“tumblers of an especial size, whisky of great age and a syphon 

of Schweppe’s soda.”1840  Oppenheim’s characters nonetheless 

favored Perrier over Schweppes by a ratio of three to one when 

using soda from a bottle rather than a syphon.  Between 1898 

and 1914, his characters intermittently blended their whisky 

with Apollinaris,1841 a German mineral water, which disappeared 

permanently from the Oppenheim menu at the beginning of the 

War.  While it was theoretically possible for Oppenheim and his 

creations to blend whisky with non-carbonated water, that rarely 

happened in practice.  Drinks of whisky and water account for 

fewer than one in twenty of Oppenheim’s whisky-based 

highballs and often turn up in situations where his heroes 

simply have no soda available.  General Besserley mixing his 

whisky with glacier water1842 on a hike and a girl smuggling 

flasks of whisky and water to a man her father is attempting to 

starve into submission are two of Oppenheim’s examples of 

emergency water substitution.1843  When an officer and detective 

lunching at the Milan wish to avoid having their food tampered 

with by the maitre d’hotel, whose conspiracy they are trying to 

thwart, they snatch whisky and water from an adjoining table to 

drink.1844  An American millionaire who is particular takes his 

whisky with White Rock mineral water, then one of the most 

popular brands in the United States.1845  Otherwise, though, 

whisky in an Oppenheim book had to be mixed with something 

to give it fizz, or the alcoholic author would sneer at it.  It was 

the British way.  

Whisky and soda did not, in Oppenheim’s imagination, 

possess the medicinal qualities of brandy, but his characters 

used it freely as a nerve tonic rather than a physical one.  The 
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Prime Minister flees to the Carlton smoking room for a whisky 

and soda after a difficult meeting of the Cabinet Council in one 

late-career novel.1846  In less exalted circles, Peter Cradd’s 

reaction to the middle-class squalor of his daughter’s wedding is 

a stiff whisky and soda afterwards.1847  Scotch and soda is the 

first drink of a businessman who has just escaped from 

prison.1848  Escaping from kidnappers,1849 breaking into a Norfolk 

cottage,1850 and getting away from a Riviera gambling den1851 are 

all good reasons for an Oppenheim character to order another 

whisky and soda.  After a tussle with a trio of gangsters, General 

Besserley imbibes a “huge tumbler” of Scotch and soda to speed 

his recovery.1852  The secretary of an American millionaire enjoys 

the same on his employer’s private plane bound for Paris,1853 and 

a Portuguese nobleman orders a whisky and soda aboard the 

Clipper flying boat bound for England, apparently a 

necessity.1854  Oppenheim himself noted in the final chapter of 

his memoirs that the aircraft’s crew had served him hot grog on 

his own voyage aboard the Clipper.  Americans in his stories 

seem to use the term “Scotch” instead of “whisky” more 

frequently than the British, as evidenced by the American who 

meets a friend in London and at once drags him to the Milan bar 

for “‘two Scotches-and-sodas.’”1855  Like straight whisky, whisky 

and soda was a drink normally barred to most Oppenheim 

ladies; nevertheless, single women in his stories always have it 

on hand for male visitors.1856  Upon Peter Cradd’s first visit to the 

vicarage in his Norfolk village, the vicar pours them both whisky 

and soda and gives his sister a glass of water, then apologizes for 

having nothing alcoholic handy that she can drink.1857  A baronet 

gives his cousin, a duchess, a late whisky and soda one evening, 

perhaps because they once shared a mild flirtation.1858  Otherwise 

it was the drink of a dancing girl,1859 or a female taxi driver after 

the War and the breakdown of everything.1860  The constant 

association of whisky and soda with masculinity in 

Oppenheim’s works is another particularly clear example of the 
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way in which Oppenheim linked social behaviors to eating and 

drinking. 

In 1929, as the global economy raced towards depression, 

Oppenheim discovered vodka.  He scattered at least six dozen 

glasses of it throughout his remaining books, particularly The 

Dumb Gods Speak and Curious Happenings to the Rooke Legatees, 

both published in 1937, when Oppenheim’s enthusiasm for 

vodka presumably peaked.  While his characters occasionally 

drank it for an aperitif, most often it accompanied their caviar, 

another staple of Oppenheim’s late works.  He sometimes 

preferred that the vodka be iced when served with hors 

d’oeuvres.1861  In describing the preparations for a luncheon party 

on the Riviera, he wrote, “There was a slight film upon the 

decanter of vodka, which was as it should be.”1862  Away from 

the dinner table, an aircraft engineer drinks three glasses of 

vodka in a row after going topside during a storm to take an 

observation.1863  The case of the Russian princess who takes 

vermouth at a Paris cafe for an aperitif while her cousin the 

grand duke sips vodka1864 reveals that Oppenheim felt the 

former to be a more feminine drink than the latter.  He prized 

“old vodka”1865 in the same way he did wine or brandy that had 

been aged for decades, perhaps because aged vodka is a rarity.  

There is little point in waiting for a spirit designed to be 

flavorless to develop flavor, but Oppenheim liked seeing a 

respectable date on the bottle.  A celebratory meal he created at 

the Savoy involved vodka cellared for forty years,1866 while a 

restaurant in Vienna served ninety year-old vodka with its 

caviar.1867  At the Milan, a millionaire gives his guests Revel’s 

vodka,1868 an obscure Austrian brand, as the Blitz goes on 

outside.  War and crisis made little difference to Oppenheim in 

his pursuit of luxuries. 

No drink received as sharply classist a portrayal in 

Oppenheim’s works as gin.  Mixed with vermouth, it became the 

essential martini, or with other ingredients, the perfect 
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champagne cocktail.  Unmixed, it was a drink that Oppenheim 

could only connect with the squalor of the working classes.  

“‘You see those flaming spots of light?’” an urban missionary 

demands fiercely of a nobleman looking out over the London 

slums.  “‘They are gin-palaces.  You may thank your God for 

them, for they alone keep this horde of rotten humanity from 

sweeping westwards.’”1869  In other words, to drink gin without 

vermouth or other additives was proof in Oppenheim’s 

imagination of one’s lower-class origins.  The only straight gin 

consumed by anyone in his books was the “‘sixpenn’orth of gin 

cold’” drunk by the foreman of a car dealership at a pub in Long 

Acre1870 and the flasks of “Hamburgh gin” smuggled to a 

drunkard in central Africa.1871  German distillers based around 

the port of Hamburg had been among the first in their trade to 

adopt the patent still, a decision that allowed them to produce 

cheap alcohol from a wide range of foodstuffs and gave them 

complete dominance of the gin trade on the western coast of 

Africa by the end of the century.  Hamburg gin was available on 

the coast for as little as two and a half puncheons (300 gallons) of 

palm oil per case, compared to a price of four puncheons (480 

gallons) per case for Dutch gin.1872  Oppenheim’s attitude 

towards gin-based highballs was less negative; gentleman might 

drink them, perhaps, but very casually, and in any event, they 

were more appropriate to County than Town.  Gin and bitters 

would do for an assembly of local gentry after an inquest,1873 or 

at a dinner for a young working couple.1874  An elder statesman 

samples gin and bitters at his club under the name of pink gin, 

meaning Plymouth gin with Angostura bitters.1875  After a forty-

mile ride, a cyclist orders gin and tonic at a country inn,1876 and 

with lime juice added, this combination also serves as the “usual 

nightly beverage” of Monsieur Louis at the Milan.1877  The 

addition of ginger ale and the lower standards of the Riviera 

elevated gin to a level where it might safely be drunk by a 

British peer.1878  Back in England, “a wineglassful of sloe gin,” or 
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gin flavored with currants, at the local inn was an appropriate 

way to finish a morning’s shooting.1879  These were the 

exceptions to Oppenheim’s unwritten rule that gin existed only 

in martinis. 

The lesser spirits of Oppenheim’s works are nearly 

invisible to the casual reader.  Rye whisky he served exclusively 

in the United States, to cowboys and deputies in New Mexico1880 

and an angry plutocrat in New York.1881  Apart from Planter’s 

Punch,1882 his characters do not drink rum, although if hunting 

around the interior of Africa for concessions, they might pay 

three casks of rum a year to the local king as part of a deal that 

will make them millionaires.1883  A sea captain drinks rum’s 

watered-down cousin, grog, but the dancing girl he is trying to 

seduce opts for port instead.1884  Hot grog is also useful in 

keeping a kidnapped man awake long enough for him to see his 

life’s work destroyed by his enemies.1885  Oppenheim associated 

schnapps with the Dutch and his sole character to drink them 

was a Dutch sculptor.1886  One of his diplomats says of Holland 

during the War, “‘My own impression of the people was that 

they wanted peace very badly and Schnapps more than anything 

else in the world.’”1887  He even used palm wine to add a local 

flavor to a story set in part on the banks of the Congo.1888  

“Liquor” or “spirits” without qualification turned up in an 

Oppenheim character’s glass a mere thirteen times in the course 

of 155 novels.  If he was discussing alcohol, he wanted his 

readers to know exactly what kind of alcohol he was fantasizing 

about at the time. 

In stark contrast to the large quantities of brandy and 

whisky that they consumed, Oppenheim’s characters drank 

barely more than a hundred glasses of beer.  While Oppenheim 

sometimes portrayed beer as a German beverage, connected 

with German characters or restaurants1889--the Kaiser’s suite on 

board the imperial train drink beer in one of his novels1890--he 

saw it primarily as the drink of English peasants, the beverage of 
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the countryside.  The rare beer drunk in Town in an Oppenheim 

work is usually a bottled variant, a tamer version of the liquid 

that flowed uncontrolled from the casks of village inns.1891  

Gentlemen who order it at West End restaurants receive “a 

carafe of light beer”1892 or “light-coloured beer in tall, chased 

tumblers,”1893 but the beer at the meeting of a Sicilian secret 

society in London can only be called “unwholesome-looking.”1894  

In the countryside, however, the postman is liable to be offered 

“home-brewed beer” during his rounds.1895  Good English beer 

commanded such nominal reverence that an Oppenheim 

physician recommended a peckish young man drink it in place 

of fine wines and cocktails, reflecting the British rural idyll that 

held simple peasant foods were always more healthful than fine 

cooking.1896  The medical use of beer in Oppenheim’s books was 

otherwise limited to the case of a reluctant witness who 

prepared himself for an inquest “by frequent visits to the tap-

room.”1897  Abroad, Oppenheim theorized that the availability of 

good beer in the fictional Russian army of the future would 

enable easy recruitment,1898 and an earl and his pilot refresh 

themselves with “the beer of Dresden” after a night flight into 

the mountains of Germany.1899  Of the many styles of British 

beer, Oppenheim was at least somewhat familiar with stout, 

giving it to a small manufacturer and his wife on an outing1900 

and an artist relaxing in a rural pub.1901  His characters might 

also mix it with bitter, which by itself never appears away from 

country inns,1902 or with beer: a prince’s valet orders “a mixture 

of Guinness’ stout and a local beer which was the favourite 

drink of the quarter” in a public house on Market Street.1903  Ale 

is absent from all post-Riviera Oppenheim novels and implies 

“county” in his works to a greater extent than standard beer 

brewed with hops.  Midland farmers celebrate the squire’s 

return with a gallon of ale,1904 and ale and tea are the 

refreshments of choice for Nonconformist elders after a business 

meeting.1905  Even an American millionaire drinks ale when 
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staying in a country cottage.1906  Lager, a cold-fermented beer 

that is now the most widely-produced style of beer, Oppenheim 

limited to accompanying kidneys and bacon at night for a 

returning theatregoer at the Milan.1907  “‘Beer is only a prototype 

of other things,’” one of his radical politicians declared, 

countering the assertion that workers would waste their 

increased wages on drink.  “‘It means a lightening of the heart 

for a moment, an impulse of gladness…The possession of money 

to spend in luxuries of any sort must add something, at least, to 

their dignity.’”1908  Though Oppenheim’s neglect of beer in 

general gives the lie to this bold assertion, it is in other respects a 

reiteration of his theory that one could work up in social class to 

some degree by eating and drinking the right things. 

Brandy at the end of an Oppenheim meal was inevitably 

paired with coffee, of which Oppenheim’s characters drank 

more than a thousand cups.  Coffee and rolls was the standard 

Riviera breakfast in his later novels, and coffee was often present 

at his earlier breakfasts as well, but Oppenheim preferred to 

emphasize its presence at luncheon and dinner.  His approach 

suggests that a final round of coffee was essential to getting 

Edwardian diners moving again after their multi-course meals, 

cocktails, and bottles of champagne.  The Romans purged, the 

Edwardians just drank coffee, but the principle of stuffing 

oneself and then artificially restarting was the same in both 

cases.  The American dietitian Sarah Tyson Rorer, writing the 

year before Oppenheim published his first novel, was highly 

critical of the overabundance of the contemporary formal dinner: 

 

The elaborate and conventional dinner, complete at all 

points, which the dinner-giving of a century and a half 

has evolved, is beyond any but the very wealthy.  Very 

few of them succeed in giving it, and still fewer of their 

guests enjoy it.  Its triple triplets of oysters, soup, and 

fish, the relevé, entrées, and roast, a pause of rum punch 
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to stimulate languishing digestion, game with salad, 

sweets and ice, coffee to close, and a bewildering series of 

wines, with an alcoholic appetizer to begin and end, 

have, however, had their effect in making many feel that 

a formal dinner must only follow this model from afar.1909 

 

Predictably, the average number of cups of coffee Oppenheim 

served in a novel increased over the course of his career in 

tandem with the elaborateness of his meals, especially during 

the 1920s.  The plot of And Still I Cheat the Gallows, one of 

Oppenheim’s final books, published in 1942, requires the 

consumption of twenty-seven cups of coffee in a book of ten 

chapters, the most of any of his works.  That coffee was a 

remedy for repletion and not itself an object of connoisseurship 

in Oppenheim’s view is underlined by the near-total absence of 

descriptive detail in his written references to it.  When hiding 

out in a country village, a Harley Street physician allowed 

himself the luxury of “a tin of finely-scented rich brown mocha” 

that he brews in a “wonderful machine.”1910  Luncheon at the 

Cafe Grand in London apparently required “a special postscript 

as to the coffee.”1911  The coffee at the Hotel de Paris was “very 

hot, very strong, but perfectly strained,”1912 and an Italian 

restaurant in London, Machinka’s, could similarly provide 

strong, hot, black coffee to finish an admiral’s dinner.1913  Coffee 

stalls in Covent Garden kept up the standard of “hot and strong 

and marvellously refreshing” until three in the morning or 

later.1914  The German baron equally devoted to maintaining 

standards in the middle of Africa offered the man he was 

planning to murder “some rather wonderful coffee.”1915  On the 

other hand, “a thin brown liquid from a metal coffeepot” was 

Peter Cradd’s usual breakfast beverage before his 

transformation,1916 and a down-at-heel marquis on the Riviera 

could offer his luncheon guest only “strangely-tasting coffee” at 

his chateau.1917  Oppenheim mentioned Turkish coffee, brewed 
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with finely powdered beans and not filtered, fewer than a dozen 

times, including once with the addition of orange flower.1918  His 

attitude towards coffee thus appears to have echoed the theme 

of Polonius’s advice to Laertes: strong, but not too strong.  

Poisoned coffee, which crops up in a millionaire’s hotel room in 

one of his books,1919 would normally fall under the heading of 

too strong.  During a train journey from Vienna to Switzerland, 

an English diplomat is forced to refuse an offer of hot coffee 

from an attractive baroness’s thermos in case she has tampered 

with it; he substitutes a cocktail from his own luncheon 

basket.1920  Other Oppenheim characters might enjoy their coffee 

from “a silver coffee urn”1921 or a brass pot,1922 in “tiny Dresden 

cups”1923 or “little Sevres cups.”1924   

In the popular imagination, tea is the drink most 

associated with Britain, and the United Kingdom is sometimes 

referred to as “a nation of tea drinkers.”  Phillips Oppenheim 

deliberately worked to defy this stereotype in his later career.  

Tea appears in most of his books, more than four hundred cups 

of it in all, but there is no real pattern to its inclusion.  After 

peaking at sixteen cups in Nobody’s Man in 1921, tea played an 

increasingly small role in Oppenheim’s life and work, as it had 

little place in a Riviera lifestyle.  The use of tea in an early-career 

Oppenheim story increases noticeably both when there is a 

strong domestic female character--as opposed to a femme fatale--

or when the plot involves daytime social functions at which it is 

not acceptable for men to consume alcohol in front of women.  

However, the men must drink something, so they drink tea.  

This changed with Oppenheim’s relocation to France and his 

contraction of the cocktail habit.  Cocktails were a form of 

alcohol that women could drink without being socially damned 

for libertinism, and so cocktails replaced tea as his drink of 

choice at social gatherings.  He further claimed, through an 

epicurean earl, that “‘one gets nauseated with green tea a la 

Russe on the Continent.  English tea with cream is the only tea fit 
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to drink.’”1925  Mr. Laxworthy, an adventurer doing an 

impression of an invalid at a Hyeres hotel, tells a young lady 

that he only drinks tea made “‘with water which I have sent up 

from the chemist’s, and tea which I brought out with me from 

England.’”1926  The typical service of English tea in an 

Oppenheim book is much less antiseptic, incorporating “a 

Queen Anne silver teapot and two Sèvres cups, thin bread and 

butter, cream and lemon.”1927  Oppenheim consistently preferred 

Georgian silver teapots, copper kettles, and old Worcester or 

Sevres china for the service of tea.1928  At a ducal mansion, 

electric heaters keep the tea and coffee pots at exactly the right 

temperature.1929  The Prime Minister’s niece offers a politician 

she is wooing both personally and politically “pale tea with a 

faint, aromatic odour,”1930 likely comparable to the “pale but 

strong” tea with a slice of lemon that a spy takes in his room at 

the Nouvel Hotel.1931  Although Oppenheim was speaking of 

English-style tea in these passages, “pale, lemon-flavoured tea” 

was also the description he repeatedly used for tea made in the 

Russian fashion.1932  When he was not feeling charitable towards 

Russian-style tea, he would term it “straw-coloured” instead.1933  

“‘There is nothing like it in the world,’” the dictator of Russia 

asserted in one book.  “‘I drink wines and spirits--everything--

but tea like this is better than all.’”1934  An Oppenheim chemist 

mentioned to his guest that he was serving her “‘the Chinese tea 

that used to go to Russia.’”1935  Oppenheim treated Chinese tea as 

the particular purview of the aristocracy, whether the aristocrat 

in question was a cabinet minister1936 or a duchess pouring 

“‘China tea, very weak, in a china teapot with lemon and no 

sugar’” for a visiting Japanese prince.1937  Another duchess prides 

herself on her “‘Orange Pekoe, selected leaves.  I carry a small 

chest of it with me whenever I go on the continent 

nowadays.’”1938  The phrase “orange pekoe” refers neither to the 

color, taste, or origin of the leaves, but is simply the term used 

for the highest grade of loose tea.   
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Chocolate, or cocoa, once the luxury drink of the London 

rakes during the wild eighteenth century, had fallen out of 

fashion by Oppenheim’s day.  Fewer than a dozen cups of it 

appear in his stories, most of them in works written prior to 

1903.  While the terms “chocolate” (referring to what is now 

better known as hot chocolate) and “cocoa” are and were 

equivalent, Oppenheim quite intentionally used them in 

different fashions to remind his readers of the class line.  Cocoa 

was the casual drink of travelers in the Canadian wilderness, 

who used it to wash down their dried meat,1939 and of labor 

activists working late.1940  Chocolate, on the other hand, was 

almost always a breakfast item, and one usually taken by a 

young lady at an expensive hotel, such as the Langham1941 or the 

Carlton1942 in London or the Leeland Hotel1943 in New York.  

Given that Oppenheim disliked sweet drinks in general and 

made the point that men and women should drink differently, 

his disinterest in chocolate is unsurprising. 

“Sugar is not fashionable any more,” the Honourable 

Gwendolen Fairfax drawled at teatime in The Importance of Being 

Earnest, and Oppenheim agreed with her.  It is rare in his novels, 

more often complementing tea than coffee when it does appear.  

The first time that an Oppenheim character attempted to add a 

lump of sugar to a cup of tea, the lump in question turned out to 

have been poisoned by his enemies.1944  A knob of sugar also 

makes a tasty treat for a blackmailer’s grey parrot.1945  Cream 

was little more popular with Oppenheim than sugar, but like 

sugar, he thought of it chiefly as an additive for tea rather than 

coffee.  From the 1920s onwards, he increasingly paired cream 

with fruit for dessert instead of a beverage, with “thick 

cream”1946 or “real Devonshire cream”1947 likely to accompany 

strawberries in particular.  He would also add milk to tea or 

coffee, and that was its primary use in his stories; in Switzerland, 

this might even take the form of goat’s milk.1948  Otherwise, 

Oppenheim characters drank their milk with bread or biscuits, 
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or in response to some physical ailment.  Hot milk is the thing to 

give a young man after a train derailment,1949 and “an egg beaten 

up in milk” is a politician’s choice the morning after a late 

night.1950  In the royal suite of a White Star liner en route to New 

York, a decrepit millionaire sips at a glass of milk, watched over 

by his physician and his private chaplain,1951 but the starving 

child treated to milk by a compassionate gentleman receives no 

such careful tending.1952  Almost any other author would have 

intended a scene in which the Prime Minister sustains himself 

with Ovaltine from a patent heater on the eve of World War II as 

satire, but Oppenheim wrote one with perfect seriousness.1953  

Neither then or at any other time did he attempt to explain the 

British fascination with flavoring milk with more dehydrated 

milk. 

The novels of Oppenheim’s Riviera years include a small 

assortment of soft drinks and juices, which he would have found 

both refreshing in the warmth of the Mediterranean climate and 

desirable for their scarcity in England.  His preference was for 

orangeade, which according to Mrs. Beeton was made by adding 

an orange-flavored sugar syrup to orange juice, water, and 

ice.1954  The majority of orangeades in his stories were the drinks 

of nice young ladies--a countess in the bar adjoining the Cercle 

Prive,1955 an ambassador’s daughter at Claridge’s1956--although 

they might also be drunk by a diplomat’s party strolling through 

the gardens of Monte Carlo1957 or an adventuress in lieu of her 

escort’s brandy.1958  Prodigals of Monte Carlo features the most 

frequent orangeades of any Oppenheim novel, since it involves 

the extended flirtation of an older man with a younger woman 

and thereby highlights particularly well how Oppenheim 

gendered his drinks.  Plain orange juice is similarly a protegee’s 

substitute for a poet’s cocktail1959 and a Balkan princess’s 

replacement for the cocktails and highballs of her Long Island 

hosts.1960  By comparison, lemonade is almost a domestic English 

drink in Oppenheim’s world, turning up on the croquet lawn 
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before dinner,1961 or homemade at a rural tennis club.1962  In 

South America, it is the favored drink of a complacent middle-

aged lady,1963 while aboard a transatlantic liner, the ship’s 

captain confines himself to lemonade at the dinner table.1964  

Lady Clark’s recipe for lemonade instructed the cook to pour a 

pint of boiling water over three ounces of sugar, let the mixture 

stand until it was cold, and strain it through muslin.1965  She filed 

this recipe under the heading “Invalid Cookery,” thereby 

echoing Oppenheim’s diminution of non-alcoholic drinks.  

Oppenheim also mentioned the occasional “squash,” a 

concentrated fruit syrup to which soda is added at the bar, the 

predecessor of the modern fountain soda.  All of his squashes, 

whether orange,1966 lemon, or orange and lemon,1967 are drunk by 

young ladies.  He preferred that they choose lemon squash, 

which might creditably replace the whisky and sodas of their 

escorts.1968  Straight lemon juice is the tipple of a conservative 

lawyer at the Royalty Bar in defiance of his friend General 

Besserley’s multiple cocktails.1969  Monte Carlo aristocrats enjoy 

lemon peel in their iced ginger ale,1970 but the stronger ginger 

beer, brewed instead of merely flavored with ginger, is the 

English choice for a golfing luncheon.1971  It is also what a young 

girl drinks at the Milan in place of her older sister’s Pommery.1972  

As for cider, Oppenheim served it twice, once in his mature 

years to a lady at a farmhouse in the sunshine of Provence,1973 

and once in 1890, almost half a century earlier, to a deputation of 

the Porlock Working Men’s Conservative Club in a 

manufacturing town.1974  If a drink did not contain alcohol or a 

stimulant, he simply was not interested in it. 

Accordingly, water is nearly invisible at mealtimes in 

Oppenheim’s novels.  His attitude towards it recalls Friar Tuck’s 

reply to King Richard’s question as to when the friar last drank 

water: “‘Never since my wine-butt leaked, and let out its liquor 

by an illegal vent.’”1975  His approach also recalls Pliny the 

Elder’s contempt for the Chauci, “a wretched race” whose “only 
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drink, too, is rainwater.”1976  Oppenheim sometimes went to 

extraordinary lengths to make his characters avoid drinking 

water, first and foremost by treating it primarily as a remedy for 

fainting or illness or shock,1977 or even for a murderer’s strained 

nerves.1978  At a supper at a ducal mansion, water is present on 

the table, but the guests do not drink it; it is only there to be 

dashed into the face of a disguised man at the climactic 

moment.1979  When an adventuress swoons, her companion gives 

her water, which she automatically spits out, followed by 

brandy, which she finds more tolerable.1980  Illogically, water was 

more often a vehicle for poison in Oppenheim’s works than were 

many liquors that would have covered the taste of poison more 

effectively.  One of Oppenheim’s rare literary ventures outside 

Europe involved poisoned water in the waterskins on a camel 

trek across the Egyptian desert, which forced the heroine to 

swallow camphor as an antidote.1981  Back in London, a gangster 

attempts to poison his boss’s daughter’s Evian water at the 

Milan but falls back on knifing her after he bungles it.1982  Water 

as a patent medicine aside, the water-drinkers in Oppenheim’s 

books frequently belong to either one extreme or the other of 

society.  They are the meek and mild, children and country 

schoolmasters and the like,1983 or they are men of great power 

who practice physical austerity in order to cultivate their interior 

capacity for violence and greed.  American millionaires and 

senators sometimes fall into the latter category,1984 even when on 

vacation in Monte Carlo, though to be sure many of them are 

good sports.  Japanese and Chinese princes have the same habit 

at the Savoy and the Ritz, respectively.1985  Sometimes the water-

drinkers were simply Americans in general, who by inclination 

or in deference to the Volstead Act confined themselves to water.  

Two adventurers who find themselves lunching “in a business 

men’s club on the twentieth storey of a great down-town New 

York building” during Prohibition lament that they have 

nothing to drink but ice water.1986  Americans who were very in 
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earnest about Prohibition took their water habit abroad with 

them to London’s finest restaurants, including a public speaker 

who, lunching at Prince’s with her relations, drinks nothing but 

a glass of hot water.1987  These non-drinkers were figures of scorn 

to Oppenheim, and more than that, figures of ignorance.  The 

title character of The Adventures of Mr. Joseph P. Cray, an ardent 

cocktail enthusiast, stumbles across a party of his countrymen, 

all politically active teetotalers, drinking ice water with their 

luncheon at the Milan and invites them to dinner that evening to 

introduce them to a new non-alcoholic beverage he has 

discovered.  He gives them champagne with lemon and brandy 

in it, and so unfamiliar with alcohol are these leaders of the 

Prohibition movement that they do not realize what they are 

drinking.  Instead, they praise Mr. Cray for having “‘swept away 

the last excuse of the wine-drinker.’”1988  Later in the book, he has 

a conversation with a friend that elaborates at length upon the 

horrors of Prohibition: 

 

“I tell you, Joseph,” Mr. Long said, sorrowfully, “it’s just 

as though some silent blight had fallen upon the country.  

The clubs aren’t worth going into.  Everybody snaps and 

snarls and quarrels at the least opportunity.  The dinner-

parties at the restaurants seem frost-bitten, and it’s one of 

the most painful sights in New York to see Charlie 

serving out temperance drinks behind the bar of the 

Waldorf.” 

 

“Any decrease in crime?” Mr. Cray inquired. 

 

“Slightly worse, and more suicides.  Besides, this 

drinking in corners is making us seem like a furtive 

nation.  A drink that used to be a mark of good-

fellowship is now a vice.  The doctors have never had so 

many cases of indigestion, and there’s a wave of 
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melancholia going around.  I tell you,” Long went on, 

gazing affectionately at the contents of his tumbler, “it 

seems a small thing to be driven from one’s native land 

for, but the day I get across to England, sit down in a 

restaurant, order my cocktail and my bottle of 

champagne--well, it will be great, that’s all there is to 

it.”1989 

 

Another American character emphasizes how Prohibition 

undermined the social order dear to Oppenheim’s heart: 

 

“Seems to me that crime was pretty well dying out in the 

world until this liquor business came along over in my 

country.  Young fellows went into bootlegging just as 

their great-grandfathers went into buccaneering--for the 

sport of the thing--just as in England years ago all the 

gentry in the southwest corner of the country, when they 

got tired of fox-hunting and cock-fighting, used to take to 

smuggling.”1990 

 

Oppenheim later expanded the idea that smuggling liquor could 

be an appropriate career for a gentleman into the novel The 

Gallows of Chance, which features a syndicate of impoverished 

British and French noblemen who restore their fortunes by 

running alcohol to the United States.  Such laws, he clearly felt, 

were so unjust that they deserved to be flouted deliberately.  As 

an Oppenheim millionaire departs his New York lodgings to 

embark for Europe in Prohibition times, he carries two cocktails 

with him in a flask, and leaves more behind him to fob off the 

reporters clamoring for news of his plans.  “‘I have the address 

of several most reliable bootleggers,’” his valet assures him.1991 

The stimulus of alcohol was always welcome to 

Oppenheim, but he did not feel the same about other artificial 

stimuli.  His novels of high society and organized crime involve 
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very few hard drugs, and the single book that he wrote dealing 

with drug smuggling, Judy of Bunter’s Buildings, ended with the 

smugglers claiming to have distributed only drugs that were 

denatured and harmless in order to combat the menace of 

narcotics.  “‘Drugs take the place of wholesome wine,’” one of 

his characters argues. 

 

“The hideous fascination of flirting with the uncouth or 

the impossible some way or another, stimulates a passion 

which simple means have ceased to gratify.  You seek for 

the unusual in every way--in food, in the substitution of 

absinthe for your harmless Martini, of cocaine for your 

stimulating champagne. There is a horrible wave of all 

this sort of thing going on to-day in many places.”1992 

 

When an eccentric man expresses the opinion that natural 

beauty is as soothing and intoxicating as any drug, a jaded 

society woman responds, “‘Cocaine is in one’s dressing-room, 

and beauty is hard to seek in Grosvenor Square.’”1993  To 

Oppenheim, then, drug-taking was deplorable both because it 

was lazy and because it was perverse and anti-social, a defiance 

of the norms.  His greed for life, too, would have made him 

unsympathetic to those who sought either shortcuts to life’s 

pleasures or a diminished version of those pleasures.  The 

Oppenheim villain rarely dopes, preferring to swill neat alcohol 

instead.  Oppenheim’s embrace of alcohol and rejection of 

alternative drugs illustrates how he conceived of his society as 

an ordered whole, held together by food and drink.  The 

criminal in his works drinks stronger and coarser liquor than the 

aristocrat, but both drink alcohol.  Both choose their pleasures or 

debaucheries from the same continuum, an accepted range of 

behaviors that unites them in a shared civilization.  Those who 

choose things that are outside that continuum are beyond 

Oppenheim’s understanding or sympathy to such an extent that 
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they do not exist in his books at all.  In the words of Lord 

Dunsany, looking back on the decades before the Second World 

War, “‘There was only one convention in those days really; the 

convention that you did the thing that was done, and that 

nothing else was possible.  But the convention grew old and 

wore out, or the world grew too strong for it.’”1994  Phillips 

Oppenheim strove to live and perpetuate that convention to the 

fullest while the world moved on around him, and his 

alcoholism reflected his cultural values as much as it did his 

personal tastes. 

There are more than three hundred and thirty additional 

“drinks” consisting of unspecified ingredients in Oppenheim’s 

works.  Since the British convention was that a drink should 

contain alcohol, it is safe to assume that Oppenheim wrote these 

as hard drinks and the reader should regard them as such.  

Oppenheim was nothing if not conventional, after all. 

 

 

The Venue 
 

Oppenheim’s contemporary Fergus Hume wrote, “Says a 

disciple of Brillat-Savarin, with solemn truth and the infallible 

judgment of experience, ‘Breakfast in Scotland, lunch in 

America, and dine in Paris.’”1995  Phillips Oppenheim likewise 

had geographical preferences for good food, and his choices 

were twofold: London and the Riviera.  While the active culinary 

lifestyles of his characters took them through more than three 

hundred named and two hundred unnamed restaurants, hotels, 

cafes, ocean liners, trains, and nightclubs, the majority of the 

establishments they frequented were located either in London or 

near Monte Carlo.  Paris ran a distant third; America and the 

remainder of Europe were nowhere when it came to eating, as 

far as Oppenheim was concerned.  Sometimes he created 

fictitious restaurants to meet the requirements of his plots, but 
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many of the establishments he name-checked actually existed 

and were a prominent part of life for the British gentry and the 

Riviera aristocracy.  Some of them Oppenheim dined at himself 

on a regular basis.  He earned the homage of maitres d’hotel 

throughout southern France by popularizing their restaurants in 

his novels, subtly encouraging British and American tourists to 

dine at Ciro’s or the Carlton, or stop in for a drink at the Royalty 

Bar, where they might see an exiled prince sipping his afternoon 

liqueur.  Alternatively, the tourists might encounter Oppenheim 

himself, fully prepared to bask in their admiration.  In that 

respect, his inclusion of famous restaurants in his novels was as 

much a recruiting device for his own fan club as it was a method 

of advertisement for the restaurants themselves. 

However, Oppenheim’s keen appreciation for Riviera 

restaurants was a characteristic of his later career.  He began his 

life as a fashionable novelist by writing about the great hotels 

and grill-rooms of London, places that were not only filled with 

luxury and surrounded by glamour but also provided escapes 

from the squalor of the shires--places in which an author’s self-

inspired characters could reinvent themselves.  For a regular 

Oppenheim reader, no hostelry fits this description better, or 

looms larger in Oppenheim’s works, than the Milan Hotel.  The 

Milan was Oppenheim’s own creation, his perfect London resort.  

He portrayed it with a wealth of detail and endowed it with a 

stronger identity, or even personality, than he ever gave any of 

his characters.  The Milan Hotel complex, inspired by the real-

life Savoy Hotel, also included the Milan Court (once referred to 

as the Milan Mansions1996) residential flats, the Milan Grill Room, 

and the American Bar at the Milan.1997  Oppenheim introduced 

the Milan in 1898 in Mysterious Mr. Sabin, perhaps anticipating 

that he would need a fictional major hotel for plots involving 

intrigues that would have gotten him blackballed by the Savoy’s 

management had he staged them at the latter establishment.  The 

first book he set largely in the Milan was 1910’s The Lost 
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Ambassador, to be followed in due course by The Hillman; Aaron 

Rodd, Diviner; Ambrose Lavendale, Diplomat; The Inevitable 

Millionaires; The Adventures of Mr. Joseph P. Cray, a loosely 

connected sequel to Inevitable Millionaires; and A Pulpit in the 

Grill Room and The Milan Grill Room, an ongoing series of tales of 

espionage. 

The Milan is located near the Embankment in London’s 

West End, close to other famous hotels and grill-rooms of the 

day.1998  It possesses the subtle sophistication that Oppenheim 

considered the hallmark of birth and breeding, the ability to be 

luxurious without becoming garish.  In describing the first visit 

of a literary man to the Milan, Oppenheim wrote, 

 

He had expected to find himself in a palace of gilt, to find 

the prevailing note of the place an unrestrained and 

inartistic gorgeousness.  He found instead that the 

decorations everywhere were of spotless white, the 

whole effect one of cultivated and restful harmony.  The 

glass and linen on the table were perfect.  There was 

nowhere the slightest evidence of any ostentation.1999 

 

The Milan’s corridors are painted in shades of orange and red 

and dimly lit, creating the effect of “an oasis of luxurious 

gloom.”2000  The hotel is twelve floors tall, topped off by a roof 

garden, and, as of Oppenheim’s final work, published in 1943, 

was owned by the Swedish millionaire Mr. Mirakel, who had 

also paid for its recent renovation.2001  Oppenheim noted that its 

amenities included a lounge2002 and a hairdresser’s2003 or barber’s 

shop.2004  The manager’s office contains both an ordinary hotel 

safe and, beneath a magnificent rug, a small hidden vault often 

stuffed with cases of jewelry and sometimes with priceless 

artifacts.2005  In the lift at the Milan Court, there is a contribution 

box for “Dr. Barnardo’s Homes,” which on one occasion was 

used as a temporary hiding place for the key to a safe deposit 
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box that contained documents imperiling the wealth of a 

millionaire and the peace of Europe.2006  The most memorable 

night in the Milan’s history involved a pitched battle in the lobby 

between the staff and a gang of criminals, with the gunmen 

hiding behind the mahogany desks and the manager calmly 

producing an automatic pistol from somewhere.2007  

Nevertheless, most of the action at the Milan takes place in the 

hotel’s famous Grill Room, Oppenheim’s favorite restaurant.  

Like the Milan Restaurant, it was located on the second floor of 

the hotel.2008  The characters of the novel The Lost Ambassador 

refer to it throughout as the Milan Cafe, and for the protagonists 

of Peter Ruff and the Double Four it was the “French Cafe” at the 

Milan, a variation on the term “Cafe Parisien” used by a taxi 

driver in The Inevitable Millionaires.  Its frequenters were of a 

“kaleidoscopic character.”  “‘Occasional criminals and 

international rogues we see here most days,’” a secret service 

officer who was always hanging about the place remarked.2009  

The Milan Grill Room was also a favorite rendezvous of the 

London theatrical set: 

 

The usual crowd was there--young ladies from every 

musical comedy in London, very much behatted, very 

seductive, very happy.  There were a score or more of 

cheerful supper-parties, and many smaller ones where 

the heads nearly met by the side of the carefully shaded 

lights.  The young man about town was there in all his 

glory.  It was the shrine, indeed, of the goddess whom he 

worshipped.2010 

 

The Milan Grill is under the direction of Monsieur Louis, the 

maitre d’hotel.  On his first appearance in The Lost Ambassador, he 

is a sinister character, having the right of entree to the most 

notorious establishments of the Parisian underworld and 

involving himself in a gigantic scheme to defraud the Chinese 
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and Brazilian governments.  He departs at the end of the novel 

to open his own restaurant with his share of the proceeds from 

the fraud.  This contradicts Oppenheim’s later account of his 

history, in which his name is Louis Duchesne and he began his 

service at the Milan in 1907 before distinguishing himself during 

the Great War and returning at its conclusion, crippled, to 

resume his place at the entry to “London’s most famous Grill 

Room.”  He has a single daughter, Julie, the beloved of Captain 

Lyson of the Secret Service, an understandable arrangement 

since by 1940 Louis had effectively turned the Grill Room into an 

unofficial annex of the British intelligence establishment.2011  The 

Inevitable Millionaires’ nephew describes him to his uncles in 

awed tones: 

 

“Monsieur Louis,” Harold explained, with bated breath, 

“is a pedagogue, a mandarin, a--er--the big bug of the 

place.  He gets about two thousand a year salary, and 

commission.  You could send him a cheque for fifty 

pounds at Christmas time, perhaps, or give him a sure 

Stock Exchange tip, or make him a present of that pearl 

pin you are wearing.  But to offer him money--a shilling!  

Phew!”2012 

 

The adventures in espionage of Louis and his colleagues fill two 

of Oppenheim’s last serials, A Pulpit in the Grill Room and The 

Milan Grill Room.  Although “Louis” was and is a stereotypical 

French waiter’s name, the perpetual Louis at the Milan was 

probably also a reference to Louis Echenard, the original maitre 

d’hotel at the Savoy, who was sacked alongside Cesar Ritz and 

Auguste Escoffier for defrauding the hotel.2013  Although the 

Savoy covered up the scandal when it broke in 1898, Oppenheim 

had certainly been eating there for at least three years by that 

time, and it is not impossible that then-current rumors 

surrounding the abrupt departure of Echenard and the other 
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staff inspired his original depiction of Monsieur Louis of the 

Milan. 

Under Louis’s supervision, a number of assistant maitres 

d’hotel--Gustave,2014 Joseph,2015 Antoine,2016 Charles,2017 the giant 

Jose2018--and waiters--Antoine,2019 Maurice,2020 and Jules the wine 

waiter2021--saw to the comfort of the Grill Room’s patrons.  The 

Milan’s other staff included Tim the barman,2022 Johnson the hall 

porter, James the fourth floor valet,2023 Richard the lift man,2024 

Marius the messenger, floor manager Antonelli, chambermaid 

Nellie Moore,2025 and Mr. Myers, the manager of the barber 

shop.2026  While Louis was a fixture at the Milan for more than 

thirty years, the hotel lacked a consistent hand at the helm for 

much of that time.  Mr. Bretzgel, the manager as of 1929,2027 was 

replaced the following year by a Mr. Helder.2028  In 1938, the 

Milan was under the supervision of a Mr. Bousson,2029 but 

Monsieur Salonita had supplanted him by 1943.2030  A peculiarity 

of the staff at the Milan was their surprising skepticism, in spite 

of the Milan’s reputation as a hotbed of international intrigue, 

whenever guests complained of being assaulted in their 

rooms.2031  The clerks either blamed the guests for any 

disturbances, or pretended that there were no disturbances at all, 

ignoring things like cut telephone wires.  Similarly, a robber 

could enter a room and put the owner’s possessions back when 

he was done rummaging through them, and the Milan’s staff 

would refuse to believe that any burglary had happened at all.2032 

The Milan was Oppenheim’s perfected version of the 

Savoy Hotel.  Opened in 1889 by theatrical impresario Richard 

D’Oyly Carte, the producer of Gilbert and Sullivan, the Savoy 

was not only London’s most luxurious hotel of the day, it was 

also, like the Milan, the favorite resort of artists and politicians 

rather than the high nobility.  “The Ritz stood for stuffiness and 

standards, the Carlton was for businessmen, the Savoy was 

rather fast, some other ones were frankly scandalous, and the 

Berkeley, where you could dance all night for ten shillings, was 
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for the young,” the novelist Barbara Cartland said of London 

nightlife during the Roaring Twenties.2033  One of Oppenheim’s 

young sprigs of nobility pointed out to his more naive cousin 

that it was “jolly bad form” to escort a musical comedy actress to 

the Ritz for luncheon.  “‘The Milan or Mario’s are the places for 

Peggy.’”2034  The ambiguous clientele of the Savoy, among whom 

a provincial scribbler might be found at the next table to a 

cabinet minister, made the Savoy Restaurant and Savoy Grill 

Room Oppenheim’s favorite places to dine in London, where the 

antecedents of neither himself nor his characters would be 

judged too harshly.  Dining at the Savoy at the beginning of the 

Great War was, in any case, an experience involving more than 

just the food: 

 

Servants in the handsome state livery they wear in the 

evening--French grey and dark blue--take one’s coat and 

hat, and it always gives me a moment of gratification that 

I am such an old habitué that it is not considered 

necessary to give me a ticket.  Then if one is a host there 

is nothing to do except to sit in one of the comfortable 

chairs in this ante-chamber and to look alternately up the 

crimson stairs to see whether one’s guests are arriving 

and down another flight of stairs across the great lounge 

to the crystal screen of great panes framed in gilt metal 

which is the transparent barrier between the restaurant 

and its approaches. 

 

The lounge--crimson under foot, with walls light cream 

in colour, good copies of portraits by British old masters 

in panels alternating with looking-glass doorways; with 

pillars of buff marble, veined with brown and having gilt 

capitals, and bronze amorini and sculptured groups of 

the Graces as supports for electroliers--is a delightful 

room, as one realises after dinner when the hour of coffee 
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has come.  The band, wearing in the evening their 

uniform of dark blue, the leader distinguished by a silver 

sash--in the daytime they are in crimson--are in a corner 

of the lounge close against the crystal screen that their 

music may be heard in the restaurant…The pleasant buff 

colouring of the present restaurant, with its frieze of 

raised decoration and the electric light thrown up on to 

the ceiling and reflected down, which is most 

comfortable to the eye, make for lightness; and light as 

distinguished from glare is an aid to good spirits in a 

restaurant.  The balcony of to-day, twice the width of the 

old balcony, and fitted with a long awning for use on 

sunshiny days--an awning which cost an almost 

incredible sum of money--is in request both at lunch and 

dinner and supper-time; and at lunch it has the supreme 

advantage of commanding the one great view in Central 

London, the river and the gardens and the Houses of 

Parliament grouping into a splendid picture, only spoiled 

by the blot of the unlovely railway bridge.2035 

 

The Savoy first formed part of the setting for an Oppenheim 

novel in 1895, and in subsequent decades Oppenheim featured it 

most heavily in The Illustrious Prince and The Passionate Quest, 

indicating his ongoing affection for the hotel.  He set one 

celebratory dinner in the Pinafore Room at the Savoy;2036 the 

hotel’s private dining rooms are named after the major Gilbert 

and Sullivan operas.  He also alluded to the Savoy’s American 

bar,2037 which retained enough of its historical distinction a 

century later to be named the world’s best bar in 2018.2038  A 

typical Savoy dinner around 1912, as selected by the manager, 

Monsieur Soi, consisted of caviar and blinis, turtle soup, sole 

garnished with fried oysters, grilled partridge breasts and 

rashers of bacon, lamb cutlets, artichokes stuffed with asparagus 

tips, cold chicken filled with a mousse of foie gras, salad, pears 
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stuffed with nuts soaked in Kummel, red currant ices, and roe on 

toast, accompanied by sherry with the caviar and a magnum of 

Pommery.  Preparing meals along these lines on a daily basis 

required two hundred and ten cooks,2039 whose dishes were 

enjoyed by Claude Monet, Enrico Caruso, Oscar Wilde, Nellie 

Melba, Lionel Barrymore, Noel Coward, Elizabeth Taylor, and 

Laurence Olivier, among others.  The lesser staff of the Savoy at 

the time Oppenheim and his creations dined there included a 

young Guccio Gucci, who, like Oppenheim, was inspired by the 

luxury of his surroundings to enter a line of work in which he 

could turn the spending habits of the wealthy to his own 

advantage.2040  Oppenheim had such a high opinion of the Savoy 

that in Gabriel Samara, Peacemaker he envisioned the management 

opening a second Savoy Grill in a revitalized Moscow to provide 

a meeting-place for Russian artists and intellectuals.  Good 

cooking was the basis for intellectual life, he argued, and the best 

cooking in London could be found at the Savoy; therefore, the 

Savoy Grill Room was the heart of British culture in 

Oppenheim’s opinion. 

Though Oppenheim preferred the Savoy, he did not 

neglect the Ritz or the Ritz Grill Room, either.  After their 

departure from the Savoy, Ritz and Escoffier had recruited other 

backers and opened the Hotel Ritz Paris and the Carlton Hotel in 

the Haymarket before launching the Ritz Hotel London in 1906.  

Famed for hosting royalty and governments in exile during the 

Second World War, the London Ritz featured most often in 

Oppenheim’s late novel The Shy Plutocrat.  According to 

Lieutenant-Colonel Newnham-Davis, Britain’s leading 

restaurant writer of the period, 

 

It is a restaurant of soft colours, of marbles, cream and 

rose and soft green, of tapestried recesses and of 

handsome consoles in the niches.  Towards the Green 

Park long arched windows look on to one of the 
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pleasantest prospects in London, and below these 

windows and between them and the Park is a little 

forecourt, in which a green tent is pitched when a great 

ball is to be held in the suite of rooms below the 

restaurant, and where on hot summer evenings dinner is 

served in the open air.  At one end of the restaurant is a 

gilt group of Father Thames contemplating an 

exceedingly attractive lady who represents the Ocean.  

Everything in the restaurant is of the Louis XVI. period, 

and the Aubusson carpets and the chairs and all the 

silver and the china and the glass used in the restaurant 

and the banqueting rooms harmonise with that 

period…The restaurant is not a very large one, and 

sometimes tables for its guests are set in the Marie 

Antoinette room with which it connects, and in that 

portion of the corridor which forms an ante-room.  But 

though it is not of a very great size, the Ritz has a most 

aristocratic clientele.  Royal personages often lunch and 

dine there, and diplomacy regards it as its own particular 

dining place, for tables are retained by the secretaries and 

attachés of two of the Embassies, the German and the 

Austrian, and, I fancy, by a third one also.2041 

 

Oppenheim’s contemporaries Frederick Merrick White, Sapper, 

Berta Ruck, Dorothy Parker, Evelyn Waugh, and Edgar Wallace 

all set scenes at the Ritz.2042  Edward VII enjoyed the Ritz’s cakes 

so much that the hotel dispatched regular shipments of cakes to 

Buckingham Palace, but it did so very discreetly in order to 

avoid embarrassing the royal chef.2043  The other Ritz-Escoffier 

establishment in the West End, the Carlton Hotel, ran a close 

third to the Ritz in Oppenheim’s estimation.  It is most 

prominent in his novel The Yellow Crayon, in which it is the 

choice of the Duc de Souspennier on his return to Europe, and 

recurs often in The Great Impersonation.  Oppenheim chose its 
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famous palm court for the denouement of a tale in which an 

English gentleman succeeds in winning a young Continental 

prince away from his enthusiasm for socialism.2044  After 1902, 

the management of the hotel was largely in the hands of 

Escoffier, Ritz having suffered a nervous breakdown upon 

learning that the coronation of Edward VII would be postponed 

and that therefore his entertainments for the event would have 

to be reorganized.  Future Vietnamese president Ho Chi Minh 

worked at the Carlton as an assistant pastry chef prior to the 

Great War2045 and quite possibly prepared Oppenheim’s food at 

some point.  In October 1939, the Carlton Hotel Conference set 

out a revised policy for British colonial administration in 

response to the outbreak of World War II, concluding that the 

Crown should encourage local development and self-

government in its African possessions to ensure local support for 

the war effort.2046  That same month, Ian Fleming was recruited 

into British naval intelligence at the Carlton Grill Room:2047 

 

The staircase which leads down to it is oak-panelled.  In 

the little ante-chamber where hats and coats are given up 

there is a newspaper stall, and in another ante-room are 

easy-chairs, dark green in colour, and small tables with 

tops of burnished copper.  The grill-room itself is all 

white, little pilasters breaking the smooth sides of the 

walls.  Blue china stands on the shelves, a Cromwell 

clock ticks on a bracket, and at one side of the room are 

arched recesses with stained glass windows at the back of 

them.  The lights in the electroliers burn here day and 

night, but the atmosphere is never stuffy.  A glass screen 

keeps the heat of the grill from the room, and in front of 

this screen are piles of crimson tomatoes, and chops and 

steaks of deeper red, and mushrooms yellow, grey and 

warm brown, a harmony in reds and greys.2048 
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This was the grill room that in 1942 a Manchester newspaper 

would describe as “very old fashioned and glum in latter years, 

but still Mr. Andrew Mellon and other major millionaires 

thought it the only satisfactory place in London.”2049  While the 

Savoy and the Ritz remain London’s finest hotels, the Carlton no 

longer exists, having been damaged during the Blitz and 

subsequently replaced by a glass-and-steel office block housing 

the New Zealand High Commission. 

The first Oppenheim story to include Claridge’s came out 

in 1903, several years after Richard D’Oyly Carte had bought the 

already-famous hotel and entirely rebuilt it.  Oppenheim 

returned to it most often in his mid-career works The Lost 

Ambassador and The Light Beyond, and in The Evil Shepherd even 

staged a murder directly outside the doors of the hotel’s 

restaurant.2050  There is a possibility that the management of 

Claridge’s complained to him about this decision, as he 

thereafter began making references to “Marridge’s Hotel,” which 

mostly supplanted any mention of Claridge’s.  Marridge’s, 

according to Oppenheim, was “a famous and dignified 

restaurant,”2051 one also favored by a master criminal.2052  The 

novelist W.L. George compared Claridge’s favorably to the 

Carlton and the Savoy, calling it “distinguished” and its two 

competitors “pompous.”2053  Nevertheless, a pre-WWII dinner at 

Claridge’s for a bishop and his wife was practically identical to 

the meal ordered by Lord Peter Wimsey at the Savoy that was 

detailed earlier in this chapter, with the exception of partridges 

in place of Lord Peter’s pheasant.2054  “The list of the diners on 

any given night in Claridge's Restaurant would be for the most 

part a string of titles,” Newnham-Davis observed.2055  It was 

consequently less well suited to Oppenheim’s purposes than the 

more Bohemian hotels of the West End.   

London hotels other than these four--excluding the Milan 

as imaginary--occupied very little of Oppenheim’s attention, 

although he did sometimes mention a few of them.  The 
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Metropole Hotel on Northumberland Avenue,2056 built in 1885 

and one of Victorian London’s show places with its ability to 

accommodate eight hundred guests, made occasional 

appearances in his early novels between 1896 and 1902, and a 

final time in 1910.  It had a contemporary reputation as the 

hostelry of choice of successful businessmen, making it at once 

the sort of place with which Oppenheim would have been 

familiar from his own experiences and the sort he would have 

been eager to forget.2057  Now known as the Corinthia Hotel, the 

Metropole spent most of the twentieth century divided into 

offices for the Ministry of Defence and the Defense Intelligence 

Service.  The Berkeley Hotel, which Cartland considered “fast,” 

Newnham-Davis termed “a stronghold of the country 

gentleman.”2058  Another of the D’Oyly Carte enterprises in 

Oppenheim’s lifetime and a favored setting for P.G. Wodehouse 

and Dennis Wheatley, the Berkeley abandoned its original 

location across from the Ritz in 1972 and its former site is now 

occupied by offices.  The Grand Hotel, near the Metropole, 

abutted on Trafalgar Square and was another popular choice 

with country gentry and manufacturers.2059  Oppenheim made a 

single reference to the Hotel Splendide, a small but elegant 

establishment in Piccadilly that was the London home of 

Tallulah Bankhead and later housed the National Sporting Club 

and the Arts Council of Great Britain.2060  He also mentioned the 

Queen’s Hotel in Leicester Square, the Hotel Cecil next to the 

Adelphi Terrace, the Hyde Park Hotel (now the Mandarin 

Oriental Hyde Park), and the Canonbury Hotel in the City.2061  

His fictional London hotels were the Hotel Gigantic (a common 

enough choice of name among novelists of the day), the resort of 

an American gang;2062 the Altona Hotel; the Hotel Universal; 

Delacher’s Hotel, from which diplomatic messengers went 

missing on a regular basis; and Smith’s Hotel.  A typical 

Oppenheim story has little room for a little hotel unless a 

character needs a room where he can commit an outrage that 
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would be noticed at the Milan.  Given the well-trained 

obliviousness of the Milan’s staff, the reader can easily see why 

Oppenheim needed other hotels so rarely. 

Apart from hotel restaurants and grill rooms, 

Oppenheim mentioned at least eighty London restaurants by 

name in his works, and more than a hundred and thirty others 

without identifying them.  Some of these he invented; others he 

dined at on a regular basis.  Foremost among the latter was 

Ciro’s, unquestionably Oppenheim’s favorite London restaurant, 

to which he variously referred as Ciro’s Grill2063 or Ciro’s Club 

Restaurant.2064  “‘This may not be the smartest place in London, 

but it certainly is the most comfortable,’” one of his musical 

comedy girls remarked.2065  A spinoff of the original Ciro’s Bar in 

Monte Carlo, it opened in 1915.  Oppenheim first set a scene 

there in 1924 and featured it most heavily in The Man from Sing 

Sing and Simple Peter Cradd.  “‘There’s a grillroom downstairs 

where half the cinema people in London go, and there's a 

balcony upstairs where anyone can dine without having 

changed,’” he wrote of Ciro’s in 1932,2066 also noting that the 

restaurant’s bar was downstairs.2067  Through the mouth of Peter 

Cradd, he praised the management’s responsiveness to their 

patrons’ needs, no matter how exotic: “‘I remember once in 

London coming to the conclusion that men’s clubs existed for the 

purpose of providing us with plain food…Ciro’s Grill 

understands this.  I had ham and eggs for dinner there one night, 

with some light beer.  They didn't seem at all surprised.’”2068  

Located on Orange Street off Leicester Square,2069 Ciro’s occupied 

the former premises of a public baths.  “The spacious building 

was converted with a sliding roof that could be opened in the 

summer and a sprung dance floor, while the decor was Ciro’s 

signature eau-de-Nil and gold, Louis XVI-style…An African-

American jazz band was imported to play the newest ragtime 

and foxtrot melodies.”2070  “The elite of all night clubs,” one of 

Oppenheim’s lesser-known contemporaries called it.2071  Ciro’s 
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carried luxury to such an extent that from 1946 to 1951, the club 

operated its own airline, Ciro’s Aviation, to shuttle clients to the 

Riviera and northern Italy.2072  In 1932, Pathe News released a 

short film shot inside the club featuring several of its singers.  

“Everybody has heard of ‘Ciro’s,’ the famous London 

rendezvous of Smart Society,” the film’s titles declared.  Almost 

a century later, Oppenheim’s works remain among the few 

memorials to Ciro’s London. 

Like Ciro’s, the Embassy Club was a members-only 

restaurant and dance venue that stood high in Oppenheim’s 

estimation.  “A famous cocktail bar”2073 located in Bond Street, 

“‘a few doors up from Scotts, the hatters,’” 2074 it made its 

Oppenheim debut in 1929 in the detective serial Jennerton & Co.  

Oppenheim himself was photographed emerging from the club 

with one of his mistresses shortly before the outbreak of WWII. 

 

It was also the haunt of ‘the darlings,’ the society girls of 

England seeking the company of Edward, Prince of 

Wales, and his enthusiastic partying friends…the world 

of the Bright Young Things: compulsory evening dress; 

cocaine and champagne optional, but habitual.  Suntans 

were essential and diluted iodine did the job when the 

Riviera proved inaccessible, or dull.2075 

 

The Embassy was the scene of several early meetings between 

the future Edward VIII and Wallis Simpson and thereby played 

a background role in what would become the greatest British 

political crisis of the century.2076  Until 1930, it was supervised by 

Luigi Naintre,2077 formerly the maitre d’hotel at Romano’s in the 

Strand.2078  Although Oppenheim mentioned Romano’s only four 

times, he created two fictional versions of it for different serials.  

The Long Arm of Mannister features a restaurant called Luigi’s, 

while the chief resort of the protagonists in An Amiable Charlatan 

is Stephano’s, managed by another Luigi and located across the 
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Strand from the Tivoli Theatre, making it clear to the reader 

which real restaurant Oppenheim had in mind.2079  Newnham-

Davis wrote that Romano’s was a favorite with the theatrical 

community, particularly musical comedy actresses and 

producers, and that its finest dishes were its chicken curry, 

Lancashire hot-pot, soles, trout, and chicken mousse.2080  

Oppenheim’s imitations possessed much the same flavor, but 

with the addition of a sprinkling of thieves and fraudsters.  

Presumably he did not dare to risk offending Luigi, on whom his 

entry into London nightlife depended, by introducing such 

characters into Romano’s itself. 

From 1903 to 1915, Oppenheim returned repeatedly in 

his stories to Princes’ Restaurant in Piccadilly.  His works 

reflected Princes’ reputation as a fashionable luncheon spot at 

the beginning of the century.  It was also popular for after-

theatre suppers, and its atmosphere doubtless added to its 

appeal for Oppenheim: “The general effect suggests that one has 

stepped out of London greyness into some Southern clime where 

all is light and bright and spacious.  At night the electroliers are 

shaded so as to give a mixed golden and pink light, which is 

most comfortable to the eyes, and is, I am sure, very becoming to 

the complexions of the ladies.”2081  Plans held by the City of 

Westminster Archives indicate that by 1935 “Prince’s House 

Restaurant” had been renamed Pigalle’s Restaurant; the name of 

its successor would later be carried on by the Pigalle Club 

further west along Piccadilly.  The neighboring Cafe Monico on 

Shaftesbury Avenue, near Piccadilly Circus,2082 appeared in 

several Oppenheim works.  The Monico, or Monico’s, was an 

elaborate establishment including a cafe, a grill-room, a buffet, 

and banqueting rooms, with the entire assortment topped off by 

a Masonic temple.  Though much reduced in size, it continues to 

operate in its original location.  Not far off, the Cafe Royal in 

Regent Street offered bachelors, in the words of Newnham-

Davis, “somewhere where the food is very good, the rooms 
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comfortable, and where there is no band to interfere with 

conversation.”2083  In short, it was no place for Oppenheim the 

lover of the fairer sex, which accounted for the rarity with which 

he set scenes there. 

Oppenheim mentioned a dozen other London 

restaurants of the day in his novels, but without the enthusiasm 

he reserved for the grill-rooms of the great hotels.  Few of them 

recur at all in his works; none appear more than twice.  Among 

them were Frascati’s in Oxford Street, “a gorgeous hall of white 

marble, veined with black, with a golden frieze and a golden 

ceiling;”2084 Gatti’s in the Strand, formally called the Adelaide 

Gallery and specializing in chops, which Oppenheim described 

as noisy but cheap;2085 the Criterion in Piccadilly Circus, “one of 

the first, if not the very first, restaurant-rooms designed and 

decorated to harmonise with feminine frocks and frills;”2086 the 

Trocadero, in Oppenheim’s words a “well-known grill room” in 

Shaftesbury Avenue;2087 and Simpson’s-in-the-Strand, one of 

Britain’s most famous restaurants.  Kettner’s in Soho, “a real 

chef’s restaurant,” and the Cathay Restaurant in Piccadilly 

Circus (referred to by Oppenheim as the “Chinese Restaurant”), 

where chop suey, sliced jelly-fish, soyed pork, and bamboo 

shoots adorned the menu, received only the barest notice from 

his characters.2088  Before they discovered the Milan, The 

Inevitable Millionaires lunched at Prosser’s in Fleet Street, which a 

Victorian guide to London observed did “an excellent 2s. 6d. fish 

dinner from 5.30 till 8 P.M.”2089  The classic French restaurant 

Verrey’s in Regent Street made two and a half appearances in 

the Oppenheim canon: once as the “Cafe Francais,” a misspelling 

of Cafe Francois, the original name of Verrey’s;2090 once as 

“Very’s;” and once as “Cirey’s,” Oppenheim’s strange 

portmanteau of Ciro’s and Verrey’s.  Quaglino’s, a favorite of the 

British royal family, was too aristocratic for Oppenheim and not 

located on the Riviera, and therefore all he knew about it was 

that it was spelled something like “Quagliano’s.”  An A.B.C. 
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(Aerated Bread Company) tearoom near Proctor’s Row2091 and a 

Lyons’ tearoom near Royal Street2092 were the only examples of 

real-life restaurants that served the general public rather than the 

gentry to be found in any of Oppenheim’s novels. 

The fictional restaurants of Oppenheim’s works fall into 

three general categories: the “good” restaurants, the nightclubs, 

and the cheap restaurants and cafes of Soho and the slums.  It is 

possible that Oppenheim felt it necessary to invent many of his 

cheap restaurants because he never ate in inexpensive places 

himself and thus knew of few such establishments to which he 

could refer when writing.  His “good” restaurants were most 

often modeled on Romano’s and had an Italian flavor to them, 

such as Mario’s Club Restaurant,2093 in the Oppenheim universe 

the most popular dance club in London.2094  Its clientele included 

 

“…cinema actresses, producers, film magnates, theatrical 

agents, a few authors, a few actors, and a good many 

young ladies who have, or might have, business interests 

with such.  Then, of course, there is always a sprinkling 

of perfectly respectable people who come because they 

think it's different, and a leaven now and then of the 

tarnished aristocracy.”2095 

 

Imano’s, a supper place frequented by actors,2096 Spargetti’s, 

across the street from the Monico,2097 the Genoa Restaurant near 

the Metropole,2098 Dubarri’s in Regent Street,2099 and Piretti’s at 

the end of Shaftesbury Avenue2100 also followed the Italian 

pattern.  The fraudulent drug-pushers of Judy of Bunter’s 

Buildings ran their distribution network from Ordino’s 

Restaurant.  A similar establishment in Jermyn Street, 

Machinka’s,2101 took its name from the nineteenth-century 

women’s clothier Machinka & May, whose advertisements 

Oppenheim had doubtless seen as a young man.  The 

Cosmopolitan, a large and popular restaurant “where, before the 
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war, the sight of two young women at a table alone would have 

caused a great deal of remark,”2102 and the Germanic Grill Room 

represented the grill-room tradition in fiction in Oppenheim’s 

works.  Soto’s American Bar and the American Bar in Wellington 

Street, together with Trewley’s, Biflore’s, Henry’s, Henri’s, 

Fitzhenry’s, the Metropolitan, Ransome’s, Cramp’s, and the 

Restaurant St. Germain, filled out the remainder of Oppenheim’s 

imaginary shortlist of good London restaurants. 

With one exception, Oppenheim devoted no effort to 

creating fictional nightclubs in his stories, preferring instead to 

depict the venues he visited on a regular basis.  The exception 

was Flood’s, the headquarters of a gang of criminals in 

Gangsters’ Glory, 

 

…the wickedest, most expensive, and most exclusive 

club in London.  You could buy cocaine, opium, or any 

other form of drug you fancied from that innocent-

looking, pink-cheeked barman behind the counter.  You 

could obtain addresses on a card which would enable 

you to visit the most depraved haunts in the East or West 

End of London, and indulge in any form of vice which 

appealed to you.  You could engage a private room 

upstairs and rob your dearest friend, or any one else 

whose skill you fancied was inferior to your own, of 

thousands, and you could knock him on the head with 

less fear of disagreeable consequences than anywhere 

else in the metropolis.  But you could not cross the 

portals after eight o’clock without having donned 

evening clothes, nor could you remain a member for one 

day after January first in any year without your 

subscription of forty guineas having been paid.2103 

 

Each fictional Oppenheim club is confined to a single book.  The 

less reputable night spots of London closed and moved 
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frequently at the time, trying to keep ahead of Scotland Yard, 

and Oppenheim therefore had no incentive to invent a nightclub 

version of the Milan when his readers would find the constant 

mention of new clubs one of the most realistic aspects of his 

works.  Among the clubs he created were the Clover Club, the 

Aldwych (at 19 Kean Street),2104 Freddy’s near Tottenham Court 

Road,2105 the Hobgoblin Club near Regent Street,2106 the Warwick, 

the Mecca, the Clover Leaf in Soho,2107 Lamb’s Cabaret Club 

(“London’s smallest and most select”),2108 Jennifer’s, the Florida, 

and the Olympic Club.  With the Kentucky, Oppenheim 

anticipated the infamous Kray twins, who ruled the London 

underworld during the 1960s from their headquarters at their 

nightclub of the same name.  He also mentioned the Legation 

Club, managed by one Mario;2109 Punch sarcastically pointed out 

that this was a popular name for fictitious nightclubs during the 

Roaring Twenties: 

 

Night-clubs do not exist.  Against this theory we have the 

Bishop of London’s statement that there are now eleven 

thousand of these institutions.  My argument, however, 

has always been that night-clubs were in all probability 

founded, registered, controlled, staffed and finally raided 

by the Metropolitan Police, with the assistance of the 

Metropolitan Policewomen…It was urged, on the other 

hand, that one night-club, called, I think, “The Legation,” 

must exist, because paragraphs are constantly written 

about it in the evening and Sunday newspapers.  But a 

tenable hypothesis here is that “The Legation Club” has 

been invented and is maintained solely by these 

newspapers in order to acquaint their readers, however 

untruthfully, with the diversions of the rich, the brave 

and the fair.2110 

 

Many of Oppenheim’s fictional clubs, like most of his invented 
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restaurants, were located in or near Soho, a neighborhood of the 

West End associated with poverty, tenements, immigrants, and 

struggling artists.  Oppenheim characters ventured into Soho 

only for thrills or out of necessity.  They did not live there, as the 

surroundings revolted their creator.  Soho restaurants, to 

Oppenheim, were “cheap” and “odiferous.”2111  He wrote of the 

Swiss House, “The whole appearance of the place was 

distasteful and unclean.  The ventilation was inadequate and the 

odor of many past dinners hung about.  The tablecloths had seen 

much service; the glass and cutlery were of the coarsest.”2112  This 

was presumably a different establishment than the Cafe Suisse, a 

“small restaurant of foreign appearance” run by the German 

secret service prior to the Great War.2113  An Oppenheim 

millionaire down on his luck patronized the Drury Lane Cafe, a 

tiny eating house,2114 while another member of the genteel poor 

declared the Cafe de Lugano to be “‘the best restaurant of its sort 

for the poor man in London.’”2115  Giatron’s was shabby2116 and 

Antonio’s “gaudily decorated.”2117  On the outskirts of the 

district, the Cafe de la Pomme d’Or, a “hotellerie de luxe” also 

called Costelli’s after the proprietor,2118 and Chez Francis, “a 

small, half-French, half-English restaurant in the purlieus of 

Soho, recently opened by the late manager of a popular West 

End grill-room,”2119 offered Oppenheim’s characters somewhat 

better food than most Soho establishments.  Oppenheim also 

referred to, without describing, the Cafe Guido in Half Moon 

Street,2120 Rupert’s Restaurant, the Cafe Andre, the Cafe 

Supreme, the Cafe Grand, the Black Post restaurant (at the end of 

the nonexistent Crooked Friars’ Alley),2121 the Cafe Universel, the 

Cafe Kulm in Charles Street,2122 the Cafe l’Athenee, the Cafe 

Rose, the Golden Calf Restaurant in Oxford Street,2123 Ronnie’s 

Bar,2124 the Manhattan Cafe, and the Cafe de Lyon. 

In line with his practice when dealing with cafes, 

Oppenheim created more fictional public houses in London than 

he mentioned real ones.  The Golden Lion in Fulham, The Three 
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Kings in Clerkenwell,2125 and the Rising Sun, which might have 

been any of several pubs, were the three he remembered from 

his rich experience of London life.  From the stuff of his 

imagination, he invented the Green Man, a sailor’s tavern near 

the docks, and The Lion and the Lamb, headquarters for a cheap 

gang and their slovenly leader, as well as The Cross in the 

Strand, the Golden Sun in Rotherhithe, the Bluebell Public 

House near the Commercial Docks, and the Craven House Arms 

near Shepherd’s Market.  Nearly three dozen unnamed bars, 

pubs, or saloons adorn Oppenheim’s stories, perhaps 

demonstrating that if the name over the door of an English 

eating-house was not foreign, Oppenheim had difficulty caring 

about what it was.  He had no such trouble with the names of 

theatres.  Most of the theatres at which he set scenes involving 

meals or drinks he identified by name, and most of them were 

operating London venues during his lifetime.  The two 

exceptions were the Hilarity Theatre, another generic name 

sometimes used by novelists of the period, and the “Theatre de 

Bel Art” in Nice.  Of Oppenheim’s favorite theatres, the Empire 

Music Hall (also known as the Holborn Empire) and the Queen’s 

Hall were bombed during the Blitz, and the Alhambra Theatre of 

Varieties with its American bar and the St. James’s Theatre were 

demolished during the 20th century.  However, the Bijou 

Theatre, the Royal Albert Hall, the Palace Theatre, and the 

Aldwych Theatre still serve artistically-minded Londoners.  

Predictably, Oppenheim’s taste in entertainment leaned towards 

music halls, revues, and variety shows rather than serious 

drama, as he fancied chorus girls both on the stage and at the 

supper table.  The greatest stage in London, the House of 

Commons, was the location of a very private dinner between the 

prime minister of the day and yet another Oppenheim 

millionaire in one of his books.2126  At the other extreme of power 

and elegance, Oppenheim characters would very rarely take a 

drink or a snack in the waiting room of a railway station, usually 
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London Bridge Station.  The sub-fusc adventurer Mr. Laxworthy 

prefers Victoria Station: “‘Best place I know of to get a 

wholesome and satisfactory meal is the dining room of a large 

railway station.  Besides, no one will notice my boots.’”2127 

The rural hotels and pubs that Oppenheim included in 

his stories (and for Oppenheim, anything outside London was 

rural) were mostly pure invention, apart from those few which 

he himself had visited during business or holiday trips.  Since he 

did not care about the countryside or country cooking, he took 

no pains to depict rural establishments in detail.  The Dormy 

House, a country home converted to a golfing hotel in the 

Norfolk village of Brancaster,2128 was the only country hotel for 

which Oppenheim felt any affection, an understandable choice 

given his joint passions for Norfolk and golf.  He also name-

checked the Maid’s Head Hotel and the Royal Hotel in Norwich, 

and the Blakeney Hotel elsewhere on the Norfolk coast.  Away 

from Norfolk, he took note of the Adelphi Hotel in Liverpool 

and the County Hotel in Newcastle, at both of which he may 

have lodged while traveling on business during his youth and 

middle age.  At seaside resorts, he favored the Metropole Hotel, 

Bedford Hotel (which he characterized as “small and select;”2129 

it was destroyed in a fire in 1964) and Hotel Albion in Brighton; 

the Crown Hotel in Fakenham; and the Grand Hotel in Cromer, 

demolished in 1969.  He was fond of reusing the name “Grand 

Hotel,” attaching it to fictional hostelries in Blackham, Norwich, 

and Settlingham, and the name “Crown Hotel,” assigning one 

apiece to both Bath and Market Bridgeford.  His other invented 

hotels and inns included the Magnificent Hotel, Brighton; the 

Royal Hotel, Sheringham; the George Hotel, Farringford; the 

Bull Hotel; the Dormy House Scotland; The Swan, Melhampton, 

center of much of the action in the serial Chronicles of 

Melhampton; the King’s Arms, Dunstowe; the Keynsham Arms, 

Fakenham; the Cathedral Arms, Exeter; the Crown and Anchor, 

Aylsham; and the Chidford Arms, Ardrington Arms, Matresser 
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Arms, and Wryde Arms.  Historically, many village inns in 

England were named in honor of the lord of the manor, and 

Oppenheim’s devised inn names followed that pattern, often 

referring to the families of his noble characters.  Oppenheim’s 

rural pubs were all entirely fictional, although “The Ship” in 

Portsmouth may have been his attempt at recalling the real-life 

Ship & Castle, and “The Bell” in “Torchester” might have 

represented his garbled memory of a pub of the same name in 

Rochester.  One of his books features a pub called the Blue 

Dragon, shamelessly lifted from Dickens.  Those of his rural 

pubs without an identifiable real-life counterpart were the Cat 

and Chickens, the Rose and Crown, the Crown and Thistle, and 

Mellor’s.  Oppenheim also made a single allusion to the 

restaurant of Monsieur Francini in London Street, Norwich,2130 

which he apparently invented as well. 

Outdoor dining or drinking appealed to Oppenheim as 

long as his surroundings were suitably elegant.  In England, he 

felt that an elegant outdoor setting necessarily meant the 

Ranelagh Club, a polo and golf club located on the south bank of 

the Thames north of Putney.  Founded in 1894, the club was 

originally the manor of Barn Elms, held by the Canons of St. Paul 

since the tenth century.  The lease of Barn Elms was at one time a 

gift from Elizabeth I to her spymaster, Sir Francis Walsingham, 

and at the beginning of the eighteenth century it was the 

meeting place of the Kit-Cat Club, a literary and political society 

for leading Whigs.2131  By Oppenheim’s day, in the words of one 

sporting journal, “there [was] certainly no where near London 

where the game [of golf] can be enjoyed to such perfection and 

in such comfort as at Ranelagh. 

 

You can cycle down there, play golf, lunch, and dine too 

if you like, meet your friends, stroll about one of the most 

beautiful of gardens and listen to the strains of a good 

band, and imagine yourself miles away from the great 
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city, which nevertheless is within such easy reach.  This, 

too, can be done by ladies with the utmost comfort…As a 

place of social resort it must be fashionable; the beauty of 

the grounds, the charm and romance of the old house 

and its associations, and--let us whisper it--the excellence 

of its cook, must more and more draw to it those whom 

political and social ties bind to London, but who in their 

hearts love the country-house life and amusements of 

which this club is model.2132 

 

From 1915 onward, this charm affected even Phillips 

Oppenheim, who called the attention of his readers to the winter 

garden,2133 the elm trees,2134 and the “great plane tree” that 

adorned Ranelagh’s lawns.2135  He likely golfed at Richmond, 

Woking and Cromer as well as at Ranelagh, and the Cromer Golf 

Club was the scene of an emergency landing by a diplomat 

escaping the Soviet Union in a stolen aircraft in one of 

Oppenheim’s late-career novels.2136  These courses were 

nonetheless insufficient for Oppenheim’s purposes, so he created 

new ones at Cropstone Wood, Fursedown Hill, and Dredley in 

the London suburbs in various stories.  On the western side of 

the Atlantic, he and his characters also golfed and drank at 

Baltusrol in New Jersey and the Lakewood Country Club in 

Maryland.  Altogether, Oppenheim set more meals at golf clubs 

than he did at country hotels or local pubs.  Racing, the sport of 

kings, was too sophisticated for him; he included only half a 

dozen snacks at Ascot and Goodwood in his books, and a single 

drink at Lord’s, the London cricket pitch that is sacred ground to 

many Englishmen.   

Just as Oppenheim considered that he could absorb all of 

the color and variety of human life while walking the streets of 

London, he believed that Europe--apart from the Riviera, which 

was a land of magic in its own right--consisted largely of Paris.  

His view of Paris, in turn, or at least the view of Paris he 
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recreated for his readers, was dominated by a single structure: 

the Hotel Ritz Paris, a former ducal palace that Ritz and Escoffier 

had refurbished to become the most luxurious hotel in the 

world.  “When in Paris the only reason not to stay at the Ritz is if 

you can’t afford it,” Ernest Hemingway famously said,2137 and 

for the last forty years of his career, Oppenheim agreed.  Like its 

London counterpart, the Paris Ritz was a favorite with royalty 

and politicians, and during the German occupation of France, 

the Luftwaffe requisitioned the hotel for use as its regional 

headquarters.  Oppenheim made it the haunt of a dissolute 

Balkan king in The Strangers’ Gate.2138  Others of his characters 

sipped their drinks in the renowned Ritz bar, the hotel’s covered 

garden, and the broad passage leading from the restaurant to the 

lounge.2139  “The Ritz is a restaurant firstly, and an hotel 

secondly,” Newnham-Davis asserted.  “It is the restaurant of the 

smartest foreign society in Paris.”  A “typical little dinner” at the 

Ritz, in his opinion, might consist of caviar, consomme, sole, 

crayfish a l’Americaine, veal cutlets, truffled partridges, salad, 

asparagus, ice cream with nuts, and sweets.2140  If typical of the 

Ritz, such a dinner was also typical of the meals Oppenheim 

regularly envisioned and ate.  He had little use for lesser Parisian 

hotels, portraying Le Grand Hotel and the Hotel Chatham more 

as American bars than as restaurants,2141 and he employed the 

Hotel Continental as the site for one meal only.  French inns and 

rural hotels in his books are represented entirely by the 

nonexistent Lion d’Or in the equally nonexistent village of St. 

Etarpe.2142 

Dining out in Paris was something that Oppenheim’s 

characters did during the middle years of their author’s career, 

primarily from the early 1900s until the late 1920s.  The more the 

Riviera occupied Oppenheim’s imagination, the less he 

remembered Paris, where as a younger man he had frequented 

some of the most notorious clubs and cafes in the world.  For 

two decades, he filled his Paris scenes with more than two dozen 
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named restaurants, mostly real rather than fictional, and nearly 

twice as many unnamed restaurants.  Some of these Oppenheim 

identified as being especially suited to dinner, while others he 

preferred for supper.  Among the former was Henri’s in the 

Place Gaillon, known to Oppenheim in true British fashion as 

“Henry’s.”  Between 1910 and 1920 he considered it to be “one of 

the most famous restaurants of Paris”2143 and “the place at which 

to dine.”2144  It was frequented during the 1920s by a clientele 

that included the Prince of Wales, Coco Chanel, and W.E.B. Du 

Bois.2145  Henri’s had a strong contemporary reputation for its 

cold lunch buffet and its sole, veal, and crepes.2146  Oppenheim 

likewise classed the Cafe des Ambassadeurs as a dinner 

restaurant in spite of it being “the largest, best-appointed, and 

handsomest outdoor cafe in Paris.”2147  Located close to the 

Turkish, British, and other embassies along the Avenue Gabriel, 

the Ambassadeurs was immortalized by Edgar Degas in several 

illustrations and less enduringly commemorated in a Parisian 

chant in which a grisette flirtatiously speaks of how her lover 

has promised her delicacies such as crayfish at the 

Ambassadeurs.2148  The Cafe de Paris, “the supper restaurant 

where the most shimmering lights of the demi-monde may be 

seen,”2149 is a recurring setting in Oppenheim’s works of the 

period, although he devoted no effort to describing it for his 

readers.  He accorded the Pavillon d’Armenonville the 

distinction of being “the most famous restaurant in the Bois”2150 

without commenting on its glass-enclosed dining rooms set by 

the side of a small lake within the famous park.  “The cooking is 

good, and the prices are rather high,” Newnham-Davis said of 

the Armenonville, leaving the curious with an ambiguous 

impression of its virtues.2151  The Cafe Sylvain, a small cafe 

behind the Palais Garnier that later “developed into the well-

known night resort,”2152 also attracted Oppenheim’s attention 

briefly in 1905.   

After dinner and the theatre, or possibly a reception or 
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dance, Oppenheim’s characters would move on to supper at one 

of Paris’s more salacious nightclubs.  More precisely, the men 

would move on to supper; their ladies would return to the hotel, 

and the members of the supper party would replace their former 

escorts with music-hall girls procurable at the cafes.  Maxim’s 

was one of the earliest of these night spots to appear in 

Oppenheim’s books, a place where “any gentleman may conduct 

the band if he wishes to, and the tables are often cleared away 

and a little impromptu dance organised.”2153  Oppenheim’s clubs 

of choice, however, were Au Rat Mort and the Abbaye de 

Theleme.  The latter he called “the supper place of the moment--

Paris has many such which appear and disappear in rapid 

succession.”2154  Named after a portion of a novel by Francois 

Rabelais, the American writer Theodore Dreiser paid a visit to 

the Abbaye, as it was often known, during the same period 

when Oppenheim was a regular client: 

 

There I encountered the best that Paris has to show in the 

way of that gaiety and color and beauty and smartness 

for which it is famous.  One really ought to say a great 

deal about the Abbaye Theleme, because it is the last 

word, the quintescence [sic] of midnight excitement and 

international savoir-faire…Outside a small railing near 

the door several negro singers, a mandolin- and a guitar-

player, and several stage dancers were congregated.  A 

throng of people were pouring through the doors, all 

with their tables previously arranged for.  Outside, where 

a January wind was blowing, you could hear a perfect 

uproar of slamming taxi doors…By one o’clock, when the 

majority of the guests had arrived, this room fairly 

shimmered with white silks and satins, white arms and 

shoulders, roses in black hair, and blue and lavender 

ribbons fastened about hair of a lighter color.  There were 

jewels in plenty,--opals and amethysts, turquoises and 
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rubies,--and there was a perfect artillery of champagne 

corks.  Every table was attended by its silver bucket of 

ice, and the mandolins and guitars in their crowded 

angle were strumming mightily.2155 

 

Dreiser’s repeated references to the Abbaye’s music allude 

indirectly to the club’s role in the early spread of jazz in Europe.  

Billy Arnold’s Novelty Jazz Band performed at the Abbaye 

during the 1920s and inspired the young Django Reinhardt to 

pursue his own musical innovations.2156  Au Rat Mort, next door 

to the Abbaye in the Place Pigalle, catered to an entirely different 

clientele.  From the moment Oppenheim set foot in the club, 

which would have been some time prior to 1907, it doubtless 

defined his understanding of hedonistic nightlife among the 

bohemians of Paris.  “I should never advise any one to sup in 

any of the bohemian restaurants on the Montmartre Hill, unless 

he likes to be cheek by jowl with very queer company,” 

Newnham-Davis advised before complimenting the Rat Mort’s 

onion soup and beef tournedos.2157  The cafe’s crockery featured 

“a picture of two rats fighting a fatal sword duel, complete with 

top-hatted rats as their seconds.”  It was a favorite refuge for the 

painter Henri Toulouse-Lautrec and the surrealist poet Arthur 

Rimbaud, the latter of whom was a particularly turbulent 

patron, known for his willingness to attack his acquaintances 

with a swordstick, a knife, or sulphuric acid while drinking with 

them.2158  World champion boxer Battling Siki caused 

international headlines when he brawled with the waiters at the 

Rat Mort,2159 and one of Edgar Degas’s models, a ballerina, was 

later outed as a prostitute working out of the restaurant.2160  

Venues like the Rat Mort and the Folies Bergeres Oppenheim 

considered too real to be nice, especially after he discovered the 

more enervated and less vigorous pleasures of Monte Carlo.  For 

a drink in Paris during the daylight hours, he preferred the Cafe 

de la Paix in the Hotel Continental2161 and the Cafe Royal, where 
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he took note of the marble-topped tables.2162  His Russians 

gravitated to the Cafe Russe.  The attentive reader might even 

discover a skating rink and the “magnificent buffet” of the Gare 

de Lyon2163 in the midst of Oppenheim’s Paris intrigues. 

In some cases, Oppenheim reused the names of defunct 

or minor Paris restaurants for his fictional cafes.  The Cafe 

Montmartre was one such example; traveling guides to Paris 

from the 1850s note its existence, but it seems to have been long 

closed by Oppenheim’s day.  Another was the Cafe de France, in 

the Oppenheim canon “the one remaining restaurant which still 

entitles Paris to consider herself the Mecca of the gourmet.”2164 

 

The famous restaurant expressed then as always the last 

word in the dignity, refinement and luxury of dining.  

There was no music, somewhat sombre decorations, 

French arm-chairs of a faithful design, glass which was as 

famous as the vintages poured into it, service world-

renowned for its silence and efficiency.  To be sure of a 

table at the Cafe de France was equivalent to belonging 

to one of the best clubs in the city.  At the moment of 

Mark’s entrance, its atmosphere was perhaps supremely 

typical.  It was past ten o’clock, and the actual business of 

dining was in most places concluded.  Faint blue clouds 

of cigarette and cigar smoke ascended to the decorated 

ceiling, mingling with the perfume shaken from the 

toilettes and coiffures of the very beautiful women, who 

lent their graces to their more sombrely attired 

companions.  There was a sense of leisurely Utopian 

luxury about this after-dinner langour, almost a cult of 

the hour when Sybaritically ministered to.2165 

 

The real Cafe de France was an eatery located in the Bazar 

Bonne-Nouvelle department store, which burned down in 1930.  

This shoppers’ cafe is unlikely to have corresponded to 
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Oppenheim’s lavish description of a luxury restaurant.  Two of 

his amateur spies investigating the German menace to England 

in 1912 dined at the Cafe Helder to get the proper atmosphere 

for their inquiries.  According to Oppenheim, the Cafe Helder 

was “a huge popular restaurant in the heart of the city” capable 

of housing four hundred diners, mostly Germans.2166  Again, the 

real Cafe Helder was an obscure restaurant that had vanished by 

the end of the nineteenth century.  The most striking name 

Oppenheim invented for a fictitious restaurant was the Cafe des 

Deux Epingles, or the Cafe of the Two Pins, through which the 

sinister Monsieur Louis of the Milan conducts a noble idler.  “A 

very ordinary-looking cafe in a side street leading from one of 

the boulevards,” he called it, noting that it was filled with 

“rough-looking men drinking beer or sipping cordials.”2167  His 

remaining Parisian creations included the Cafe Antoine, the Cafe 

Normandy, the Taverne Bertain near the Armenonville, the Cafe 

des Trois Etoiles, and the Maison Leon d’Or,  a riverside country 

house outside Paris later transformed into an elegant 

restaurant.2168 

It was the south of France that Oppenheim came to love 

rather than the artists’ haunts of Paris, most especially the short 

stretch of coastline running along the Mediterranean between 

the Italian border and Marseille.  There he could experience at 

once the deference he believed to be his due, the climate of false 

hedonism essential to his stories, and all the refinements of 

French cooking without the disadvantages of living in London 

or Paris.  The Riviera, in the words of one Oppenheim character, 

was “‘the happy hunting ground in which men who have 

finished with the toil and burden of life grow younger and 

women remain always beautiful.’”2169  Moreover, it offered him a 

lifestyle that was dominated by meeting one’s friends for meals 

or drinks.  “‘In my own country I forget all about wines until 

dinnertime, and aperitifs only exist when one goes to a cafe or 

dines out.  Here they seem to go with the atmosphere,’” one of 
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his noble tourists observed.2170  Oppenheim delighted in 

capturing this superficial, brilliant, utterly gratifying 

environment for his readers’ enjoyment at second hand: 

 

Sunshine, in one broad, yellow flood, from which the 

striped umbrellas seemed pleasant but almost inadequate 

protection, flowers, and flowering shrubs on the cool 

circle of greensward, white-coated waiters with well-

laden trays of amber and pink-coloured cocktails, an 

agreeable chatter of conversation, the merest tinkle of 

music in the distance.  It was one of those early spring 

mornings when Monte Carlo sheds its sometimes tawdry 

mantle and seems one of the fairest spots in the world--a 

paradise for joy, and laughter, and forgetfulness…2171 

 

People took their cocktails at the Royalty, lunched at 

Ciro’s, dined at the Hôtel de Paris, supped at the Carlton, 

with the usual regularity.  The younger world played 

golf at Mont Agel, tennis at La Festa, or found excuses to 

motor over to Nice or Cannes.  Everybody met at the 

Sporting Club for an hour or so before and after dinner.  

The usual number of dark-visaged foreigners descended 

upon the place from unheard-of countries, won fabulous 

sums of other people’s money, and got away with it.  

Occasionally an American millionaire turned the tables 

upon them, and a French manufacturer, who frequently 

swooped down upon the place from Cannes, was 

credited with some sensational winnings.  The whole 

delightful little cycle of life was lived out according to 

pattern.  The men lost who could afford to lose, and those 

won to whom it was of little moment.  Gala dinner 

succeeded gala dinner; everybody swore they would 

never go to another, and everybody scrambled for places 

when the time came.2172 
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At the heart of Riviera life was Monaco with its legal 

idiosyncrasies and its famous Casino, and at the heart of life in 

Monaco, as far as Oppenheim was concerned, was the Hotel de 

Paris.  The whipped-cream creation of one of Monaco’s first 

entrepreneurs, the Hotel de Paris opened its doors in 1864 and 

subsequently hosted every notable political and society figure to 

visit Monte Carlo--in addition to Phillips Oppenheim.  It 

reopened in 2019 after a five-year renovation that changed much 

of the plan of the hotel.  When he first set a tale of intrigue there 

in 1914, Oppenheim wrote of its American bar,2173 which still 

survives to worldwide acclaim, and of “the great restaurant 

attached to the Hotel de Paris,”2174 since supplanted by others.  

At that date the Paris also offered private rooms off the lounge 

adapted for dinner and supper parties.2175  “Riotous living, 

stopping short of drunkenness (for the constant gambler is a 

sober man) is the more natural result of the easy come gains of 

gambling,” the author of one early guide to Monte Carlo 

suggested.  “The recherche suppers at the Hotel de Paris after 

successful play form no unimportant part of the gains of the 

Casino establishment.”2176  “Undoubtedly the finest, largest, and 

most amusing place for dinner [in Monaco] is the restaurant of 

the Hotel de Paris,” the British banker and roulette enthusiast 

Victor Bethell2177 agreed. 

 

It is the most beautiful room in Monte Carlo…The fish a la 

Bercy is one of the specialities of this restaurant, and is 

equally good with sole, merlan, or mostelle.  It is a most 

delicious sauce, flavoured with the little native onions, 

called echalotes.  The souffle surprise is also a speciality of 

the Paris.  The souffle comes up steaming hot, and with all 

the appearance of an ordinary souffle, but when you come 

to help yourself, you find that the center consists of 

delicious strawberry or raspberry ice!  How on earth they 
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manage to serve it without the ice melting is a culinary 

mystery I am unable to solve.2178 

 

Oppenheim used the Hotel de Paris for meals, drinks, and 

unfolding scandals more than six dozen times, most prominently 

in The Colossus of Arcadia and Sinners Beware.  The hotel was 

connected to both the Casino and the International Sporting 

Club by underground passages for the convenience and privacy 

of its aristocratic guests, a feature Oppenheim found quite useful 

when devising plots.  “It is a passage which might well be 

haunted with memories of the famous courtesans, dignitaries, 

criminals ‘de luxe’ and aristocrats of the world,--the long straight 

stretch of passage leading from the Hotel de Paris to the 

International Sporting Club of Monte Carlo,” he said of one of 

the passageways in the opening lines of the novel The Wrath to 

Come.2179  Harper’s Bazaar titillated its readers with a more 

thorough description of the passages and their wonders: 

 

It is a mysterious affair, this tunnel, and one must know 

well its tortuous meanderings before making use of it 

without a guide.  En route there are four ascenseurs to be 

taken.  The first drops one from the atrium of the Casino 

to below the street, where the opening section of the 

tunnel leads to the basement of the Hotel de Paris; here a 

second ascenseur whisks upward, and from comparative 

darkness one suddenly emerges into the grand hall of the 

hotel, crowded with people and brilliantly lighted.  

Mounting the wide stairway at the rear to a long, richly 

carpeted hallway lined with chairs and sofas, one looks 

in vain for the third ascenseur--at the farther end it is 

waiting to drop the traveler down into the depths of the 

earth.  It is a fearsome drop, and when the door slides 

open there is nothing to be seen but a dim, silent 

corridor, in appearance for all the world like one of 
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Pompeii’s buried streets.  The decorations, in fact, are 

Pompeiian.  Plants grow along the route, and here and 

there a garden-seat tempts one to linger…This novel 

passage was blasted out of the solid rock, fitted up with 

swift-running elevators richly decorated and manned 

with men in livery at enormous expense, just for those 

luxurious and exotic women who dislike to follow the 

beaten track.2180 

 

The restaurant at the Sporting Club, at the end of all these 

passages, was “excellent,” Harper’s further noted.  The Sporting 

Club itself, to which Oppenheim referred familiarly as “the 

Rooms,”2181 had been erected in 1902 by the Societe des Bains de 

Mer (SBM), the development company that runs most of 

Monaco, as a more exclusive alternative to the public Casino.  

Admission to the International Sporting Club was restricted to 

“members of Royal families and of the Diplomatic Corps, active 

Officers, and Members of approved foreign Clubs.”2182  The 

Sporting provided Oppenheim and his characters with an 

environment that was at once exotic and reassuringly homey.  It 

might count Leopold II of Belgium and the Emperor of Austria 

among its regulars, but it was also a magnet for the English 

abroad.  In 1935 and 1936, the British made up about forty-five 

percent of the Club’s guests.2183  The president of the Sporting 

Club during this era was the White Russian General Peter 

Polovstoff, garrison commander of Petrograd during the Great 

War2184 and undoubtedly Oppenheim’s inspiration for Baron 

Domiloff in his late novels.  Oppenheim would eventually set 

nearly as many scenes in the Sporting Club as he would in the 

Hotel de Paris, his own memories of it being very pleasant ones.  

On the last night of operation of “the old Sporting Club,” 

playing roulette beside the Duke of Westminster, he won slightly 

over five thousand pounds on his final spin.2185  He devoted half 

a chapter of his memoirs to his recollections of the original venue 
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before the SBM built what he sneeringly referred to as “their 

new palace of a Sporting Club.”  The Colossus of Arcadia, 

published in 1938, alludes to “the removal of the Sporting Club” 

in its opening paragraphs in terms that suggest this relocation 

was then a recent event. 

The usual program for Oppenheim and his Riviera 

crowd called for dinner and gambling in Monte Carlo to be 

succeeded by motoring over to Cannes for supper at the Carlton 

Hotel.  The massive white pile, a landmark of the Cannes 

waterfront then and now, is surmounted by two perky cupolas 

designed to resemble the breasts of La Belle Otero,2186 the 

Riviera’s foremost courtesan, namesake of sole Otero in the 

Oppenheim menu and source of a flood of happy memories for 

Oppenheim himself.2187  As the Carlton did not open until 1911 

and was used as a hospital during the War, its first appearance 

in an Oppenheim story was delayed until 1924.  A decade after 

Oppenheim’s death, Alfred Hitchcock filmed To Catch a Thief at 

the Carlton, and in 1967, one European motoring guide still 

branded it “a continental institution where tea on the terrace or 

cocktails in the lounge are a must for anyone who wishes to be in 

the swim of international society.”2188  Between Cannes and 

Monte Carlo, Oppenheim was fascinated, like so many other 

visitors to the coast, with the Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc at the tip 

of Cap d’Antibes.  He occasionally referred to it as the “Hotel du 

Cap d’Antibes,” but most of the time he called it the Eden Roc, 

which term indicated more particularly the open-air Eden Roc 

restaurant2189 and its terrace.2190  This was the restaurant at which 

two of his characters dined at a table that “overhung the deep 

diving pool, in the waters of which the searchlight, arranged by 

amateur fishermen, disclosed white-bellied fish, loup and 

mostelle, darting eagerly towards the unusual illumination.”2191  

Built by the founder of the French newspaper Le Figaro as a 

summer residence, the Villa Soleil, the property was 

subsequently transformed into “a hotbed of debauchery where 
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the who’s who of the jet-set came to party in shrouded secrecy.”  

F. Scott Fitzgerald based the Hotel des Etrangers in Tender is the 

Night on the Eden Roc, Pablo Picasso and Gary Cooper held 

shooting matches in the garden, and John F. Kennedy began an 

affair with Marlene Dietrich there in 1938.2192  Oppenheim’s 

characters took at least three dozen meals or cocktails at the 

Eden Roc from 1930 onwards.  They would much more rarely 

drop in at the American bar of the Hotel Negresco at Nice,2193 the 

Rococo palace of a Romanian confectioner, or the Provencal 

Hotel just up the peninsula from the Eden Roc in Juan-les-

Pins.2194  The Negresco has maintained its reputation for extreme, 

almost cosseting luxury since the days when Oppenheim drank 

there, but the Provencal closed in 1973 and stood empty for 

nearly half a century before being converted to 

condominiums.2195   

Among the unique features of Riviera life that 

Oppenheim emphasized in his novels was the combined ability 

and eagerness of the government of Monte Carlo to cover up all 

reports of crime within the principality.  If tourists heard of 

Monte Carlo as a place of suicides and thefts rather than of 

pleasures, Monegasque officials reasoned, they would keep 

away.  Similarly, to avoid associating crimes with any of the real 

resorts he publicized in his books, Oppenheim set his more 

elaborate conspiracies at fictional Riviera hotels rather than 

authentic ones.  His greatest creations in this line were the 

Paradise Hotel in Hyeres, the base of operations of the 

professional busybody Mr. Laxworthy, and the Hotel du Soleil 

outside La Turbie, briefly run by a coterie of American gangsters 

who intended to pluck the coast of France clean.2196 There was 

once a Hotel de France in Nice, though it disappeared from 

continental travel guides after 1900, but Oppenheim revived it in 

the suburb of Cagnes.  His reference to the Hotel des Postes, also 

in Nice, was one that contemporary readers with a knowledge of 

the Riviera would have found hilarious, since the Rue de l’Hotel 
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des Postes is a street in Nice, not a hotel.  He also alluded to a 

“Nouvel Hotel” in Monte Carlo in 1933, which might have been 

either an entire fiction or a reference to a newly built or 

refurbished section of the Hotel de Paris, one that he indicated 

contained “the Night Club.”2197  The Boston Hotel and the 

Robespierre Hotel, both bearing names chosen to appeal to 

foreign tourists, completed his list of Monte Carlo resorts at 

which characters might safely indulge in murder or various 

other indelicacies disturbing to the high spirits of Monaco. 

While Oppenheim loved his luncheons amid the glamour 

of the Eden Roc, his favorite Riviera restaurant for the last thirty 

years of his life was the Cafe de Paris in Monte Carlo, located on 

the Place du Casino opposite the Casino and the Hotel de Paris.  

Founded in 1868 as the Cafe Divan, the Cafe de Paris has been 

renovated or rebuilt five times in its history.2198  Photographs 

from Oppenheim’s era indicate that it was then a long, low 

building with a facade of arches and a large central dome, 

inspired by Moorish and Indian architecture.  This iteration of 

the Cafe featured outdoor seating,2199 a glass-covered balcony,2200 

and a closed Brasserie.2201  It was the primary setting for Mr. 

Billingham, the Marquis and Madelon, the spot where the serial’s 

trio of adventurers would gather for cocktails and the division of 

the day’s spoils.  “After the tables are closed the big room at the 

Café de Paris in Monte Carlo fills up with those who require 

supper or a ‘night cap’ before going home; and though a 

sprinkling of ladies may be seen there, the half-world 

[courtesans and actresses] much preponderates,” Newnham-

Davis said.2202  On the hill overlooking the Place du Casino, 

above the Park Palace Hotel,2203 stood the Royalty Bar,2204 

Oppenheim’s other favorite spot for a drink in Monaco.  He used 

it most frequently in Matorni’s Vineyard and on occasion 

confused it with the adjoining Park Palace.2205  Both bars have 

now been demolished to make way for high-rise apartments.  

The Knickerbocker Club, where General Besserley would frivol 
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with girls and grand dukes, likewise vanished long ago, together 

with Ciro’s and Re’s. 

Ciro’s Restaurant began life as Ciro’s Bar before 

expanding next door into the former premises of the Cafe Riche.  

Oppenheim noted that it had a terrace,2206 a balcony,2207 and a 

“little glass-enclosed room.”2208  “A story is told that an 

Englishman, new to Monte Carlo and its ways, asked the liveried 

porter outside Ciro’s whether it was a cheap restaurant.  ‘Not 

exactly cheap,’ said the Machiavelian servitor, ‘but really very 

cheap for what you get here.’”2209  “At luncheon-time at Ciro’s, 

on a wet day, you can see all the notabilities in Monte Carlo 

compressed into a space about twenty yards square,” Bethell 

wrote.  During the progress of one such luncheon, he dined in 

the company of the Crown Prince and Princess of Roumania, the 

Duke and Duchess of Connaught, the Duke and Duchess of 

Leeds, Sir Arthur Sullivan, the Grand Duke Michael 

Alexandrovich of Russia, the Lord Chief Justice of England, the 

Speaker of the House of Commons, and a string of other British 

political and social figures.  Their meals on that occasion 

progressed through hors d’oeuvres, poached eggs, mostelle, 

chicken casserole, pastries, cheese, and coffee.2210  This was 

precisely the sort of environment that Oppenheim adored and 

recreated in his books with regularity.  He first introduced Ciro’s 

to his readers in 1913 and returned to it most often in 1916’s 

Mysteries of the Riviera.  Ciro’s high prices, however, may have 

moderated his enthusiasm, given his parsimony, and it does not 

appear in any of his works after 1927.  M. Ciro franchised his 

restaurant in 1911, with his backers opening further locations in 

Deauville, Paris, London, and Hollywood; only the Deauville 

branch remains in operation in the twenty-first century.  The 

Restaurant Re Oppenheim limited to a single scene in a late 

serial, but he described it in the most glowing terms: 

 

Re’s is one of those old-fashioned, dignified restaurants 
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which owes its success to the excellence of its cooking 

and to the exclusive nature of its clients.  A new patron is 

looked upon with suspicion and strangers meet with a 

very cold reception indeed.  On the other hand the 

cooking, personally supervised by the proprietor, is 

above criticism, and the bills for the same, personally 

supervised by his better half, account in some measure 

for its obvious lack of appeal to the general public.2211 

 

Newnham-Davis, writing of Re’s at an earlier period, recorded 

that it was “originally a fish and oyster shop” that continued to 

specialize in fish dishes after its emergence as a restaurant.  He 

treated half a dozen of his friends to a distinctively Monegasque 

fish dinner there on one occasion, the menu of which included 

goby canapes, a light bouillabaisse, octopi, dorade (a type of 

bream), roast chicken, langouste, and asparagus.  He added that 

Madame Re was devastated at not being able to include sea 

hedgehogs in the dinner owing to a shortage of supply.2212  No 

such colorful testimonials survive for the Austria, another single-

use establishment for Oppenheim, although a guidebook of 1913 

noted that it was a frequented supper place at that time.2213 

When away from Monte Carlo and the Eden Roc, 

Oppenheim preferred to lunch or dine at one of the many small, 

chic restaurants scattered throughout the French countryside.  

One of his favorites was La Reserve de Beaulieu a few miles 

outside Monaco, where he admired the “low, picturesque 

restaurant, with its setting of brilliantly hued flowers, quaint 

statuary, well-trimmed trees and shrubs.  Through the windows 

were opaque visions of the sea, flawlessly blue.”2214  Though now 

known more as a hotel than a restaurant, in Oppenheim’s day, 

La Reserve was a restaurant first and the adjoining hotel of a 

mere thirty-nine rooms a secondary consideration.  A few 

months after it opened in 1880, a critic declared it to be “the 

restaurant of kings and the king of restaurants.”2215  The cooks at 
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La Reserve anticipated modern practice in seashore resort 

communities by keeping tanks full of live shellfish on hand to 

supply their customers with the freshest possible crustaceans, 

including Marennes oysters, a breakfast speciality of the 

place.2216  Oppenheim’s later heroes liked to take their young 

ladies up a zigzag road above Nice2217  to the inn of La Colombe 

d’Or in the village of Saint Paul de Vence.  Henri Matisse was a 

regular there at the time, as were Georges Braque, Pablo Picasso, 

and Marc Chagall, all of whom, among many others, would 

adorn the Colombe d’Or with their art2218--but in an Oppenheim 

novel, this creative ferment goes unnoticed in order that the 

reader may appreciate the inn’s chickens and white wine.  At 

Garoupe Bay, where Oppenheim anchored the floating double 

bed, there was a small, unnamed restaurant on the shore, 

 

…little more than a shed built to offer luncheon and 

dinner to the bourgeoisie of Nice, situated upon the plage 

itself, and in the very shadow of the château.  The tables 

were merely wooden planks upon trestles, the chairs 

hard…Tablecloths and napkins were of course linen, but 

all was scrupulously clean.  The cutlery was crude.  

Everywhere was the impression of an almost barbaric 

simplicity.  Nevertheless, Monsieur le Patron’s chickens 

were famous and his langouste a l'Américaine and 

bouillabaisse unsurpassed.2219  

 

In a serial from 1929, Oppenheim further alluded to “the very 

superior bodega” in the Rue de France in Nice,2220 a term so 

generic that it must have applied, if only accidentally, to some 

restaurant or cafe in what was then a main shopping street. 

His fictional restaurants of the Riviera were typically 

smaller, less distinguished establishments than their real-life 

counterparts, although the Provencal Bar in Monte Carlo, “a 

well-known supper and dancing resort,”2221 and the Madrid in 
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Nice, “the best restaurant on the Riviera,”2222 were exceptions to 

this rule.  Decat’s, the Chateau de Madrid, and the Restaurant de 

la Pomme d’Or, on the other hand, were small but still 

distinguished eateries.  In all probability Oppenheim chose the 

name of the Cafe de l’Univers in Cagnes2223 because it was a 

relatively common one for French cafes at that time, not as a 

reference to the Cafe de l’Univers that had once existed in 

Cannes.2224  The Chat Blanc in Marseille he described as  

 

…a café for the people and not to be compared with the 

fashionable rendezvous of the Riviera.  The decorations 

were tawdry and a little shabby; the service and the table 

appointments were second-rate.  The walls were 

ornamented with huge pictures of simpering, naked 

women, with here and there an attendant sprite, and at 

the end of the room was a representation of an immense 

white cat, the presiding genius of the place.2225 

 

The same description may have also covered, to a greater or 

lesser extent, the Cafe Regal in Beausoleil,2226 the Cafe des 

Oiseaux Noirs in Nice,2227 the Cafe Regent, the Cafe du Port, the 

Bar de Montmartre, and the Cafe du Foret outside St. Felix.2228  

Oppenheim appeared to think that French restaurants were like 

Longfellow’s little girl: if they were good, they were very, very 

good, but if they were bad, they were horrid. 

Phillips Oppenheim was no great fan of gambling for its 

own sake, and when he did play, he preferred to do so at the 

Sporting Club in the company of his peers.  The great Casino de 

Monte-Carlo itself he called a “relic of hobgoblin 

architecture.”2229  In his view, it was where the tourists went, not 

the serious habitues of the Riviera.  His characters took just over 

a dozen drinks at the Casino and beneath the red-striped 

umbrellas outside the building.2230  Oppenheim made one 

reference to the “Summer Casino” at Monte Carlo;2231 according 
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to General Polovstoff, this was the open-air section of the 

Sporting Club, which was eventually roofed over for safety.2232  

He also alluded to visiting casinos at Nice, Cannes, Juan-les-Pins, 

and Cap d’Antibes, as well as the nonexistent “Jeetee Casino.”  

For his own amusement, and that of his creations, Oppenheim 

favored golf over gambling.  Accordingly, he and they drank 

and lunched often at the Monte Carlo Golf Club, founded in 

1911, which he never called by name.  Instead, he termed it “La 

Turbie” after the nearby village, or “Mont Agel” after the 

mountain upon which it was built.  Cosmopolitan raved in 1921 

that it was “perhaps the most spectacular golf-course on 

earth.”2233  Six years later, the SBM built the La Festa Country 

Club, known to Oppenheim as the La Festa Tennis Club since 

tennis was the sport with which he most associated it.  The 

American gossip columnist Elsa Maxwell had suggested to 

Prince Pierre, son of Rainier III, that the creation of both a tennis 

club and the Sporting Club could revitalize the old-fashioned 

Monegasque tourist industry and do away with precisely that 

snobbishness that Oppenheim adored.2234  All the same, La 

Festa’s twenty courts2235 gave him a chance to rub elbows with 

royalty, and his characters dropped in at the Antibes courts 

every now and then, too. 

Apart from Paris and the Riviera, the rest of Europe did 

not exist for culinary purposes as far as Oppenheim was 

concerned.  He included exactly two named restaurants--both 

hotels--in those portions of his stories set outside France on the 

Continent.  The earlier of these was the “Hotel de l’Europe” in 

Warsaw in The Ostrekoff Jewels, by which Oppenheim meant the 

Hotel Europejski.  The novel’s protagonist roomed and dined 

there during the German occupation of the city in the Great War 

before fleeing to the safer environment of a brothel.  A 

contemporary German guide to Warsaw aimed at the occupying 

forces touted the Hotel Europejski’s “comfortable location in the 

city center,” “exquisite cuisine,” and “large stock of vintage 
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wines.”2236  The other was the Hotel Sacher in Vienna, 

headquarters for the protagonists of Last Train Out.  “It is 

expensive, as indeed all the best Viennese restaurants are,” 

Newnham-Davis wrote.  “It is not quite so exclusively French in 

its cuisine as some of the other good restaurants, and one of its 

plats de jour is always a national dish, as often as not a Hungarian 

one, so that by dining or breakfasting at Sacher’s one obtains 

some idea of what the real cookery of the dual monarchy is 

like.”2237  The meals Oppenheim imagined his characters would 

eat at Sacher’s indicated that the hotel’s chefs were still 

maintaining this policy decades later.  However, every other 

restaurant in Europe to which Oppenheim referred by name was 

fictional.  Of these, he was fondest of the Cafe de Berlin, which 

he called 

 

…one of the newest and most fashionable restaurants in 

Berlin.  The room itself, although a little sombre by 

reason of its oak panelling, was relieved from absolute 

gloom by the lightness and elegance of its furniture and 

appointments, the profusion of flowers, and the soft grey 

carpet, so thickly piled that every sound was deadened.  

The delicate strains of music came from an invisible 

orchestra concealed behind a canopy of palms. The head-

waiters had the correct clerical air, half complacent, half 

dignified.2238 

 

“Newest and most fashionable” is a term that Oppenheim 

enjoyed using, or at least that is the impression with which his 

readers come away.  Otherwise, his Bar de Londres behind the 

Casino at Ostend,2239 his Cafe des Quatres Etoiles in Brussels, his 

Hotel Splendide at Dinant-on-Sea,2240 his Cafe of the Shining Star 

in the Plaza Vittoria in Rome,2241 and his Hotel de l’Europe in 

Palermo were undescribed and nonexistent.   

The restaurants of the United States fared better than 
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those of continental Europe at Oppenheim’s hands, considering 

the proportionately small number of works he set in North 

America.  With two exceptions, however, all of his references to 

particular restaurants and hotels were to establishments located 

in New York City.  He divided his characters’ custom more or 

less evenly among three of the largest and most luxurious hotels 

in Manhattan: the “Great Central Hotel,” the Waldorf-Astoria, 

and the Plaza.  By the “Great Central Hotel” Oppenheim meant 

the Grand Central Hotel, New York’s finest hostelry when it 

opened in 1870.  Advance publicity for the hotel trumpeted its 

630 rooms and three dining-rooms, the largest of which could 

accommodate five hundred diners at once.2242  The Waldorf-

Astoria, twice the size of the Great Central, a quarter of a century 

newer, and far more elaborate, found its way into Oppenheim’s 

pages somewhat more frequently than its older competitor.  

Constructed in two phases by the Astor family, the Waldorf-

Astoria occupied a full city block in Manhattan, the site upon 

which the Empire State Building would be erected after the 

Waldorf’s demolition in 1929.  It was particularly known for its 

cuisine, which was created by chef Oscar Tschirky.  In the words 

of one very satisfied customer, Tschirky “composed sonatas in 

soups, symphonies in salads, minuets in sauces, lyrics in 

entrees.”2243  Oppenheim specifically called his readers’ attention 

to the Waldorf’s bar as well,2244 an institution that would be 

commemorated by the classic cocktail guide The Old Waldorf-

Astoria Bar Book.  His diplomats dined equally well at the Plaza 

Hotel, the only one of his three great New York hotels that still 

stands.  Sometimes called “American’s most famous hotel,” it is 

a New York landmark associated with the same sort of 

theatrical-political clientele that the Savoy Hotel attracted.  The 

Plaza never caught on with Oppenheim to the same extent as the 

Savoy, though, possibly because it was a popular and less 

expensive choice at the time, offering rooms for as little as $2.50 

per night.2245  The Plaza’s Oak Room restaurant at which 
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Oppenheim probably dined when visiting New York closed in 

2011, but the hotel’s Palm Court continues to operate.  The Yellow 

Crayon shows the Duc de Souspennier dropping in at the bar of 

the Fifth Avenue Hotel for a drink just five years before the 

ornate Italianate building was demolished.2246  Monsieur le Duc 

also approved of the cuisine at the Holland House Hotel, 

described by a contemporary tourist guide as “a careful 

reproduction of the old and famous Holland House of London, a 

concession to the taste of those who love things English.”2247  

Unfortunately for the veracity of the guide’s author, the hotel 

bore little resemblance to its purported original; the building has 

now been converted to lofts and offices.  The Leeland Hotel of 

which Oppenheim wrote never existed at all.  In Boston, 

Oppenheim himself preferred to put up at the Ritz-Carlton, “one 

of the most comfortable hotels I have ever stayed in,”2248 and his 

heroes did the same from time to time.  The Majestic Hotel in 

Chicago was the other exception to Oppenheim’s focus on New 

York hotels.  It may have been “the most expensive hotel in 

Chicago” in which the Oppenheims stayed during the World’s 

Fair,2249 as it was then newly constructed and adjoined the Great 

Northern Hotel and Great Northern Theater, forming part of a 

complex that covered more than half a block.2250 

Oppenheim’s favorite kind of American restaurant was 

the roof garden, an impossibility in London, where Newnham-

Davis wrote that eating outdoors would inevitably result in 

one’s food becoming covered with coal smuts.  In Manhattan’s 

hot summer climate, atop its Midtown skyscrapers well removed 

from New York City’s industrial areas, pollution was much less 

of a problem at the end of the nineteenth century, and roof 

gardens became so popular among Americans that a journalist of 

the day called them “roof garden daft.”  Conductor Rudolph 

Aronson opened the first roof garden atop his Casino Theater at 

Broadway and 39th Street in 1883.  It was widely copied, and 

Madison Square Garden opened its own roof garden in 1892.  
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These were not merely eateries, but also concert and vaudeville 

venues.2251  The roof gardens fell out of fashion in the 1920s with 

the advent of air conditioning and Prohibition, much to 

Oppenheim’s regret.  He doubtless enjoyed looking down on the 

crowds beneath him while eating, and as late as 1918 he created 

The Oriental, “a new roof garden,”2252 in one of his novels set 

partly in the United States.  When not dining on the roof of a 

hotel or theatre, he favored Sherry’s Restaurant, popular with 

New York’s high society and the big spenders.  The most 

notorious meal ever served at Sherry’s was a celebratory dinner 

thrown by a Chicago magnate in 1903.  Guests consumed a 

fourteen-course spread while dressed in riding clothes and 

mounted on horses that had been ferried up to the restaurant’s 

fourth-floor ballroom in the freight elevator.2253  The history of 

Delmonico’s could offer little to compare with such 

extravagance, but at the turn of the century it was the most 

famous restaurant in the United States, home to the kitchen 

where Charles Ranhofer invented Oppenheim’s favorite lobster 

dish, lobster Newberg.  One of Oppenheim’s American 

characters equated Delmonico’s with the Savoy in 

conversation.2254  Another supped at Churchill’s, according to 

Oppenheim a huge restaurant a few doors away from a large 

theatre, with a balcony.2255  Located on Times Square at the 

corner of Broadway and 49th Street,2256 Churchill’s was one of 

the “lobster palaces,” a new type of restaurant similar to 

European cabarets where live entertainment and informal menus 

were expected, lobster and champagne were the foundation of 

most meals, and theatrical celebrities abounded.2257  

Oppenheim’s lingering affection for the glamour of the theatre 

ensured that he tended to choose restaurants on or near 

Broadway when in New York or writing about it.  He even gave 

a protagonist a drink at the Folies-Bergere, a dinner theatre 

subsequently renamed the Fulton Theatre and then the Helen 

Hayes Theatre before its demolition.  In the novel The Cinema 
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Murder, he invented Durrad’s and the New Martin House on 

Broadway, while The Shy Plutocrat featured Macadam’s, also on 

Broadway.2258  Just as the West End represented all of London 

that Oppenheim cared to acknowledge, so too did Midtown 

Manhattan encapsulate the only aspects of New York City he felt 

worth recording. 

Travel was not conducive to Oppenheim’s version of 

hedonism, which required him to remain in one place in order to 

sun himself in the admiration of his fans, but his characters’ 

involvement in international affairs required them to travel often 

and to eat while traveling.  Oppenheim set more than five dozen 

meals aboard various unnamed vessels and half as many again 

on board the fictional steamers Fernanda, Elletania, City of Boston, 

Anderconia, Katalonia, Sefalonia, and Omata.  (There had been an 

SS City of Boston on the Liverpool-New York run during the 

1860s; it sank in 1870.)  With his limited transatlantic experience, 

he included just two real liners in his works, the SS Lapland and 

the RMS Berengaria.  The Red Star Line’s Lapland was a 

comparatively small ship of seventeen thousand gross tons 

capable of carrying fifteen hundred passengers.  The Berengaria, 

on the other hand, formerly the Hamburg America Line flagship 

Imperator, was three times the size of the Lapland--it had been the 

largest ship in the world upon completion--and the flagship of 

the Cunard Line, Britain’s most prestigious shipping company.  

After its seizure by Allied forces at the end of the Great War, 

Cunard took possession of the ship and renamed it, reassigning 

it at the end of its useful life to Prohibition-dodging drinking 

cruises that led tourists to nickname the ship “Bargain-area.”2259  

Mr. Joseph P. Cray would have applauded this decision without 

a doubt.   

It is safe to say that Oppenheim, though he loved the sea, 

preferred to sail aboard his own yacht or someone else’s than on 

board a commercial vessel.  He set over fifty meals and drinking 

sessions on various yachts, many of which took place in the 
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Mediterranean.  Most of the action of The Bird of Paradise--along 

with the majority of the eating and drinking--takes place on 

board the yachts belonging to the protagonists, which vary with 

their owners’ status from the sailboat of a young American to the 

luxury cruisers of ministers and millionaires.  Trains, by 

contrast, were the transport of the people in Oppenheim’s 

opinion.  His memoirs make it clear that he preferred to motor 

around England and all the way across France to the Riviera, 

shunning even the luxury Train Bleu and Golden Arrow, the all-

first-class boat trains that carried the wealthy from London to 

Paris and on to Monte Carlo.  A mere three drinks were all his 

characters ever took on board those trains.  He had little more 

enthusiasm for the fabled Orient Express, although he did allow 

the titular princess of Jeremiah and the Princess to dine aboard it 

en route to her homeland.  Drinking and dining in the sky, 

aboard an aeroplane, were reserved for intriguers, spies, and 

millionaires.  Oppenheim himself seems to have avoided the 

inconveniences of air travel until nearly the end of his life, but 

when he did finally board the Clipper to leave the Riviera 

behind, he made sure to record for posterity exactly what he 

drank on board. 

In his one-act play The Fascinating Foundling, George 

Bernard Shaw briefly satirized Oppenheim’s universal theme 

that the consumption of expensive food at elegant restaurants 

was necessary in order to appreciate the finer emotions of life in 

a speech by a well-heeled suffragette: 

 

“Prison made a great change in me.  Before I went in I felt 

a great want of something to love; but when I came out I 

felt nothing but a great want of something to eat.  There 

were two public houses near the prison.  One had a 

placard up ‘Sausage and Mashed,’ the other ‘Sandwich 

and Small Lloyd George.’  I visited both in succession, 

and had two goes of each delicacy.  I then drove to the 
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Holborn Restaurant and had a five shilling lunch, 

stopping at three Pearce and Plentys on the way to 

sustain exhausted nature.  At the Holborn they refused to 

serve me with a second lunch; so I went on to the 

Carlton.  Of my subsequent experiences at the Savoy, 

Pagani’s, Frascati’s, Gatti’s, five baked potato men, and a 

coffee stall, I shall say nothing.  Suffice it that when at last 

the craving for food was stilled, the craving for love 

returned in all its original force.  I felt I must have 

something to cherish, to sacrifice myself for.  You no 

doubt hold that self-sacrifice is a woman’s chief 

amusement.” 

 

The Lord Chancellor agreed with her entirely.  So did 

Oppenheim.  Without proper sustenance, there could be no 

concentration of emotion, no genuine human life as contrasted 

with an animal existence.  Proper sustenance, in turn, required, 

in the words of Shaw’s heroine, “the Carlton…the Savoy, 

Pagani’s, Frascati’s, Gatti’s”--names straight out of an 

Oppenheim novel and out of Oppenheim’s own life.  Such 

restaurants were inseparable from the food that they produced 

and therefore inseparable from intelligence, morality, patriotism, 

and virtue of every kind.  Their inclusion in an Oppenheim work 

reinforced the conservatism of Oppenheim’s writing with 

necessary supporting detail.  Glorious food and a glorious 

setting for that food shaped the Englishman and his outlook, or 

at least they did for those Englishmen who mattered.  As Oscar 

Wilde famously put it, English gentlemen were easily satisfied 

with the best. 

The crowning irony of Phillips Oppenheim’s career was 

that such an attitude naturally lent itself to fraud, not just in a 

philosophical sense but also in a pragmatic one.  Oppenheim 

himself was both a largely unconscious participant in that 

swindle and one of its biggest victims.  The food he prized so 
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highly was usually cheap and soiled; the restaurants and hotels 

he glorified were staffed not by obsequious, attentive Louises, 

but by small-minded sharps taking kickbacks at every turn.  The 

dramatic demise of Ritz and Escoffier at the Savoy was only one 

especially obvious example of a culture of cheating and 

deception that permeated the entire service industry.  George 

Orwell, who in his impoverished youth worked as a dishwasher 

in one of Paris’s most expensive hotels, recorded the conditions 

in a hotel kitchen of the period at length in his book Down and 

Out in Paris and London: 

 

The dirt in the Hôtel X., as soon as one penetrated into 

the service quarters, was revolting.  Our cafeterie had 

year-old filth in all the dark corners, and the bread-bin 

was infested with cockroaches.  Once I suggested killing 

these beasts to Mario.  “Why kill the poor animals?” he 

said reproachfully.  The others laughed when I wanted to 

wash my hands before touching the butter…  

 

In the kitchen the dirt was worse.  It is not a figure of 

speech, it is a mere statement of fact to say that a French 

cook will spit in the soup--that is, if he is not going to 

drink it himself.  He is an artist, but his art is not 

cleanliness.  To a certain extent he is even dirty because 

he is an artist, for food, to look smart, needs dirty 

treatment.  When a steak, for instance, is brought up for 

the head cook's inspection, he does not handle it with a 

fork.  He picks it up in his fingers and slaps it down, runs 

his thumb round the dish and licks it to taste the gravy, 

runs it round and licks it again, then steps back and 

contemplates the piece of meat like an artist judging a 

picture, then presses it lovingly into place with his fat, 

pink fingers, every one of which he has licked a hundred 

times that morning.  When he is satisfied, he takes a cloth 
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and wipes his fingerprints from the dish, and hands it to 

the waiter.  And the waiter, of course, dips his fingers 

into the gravy--his nasty, greasy fingers which he is for 

ever running through his brilliantined hair.  Whenever 

one pays more than, say, ten francs for a dish of meat in 

Paris, one may be certain that it has been fingered in this 

manner.  In very cheap restaurants it is different; there, 

the same trouble is not taken over the food, and it is just 

forked out of the pan and flung onto a plate, without 

handling.  Roughly speaking, the more one pays for food, 

the more sweat and spittle one is obliged to eat with it. 

 

Apart from the dirt, the patron swindled the customers 

wholeheartedly.  For the most part the materials of the 

food were very bad, though the cooks knew how to serve 

it up in style.  The meat was at best ordinary, and as to 

the vegetables, no good housekeeper would have looked 

at them in the market.  The cream, by a standing order, 

was diluted with milk.  The tea and coffee were of 

inferior sorts, and the jam was synthetic stuff out of vast 

unlabelled tins.  All the cheaper wines, according to 

Boris, were corked vin ordinaire.  There was a rule that 

employees must pay for anything they spoiled, and in 

consequence damaged things were seldom thrown away.  

Once the waiter on the third floor dropped a roast 

chicken down the shaft of our service lift, where it fell 

into a litter of broken bread, torn paper and so forth at 

the bottom.  We simply wiped it with a cloth and sent it 

up again…In spite of all this the Hôtel X. was one of the 

dozen most expensive hotels in Paris, and the customers 

paid startling prices.2260 

 

This was the sort of establishment at which Oppenheim spent on 

food much of the income he derived from writing about 
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restaurant food.  Like his own works, that food was a shameless 

deception, a flimsy imposition upon a thrilled audience that did 

not know any better, a pretence that was made possible by their 

very ignorance.  Oppenheim’s haute cuisine was still more of a 

fraud because, in spite of its inherent cheapness, most British 

men and women would never be able to afford the prices that 

luxury restaurants charged for it.  They were excluded from 

whatever merits Oppenheim believed it to possess by reason of 

their poverty even while he dangled it continually before their 

eyes. 

 

 

The Bill 
  

Phillips Oppenheim’s comparative affluence throughout 

his life gave him the opportunity to eat in a manner that the vast 

majority of his readers would not have been able to imitate.   His 

comments about his father’s casual overindulgence in Chateau 

d’Yquem indicated that his family was able to afford good food 

and wine as a matter of course in his youth, and his early 

complacency about fine dining increased with his own literary 

success.  A typical Oppenheim tale is lavish in its descriptions of 

the characters’ meals, but extremely reticent about the cost of 

those meals.  Oppenheim’s keen awareness of his own finances 

and his willingness to protest if he was overcharged were not 

attributes that he shared with his heroes.  His omission of food 

prices from his novels was likely a conscious decision on his 

part.  It must have been clear even to Oppenheim that if he 

stated what the gentry paid for their food, such exposure of their 

extravagance would inflame his readers and undo all the good 

of his skillful social propaganda.  Oddly enough, some of the 

fine wines and Riviera specialties of his later works, because 

they are items of French cuisine, are often consumed 

domestically by lower-class and upper-class French characters 
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alike, in stark contrast to the way Britons ate, importing a 

separate style of cooking for their rulers and aristocrats.  This 

separation and its attendant expense actively helped both to 

maintain the class line in English society and to create a training 

ground--the restaurants of the West End--in which the newly 

wealthy might gradually absorb the rudiments of culture 

through food.  After all, they could afford it. 

Lieutenant-Colonel Newnham-Davis, in his Dinners and 

Diners, recorded the turn-of-the-century prices for many of the 

dishes that recurred in Oppenheim’s works, both individually 

and as components of various elaborate meals.  Like 

Oppenheim, he was a devotee of the Savoy and the West End.  

He recorded that caviar went for three shillings (£19/$25 as of 

2018) for three servings at Prince’s and four shillings (£25/$32) 

for two at the Criterion.  Oysters at Scott’s in Piccadilly were 

three shillings the dozen; turtle soup was two shillings (£13/$17) 

a bowl.  Plovers’ eggs commanded the extraordinary sum of 

seven shillings and sixpence (£47/$61).  Fillets of sole cost only 

three shillings for two dishes at the Hotel Cecil and the Criterion 

but five or six shillings (£32/$41 or £38/$49) at the Savoy 

depending on whether they were prepared as sole Reichenberg 

or sole Savoy.  When cooked with oysters in a fashion 

suggesting Oppenheim’s “sole Normandy,” Claridge’s charged 

four shillings and sixpence (£28/$36) for two servings.  Salmon 

ran two shillings the plate and trout was two and sixpence 

(£16/$21) for a double portion.  A lobster, served a la Americaine, 

cost eight shillings (£50/$65).2261  Oppenheim noted in a late-

career novel that rising prices as of 1929 had forced a London 

club to charge a marquess eighteenpence extra for luncheon if he 

chose lobster for one of his courses.2262  If a chicken were roasted, 

it would be worth anything from eight shillings at the Savoy to 

twelve (£76/$99) at Claridge’s, while if it were curried for two it 

would be worth three and sixpence (£22/$28), or seven shillings 

(£44/$57) if fricasseed.  Ducks were similarly variable in price: an 
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ordinary duck might be had for eight and sixpence (£54/$70), but 

a caneton a la presse at the Savoy, a “work of art,” cost a full 

eighteen shillings (£114/$148).  The Hotel Cecil charged four 

shillings for a mousse of ham and foie gras, and the Savoy 

demanded six for a mousse of ham alone, the work of Escoffier 

himself.  A brace of ordinary quails was five shillings, but quails 

stuffed with ortolans and truffles cost twice as much (£63/$82), 

and a casseroled partridge was five or six shillings by itself.  

Saddle of lamb, large enough for two, cost eight shillings at 

Prince’s, while cutlets, or more properly breasts, of lamb were 

three and six for the pair.  The American Bar in Piccadilly offered 

steaks in Bearnaise sauce at three shillings each, but Scott’s only 

charged half as much, albeit for steaks without any sauce.  By 

comparison, a huge helping of braised mutton, with beans and 

potatoes, was only one and fourpence (£8/$10) at Gatti’s,2263 

which accords with Oppenheim’s mention of its market price, 

uncooked, as one and elevenpence the pound some years 

later.2264  Asparagus varied from three and sixpence at Prince’s to 

three and ninepence at the Cecil and the Savoy to four shillings 

at Claridge’s.  Artichokes cost a shilling each (£6/$8), or perhaps 

one and threepence, potatoes sixpence (£3/$4) to a shilling for a 

single serving, and peas sixpence for a portion.  Depending upon 

their complexity, salads suitable for dinner for two people varied 

in price from one to two shillings.  Cheese was consistently 

threepence or fourpence (£2/$2.50) per person.  Seven shillings 

was the tariff for two servings of peaches with vanilla ice cream, 

and four and sixpence the cost of a fruit salad.  A dessert souffle 

with Curacao at the Cafe Pagani was an additional shilling and 

sixpence (£9/$12) on the bill, while a savoury souffle 

incorporating fillets of sole, ordered by Newnham-Davis as an 

entremet, a light course between main courses, cost two and 

sixpence (£16/$21) at Verrey’s.  A shilling apiece was the going 

rate for a vanilla ice or a Mandarin orange souffle glace, similar to 

an ice; a larger bombe was worth two shillings.  The St. George’s 
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vegetarian cafe in St. Martin’s Lane tempted passers-by with a 

mushroom omelette at one shilling, but at a French restaurant 

frequented by artists the omelette was a mere fourpence.  

Miscellaneous hors d’oeuvres usually added a shilling per person 

to the bill.  In addition, most good restaurants of the day had a 

cover charge of a shilling per person, and a shilling tip to the 

waiter was typical.  Coffee and liqueurs to finish the meal came 

in at sixpence a cup and a shilling a glass, respectively.2265  

Turkish coffee at the Milan, by comparison, cost half a crown 

(two and sixpence) per cup.2266 

It makes very interesting reading to compare the prices 

paid for certain dishes by Newnham-Davis and Oppenheim in 

the West End with the actual cost of preparing those dishes.  

Mrs. Beeton’s Book of Household Management, in the 1915 edition, 

provided cooks with detailed estimates of the cost of each 

course, and these were often quite different from the restaurant 

charges for the same courses.  Two quarts of tinned turtle, for 

instance, priced at one pound in the market, would make six 

quarts of turtle soup, enough for twenty-four eight-ounce 

portions.  Cost per two-shilling serving: tenpence.  Sole Colbert, 

Oppenheim’s favorite, cost two and ninepence for six persons.  

Sole a la Normande, for which Claridge’s charged four and 

sixpence for two portions, could be prepared for eight persons 

for that sum.  Four persons could be fed on fried salmon for two 

and sixpence.  A devilled lobster for five cost the cook three 

shillings.  Roast chickens averaged four shillings, as did a 

chicken fricassee sufficient to feed six.  Mrs. Beeton’s Book gave 

the cost of two roast ducks as seven to eight shillings, and added 

that they would be sufficient for eight people.  Roasted quails 

came in at a shilling apiece, ortolans at a shilling and sixpence, 

and partridges at two shillings.  As one of the better cuts of 

lamb, breast of lamb typically cost tenpence a pound.  Grilled 

cutlets in general could be produced for sixpence.  The cook 

would pay three and sixpence for asparagus, just as the diner 
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did--but the cook would get a hundred spears of it for his 

money.  Artichokes were threepence to sixpence each; four 

servings of peas cost the same.  Unless a souffle incorporated 

something exotic, such as pineapple, it could feed six people for 

a shilling.  Enough vanilla ice cream for eight people cost two 

and sixpence.  A sweet omelette cost eightpence to make and an 

omelette aux fines herbes tenpence.2267  In general, the more 

preparation a dish required and the greater the amount of the 

chefs’ time it consumed, the greater was the markup on the cost 

of that dish.  Caviar and cheese, which could be set out on the 

table without preparation, carried a much smaller premium than 

a bird that had to be roasted and monitored for hours.  That 

observation was what Oppenheim and Newnham-Davis and 

their fellow diners paid for, rather than the food itself. 

As these gentlemen were British, although the 

Frenchified manner of their cuisine might leave the reader in 

some doubt about that, they required multiple varieties of 

alcohol with every meal, which added considerably to the cost of 

their culinary experiences.  Newnham-Davis was dismissive of 

champagne, calling it a distraction from fine dining forced upon 

English society by female tastes, but he dutifully recorded that a 

half bottle set the diner back from seven to seven and sixpence 

(£44/$57 to £47/$61) and a full bottle anywhere from thirteen and 

sixpence to eighteen shillings (£85/$110 to £114/$148).  Veuve 

Clicquot at the Savoy was fifteen shillings (£95/$124) the bottle 

and 1883 Perrier-Jouet at the Coburg the same, but 1889 Perrier-

Jouet at the Hotel de Paris in Leicester Place was only fourteen 

shillings (£88/$114).  1884 Pommery commanded the higher 

price of eighteen shillings, falling to fourteen shillings for the 

1889 vintage.2268  In a novel published around the same time that 

Newnham-Davis was writing, Oppenheim noted that a case of 

champagne cost “thirty dollars a dozen” in South America,2269 or 

about six pounds, which worked out at ten shillings (£63/$82) 

the bottle.  He also included “an excellent Saumur at twelve 
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shillings” in a later work,2270 although Saumur is sparkling wine 

and not champagne.  Other prices that Newnham-Davis jotted 

down included six shillings for a bottle of hock and five to 

twelve shillings for a bottle of Burgundy.  Claret ran from four 

and sixpence to ten shillings the bottle, including seven shillings 

for a Chateau Margaux at Frascati’s.2271  All of these were 

presumably of a better quality than the claret “at three shillings 

the bottle” with which a young nobleman tempts a disguised 

princess aboard a train in an Oppenheim book.2272  One of 

Oppenheim’s infrequent forays into London’s cheaper eateries 

involved a bottle of Medoc at eighteenpence, a luxury for the 

working-class couple who drank it.2273  The writer Thomas Burke 

observed in his memoirs of 1934 that 

 

…I have just looked at a wine-list of 1912.  In it I find a 

Dow’s port of 1884, at eighty-eight shillings a dozen; a 

Clos de Vougeot of 1894, at sixty-three shillings a dozen; 

a Château Lafite of 1890, at forty shillings a dozen; and of 

the Moselles, the princesses of the wine realm, a 

Berncastler Doktor of 1907 at fifty-eight shillings a dozen.  

Prices which one now pays for ordinary table wines.2274 

 

In 1922, the National and English Review advertised Chambertin, 

Oppenheim’s first choice for Burgundy, for ninety shillings a 

case in the 1911 vintage, or sixty-eight shillings a case in the 1914 

vintage.2275  The lack of prestige surrounding French wines at the 

time, the relatively small number of individuals who could 

afford to drink those wines, and the population reductions of the 

Great War ensured that prices for vintage wine stayed relatively 

consistent throughout much of Oppenheim’s career. 

On those occasions upon which he took port to finish his 

meal, Newnham-Davis was content with a half bottle at five 

shillings and sixpence (£41/$53).2276  Oppenheim said absolutely 

nothing about the cost of his characters’ port, which he preferred 
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to be fifty to sixty years old whenever possible, but that 

generalization recalls an exchange from Dorothy Sayers’s novel 

Busman’s Honeymoon on the expense of Lord Peter Wimsey’s 

excellent taste in wine: 

 

“I have been very much put about, Miss Twitterton.  Mrs. 

Ruddle has violently agitated all his lordship’s vintage 

port, just as it was settling down nicely after the 

journey.” 

 

“Oh, how dreadful!” cried Miss Twitterton, her 

sympathetic mind grasping that the disaster, however 

incomprehensible, was of the first magnitude.  “Is it all 

spoilt?  I believe they have some very good port wine at 

the Pig and Whistle--only it's rather expensive--4s. 6d. a 

bottle and nothing on the empties.” 

 

“I fear,” said Bunter, “that would scarcely meet the case.” 

 

“Or if they would like some of my parsnip wine I should 

be delighted to--” 

 

“Huh!” said Crutchley.  He jerked his thumb at the bottle 

in Bunter’s arm. “What does that stand his nibs in for?” 

 

Bunter could bear no more.  He turned to go. 

 

“Two hundred and four shillings the dozen!” 

 

"Cripes!" said Crutchley.  Miss Twitterton could not 

believe her ears. 

 

“The dozen what?” 
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“Bottles!” said Bunter.  He went out shattered, with 

drooping shoulders, and shut the door decisively.  Miss 

Twitterton, reckoning rapidly on her fingers, turned in 

dismay to Crutchley, who stood with a derisive smile, 

making no further effort to avoid the interview. 

 

“Two hundred and four--seventeen shillings a bottle!  

Oh, it’s impossible! It’s…it’s wicked!”2277 

 

The port in question was Cockburn 1896, then forty years old, 

exactly the sort of drink that Oppenheim thought should finish a 

typical English meal--except that he favored the Cockburn 1870.  

He was likewise silent as to the cost of the brandy he and his 

characters drank with such avidity, but Newnham-Davis 

supplied that deficiency.  Brandy generally sold for a shilling to 

one shilling and sixpence per glass in restaurants, with “fine 

champagne” brandy at the top of that range, rising as high as 

two shillings a glass for brandy of the year 1800.2278  Almost lost 

in the ocean of whisky and soda that Oppenheim served to his 

characters is the author’s notation that in 1914 a tumbler of it 

would cost sixpence in a London pub.2279  When exceptionally 

scarce, as in a California mining camp, a bottle of whisky might 

cost as much as seven dollars, but that was a starvation price.2280 

These details allow the Oppenheim reader to form an 

idea of the overall cost of most Oppenheim meals.  The bill for a 

typical Oppenheim luncheon would likely have looked 

something like this (bearing in mind that Oppenheim and his 

characters almost never ate alone, the bill is made out for two): 

 

Cover:     2s. 

Cocktails @ 1s. ea.:  2s. 

Omelettes:   2s. 

Lobster:   8s. 

Roast chicken:   12s. 
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Artichokes:   2s. 6d. 

Strawberries:   2s. 

Coffee:    1s. 

Fine:    2s. 

Liqueur:   1s. 

Pommery:   18s. 

 

Tip:    1s. 

 

Total:    £2 13s. 6d. (£338/$439) 

 

An Oppenheim dinner was liable to follow the same lines, but 

more elaborately and more expensively: 

 

Cover:    2s. 

Cocktails:   4s. 

Caviar:    4s. 

Turtle soup:   4s. 

Sole Colbert:   5s. 

Quails:    5s. 

Saddle of lamb:  8s. 

Asparagus:   3s. 9d. 

Salad:    2s.  

Souffle:   1s. 6d. 

Cheese:   4d. 

Peaches:   4s. 

Coffee:    1s. 

Fine:    4s. 

Liqueur:   1s. 

Montrachet:   5s. 

Veuve Clicquot:  15s. 

Vodka:    5s. 

 

Tip:    1s. 
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Total:    £3 15s. 7d. (£477/$620) 

 

This represents a substantial increase in both complexity and 

expense over the dinner for two in a Regent Street grillroom that 

Oppenheim described in a 1912 novel.  That meal included “a 

fried sole, some cutlets, an ice, and black coffee,” accompanied 

by sauterne, and the host estimated that it should not cost more 

than eighteen shillings.2281  Oppenheim’s contraction of the 

cocktail habit, his increasing taste for alcohol, and his liking for 

expensive single dishes accounted for the greater costliness of 

his late-career meals.  Newnham-Davis, who never discovered 

the cocktail and was more easily satisfied in the matter of wine, 

paid somewhat less for his meals in the West End or made up 

the difference with a more elaborate selection of dishes.  A 

dinner for two at Verrey’s cost him £2 4s. 2d. (£279/$363), a 

similar meal at the Savoy £3 5s. 6d. (£413/$537), an elegant little 

meal with an actress at Romano’s £2 4s., and dinner at Claridge’s 

with a princess £3 12s (£454/$590).  Dining in less splendor at the 

Savoy only reduced his bill to £2 17s. (£360/$468), but a dinner 

with a friend’s son at the Trocadero came in at £1 18s 

(£240/$312).2282  Given Oppenheim’s taste for both luxury and 

drink, then, he and his heroes were not paying unusual 

amounts--by their standards--for their food.  In The Milan Grill 

Room, Oppenheim wrote that the account of a man who had 

luncheons and dinners and an odd supper at the Grill Room for 

two months came to £424 (£23,316/$30,311).2283  As this book was 

published at the end of his career, the sum in question, which 

seems modest compared to the prices Oppenheim’s usual fare 

commanded, may reflect the depreciation of the pound during 

the interwar years, or it may be an indication that the character 

in question usually ate alone, an anomaly in an Oppenheim 

story. 

The luxury restaurants of the Edwardian age did not 
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dominate Newnham-Davis’s works in spite of his fondness for 

certain of them.  His accounts of meals at aristocratic and genteel 

establishments appeared between reviews of much less refined 

restaurants at which one could dine for a pound, or even for a 

few shillings, and which he seems to have thoroughly 

appreciated.  There is no such balance in Oppenheim’s writing.  

Almost the only occasions on which Oppenheim recorded the 

price of meals were those on which his characters dined at small, 

cheap restaurants through necessity or accident.  A gentleman 

fallen on hard times might pay three shillings for his luncheon at 

a cafe that he claimed was the best restaurant in London for the 

poor man.2284  Spies in a German cafe in Soho paid the same for 

their dinner,2285 and a young couple slumming found that the 

table d’hote dinner at their Soho restaurant of choice worked out 

at two shillings apiece.2286  Workers paid even less, typically 

eighteenpence apiece for their luncheons or dinners out,2287 

although this might rise as high as one and twopence2288 or fall as 

low as tenpence.2289  Oppenheim showed his contempt for both 

clerks and meatless food when he described a typical middle-

class office worker as dining “at a vegetarian restaurant for 

sixpence.”2290  His picture of dinner at a cheap German 

restaurant in Paris included vin ordinaire, vegetable soup, fish, 

chicken, and fruit and was marked with the price of two francs; 

with the franc standing at twenty-five to the pound prior to the 

Great War, this would have put the cost of that dinner at 

approximately tenpence.2291  Presumably French cooking was 

more affordable in France.  By ignoring the cost of food when it 

was consumed by wealthy diners, Oppenheim may also have 

been trying to imitate the indifference towards price of the 

gentry whose manners he imitated.  “If you have to ask, you 

can’t afford it,” a phrase famously misattributed to Oppenheim’s 

contemporary J.P. Morgan, is an attitude that pervades 

Oppenheim’s writings.  It is most evident in his tales of great 

financial dealings, such as Harvey Garrard’s Crime and The Man 
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from Sing Sing, in which speculators fling thousands of pounds 

about without thinking, but it is also an essential part of his 

approach to the treatment of food in literature. 

Most of Oppenheim’s readers would have had to ask, 

and most of them could not have afforded it.  The conversion of 

Newnham-Davis’s recorded prices to their modern equivalents 

in sterling and dollars suggests to some degree how fantastic 

Oppenheim’s ideas about the accessibility of fine food were.  

Viewed in the context of Edwardian wages, his fantasizing is 

even more obvious.  A 1904 survey by the Board of Trade found 

that fifteen percent of British urban workers had a household 

income--not an individual income--of twenty-five shillings a 

week or less, another fourteen percent had a household income 

between twenty-five and thirty shillings a week, and thirty-eight 

percent had a household income between thirty and forty 

shillings a week.  Those in the first category spent, on average, 

fifteen shillings and sixpence on food in a week, those in the 

second category eighteen shillings and fourpence, and those in 

the third £1 1s. 4d.2292   “Round About a Pound a Week” was how 

activists Maud Pember Reeves and Charlotte Wilson summed 

up the contemporary wage situation in the title of their well-

known study of London’s respectable poor.  British textile 

workers in 1906 might earn anything from fourteen shillings to a 

pound a week, while their counterparts in skilled trades such as 

steelworking, rail transport, and utilities could expect from 

twenty-six to thirty-six shillings.  Agricultural workers, on the 

other hand, averaged eighteen shillings and fourpence.2293  

White-collar workers fared somewhat better.  The average 

annual clerk’s salary at the London and County Bank rose from 

£128 to £182 between 1870 and 1909.  A stockbroker’s clerk at 

Heseltine Powell & Co. earned, on average, £238 in 1905, and the 

Comptroller’s Department of the London County Council was 

paying similar wages at the beginning of the Great War.2294  In 

his Daily Mail editorial of 1920, Oppenheim had lamented the 
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doubling of wages for personal servants after the War, with 

maids then wanting £2 per week and his chauffeur £3 10s.2295  

Seven years later, he argued that it would be terribly generous to 

raise the wages of textile workers from four pounds a week to 

six.2296  Oppenheim’s own income of £2000-3000 in 1905 and 

£4000 in 1914 placed him firmly in Britain’s top one percent of 

earners, those 400,000 individuals who paid tax on annual 

incomes greater than £400.2297  He himself would not have been 

able to eat in the manner in which he depicted his characters 

eating until the first decade of the twentieth century, and ninety-

nine out of every hundred people he passed on the streets of 

London would never have been able to do so.  The reality of 

Edwardian life was that a family of five could live for a week on 

a sum less than what Phillips Oppenheim or his characters paid 

for one luncheon.  A £200-a-year clerk with no dependents, 

paying nineteen and sevenpence a week for a very cheap room 

in a London boarding house2298 and of sufficiently epicurean 

tastes to reserve half his salary for indulging those tastes, would 

have had thirty-eight shillings and fivepence a week, or five 

shillings and sixpence a day, with which to feed himself.  Five 

shillings a day would have gotten him one of the eighteenpenny 

luncheons Oppenheim despised and a three-shilling dinner at 

the Cafe de Lugano in Soho.  It would not have gotten him the 

Savoy.  If he had compromised on his dinner and set aside a 

shilling a day towards a more impressive meal, he might have 

been able to afford the Savoy or Verrey’s once every three 

weeks--assuming he had saved the money for proper dress 

clothes first.  Yet this was precisely the sort of reader for whom 

Oppenheim wrote, dangling the false glamour of the 

unattainable before his eyes: the chicken fallen down the lift at 

twelve shillings, the champagne at ten times the price of a bottle 

of good wine, the songbirds eaten with their bones intact and the 

turtle soup containing both old sherry and the chef’s very 

modern spittle.  It does not seem like a believable or a profitable 
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formula for a novelist--but Oppenheim somehow made it work. 

The prices that Oppenheim and Newnham-Davis paid 

for their food were not uniformly higher than those charged in 

modern luxury restaurants.  Gourmet cooking remains 

expensive and inaccessible to the general public; the prices of 

individual dishes, however, have varied with changes in public 

taste and thus with supply.  At the New York City restaurant 

Daniel in 2002, a food critic reported that 

 

Appetizers at dinner…run from sixteen dollars to 

twenty-eight, or even $140 if you opt for an ounce and a 

half of beluga caviare; main courses range from thirty-

three to thirty-eight dollars.  The average dinner cover, 

meaning the cost of a meal for one person, including 

beverages, but not including taxes and gratuities, is $184.  

Dinner for two, including tax and an 18 percent tip 

(standard in a restaurant of this caliber), averages 

$465.2299 

 

The price of caviar has increased dramatically since 

Oppenheim’s day due to the large-scale extermination of the 

sturgeons that formerly produced it.  A 2019 menu for the Savoy 

Grill, under the direction of Gordon Ramsay, offered caviar at 

£95 ($123) the ounce, oysters at £40 ($52) the dozen, Dover sole 

for £49 ($64), sirloin steak for £42 ($55), and Chateaubriand for 

two for £98 ($127).  The great difference between the Savoy 

menu of 2019 and the Savoy menu of 1899 is in the price of 

fowls: the former listed a whole chicken at just £23 ($30) and a 

roast guinea fowl with artichoke at £28 ($36).  This change 

reflects the improvements in industrial farming during the 

twentieth century that significantly increased the availability of 

poultry.  Of course, the cost of meat was and is meaningless 

when it comes to the pricing for courses such as the caneton a la 

presse, the preparation of which at the table, as a performance by 
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the chef, remains an essential part of the duck’s service.  La Tour 

d’Argent in Paris, famous for their pressed duck, listed it at €145 

($160) in 2019.  In the same year, the London Ritz priced its duck 

at £96 ($125), beef Wellington at £98, lobster at £46 ($60), venison 

at £49, and, in the greatest change of all from the Oppenheim 

era, British cheese at £25 ($32).  At the Cafe de Paris in Monte 

Carlo, caviar commanded €120 ($132) the ounce, veal cutlets €36 

($40) apiece, sole meuniere €54 ($59), and rack of lamb €43 ($47).  

Taking the currency conversions into account, these are mostly 

prices with which Oppenheim would have been familiar.  If 

anything, luxury dining in the twenty-first century is more 

affordable for the modern rich than it was for Oppenheim & Co., 

as few restaurants now serve the multi-course dinner with its 

succession of entrees which he and his characters took for 

granted. 

Drinking like Oppenheim, on the other hand, has become 

more or less affordable depending on whether one drinks like an 

early Oppenheim hero, focusing on hard liquor and champagne, 

or like a mature one, who prefers cocktails, highballs, and fine 

wines.  Veuve Clicquot of a vintage similar to that which 

Oppenheim enjoyed can be found for seventy to ninety dollars 

the bottle in the early twenty-first century, a comedown from 

Edwardian prices, as can Pommery.  The sixpence whisky and 

sodas and shilling cocktails that lubricate his later plots would 

cost four and eight dollars today, respectively--but the diner is 

likely to pay at least twice that for either in a high-end 

establishment.  Bernkasteler Doktor, Oppenheim’s favorite hock, 

costs comparatively the same amount today as it did at the 

height of his career.  The greatest change in alcohol pricing to 

occur since Oppenheim’s day has been the abrupt increase in the 

price of French red wines since American collectors began 

discovering them in the 1980s.  Newnham-Davis recorded claret 

(Bordeaux) prices in London restaurants that ranged from four 

and sixpence to ten shillings the bottle, the equivalent of £28 
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($36) to £63 ($82). The Chateau Margaux that he ordered for his 

tutor at seven shillings (£44/$57) would, in the early twenty-first 

century, start around five hundred dollars per bottle for a 

vintage only five years old.  A Chateau Mouton Rothschild of 

fifteen years’ age, the sort of thing Oppenheim gave his 

plutocrats, now costs more than three hundred dollars, and 

Romanee Conti of comparable age to that which General 

Besserley ordered in Paris is almost unobtainable for less than 

ten thousand dollars.  The Chateau d’Yquems that allegedly 

drove Oppenheim’s father into bankruptcy might well do that to 

a modern drinker, selling for over three hundred dollars the 

bottle for any vintage, and often for much more.  Any attempt to 

include these wines in a modern menu on a regular basis in the 

same way that Oppenheim and his fellows did a hundred years 

ago would be effectively impossible for anyone without an 

annual income under a million dollars.  Time and economic 

progress have brought Oppenheim’s food within the reach of a 

greater number of the wealthy while at the same time excluding 

his wine from the knowledge of most epicures. 

 

 

The Hour 
 

The “done thing” with respect to food in Oppenheim’s 

era encompassed not only eating the right sort of food while 

drinking the right sort of wine and wearing the right sort of 

clothes in the right sort of places, but also doing those things at 

the right hour of the day.  An Edwardian’s social position 

determined the hours at which he took his meals as much as it 

did the type of food he ate.  This class divide was sufficiently 

sharp in places that a worker’s supper might well fall earlier in 

the evening than an aristocrat’s dinner.  For most working-class 

Britons, the day began as early as possible.  Working hours had 

to coincide with daylight hours, since electric or gas lighting cost 
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employers money and outdoor workers had little access to 

artificial light anyway.  The most visible legacies of this lifestyle 

in the twenty-first century are the numerous factory buildings 

from the Edwardian years that still stand across Britain and 

America, multi-storied and full of windows, designed to admit 

the greatest possible amount of sunlight to their machine-shop 

interiors.  Conversely, the gentry, whose occupations were less 

regular or altogether nonexistent, could afford to deliberately 

ignore daylight and schedule their meals later than those of their 

social inferiors.  Eating late became a mark of wealth and leisure, 

a sign, like obesity in ancient Hawaii, of power and detachment 

from the normal processes of existence.  English society came to 

prize the artificial over the natural, and Oppenheim’s novels are 

dotted with examples of this attitude, among them his 

segregated mealtimes. 

Oppenheim’s protagonists preferred to eat breakfast at 

nine o’clock, an hour at which most of the country had already 

been awake for some time and preparing breakfast for those still 

abed.  If nine was impossible, ten would do nearly as well, or 

sometimes nine-thirty.  Eight o’clock breakfasts are rare in the 

Oppenheim canon and anything earlier almost nonexistent.  “‘I 

hate to breakfast before ten o’clock,’” one of his marquesses 

complains indignantly when he makes a special effort to meet a 

nine o’clock train.2300  A general rule in Oppenheim’s stories was 

that the more noble the diner, the later in the day he ate his 

meals.  By the time Oppenheim and his creations got around to 

luncheon, the working classes were already eating their dinners.  

A farmer at a country inn in one book takes his as early as 

noon,2301 and in an early novel, Oppenheim called two o’clock in 

the afternoon “the great middle-class dinner hour.”2302  

Oppenheim himself overwhelmingly preferred to lunch at one in 

the afternoon, sometimes allowing the luncheons of his fantasies 

to slip to a quarter past or half past the hour.  Any midday meals 

outside that range are largely absent from his works.  In France, 
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luncheon at a village inn is “Anglicized into a one-o’clock meal” 

for the benefit of two English tourists.2303  The hour between 

noon and one o’clock was the time of day Oppenheim called 

most typical of Monte Carlo,2304  that golden stretch of time when 

the habitues would pass along the terraces after their morning 

exercise and sip cocktails outside the Casino before stepping into 

the Cafe de Paris for luncheon. 

Dinner, the meal to which Oppenheim gave his most 

serious attention, was usually preceded in his mature works by a 

quarter of an hour’s consumption of cocktails, sometimes 

extended to a full half-hour.  This was in addition to a cocktail 

break at six in the evening that is a recurring feature of 

Oppenheim’s Monte Carlo stories.  As fully three-quarters of the 

dinners Oppenheim created in his works were served at or after 

eight o’clock at night, his characters had a breathing space to 

recover, gamble, or commit espionage between their evening 

cocktails and their pre-dinner cocktails.  He considered early 

dinners such a betrayal of gentle manners that he disparaged 

them repeatedly.  A handful of dinners at 7:30 appear in early or 

mid-career Oppenheim works, but the hour of 8 PM dominates 

his dinner references, and beginning in the late 1920s, his 

dinners increasingly shifted to 8:30 or 9 PM, or later still.  Late 

dinners were both sophisticated and a practical response to the 

nightlife of the Riviera; early dinners were common and 

unsatisfying.  One Oppenheim detective describes himself as 

having “committed the atrocity of dining at half-past five” while 

traveling by train.2305  In another instance, Oppenheim referred to 

a dinner as having been “early” because the couple in question 

were long finished by twenty past eight,2306 and a marquis 

having dinner with his lady-love at the Hotel de Paris declared 

that a quarter past seven was a “barbarous hour to dine.”2307  

Dining at 7:30 in an Oppenheim novel, particularly in a late-

career Oppenheim novel, is commonly an event associated with 

middle-class diners whose social status is “not quite quite,” or 
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with vacationing in the countryside.  A wealthy industrialist and 

his wards dine at seven o’clock, half an hour early, at his brick 

villa in a manufacturing town, reflecting their social standing, 

which is slightly lower than that of the gentry.2308  Peter Cradd 

and his unattainable girl similarly take supper in a country 

cottage at half past seven.2309  When a very middle-class German 

spy declares that he is hungry at that hour, one of his confreres 

laughingly calls him a barbarian.2310  The Inevitable Millionaires 

dined between seven-thirty and eight o’clock prior to their 

upgrade to the West End, but afterwards ordered their dinner 

table for eight sharp and their luncheon for 1:15 in accordance 

with the prevailing fashion.2311 

While the gentry were having their dinner, the few 

workers of Oppenheim’s books were having their supper.  Eight 

was the appropriate hour for a rural postmaster’s supper2312 and 

supper at nine o’clock was late for a mechanic.2313  Dining rather 

than supping at that time, in fact, could be cause for derision 

among the lower middle classes.  “‘Can I take Cousin Amy over 

to the Royal Hotel for dinner?’” a young detective asks his aunt.  

Her reply is emphatic: 

 

“No, you cannot,” her mother objected vigorously.  “I’m 

not going to have the girl’s head filled with stuff like that.  

Take her to dinner, indeed--at eight o’clock in the 

evening!  She had her dinner at one o’clock, as folks like 

us do, and she’s just had her bite of supper--though 

scarcely a mouthful, I will admit.  What are you talking 

about?”2314 

 

For Oppenheim, supper most commonly meant a meal taken 

from eleven o’clock until midnight.  Later suppers are less 

common in his works, although some of his nightclub parties in 

Monte Carlo and Paris ran as late as half past two in the 

morning.  A few Oppenheim heroes were known to order drinks 
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in high spirits at 3 AM if the mood of the moment was right.  

The absence of licensing laws and closing hours on the Riviera 

was likely a great comfort to Oppenheim in the aftermath of the 

War and probably contributed to his love of the place.  Like the 

kings of France, he preferred to have an audience when dining 

or drinking, and Monte Carlo could provide him with one even 

at midnight.  Its visitors would see that he was no longer “the 

insecure son of a not very prosperous leather merchant in 

Leicester.”  Instead, they would see him supping in the 

fashionable spot at the fashionable hour, his actions putting the 

finish on his acquired gentility and the maitre d’hotel respectfully 

addressing him as “Sir Phillips.”  Ultimately, that was what 

Oppenheim wanted out of life. 
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Conclusion 
 

 

With the exception of a few dedicated fans of Edwardian 

fiction, the readers of the twenty-first century have forgotten 

Phillips Oppenheim, but the effects of his writing are 

nonetheless still evident in Anglo-American popular culture.  In 

subtle ways, Oppenheim’s influence reaches well beyond the 

stacks of Stuart Woods novels now occupying the philosophical 

and physical spaces that his own works once did in hundreds of 

public libraries.  Most significantly, James Bond and all his heirs 

are the offspring of Oppenheim’s heroes; the first Bond novel, 

Casino Royale, has an obviously Oppenheim-esque setting and 

plot.  The journalist Paul Johnson famously denounced the Bond 

novels for consisting largely of “sex, snobbery and sadism,” and 

Oppenheim’s books are a milder variety of the same thing, 

heavy on the snobbery, light on the sex, and taking sadism for 

granted in the shape of class distinctions and a militarized 

society.  “The real pop fiction of the early 1900s or late 1800s” 

was how the Yale Daily News described his work in a 

retrospective review of The Malefactor.  “What ordinary people 

read and wrote in their free time.”2315   

Oppenheim’s works may have been pulp fiction, but 

pulp is important.  The most widely-circulated words, not the 

most skillfully-crafted words, shape public opinion.  In 

Oppenheim’s case, these words praised discrimination, the 

simultaneous worship of and indifference to wealth, 

nationalism, clever cheating, prudery, and, above all, fine dining.  
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His success and his sudden disappearance alike are explained by 

his faithfulness to these ideals.  While he was still a typical 

specimen of his era, the curator and scribe of British public 

opinion giving voice to the social-climbing fantasies of millions, 

his books sold by the millions.  When public opinion moved on 

and Oppenheim became an outlier, too conservative and 

insufficiently technical for the postwar world, the demand for 

his stories vanished.  Edgar Wallace continued to be reprinted 

because Wallace’s works lacked much of the explicit classism of 

Oppenheim’s and because many of them could be considered 

straightforward detective stories.  Oppenheim, however, had bet 

on atmosphere, and when the aristocracy of Europe faded away, 

together with its atmosphere of unattainability, his plots lost 

what little resemblance they bore to reality in the reader’s eyes.  

From then on, his books survived only as dusty time capsules of 

the manners and mores of the Edwardian years until digitization 

made them widely available for the first time in eighty years.  

Taken as a body, they now reveal both Oppenheim’s obsession 

with class and his even greater obsession with food. 

In order to criticize his own near-gluttony, which he 

almost never did in any case, Oppenheim had to place the words 

in the mouth of a foreigner, and a noble foreigner at that, a 

Chinese prince who, as a member of what Oppenheim called the 

world’s oldest aristocracy, was allowed to condescend to the 

British: 

 

An Englishman eats and drinks in public and places 

opposite him a flower he has plucked or hopes to pluck.  

He drugs himself deliberately.  Half the time when he 

should be soaring in his thoughts, he descends of 

deliberate intent.  Instead of his flower, he makes his 

woman the partner of his grossness…It is not artistic.  It 

is not when the wine mounts to the head, and the sense 

of feeding fills the body, that men speak best of the 
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things that lie near their hearts.2316 

 

This was the closest Oppenheim ever came to self-criticism: a 

gentle scolding over a meal by an aristocratic tourist.  Only an 

outsider could find fault with his comfortable way of life.  His 

complacency and insularity reflected his readers’ own beliefs 

and contributed to his popularity.  He flourished because he 

provided easy, undemanding entertainment for a comfortable 

public, or at least a public too set in its ways and too proud of its 

dignity to admit it was uncomfortable. 

Oppenheim saw food and wine simultaneously as things 

desirable for their own sake, as a set of metaphors for social 

class, and as props for the construction of his luxurious tete-a-

tetes.  His handling of foodstuffs as props inevitably revealed the 

workings of his mind.  He signaled women’s physical inferiority 

to men by refusing them strong liquor, gave mutton to the 

working classes but reserved lamb for the gentry, and portrayed 

almost exclusively dishes that the ordinary Englishman would 

never have tasted.  Oppenheim tales like Jacob’s Ladder or The 

Inevitable Millionaires or The Fortunate Wayfarer are essentially 

Little Lord Fauntleroy for adults.  They derive what realism they 

offer from a careful depiction of how the gentry eat, drink, and 

dress.  This richness of detail in depicting the culinary lives of 

the one percent was both Oppenheim’s strength, from the point 

of view of the modern reader treating his depictions as historical 

curiosities, and his weakness, from the point of view of that 

reader contemplating the effect of Oppenheim’s work on the 

British public.  Indeed, perhaps the most remarkable thing about 

Oppenheim’s career was that he could keep selling books to 

middle- and lower-class readers that assured those readers that 

they were forever doomed to inferiority and cheap food.  He 

fooled a lot of people a lot of the time, and his focus on cookery 

helped him do it. 

However, there can be no question that Oppenheim 
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loved his meals regardless of the ways in which he employed 

food in his novels to stress class distinctions.  His favorite dishes 

and favorite restaurants are landmarks in his works, clearly 

present because of his affection for them rather than from any 

intentional artistry or attention to background detail.  As he was 

a writer, one might imagine that Oppenheim chose to express 

himself through words, but his words were a mere container for 

the culinary descriptions that revealed the inner nature of his 

thoughts.  He could not stop contemplating his dinner, and he 

could not stop talking about it when dictating his stories.  The 

man who wanted to be invisible thereby, without thinking, 

created a self-portrait.  Whether the viewer perceives the subject 

of that portrait to be ugly or handsome, repulsive or gallant or 

merely an average Englishman, its creation was the greatest 

work Oppenheim ever accomplished.  Every author infuses his 

works with something of his own personality.  Few have ever 

done so to the extent that Phillips Oppenheim did. 
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attributed to Oppenheim. 
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